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PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE SESSIONS 

OF THE 

AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION 

HELD AT PHILADELPHIA, PA., DEC., 900oo, AND AT 

CAMBRIDGE, MASS., JULY, I90o, 

ALSO OF THE SESSION OF THE 

PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF TIIE PACIFIC COAST 

HELD AT SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., DEC., I9oo. 



PREFATORY NOTE. 

IN accordance with the announcement made at the regular meet- 

ing of the Association held in July, 1899 (PROCEEDINGS, Vol. XXXI., 

p. vi), the Association held a Special Session at the University of 

Pennsylvania as a participant in a CONGRESS OF PHILOLOGICAL AND 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETIES. The other societies meeting at the same 

time and in the same building of the University of Pennsylvania 
were the American Oriental Society, Spelling Reform Association, 
Archaeological Institute of America, Society of Biblical Literature 

and Exegesis, Modern Language Association of America, American 

Dialect Society. 
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AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. 

PHILADELPHIA, December 27, 1900. 

The Special Session was called to order at 10.45 A.M. by the 

President, Professor Samuel Ball Platner, of Adelbert College of 
Western Reserve University. 

The Secretary of the Association, Professor Herbert Weir Smyth, 
of Bryn Mawr College, having no announcements to make at this 

time, the reading of papers was at once begun. 

i. Notes on Juristic Latin, by Dr. Edgar S. Shumway, of the 

University of Pennsylvania. 

1. Originality of Roman Law. 

Several citations were given in proof of the originality of the Twelve Tables, 
and a personal communication from Paul Krueger of Bonn was read affirming 
adherence to his earlier convictions that Roman law was independent and original. 

2. A Juristic Inseparable Compound. 
The order in juristic Latin of contra tabulas bonorum possessio (not bonorum 

contra tabulas possessio) was shown to be due to the use of bonorumt possessio as a 
terminus technicus, an inseparable compound (like paterfamilias). The adjective 
phrase contra tabulas modifies the compound. Hence Kalb's suggestion of Greek 
influence is unfounded. 

3. Example of Abbreviated or Symbolical Language. 

Quod iussu, for the whole rule so beginning, was shown to be used sometimes 
as an adjective, sometimes as an adverb. 

4. Cum Absolute in the Twelve Tables. 

The occurrence is in Table I. Causam coiciunto. corn peroranto ambo prae- 
sentes. Mommsen's view, that cor must be emended to turn; and Voigt's, that 

peroranto must be emended to perorant, were shown to be incorrect. 

5. A/aanus, Mancipare, and Mancipio. 
Manus was originally the generic term for legal authority over the individual. 

This was shown by fiduciary coemptio, also by the compounds. 
Gaius' claim that the first element in mancipare was ablative, quia manu res 

capitur, was opposed. The view held by the author of the paper was that it 
was an old terminal dative = classical in manumn, "into control." 

Mancipio accipere was held to show a survival of this terminal use in the com- 

pound stage. 
ili 
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6. Sigmatic Aorists in the Twelve Tables. 

All the occurrences were reviewed. Two appear from the context to have a 
future function. The context does not establish with regard to the others whether 
their function was future or perfect. They do not have a subjunctive function. 

Incidentally Mommsen's emendation iusserit for iussit was condemned in the 
Lex Silia de Ponderibus (Si quis magistralus . . . pondera . . . faxit iussitve 

fieri), and the suggestion was made that in the Lex Aquilia de damno iniuria 
dato, Si occiderit of the first chapter should be restored as Si occisit to correspond 
with the Sifaxsit of the third chapter (Ulp. ad. ed. x8, Dig. 9, 2, 27, 5). 

7. The Trichotomy of Gaius' Institutes. 

The note presented some arguments in favor of holding the system to be purely 
objective: with persona, meaning "jural role sustained by a being of will": res, 
"jural role sustained by a being not of will": actio, "jural r81e sustained by a 

juridical action-form." Affolter's claim that persona rarely in republican litera- 
ture has the meaning " role " was combated, and examples from Cicero were cited. 

2. Critical Notes on Cicero's Letters, by Dr. George Dwight 
Kellogg, of Yale University. 

A collection of the cases of the subjunctive in independent sentences in Cicero's 

correspondence, including some other kindred constructions, shows that the Ist 

sing. volo ut is not used; velim ut is used seven times by Cicero and once each 

by Lentulus and Dolabella; velim with the subjunctive without ut in over 300 
cases with the 2d sing. alone (" defining parataxis " as E. P. Morris has called it, 
A. J. P., XVIII., nos. 71-3; or "vestiges of an original parataxis felt as sub- 
ordinate and dependent " according to C. E. Bennett, Cornell Stud., IX., pp. 66-76). 

An examination of the cases of velim ut shows several peculiarities. 
Ad fam. XVI. 9. 3, has ita in correlation with ut. 
Ad fam. IV. I4. 4, velim ut eo sis animo quo . . . debes, id est ut, etc. The 

usual form is fac animo forti sis. 
Ad fam. XI. I8. 3, id quod spero is inserted between velim and ut sit. Observe 

that in ad fam. IV. 14. 4 and Lent. ad fam. XII. 14. 4 we have the idiom-maker 
sis or sit; also that in the three following cases verbs like mandavi, opto, and 
curo are in the context. 

Ad fam. IV. I. 2, velim is co6rdinated with mandavi, which takes ut; cf. ad 
Att. I. 12. I and 2; II. 7. 5; VII. I. 2, etc. 

In ad Att. X. I6. I there is influence of opto, and in ad Att. II. I. 12 similar 
influence of curo. 

Ad Q. F. II. 8. I shows partial obliquity and substantivization; tu metuis ne 
. . .interpelles ? tu scis quid sit interpellare. Tu vero ut me . . . interpelles, 
velim, quid enim nmiki suavius ? 

In ad Att. V. 21. 9 the ut-clause depends on an omitted verb. 
Lent. ad fam. XII. 14. 4, velim tibi ut seNtper curae sit et . . . suffragere. 

The phrase is otherwise without ut; cf.this letter, section 5, v. tibi curae sit; and 
twice in ad fam. XV. 13. 3, and III. 3. I; and once in Caelius, ad fam. VIII. 8. o0. 

This ut may possibly be a corruption from an et correlative with the et suffragere. 
In Dol. ad fam. IX. 9. 3, the ut may have arisen from the tu e ; yet, as it stands, 

iv 
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the relation of the subjunctive, recipias is made clear by the ut, for a subjunctive 
si-clause is interpolated between the velim and the ut recipias. 

In view of the rarity of the construction velim ut in the Letters, and the fact 
that in the letters to Atticus it occurs only where it is associated with opto and 
curo, it is hardly wise to read it in the following passage of doubtful text. 

Ad Att. XI. 25. 3 for velim ut possim adversas, read velim id possit adserzari 
as more according to the usage than Boot's velim ut possit adservari. It is 
customary in this sort of parataxis in the 3d person to have some word inserted 
between the definitive and its paratactic. 

In ad Att. XVI. 7. 8, read ita plane velim (sc. sit) et ei dicas. Cf. ad Att. XIV. 
II. I, velim Asturae Brutus (sc. sit), and ad Att. XIV. 15. 3, velim Bruto per- 
suadeas uit Asturae sit. 

In the next three passages read: ad Att. XV. 25, ex te etiam velim scire, com- 

paring ad Att. XV. 23, eliam ex te velim cognoscere. 
Ad Att. IV. 13. I, velim scribas ad me. Word-order and usage make scribas 

preferable to either perscribas or rescribas. 
Ad Att. I. 17. I , I would read multa sunt, sed in aliud temrpus (sc. differo) 

E'xpectare velimz cures ut sciam. 
The following four cases of the present subjunctive not in parataxis deserve 

comment. 
Ad Att. XII. 37. 4, scribas igitur, si quid erit certius. All the other eighty or 

more cases of scribas occur in parataxis defined by velim, fac, etc. The other 
ind. subjunctives in this letter are defined. In the Letters scribe is more common 
than scribes (1. Or. and B.), but Wesenberg's s.i. velim is more likely. 

Ad Att. IV. 19. 2, read for apud me cur tuis maneas, either fac apud or fac 
maneas. Atcording to the usage in the Letters fac as a definitive nearly always 
precedes a syllable containing the vowel a, e.g., fac habeas, fac valeas, fac animum 

habeas, etc. 
Ad Att. V. 15. 3, instead of si me amas, assis tu ad tenopus read fac assis; for 

fac might easily drop between amas and assis. For meaning cf. the phrase fa? 
venias, which is found several times. 

Ad Att. IV. 4. a, utique cum tuis apud me sis; cf. IV. 19. 2, apud me cum 
tuis maneas, and IV. 4 b. 2, utique fac venias. The reading of Bosius, fac sis, is 

easy, but I would put the fac before apud to conform with the euphonic law. 
In ad fam. XV. I2. 2, a te peto ut operam des efficias read by Mendelssohn with 

Med. may be paralleled by Pomp. ad Att. VIII. 6. 2, dabis operam . . . venias. 

3. On Bennett's Critique (Cornell Studies, No. IX.) of Elmer's 

Theory of the Subjunctive of Obligation or Propriety, by Professor 

Sidney G. Ashmore, of Union University. 
The purpose of this paper is to suggest that Professor Bennett has gone too, 

far in his condemnation of Elmer's views. The writer takes up a number of the 
points which Bennett makes in his attack on Elmer's theory of the subjunctive 
of obligation or propriety, and discusses them somewhat at length, but always 
with a leaning towards Elmer's side of the question. It is necessary to Elmer's 
theory that the frequent occurrence of neque (nec) with the subjunctive in the 
classical and ante-classical periods should be shown to be susceptible of an inter- 
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pretation other than that of the traditional prohibitive. If neque with the sub- 

junctive is preceded by the subjunctive with ne, as in ne . . . dixeris nec putaveris, 
then and then only, says Elmer, are we certain that nec is prohibitive. But Elmer 
claims that, while neve (neu) with the subjunctive preceded by a prohibitive sub- 

junctive with ne is of frequent occurrence, the subjunctive with neque (nec) pre- 
ceded by a prohibitive ne-clause does not occur in prose till after the Augustan 
period, and that it occurs only once in direct address in poetry, although with the 
third person it is found at rare intervals as a poetic license, e.g., Catullus 6I. 126. 
Elmer has previously shown that neque (nec) does not occur with the imperative 
before the end of the Ciceronian period, except in one instance, viz., Catullus 8. 
Io; the regular word being neve (neu), where a prohibition is to be carried along 
from one verb to another. Sometimes, however, the prohibition is carried forward 
by means of aut when the subjunctive is used, or by a repetition of the ne. 

Against all of this Bennett opposes a single inscription in which he finds neque 
with the imperative, Elmer having cited I21 cases of the imperative with neve 

(neu). Bennett cites also a passage from the lsinaria of Plautus (vv. 767-801), 
in which he claims there are nine instances of neque with the subjunctive in 
"close association" with ne and the same mood, these nine instances being, in 
Bennett's view, undoubted cases of the prohibitive use of the subjunctive with 

neyue (nec). An example taken from Terence (Eun. 74) is claimed by Bennett 
as a tenth instance of neque with the prohibitive subjunctive in early Latin. 

The present paper endeavors to show that the passage from Plautus contains 
only one clear example of this construction, instead of nine, inasmuch as in 
not more than one case out of the nine is the neque clause really preceded by the 
subjunctive with ne. The paper also calls attention to the fact that the appear- 
ance of the nine instances in question within the narrow limit of `some twenty- 
five lines is a circumstance that tells in favor of Elmer's position and against 
that of BcnnAtt, rather than the reverse, as Bennett would have us believe. 
This argument is supported in the paper through a reference to Shakespeare's 
King Henry I/V., and the employment there of the verb 'to mind' in the sense 
of 'to intend.' That this was a solecistic use in Shakespeare is clear from the 
fact that, while this verb is used with this meaning as many as four times in that 
play within the limits of a single scene, it does not appear again in the sense of 
' to intend ' in any known portion of Shakespeare's works. It has been observed 
by a student I of English philology that solecisms are wont to appear in groups of 
three or more instances, or else in pairs, but seldom as &7ra, Xe-y6/xeva, in a given 
author, and that having thus appeared within a limited space, they do not occur 
again in the same writer. Now if we suppose, for argument's sake, that the nine 
instances of neyue with the subjunctive just referred to as occurring within a com- 
pass of twenty-five verses are all genuine cases of the prohibitive, as Bennett claims, 
the fact that this idiom fails to appear again in Plautus (a fact that Bennett 

admits) is at least suggestive of its possibly solecistic character, especially if the 
parallel just mentioned be taken into account. The effect of this reference to 
Shakespeare is to minimize the importance of number, nine instances of an idiom 
being scarcely of more account than one, provided the nine are found, not 

scattered, but massed together within narrow bounds. It is as if the mind of the 
writer had fastened upon an unusual but convenient expression, and was bent, for 

1 Edward Everett Hale, Jr. 
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the time being, upon using it, but afterwards dropped it because of its abnormal 
character. The array of examples then which Bennett marshals from Plautus to 
oppose Elmer in his position regarding neque with the prohibitive subjunctive is 
less formidable perhaps than one might suppose after a cursory reading of Ben- 
nett's critique. 

With regard to the example taken from Terence (Eun. 74) the present paper 
takes the ground that neque ... addas, being followed immediately by el .. feras 
with which it is connected in sense (as though the connectives were et non ... et), 
and being separated by the words of an intervening speaker from the preceding 
subjunctive with ne, in reality fails to derive its character from the ne-clause, and 
may therefore be taken independently. This leaves the way open for the classifi- 
cation of addas and feras under the head of Obligation or Propriety, a classification 
affording in this instance, especially, an excellent meaning. The whole passage 
may be rendered: 'do not make yourself unhappy. PH. Is that your advice ? 
PA. (Yes, and you will act upon it) if you are sensible. You should refrain from 
adding burdens to those which love in itself possesses for you, and those which 
are iniseparable from the situation you should bear with fortitude.' 

Other points connected with the use of neque (nec) are taken up by Bennett 
in criticism of Elmer's theory. Elmer holds that neque was not regularly used 
with the volitive subjunctive in any form before the period of the decline. Hence 
it was not used to carry forward a clause of purpose. From this it follows that 
the few instances of neque following an u/-clause (within the periods referred to) 
must be instances of result and not examples of purpose. To this Bennett demurs, 
and a discussion of examples cited by Elmer follows in Bennett's critique of 
Elmer's theory. One of these examples is found in Cicero, in Caecil. I6. 52, qui 
si te recte monere volet, suadebit tibi ut hinc discedas neque mihi verbum ullum 
respondeas, which is rendered by Elmer, ' will advise you in such a way as to 
result in your departing without saying a word in reply.' Bennett affirms that 
such "cannot be the sense of the passage," and that " the context (qui si te recte 
monere volet) shows this." Bennett's translation is as follows: 'if he gives you 
good advice, his advice will be to go away and keep still about it.' But the 
paper of which this is an abstract submits that, while this may possibly be the 
meaning, the context, so far from showing it, rather suggests the following: 'if 
his advice is of the right sort, he will thereby bring about your departure from 
this place, without your saying a word in reply.' Thus understood, the ut-clause, 
and therefore the neque clause, points to the predominance of the idea of result, 
which is all that Elmer claims for it. This paper discusses also other examples 
of a similar character, in reference to which the two scholars mentioned differ as 
to the exact value of the subjunctive mood. In brief, the paper contends that the 
endeavor of Bennett to disprove what he calls Elmer's "assault upon prohibitives 
accompanied by neque" can scarcely be regarded as final. Granting this, then 
Bennett has not yet succeeded (as he claims to have done) in shutting out these 
instances of neque with the subjunctive from a possible reference to Elmer's 
category of Obligation or Propriety. 

Again Elmer's explanation of the negative 'deliberative' subjunctive is sub- 
mitted by Bennett to similarly destructive criticism. Elmer distinguishes ques- 
tions of the class represented by cur ego non laeter ? and those of which quid 
faciam ? is an example. The first of these questions, he says, does not appeal 
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to the will, that is, is not deliberative, but rather expects an answer expressive of 
obligation or propriety, as 'you should (' ought to') be glad.' The second asks 
for direction, advice, and therefore does appeal to the will: i.e., is distinctly 
deliberative. Bennett takes the ground that the logical content of these two 
forms of question is the same, and appears to base this on the fact that both 
are rhetorical. Now the writer finds it difficult to follow Bennett here. Whether 
these two forms of question are rhetorical in force or in reality expect an answer, 
the logical content in each case would seem to be different. Originally, it is to 
be presumed, each question was framed with reference to an anticipated answer. 
The answer to the first question (the question containing a negative) is that 

given above; the answer to quidfaciamn ('what shall I do') is (logically at least) 
' do this,' 'do that.' This last is volitive in character. But Bennett says: "On 
the score of meaning I can discover no reason why the theory of a volitive origin 
should not hold for the negative clauses as well as the affirmative." To this it 
may be replied that Bennett may or may not be correct in claiming a volitive 
origin for the negative 'deliberative' question; at any rate he appears to fall 
short of apprehending Elmer's real position. Elmer holds that, inasmuch as the 

negative is invariably non and never ne, such questions, whatever their origin, 
have, as they stand, no dealings with the will, and that the implied answer is 
therefore never of a volitive nature. Such questions, Elmer thinks, are in fact a 

proof of the existence of the use for which he contends: for if we can say cur 

ego non laeter ? 'why should I not be glad ?' we may also say non laeter (without 
the cur) in the sense of 'I should (' ought to') be glad.' Now Bennett admits 
elsewhere that under certain circumstances non would naturally invade the domain 
of ne, yet he now says that the supposed volitive origin of the sentence cur ego 
non laeter ? requires the use of ne there instead of non if Elmer's theory be true - 
and that too when the sentence referred to has confessedly lost its volitive char- 
acter. But Elmer makes no declaration to the effect that the occurrence of non 
in the negative ' deliberative' question is incompatible with a volitive origin. He 
does indeed suspect and defend an origin that is not volitive, viz., that from the 

subjunctive of contingent futurity, as it has been termed, or as the grammarians 
have it, the ' would' (potential) idea. But it is not necessary to his purpose that 
he should press this point, and he avowedly refrains from doing so. 

The paper then proceeds to discuss Bennett's criticism of Elmer's application 
of his theory to concrete cases. One of them is from Ennius, Ann. 143 (Baehrens), 
NAec m1i aurum posco nec mi pretiziu dederitis, which must mean: ' neither do I 
ask for gold nor need you (nor are you under obligation) to give it to me.' The 

person referred to in the quotation does not say that he will not accept the gold 
if it is pressed upon him. To take nec dederitis as a prohibition, 'nor shall you 
give it to me,' with Bennett, is to miss the meaning. And here it may be observed 
that Elmer has defined the term " obligation or propriety " as broad enough to 
cover the meanings given to ' ought' by English lexicographers, viz., 'to be fitting, 
proper or necessary,' to behoove.' Bearing this in mind we are in a position to 
find more than one of Bennett's arguments to be somewhat misapplied. 

The following example is also from Ennius, Ann. 509 (Baehrens), Nemo me 
dacru;mis decoret neque funera fleu faxit. We are so accustomed by tradition to 
the jussive idea in thinking of these words ('let no one honor me,' etc.), that it 
is difficult to adjust ourselves to anything else; yet they are clearly susceptible 
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of a different explanation. While it may not be necessary to translate, 'no one 
ought to honor me, etc.' (the rendering deprecated by Bennett with a hint at its 

supposed absurdity-though it is difficult to perceive any serious objection to the 
word 'ought' here), it is also unnecessary to hold (with Bennett) that the only 
alternative is the one which Bennett himself insists on. To the writer of this 

paper, the traditional rendering, ' let no one honor me,' etc., seems to be less in 

keeping with the thought of the passage than the following: 'no one need honor 
me with tears, nor celebrate my obsequies with weeping,' i.e.,' no one is obligated 
to do so,' 'there is no necessity that any one should.' The speaker waives all 
claim upon the affection of his friends, so far as that affection is usually manifested 
in honors paid to the dead. He is willing that they should be relieved of the 

customary burdens which attendance at his funeral would entail; but he is surely 
not ordering them to refrain from such demonstrations. 

It would seem then that Professor Bennett is scarcely justified in representing 
as impossible Professor Elmer's interpretation of the two examples cited from the 

poet Ennius. Other examples presented by Elmer in support of his theory, and 
condemned in equally positive terms by Bennett, as incapable of bearing the 

meaning attached to them by Elmer, are discussed in the present paper - notably 
the following: Ter. Andr. 392, Plaut. Capt. 149, and Cic. Tusc. Disp. I. 4. 98. 
But space will not permit a repetition here of the discussions referred to. The 
conclusion reached in this paper is that Bennett cannot be said to have proved 
(as he claims to have done) that Elmer's Theory of the Subjunctive of Obli- 

gation or Propriety is "without foundation in the syntactical phenomena of 
the Latin language." Nevertheless the writer has approached the subject with 

diffidence, in view of the experience and acuteness of the scholars whose work he 
has in part reviewed. Much has been said that is true by both parties to the 

controversy. Perhaps a high degree of probability is all that could be attained 

by either. 

Remarks were made by Professor Bennett, and by Professor Ash- 
more in reply. 

4. Remains of Synapheia in Horace and Roman Tragedy, by 
Dr. Robert S. Radford, of Bryn Mawr College. 

The synapheia of Seneca's anapaests has been discussed by B. Schmidt (De 
emend. Senecae trag., I860), and more recently by Richter and Leo. In Roman 

usage hiatus in a long vowel or M is justified first by strong punctuation. In the 
six undisputed tragedies three other licenses occur, viz., long hiatus without pause 
(I % in 839 vv.), syllaba anceps with pause (3 %), and without pause (? %). In 
the Octavia, syllaba ancels without pause is proportionally ten times as frequent, 
in the juvenile or spurious works - Agam. and Herc. II. - five times as frequent. 
The other ratios do not greatly increase. As is well known, hiatus in M or in a 
short vowel without pause occurs only in the three last-mentioned plays (7 times). 
The conclusion is drawn with Schmidt that the composition of the anapaests is 
not stichic, but that in his mature works Seneca conformed to the norm of com- 

position, at a time when the traditions of the anapaestic system were rapidly 
breaking up. Seneca retains in the anapaests his great technical mastery of verse 
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forms. The disuse of strophical responsion and of the paroemiac close is now 
explained by Leo as corresponding to an actual development in later Greek chorus 
music (Rhein. Mus., 1897, p. 509 ff.). 

I. Synapheia in early tragedy. 
How far were the three licenses observed in Seneca admitted in Roman 

anapaests from the first ? For evidently the early cantica, composed in systems 
concluding with the paroemiac, correspond throughout to the strict anapaests of 
Greek tragedy. The fragments of Ennius (22 vv.) show one long hiatus with 

punctuation (fr. 85 R.), and one without: fr. 29 (R.) Apollo I Arcum. Pacuvius 
(22 vv.) shows one case of syllaba anceps with punctuation: fr. 264 (R.) excru- 
cior! | Operite. Accius, however, follows a much stricter treatment; he admits 
neither hiatus nor syllaba anceps, but on the contrary elides a long vowel at the 
verse-close: fr. 569 (R.) latratu I Unda. Finally, Varius apparently allowed 

long hiatus without pause: fr. 5 (R.) moduli (cdd., modi) I Ad quos. Ribbeck 
seeks to remove the hiatus in an Augustan poet by marking a lacuna after moduli, 
but such a conjecture finds no support in the context. The anapaests of satire 
do not properly belong here, but Varro has one elision of a syllable in M (S. M., 
p. I34, 9) and one long hiatus (p. I51, I, where Riese emends in disregard of the 
regular caesura). The conclusion follows that the earlier poets, with the exception 
of Accius, commonly admitted certain Roman licenses in their anapaestic systems, 
notably long hiatus without pause, and syllaba anceps with pause. Only one of 
the licenses of Seneca remains unaccounted for, viz., syllaba anzceps without pause, 
and this, as is well known, was once admitted by Catullus in his Glyconics (6I, 
223). In the more limited sense of elision or word-division, synapheia is, of 
course, wholly foreign to the anapaests of Seneca. Each verse is made complete 
in itself, and the placing of monosyllables at the close is studiously avoided. 

2. Synapheia in the Lesbian poets, in Horace and in Seneca. 

In the Sapphic strophe we may first consider the connection between the 
several lines observed by Sappho and Alcaeus. The view of Bock (de metris 
Horatii lyr., p. 60 ff.) and of Gleditsch is that in the Lesbian poets only the third 
verse is connected with the Adonic clausula by synapheia. This view does not 

appear to include all the data; for while long hiatus occurs very freely in the 
first two verses (7 times in 82 vv.), a short vowel is nowhere placed in hiatus.1 
In fact, to reach his conclusion, Bock is compelled to set aside the received read- 

ing of Sappho, fr. 2, 9. Here, according to Bergk, the short vowel of 86 is elided 
between the first and second verses: Caye, X\irrov 8' I aTrLKa. This elision 
cannot be explained as wholly similar to that often admitted by Sophocles at the 
close of the iambic trimeter, if Westphal (Metr. II. 2, p. 338 ff.) is correct in his 
view that this so-called episynaloiphe is first found in the Sophoclean dialogue. 
Other cases of elision in Sapph. fr. 28 (Alcaic); AIc. fr. 47 (dactylo-log.). 
Hiatus in a short vowel did not then occur in the Lesbian poets, but was freely 
admitted in a long vowel at the end of the first two lines. The close connection 
at the end of these lines is shown by the position of 58 (Sapph. 2, 13; 19, I), 
and the third line is shown by the word-division to be continuous with the Adonic. 
The treatment of the Alcaic is much the same, except that long hiatus occurs but 

1 See Verrall, Studies in Horace, 178 ff. 
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once: Ale. fr. 35 (ii.). The elision of a short vowel at the end of the third line 
leads Bock to the view that the last two lines alQne stand in synapheia. Sapph. 
fr. 28 6TroT' | dXX'. The two elisions in Horace also stand in the same position, 
yet this occurrence is probably largely accidental, and the connection between 
i. and ii. is as close as that between iii. and iv. 

In the Sapphic strophe the rhythm proceeds without interruption from the 
beginning to the close of the stanza; one verse regularly concludes with the thesis, 
and the following begins with the arsis. This last relation is reversed in the 
Alcaic. The one blemish upon the continuity of the strophe is the long hiatus at 
the close, and this would doubtless have been removed by the Lesbian poets, had 
they been contemporaries rather than predecessors of Anacreon. Hence Catullus, 
with unerring insight. into the true nature of the Greek Sapphic, applied to it, as 
is well known, the most thoroughgoing synapheia (cc. ii, 5I). Horace's treat- 
ment of the strophe is perplexing (Christ, Verskunst des Hor., p. 33 ff.). Long 
hiatus, the moderate use of which we have found characteristic of the Roman 

poets, is, of course, admitted (9 times in 615 vv.). The connection between the 
cola is commonly of the closest kind. No doubt, a close binding together of the 
lines is characteristic of all Horatian verse, and dissyllabic prepositions and con- 

junctions (circum, intra, atque, etc.) are as frequent a close for the hexameters 
as for the lyric metres of Horace. Yet monosyllabic prepositions are excluded 
from the close of the hexameter, while et and ac are sparingly used (Sat. I. 3, 13; 
Ep. II. 3, 270, etc.). The frequent placing of in, et, and ac at the verse-close 
indicates a closer connection in the Sapphic, and can only be paralleled from the 
anapaests of Accius, or the continuous cretics of comedy. The pause is evidently 
that of the caesura, as is shown by these monosyllables almost invariably following 
an elided vowel (II. 6, I mecum et I ). The connecting monosyllables are placed 
at the end of the several lines indifferently: II. 6, i (i.); ib. 2 (ii.); III. 8, 3 
(iii.); ib. 26 (ii.); ib. 27 (iii.); iI, 5 (i.); 27, 22 (ii.); ib. 29 (i.); ib. 46 (ii.); 
IV. 6, ii (iii.). A short vowel is five times elided by synapheia, viz., twice a 
syllable in M at the end of v. ii., elsewhere the vowel of que.1 Word-division 
occurs only at the end of v. iii. Yet while synapheia prevails in the Horatian 
strophe, it is at times disregarded in the first three books. Thus four cases occur 
of hiatus of a syllable in M, two of these at the close of v. iii., which is elsewhere 
treated as continuous with the Adonic. Clearly a different theory of the composi- 
tion of the strophe is here present to the poet's mind. Seneca gives up the 
strophe and makes each verse an independent whole. Long hiatus is three times 
as frequent as in Horace (5 % in 494 vv.), and short hiatus twice as frequent 
(Herc. 870; Med. 586, 656; Thyest. 590, 613; Here. II 153I, I553, 157I). 

3. Quantity of the final syllable. 
The quantity of the final syllable is not as indifferent in Horace as Diomedes 

(I. 518) would have us believe. If shorts predominate, the Asclepiad will really 
close with two dactyls (Vict. VI. I47). Syllaba anceps is excluded in the Ionicus 
and also in the Pherecratean (Kiessl., intr. xv.), which thus appears to be, as in 
Anacreon, a brachycatalectic tetrapody. Further, the predominance of the long 
close is in keeping with the dignified movement of the Horatian rhythms, and 
the spondee is scarcely more necessary in the first trochaic dipody than it is 

1 Cp. Waltz, La langue et la metrique d'Horace, I76 ff. 
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in the second. The Greek hexameter and pentameter in passing into Latin 
lower the proportion of final shorts; this is still more noticeably the case with 
the Horatian Sapphic. In Sappho the proportion of final shorts is 33 %; in 
Horace it is only 7.3 %, and just one-third of all the cases are occurrences of que 
and atque. There is no distinction in the treatment of the several lines: 12 (i.); 
I8 (ii.); 15 (iii.). The Glyconics show the same ratio (7.6). These results are 

gained by assuming that length is commonly made by position at the end of the 

line, as in the Pherecratean. Catullus and Statius show 17 %; Seneca, according 
to the same reckoning, I %./ Even if the Sapphics of Seneca be taken as wholly 
stichic, he clearly seeks a long close for the line; thus, when in his hybrid metres 
he inverts the second colon of the Sapphic, the last foot is always a spondee 
(Oed. 482, 495; Ag. 635, 827, 833, 836, 860; so also in the Alcaic: Oed. 723; 
Ag. 632, 853). In the Alcaics (i.-iii.) Horace shows Io.6 % of short finals, again 
without distinction between the lines: 32 (i.), 35 (ii.), 34 (iii.). There is nearly 
the same ratio in the Asclepiadeans (II.4), which is almost doubled in Seneca. 

Besides two occurrences of elision, the Alcaics of Horace often show et and in 
at the close of vv. i. and iii.: I. 9, 13 (i.); 35, ii (iii.); ib. 39 (iii.); II. 7, 19 
(iii.); 13, 23 (iii.); 15, 5 (i.); III. I, 39 (iii.); 3, 7I (iii.); 4, 59 (iii.); 6, 3 (iii.); 
26, 9(i.); 29, 3 (iii); 7 (iii.); 9 (i.); 49 (i.). In 951 vv. long hiatus occurs 
seventeen times, hiatus in a short syllable six times after all the lines alike, yet 
only in books I. and II.: I. i6, 27 (iii.); 17, 3 (i.); 31, 14 (ii.); II. 5, 9 (i.); 
13, 7 (iii.); ib. II (iii.). In the lesser Asclepiadean strophes 509 vv. show long 
hiatus twelve times, short hiatus once only: I. 15, 2. A very unusual number of 
short finals occur in the early odes, I. 3, and 15. Close connection is seen in 
I. 21, I6; IV. I3, 6. In I64 Glyconic vv. long hiatus occurs twice, short hiatus 
once: III. 24, 6I. Close connection is seen in I. 3, I9; I9, 13, and in the very 
unusual elision of IV. I, 35 (final o). The Glyconics and Asclepiadeans of Seneca 
show no trace of synapheia, but freely admit short hiatus (nearly 5 %). 

Horace has consciously, but not consistently, avoided hiatus in a short vowel. 
He has apparently at times subordinated synapheia to other metrical refinements 
more distinctly Roman, viz., the cola and caesurae prescribed by the metrical 
theories of the time. (E.g. I generat leonurn arida nutrix.) These theories 
are in reality at variance with the continuous Greek rhythm. In any case, the 

apparent negligence is not without extenuation. Every word or group of words 
is fitted into its place, the number of syllables from the caesura to the verse-end 
is constant, even the shorter lines are reduced to a few choice forms. Where 
these forms were successfully wrought out, synapheia - never perhaps fully natu- 
ralized at Rome -seemed to the Venusian poet of secondary importance. 

On motion of Professor Seymour it was voted, in accordance with 
a communication presented by him from Professor Scripture of Yale 

University - 

That a Committee of one be appointed to represent this Association in a joint 
committee for collecting and preserving records of speech, song, and similar 
material in various languages and dialects by means of speech recording and 

transcribing apparatus. 
And, that power to act be given the committee with the understanding that no 

expense is to be incurred for this Association without express consent. 
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Professor Schmidt-Wartenberg was appointed to represent the 
Association. 

5. The Athens of Aristophanes, by Professor Mitchell Carroll, of 
the Columbian University. 

It was the object of the complete paper not to consider Aristophanes's contri- 
butions to our knowledge of Athenian topography but to note the nature and 
extent of his references to places and monuments on Attic soil, and to sketch the 

Aristophanic picture of Athens and Attika. In this brief abstract it will be impos- 
sible to cite the numerous passages from the extant plays and fragments on 
which every statement is based. 

Attika is to Aristophanes the illustrious soil of the august Pallas, the much- 
loved country of Kekrops, abounding in temples and statues. About it are the 
islands, - Salamis, Aegina, Euboea, - to which frequent reference is made. It 
is a mountainous land, but only Parnes and Lykabettos figure in the plays. No 
mention is made of the rivers Ilissos and Kephessos, but the loud-mouthed Kleon 
is frequently compared with the torrent Kykloboros. Paralia and Diakria are 

recognized as divisions of Attika, and the most important places, as Sunion, 
Laureion, Marathon, and Phyle, figure in numerous passages. Of the demes, 
Acharnae has given its name to one of the comedies; others cited by name are 

Anagyros, Athmonia, Brauron, Kephalae, Chollidae, Konthyle, Kikynna, Kontho- 
kidae, Krios, Kropidae, Halimos, Pergasae, Phlya, Skyras, Skambonidae, and 

Sphettos. 
For Athens, Aristophanes- has his favorite epithets,-' ancient,' 'sacred,' 

'wondrous,' brilliant,' violet-crowned,' - ofttimes repeated. He refers to many 
of the important demes within the city, - Diomeia, Melite, Kolonos, Limnae, 
and Kerameikos. Walls, gates, and streets figure in various passages. The har- 
bors, the Pnyx, and the Agora, as the chief centres of Athenian life, play a promi- 
nent role in the comedies. To the Piraeus Aristophanes refers so frequently 
and so aptly as to give a vivid picture of its harbors, exchanges, stoae, and dock- 

yards; Phaleron is noted only for its anchovies. The Pnyx is the subject of 

suggestive passages in the Acharnians, Knights, Wasps, Peace, Thesmophoriazu- 
sae, and Ekklesiazusae. The Agora constitutes the chief theatre of action for the 

Aristophanic characters, and figures prominently in all the plays. It is repre- 
sented as the resort for loafing and gossip, for public and private business; it has 
its boundaries, its market clerks, its K6KXOL devoted to specific lines of business, 
which, with the various commodities, are frequently alluded to. Buildings and 

temples and statues, known from Pausanias and other sources to be within the 
limits of the Agora or in its neighborhood, play an important role, notably the 
Beuleuterion and the Prytaneion, the various Stoae, the Theseion, and the Eleu- 
sinion, the statues of Harmodios and Aristogeiton, of Pandion, and of Hermes 
Agoraios. Schools, palaestrae, and gymnasia, especially the Academy and the 
Lyceum, are not left unnoticed. 

The theatre of Dionysos, the Odeion of Perikles, and the precinct of Asklepios, 
are the subject of suggestive passages. 

The action of the Lysistrata finds its scene on the Akropolis and presents a 
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vivid picture of the walled citadel, the Propylaea, the temple of the goddess with 
its treasure, the guardian serpent, and the grotto of Pan and the Klepsydra. 
Similar references to the Akropolis occur also in other plays, notably in the 
Knights and the Ploutos. 

With allusions so numerous and suggestive to places and monuments, Aris- 

tophanes adds the breath of life to the narrative of Pausanias and makes the 
dry bones of topographical data become living realities to every student of 
Ancient Athens. 

6. The Archaic Inscription in the Roman Forum, by Professor 
Samuel Ball Platner, of Adelbert College of Western Reserve 

University. 
This paper presented a brief resuzme of some attempts to restore and interpret 

the archaic inscription in the Forum, particularly those of Enmann, Thurneysen, 
and Comparetti. A reproduction of the facsimile published by the latter, together 
with the different restorations, was placed in the hands of the members of the 
Association. 

After a description of the method of writing and the possible reasons for varia- 
tions in the order, the three interpretations just mentioned were discussed. 

(I) ENMANN. - Quoi hon[ke termrinom exaraseds]akros esed, sor[sont popoloa 
veived, res fazil]iasias recei l[icetod venom dare ad Deivam d] evam quos r[ex 
venom dare volt hos per suo]m kalatorem hap[etod (corr. habetod) et vinkilod, soi 

fugi]od, iouxmenta kapia: do tau[roi stati]m i:ter[am fodia: do, reom neka: 
tod keivio]m quoi ha velod nequ[e parikeidai esod vot]od iovestod [s]oi voviod. 

Qui hunc terminum exaraverit, sacer erit. Seorsum a populo vivet. Rem 
familiarem regi licito venum dare ad Diam Deam. Quos rex venum dare vult, 
hos per suum kalatorem habeto et vincito, si fugiunt. Iumenta capiantur, tauri 
statim in terram fodiantur. Reum necanto civium qui haec volunt neque parri- 
cidae erunt, voto iusto si vovent. 

According to this interpretation, the inscription contains the curse pronounced 
upon a ploughman who disregards a terminal stone, and the punishment which is 
to be inflicted upon him. 

The objections are briefly as follows: The restoration as a whole is too 
elaborate to commend itself; there can be no question of a boundary stone or 
of arable land at this point in the Comitium or Forum; iumenta can have nothing 
to do with a ploughman; sorsum (3) is impossible now that it is certain that the 
first four letters of that word are sord; there is no justification for the rendering 
of fugiod, velod, voviod, and kapia . do, by fugiunt, volunt, vovent, and capiantur; 
in for archaic en, and soi for si are improbable. 

(2) THURNEYSEN.- Read lines on fourth side of the stone in reverse order, 

i.e., 15, I4, I3, 12. ... odiouestod velod : nequ . . ... m : quoiha I m 
ite : ri . . . iouestod = iusto, velod = voluntate or delectu. 

Thurneysen's discussion is confined to the fourth side only of the stone, and is 
an attempt to eliminate the extraordinary word havelod, which is as plain as 

possible if the lines run in the regular order. Thurneysen, however, observing 
that with the ordinary reading, the first letter, M, of line 12 is the final of some 
word in the preceding line, regards this as impossible, and maintains that line 12 
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must be read from right to left. The stonecutter made a mistake and commenced 
this line at the lower instead of at the upper edge. 

This inversion enables Thurneysen to read . . . od iovestod velod, and these 
two words he interprets as equivalent to iusoa voluntate or iusto deectu, com- 

paring Sanskrit varas and Ahd. wela, wola. 
The objections are that the workman after having made one mistake in the 

order of words or letters, as in lines 8 and 9, would have been very careful not to 
make another; and in the second place nothing is gained by substituting one 
doubtful word, velod, for another, havelod. Furthermore, it is not absolutely sure 
that the M in line I2 is a final. 

(3) COMPARETTI has finally determined the readings of the stone with all the 

certainty that is possible under the circumstances, and they are as follows, doubt- 
ful letters being printed in italics:-- 

quoi hon I akros es I edsord i ai fas I regei lo I mave I quos ri 
m kalato rem hab | iod iouxmen I ta kapiadota I m iter per I m quoi ha 
velod nequo | od iou estod | loivioviod (or voivioviod) 

Comparetti argues from the position of the cippus, on the steps, as it appears, 
of some tribunal-like structure which he thinks may have been the earliest Rostra, 
that the inscription has to do with violations of this consecrated spot, and inter- 

prets as follows: - 

Quoi hon[ce loqom sciens violasid] sacros esed: sord[eis quoi faxsid ( ?)] .... 
Fas regi lo[cum lustrare uti] mave[lit iis diebus] quos ri[te nefastos edixerit per 

suu]m calatorem hab[endos]. 
.... iod iouxmenta (= iumenta) kapiad (= capistro) dota (= dotta, ducta) 

v[ehantod .... plostro]m. 
Iter per [hune locum ne]quoi havelod nequ[oi] ........ od [d]iou estod. 
Boivioviod (= bovioviod) or loivioviod or voivioviod, (cf. solitaurilium, suove- 

taurilium). 

There are two main divisions of the inscription, the first of which extending 
over the first two sides of the stone and the bevelled corner, has to do with the 
curse pronounced upon violators of this spot, and the permission accorded to the 
rex sacrorum to purify the place after any such violations, upon days which he 
has properly announced as nefasti.. 

The second part deals with the driving of horses or mules through this section 
of the Comitium, and the prohibition of passage to certain classes of persons. 
Havelod he thus regards as the same asfamulus, a sort of servant. 

As a result of Comparetti's careful study of the stone itself, we may admit as 
certain readings the words, quoi I, sakros esed 2-3, sordes 3, regei 5, quos 7, kala- 
torem and some form of habeo 9, iouxmenta I, iter I2, quoi 13, nequoi 14, with a 

strong probability in favor of an accusative demonstrative pronoun hon or honce I, 
some form of capio, very likely capiat I, iter and per 12. 

There is much that is purely conjectural in this interpretation, but it is on the 
whole the most sane and plausible as yet suggested. The following objections 
among others are to be noted : - 

Line 4. If an F is read, it must be inverted. In support of this inversion, 
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however, line 6 may be cited, where one at least of the letters, in mave or evam, 
must be inverted. 

Line 5. Against locum may be urged the fact that stlocus is the archaic form, 
of which spelling there is no trace in this inscription. 

Line 6. If the regular boustrophedic order is preserved, evam and not mave 
must be read. 

Lines Io- I. The explanation of capiad as equivalent to capistro, and dota as 
equivalent to dotta, ducta, is entirely improbable, as no parallel changes can be 
quoted, and ordinary laws of derivation are violated. 

Lines 13-I4. Havelod is explained as the dative of havelos or havelus, which 
is referred to famulus, or better to favea (Plaut. Mil. Glor. 790), on which word 
we find an old gloss, -faveus, 7ras. Havelod is equivalent then to fave(l)lod. 
Cf. camillus, ancilla. Famulus and its related words are derived from the Oscan, 
and the change from Oscan m to v is impossible. Favea, faveus, favellus, havelus, 
is perhaps easier, but the entire absence of evidence for any of these words except 
in the one case cited offavea, makes the explanation very improbable. 

Line 15. ... od[d]iou estod involves the doubling of the d, or else permit- 
ting the previous word to end in o. This latter alternative is unlikely, as the case 
is almost certainly the same as that of havelod. For the hypothesis of a doubled d, 
Comparetti cites line II, kapiia[d] dota, and considers the triple point as marking 
the doubled letter. 

Diou, as the older form of diu, is opposed to the current view that diu repre- 
sents an older form, dius. 

Line I6. Comparetti himself is compelled to give up his earlier view that the 
word was boviovium and was formed after the analogy of suovetaurilium, by dis- 
covering that the first letter could not be a B, but must be either L or V. Hence 
his hypothesis that this word contained the name of the sacrifice which was to be 
offered as an atonement for violation of the sacred spot, is left unsupported, and 
there is the additional objection that there is no reason for supposing that the I 
inserted in the first V is a correction, and intended to show that the preceding 
I should be transferred to the place after the V. 

The only words upon which practically all editors have agreed are the forms 
of the relative pronoun, quoi and quos, sakros esed, regei, kalatorem, and iouxmenta, 
although, in the case of two of these, opinions as to the real form are divided. 
Esed is variously interpreted as being equivalent to esset, sit, or erit, while regei 
may be either the dative of rex or the infinitive of rego. 

While Comparetti has undoubtedly come closer to the real significance of the 
inscription, some details of his interpretation are quite unsatisfactory, and the 
unknown elements in the problem render any certain solution wholly unlikely. 

Remarks were made by Dr. H. L. Wilson and Professor G. D. 
Chase. 

7. The use of Sense-Epithets in Poetry, by Dr. Carl A. Harstr6m, 
of Norwalk, Conn. 

There is an awakening interest in the study of Mental Imagery. Charcot first 
called attention to the preponderance of certain sense-spheres. Jastrow, Dugas, 
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and others have approached the subject from the experimental side. Their work 
tends to establish the imagery of reception of ideas. Stetson, Price, McCrea, and 
Caldwell have approached it from another direction, seeking to establish, wholly 
or in part, the imagery of expression of ideas. Whatever be the advantages and 
limitations of each method in determining one's type of Mental Imagery, for our 
present purpose the laboratory method is necessarily eliminated; and the chief 
burden of this paper is to establish some general line of Alethod of Study by means 
of which we may obtain dependable results, - with particular reference to Latin 
Poetry. It is submitted,- 

a. that an investigation which confines itself to the positive evidence is not 

adequate; that in order to draw correct inferences, the negative evidence must 
be considered; and 

b. that even when all the statistics have been thus gathered, there can be no 
decisive judgment as to an author's preference for Sensuous Epithets over Non- 
Sensuous Epithets, or for epithets of this sense over that, - unless we in each case 

weigh all the reasonable Choice Possibilities. 
The first of these propositions, we think, is self-evident. By negative evidence, 

however, we mean not those cases in which there is no adjective at all, but those 
in which there is an adjective that does not appeal directly to one of the five 
senses. Thus 

nigerrimae uvae is positive evidence. 
maturae uvae is negative evidence. 

In collecting the statistics for the investigation upon which this paper is based, 
certain conclusions as to selection forced themselves upon us. While it is impos- 
sible to go into details here, let me say that as a general rule we should include 
only Single Concrete objects with adjectival modifiers, - using the latter term in 
its broadest sense; and that in all cases it is the thought which is to be treated, 
and not the mere verbal expression. On this basis many Metaphorical and Pro- 
verbial usages should be excluded. 

Having then collected the material and having sifted it, we come to the second 
proposition, that there can be no decisive judgment, etc., unless we weigh all the 
reasonable choice possibilities, i.e. the next step of the investigation is to discover 
in how far there has been a Real Choice. To say that Horace in a certain pas- 
sage uses three visual and one auditory adjectives may mean nothing or very little. 
The three visual adjectives may be commonplace and perfectly natural or necessi- 
tated by the exigencies of the passage, while the solitary auditory case may show 
a decided choice. In the case of a sensuous epithet, therefore, we must ask 
these questions: - 

I) Could a non-sensuous epithet be used in place of the sensuous? 
2) Could an adjective of another sense be used here just as well? 
A few illustrations will suffice: 
In Cat. 17. i6, "ripe grapes" are expressed by a visual adjective, nigerrimae 

uvae. A non-sensuous adjective could have been used, as in Verg. E. 1o. 36, 
maturae uvae. Horace again, in 0. 2. 5. IO, appeals to the sense of touch, and 
uses the expression immites uvae when he means "unripe grapes." These cases 
clearly show a real choice. In Hor. O. I. o1. 6, we have curva lyra, and in 
Verg. G. 4. 464, we have cava testudo, visual adjectives, where we would naturally 
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expect an auditory epithet, such as is found in Hor. 0. 3. I I. 4, where we have 
testudo resonare callida. Again in Hor. 0. I. 32. 14, we have grata testudo; 
pleasing in what sense? Either auditory or visual, of course. In the last 
instance the use of grata is a clear case of abstract choice. So also the water of 
the sea may be salt as in Lucr. 3. 493; or it may be a vast expanse as in Verg. 
A. 2. 780; or we may hear its murmur as in Hor. 0. 3. 27. 23. 

In considering the freedom of adjectival choice no governing rules can be laid 
down with any degree of definiteness. Every case must be considered by itself, 
and the possibility of a choice must be obvious. No allowance should be made 
for the metre. While in a considerable number of cases metrical equivalents can 
readily be discovered, it is not to be imagined that a good poet speaks of the Alps 
as being cold because " White Alps" would not meet a metrical exigency. In 
most cases, however, where the choice is not free it will appear to have been 
influenced (I) by the object itself, one quality overshadowing all the rest,-thus 
fevers are hot and deer are timid; (2) by the drift of the passage, as in Cat. 6I. 
91, where the visually pretty girl is compared with the visually beautiful flowers; 
and (3) sometimes by the preceding sense-adjectives, the governing principle 
being variation. 

In the case of a non-sensuous epithet we must see if a sensuous epithet could 
not have been used as well. Here it will be found that the sensuous possibilities 
are confined chiefly to such general abstract adjectives as iucundus, amoenus, 
blandus, gratus, horridus, etc. 

An investigation, along these lines, of considerable portions of Catullus, Vergil, 
and Horace produced the following results: Horace is sensuous 8I %, not 54% 
as the simple count of the statistics would make it; Vergil is sensuous 78 %, not 

55 %; Catullus is sensuous 71 %, not 54 %. This result, of course, could not be 
obtained at all without the negative evidence. The choice for the several senses 
in each author may best be shown by constructing 

THE TABLE OF REAL CHOICE. 
V. A. G. T. 0. 

Horace . . . 71% 57% 77% 71% 56% 
Vergil . . . 60% 67 % 41% 62% 23% 
Catullus. . . 54% 54% - 53 % 

Compare this table with the next, which is based upon a mere count:-- 
THE TABLE OF APPARENT CHOICE. 

V. A. G. T. O. 
Horace . . . 35% 5% 2% II% 1% 
Vergil . . . 34% 4 % 2% I3 % I% 
Catullus. . . 36% 5% I% o1% 2% 

While the results are partial, in our judgment they are typical, and justify the 
method. We can see the sky, but we cannot hear it. Is it reasonable, then, to 
charge our poets with neglect of auditory adjectives when no auditory adjectives 
are possible? And shouldn't we be doing just that if we merely counted our 
cases and deduced inferences therefrom? 

Furthermore, for comparative study the method herewith proposed offers the 
additional advantage that the evidence can be "reduced to a common denomina- 
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tor"; and the Satires of Horace, e.g., can be compared with the Eclogues of 
Vergil, without injustice to either poet. 

Lack of space forbids a discussion of the comparison afforded by " Pictures." 
Suffice it to say that such a method of investigation must be unsatisfactory because 
the possibilities of comparison are necessarily limited, even when we are dealing 
with the same kinds of poetry,-and when we compare different kinds, the 
limitations become, of course, much greater. For the purpose, however, of testing 
the adjectival method proposed, I have made a comparison of the Pictures of like 

subjects in Horace and Catullus, and this Picture Investigation shows practically 
the same result as the Adjectival Investigation. 

While not contending that the results given in this paper are maztematically 
precise, I do contend that statistics are an unsafe guide for the determination of 
a poet's choice of Sense-Epithets, and that the results obtained by the method 
advocated are infinitely more reliable. 

Adjourned. 

In accordance with the plan proposed by the Local Committee, 
a General Session of all the societies participating in the Congress 
was held in the College chapel on Thursday afternoon, December 27. 
At this gathering the Association was represented by President 

Benjamin I. Wheeler, of the University of California. 

8. What is the Cause of Phonetic Uniformity? by President 

Benjamin I. Wheeler, of the University of California. 
This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS. 

In the evening the various societies forming the Congress listened 
to an address by Professor B. L. Gildersleeve, of the Johns Hopkins 
University, on Oscillations and Nutations of Philology. 

MORNING SESSION. 
December 28, I90o. 

The Association was called to order at 9.55 A.M. The reading of 

papers was immediately begun. 

9. The Simple for the Compound Verb in Juvenal, by Dr. Harry 
Langford Wilson, of the Johns Hopkins University. 

This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS, Vol. XXXI. 

Io. Propertius as a Poet of Nature, by Professor Karl P. Harring- 
ton, of the University of Maine. 

This paper has been prepared as a continuation of the subject discussed at the 
last meeting of the Association, -Tibullus as a Poet of Nature, - though it was a 
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foregone conclusion that Propertius would yield less material than his predecessor 
in the field of elegy. All the Roman poets are, indeed, lacking in enthusiasm 
over nature as such; and we realize how entirely absorbed Propertius in particu- 
lar was in describing the taper fingers, fair skin, dark, flashing eyes, and magnifi- 
cent approach of his Cynthia. But it seems, after all, incredible that a poet born 
and reared where he was, who spent so much of his early life amid the changing 
moods of the gray mountain side behind Assisi, the green plains to the west and 

'south, the Uimbrian lake beneath, and the more distant hills inclosing the scene, 
should not have made better use of them, even if for no other purpose than the 

glorification of his mistress. He does mention, it is true, the fertility of the 
Umbrian plain; and, while waxing a little important over his future celebrity as 
a poet, he hints at a few picturesque details near home, so that we can see the 
low valley in the plain of Mevania dripping with the morninlg fog, and get a 

glimpse of the hillside behind Assisi, rising like a wall toward heaven, shutting 
out the east to actual vision, and perhaps opening it to those vague and dreamy 
views of it which he sees only in his imagination. For his allusions to nature are 

mostly those of the Alexandrian poets' stock in trade. They read " like a book "; 
but Propertius knows nothing about the places and things, in the main, from his 
own experience. He talks of Chaonian doves and Armenian tigers, of Milanion 
wounded on the Arcadian cliffs, of scaling Rhipean mountains, of Prometheus on 
the Caucasus and of the nymphs on the heights of Mount Ida, of the Autarican 
shores, of the liquor of Pactolus gilding the Lydian plains, of the gems gathered 
in the red waters of the far east, of Parthenian grottos, and of the forests that 
make old Caucasus groan with their weight. But we do not see the fair blue 
skies of Italy, the lazy kine browsing up the hillside on the ancestral estate, the 
birds nesting, the figs ripening, or the sunbeams sparkling on the ripples of Lake 
Trasumenus. There is no truly pastoral note in his poetry, though he was the 
owner himself of a fine farm. Like Alexander Pope trying to write bucolics, 
whose farmers are all "swains," and whose verses are all "lays," Propertius 
cannot write about nature save in the same old stilted strain, which proves how 
devoid he is of interest in the whole subject. It is the truth that he tells in 2, 

I, 43, when he exclaims: 'The sailor tells of the winds; the ploughman, of his 
bullocks; the soldier counts his scars; the shepherd, his sheep; but I, the close 
embraces of lovers.' To this text Propertius sticks quite closely. 

Twice in his last book (Nos. I and 4), in describing Rome as it was in the 
days before the city was grown, Propertius almost challenges himself to give us a 
detailed picture of the rustic scenes of those prehistoric days, and we settle back 
with our eyes closed, expecting a bucolic panorama to pass before our imagina- 
tion. But the inspiration fails him, and we wait in vain. Evander's roving cattle, 
father Jove hurling his thunderbolts from the bare rock, and the thicket of Silva- 
nus, at the foot of the Capitoline, where Tarpeia went to draw water, -these are 
but as electric flashes where no adequate connection can be made with a steady 
and powerful current. 

When we come to examine the classes of nature allusions which do occur, we 
find some of those in which even Tibullus delights conspicuous in Propertius only 
for their absence. The patter of the rain does not arouse any pleasurable emo- 
tion in his heart; night does not impress him deeply, except that he seems rather 
afraid of the dark; he has not studied the changing seasons intently, except that 
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he dreads for Cynthia the frosts and snows of colder climes, or wishes for an 
extended winter to prevent her from sailing away with the hated Praetor. 

On the other hand, for a landsman, Propertius displays an extraordinary interest 
in the sea, and alludes to water phenomena, or to the shore, more often than to 
other phases of nature. Here all the resources of his vocabulary are called into 

play to vary the expressions and pictures summoned before the mind. The Adri- 
atic 'sea,' trimming sail on the 'briny' Aegean, rowing over the 'deep,' the 
'waves' buffeting his frail craft, coming to anchor on the placid 'surface' of the 
harbor of Oricum, and punishment in the unjust 'narrows,' have touched his 

fancy. He imagines many a shore he has never seen: the desolate coast of Crete 
and the ' Autarican' shore take their place with the Tuscan strand; and he men- 
tions shores respectively, ' unknown,' ' calm,' ' merciful,' ungrateful,' and ' silent.' 
Sometimes a wild longing seizes him to sail over unknown waters; so, I, I, 29; 
I, 20, I4; 1, 20, 24. The Hypanis and the Pactolus share his attention with the 
Po, the Anio, and the Tiber. 

In the realm of animal life birds interested him more than beasts. Doves, the 
fabulous seabirds nesting on the quiet surface of the water, and song birds, whose 
native notes are the sweetest, have their place. But there are also the conven- 
tional ' shaggy' wild beasts, and the poets' hypothetical commonplace about fishes 
living on the dry sands and xwild boars swimming in the waves. 

Under vegetable life we read of oaks, the beech and pine dear to Arcadian 
Pan, of ivy, roses, and lilies. Two or three times in this connection he dilates 

unusually upon a rural scene, as in I, 2, 9; I, I8, I; I, 20, 35. 
Of winds, the Zephyrus is evidently his favorite; but he knows how to dread 

the opposing blasts. 
The mountains mentioned are mostly conventional, almost anywhere except 

near home. Arcadian cliffs, cold Illyria, the Caucasus, the crags of the Mysians, 
and the heights of Ida, pass before us in turn, all seen with a purely telescopic 
vision. 

In the sky, Luna gets more attention than is probably safe for a poet; and the 
Gemini, of course, appear. 

Of the substances of the earth, Propertius especially mentions precious materi- 
als. He conceives of 'shores painted with native stones' (I, 2, 13), of the pearls 
of India, of the gems found in the waters of the red sea, of gold, and of the 
stones of the Eastern world; there are also iron, bronze, and flint. 

In his treatment of valleys he is inclined to employ the poetic word antrum. 
So, e.g., i, I, I ; I, 2, II; 4, 4, 3. In the case of one valley description his 

imagination is given freer play, and he paints an engaging picture (I, 20, 35): 
quam supra nullae pendebant debita curae I roscida desertis poma sub arbo- 

ribus, I et circum inriguo suwgebant lilia prato I candida purpureis mixa papa- 
veribus. 

The quotation of further passages will be omitted. Propertius had two 
ideas, -Cynthia, and the fame of Propertius as the Roman successor of the 
Alexandrian Callimachus. Neither of these al)sorbing interests drew him down 
to nature's heart, and he hardly knew that it beat at all. His nature was mostly 
learned at second hand, and requires for its interpretation not a botany, an 

astronomy, or a physical geography, so much as a classical dictionary. 
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1 i. The Younger Ennius, by Dr. Henry A. Sanders, of the 

University of Michigan. 
The distinction of the two Ennii is made by Suetonius, de Gram. I, where 

L. Cotta is cited as authority for the statement that the grammatical works pass- 
ing under the name of the poet Ennius, as well as the work on augury, were 
written by a later Ennius. This L. Cotta is best identified with L. Arunculeius 
Cotta, Caesar's officer in Gaul. 

Inasmuch as we have this early authority for the same confusion in regard to 
the two Ennii, which is known to have existed in regard to the Fabii, Cincii, 
Furii, etc., we should investigate all the works ascribed to the poet Ennius also, 
in order to determine whether they are rightly so referred. 

The investigation of the individual works shows that the authorship alone of 
the Euhemerus can be called in question. The various citations and fragments of 
this are then discussed, among others notably Cicero, de nat. deo. I, 119; Varro, 
r. r. I, 48; Lactantius, div. inst. I, I I ff. (Columella 9, 2, and Minucius Felix, Oct. 
21, I, are shown to be derived indirectly from the original Greek Euhemerus.) 

A comparison of all fragments of, and references to, the Latin Euhemerus 
shows conclusively that they all refer to a prose version. Not only is this evi- 
dent, but there is not the slightest suggestion that a poetic version ever existed. 
Neither is there any analogy in the earlier Latin literature for such a change, 
first, of Greek prose into Latin verse, and then of this verse to a prose version. 

The idea of an original poetic version must be abandoned; but this carries 
with it the question of authorship, for it is not natural to suppose that the poet 
Ennius would have written in prose. Neither did the Romans know of any prose 
work from the hand of the poet Ennius, for they named Cato the father of Latin 
prose, though he wrote after the death of Ennius. 

This view is shown to be the correct one by a discussion of the time when 
literary prose was first written in Latin, and by the improbability of the Atheistic 
doctrines of the Euhemerus being allowed to pass unnoticed by the senate, if 
published in the time of Cato. There is, then, no choice except to assign the 
translation of the sacra historia of Euhemerus to the younger Ennius. 

On the basis of this translation and of the grammatical and augural works, the 
later Ennius can be assigned to the period from I40 to 100 B.C. The earlier date 
seems firmly fixed by the appearance of Euhemeristic teachings in the works of 
Cassius Hemina. Both style and vocabulary of the Euhemerus point to the same 
early date, while the grammatical and augural works are likely from their 
character to have been somewhat later. 

The date and origin of the Tironian notes or Latin shorthand signs are also 
discussed, and the invention of the same referred to the younger Ennius, inasmuch 
as shorthand cannot naturally be referred to a poet and certainly not to a time 
before prose was commonly written. 

Professor Smyth then called the attention of the Association to the 
desirability of its granting a subvention to the Plato-Lexicon now 
preparing under the editorship of Professor Campbell. After re- 
marks by Professors Wright, Gudeman, and Goodell it was voted 
that the Association contribute ?40 annually for three years. 
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A letter was then read from the Director of the U. S. Geological 
Survey requesting the Association to appoint a committee to take 
into consideration the formation of certain new scientific terms. It 
was voted to appoint a committee of five for the purpose. The 
President later appointed Professor Carl D. Buck (chairman), Dr. C. 
P. G. Scott, Professor E. W. Fay, Professor E. S. Sheldon, and 
Professor H. C. G. von Jagemann. 

I2. Further Contributions to the Lithuanian Accent Question, 
by Professor H. Schmidt-Wartenberg, of the University of Chicago. 

Four years ago I published in Indogermanische Forschzugen, Vol. VII, 211, 
the results of some experiYnental investigations into the Lithuanian accent. It 
was shown there that certainly not the whole of Lithuanian speech exhibits the 
accent characteristics given by Hirt and Brugmann. That the peculiar two-moric 
long quantity, developed from short vowels under the accent,-which is then 
almost exclusively slurred, - should occur in the case of a, e, in the whole 
Lithuanian territory, and with all vowels in North Lithuanian, was experiment- 
ally disproven. The following conclusions were reached with regard to quantity: 
short vowels occupy one mora (0.135); accented short vowels, long, slurred, and 
broken vowels, two morae (0.225, 0.23, 0.225 resp.); slurred and broken diph- 
thongs represent three morae (0.30I and 0.337 resp.). 

These values apply only to the dialects investigated: Mariampol-Szaki in the 
Suwaki district. 

I was under the impression that the two-moric quantity, stipulated by Bara- 
nowski and Weber, rested perhaps on a misleading acoustic apperception, a 
certain pitch or timbre only distinguishing these quantities from the three-moric 

long vowels and diphthongs. The same volume of the Ind. Forsch., however, 
brought a treatise by Rozwadowski on the accent in the "Universitas linguarum 
Litvaniae." The author of this early work on the Lithuanian language (written 
in 1737) had recognized the different accents and the three quantities. After 

sifting the material, Rozwadowski arrives at the result that a,- e, i, u are treated 
alike under the accent that produces a two-moric quantity, but that there is a 
tendency to prolong the e to the quantity of the three-moric slurred vowel. This 
is interesting in connection with the results obtained by our former experiments. 

To this valuable testimony other evidence has since been added. Hirt, who 
had spent several months in that district, opened the discussion again in a paper 
read before the Dresden Philological Congress and in his "Akzentstudien" 
(I.E. A. IX. 173, and I.F. X. 38). It may be noticed here that Hirt accepts the 
main objections raised by Bezzenberger in his review of "Der Indogermanische 
Akzent " (BB. XXI.), viz. that Hirt's deductions can apply only to Eastlithuanian 
and not to the Schriftsprache of Kurschat. 

Quite recently the question at issue has again been taken up by a French 
scholar, who had the apparatus of the phonetical laboratory of the College de 
France at his disposal, - Mons. Gauthiod. Gauthiod bases his experiments on the 

pronunciation of five Lithuanians, two of whom represent the Northeast, while 
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the others come from the neighborhood of Mariampol. The results of his studies 
are briefly these :- 

(1) Intensity and height of tone decrease equally in the case of the broken 
accent. 

(2) The slurred intonation of medial vowels has two crests of intensity and 

only one of pitch at the end. 

(3) Initially the first crest disappears, the musical movement and the quan- 
tity remain the same. It thus becomes the exact reverse of the broken accent, 
simply rising or falling respectively in intensity as well as in pitch. Dialectically 
this difference between the initial and medial slurred intonation does not exist, 
which points to its secondary development. 

(4) In final syllables the intonation remains the same, but the quantity is 
diminished. 

With regard to quantity, the three values form the ratio 2:4: 8. Although 
Gauthiod affirms that this is pretty constant, I cannot suppress my doubts as to 
the correctness of his calculations. There are no tracings of whole words given 
for illustration. 

According to Leskien's law, long final syllables under the slurred accent are 
reduced to two morae; those with broken intonation are reduced to one mora. 
In none of the dialects, however, is this brought out by the experiments; the 
slurred and broken tone leave the vowel semi-long. The reason why the broken 
vowel appears short to the ear is the rapid decrescendo, in which only the initial 

apex is perceive(, - an acoustical delusion that plays a part in the Lettic 
"Stosston," where the two strong apices cause the impression of an intervening 
complete occlusion, which de facto occurs only in the minority of cases. 

I herewith submit an outline of the results of an experimental investigation 
based on Kurschat's Schriftsprache. The quality of the two accents is evidently 
the same as that described by me before and improved upon by the experi- 
ments of Gauthiod. The initial slurred vowel loses its first crest also in the 

Schriftsprache. 
The broken accent is often characterized by an aspiration toward the end of 

the vowel or diphthong; it must be due to the low pitch which decreases the 
tension of the cords, and allows more air to escape through a larger opening. In 
this respect it resembles the third Lettic accent variety, the falling intonation. 

With regard to originally short accented vowels, it may be stated that only 
a and e can take the slurred intonation, while i and u always remain short. 
Gauthiod's tracings show also a difference of treatment for the two vowel sets 
in Northeast Lithuanian; intensity and pitch of the slurred u and i are far less 

prominent, the reason being that they are close vowels and thus less susceptible 
to tone modulation. 

Diphthongs show, under both accents, approximately the same distribution of 
quantity in the two component parts. 

Short vowels have the quantity of one mora; all the others, including diph- 
thongs and so-called medium long vowels, are about twice as long, or two-moric. 

In paradigms with shifting accent, the quality of the root syllable remains the 
same when the accent advances toward the end of the word. As a rule, the non- 
accented syllable is slightly reduced in quantity, while the explosive opening the 
following accented syllable requires a longer closure. 
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Remarks were made by Professor Collitz, by the author, and 
Professor G. D. Chase. 

13. Notes on Demosthenes, de Corona, by Professor John H. 

Wright, of Harvard University. 
In ? 2 .Kpo&ac-9l, as against dKpodo'aoOat, was defended on the strength 

(I) of the citation in Lucian, Cal. 8, (2) of the sense, and (3) of the rhythm.- 
? 130. Read wOEtv (= 7roo-rav) for 7roertv, in E/urovrav ... K TOO 7rdvra 7rowe?v. 

-? I90. Read Tv uA'v oiv . . . cKeZvos 6 Kacpbs roO TE (for 'ye) qpovrTlovros advpdb 
TrS 7roXeWS Kal TrCv 8LKaIWv X6ywov. Cf. Dem. III. 3. - ? 227. Perhaps we should 

here read &s7rep d' 6rav o161evot ireptelva& Xppard rqy Xoyi-a'Oe, KaL' av aLp&o-Lv 
at V/ijqPot, K&CV kx7sv 7replt, av^yXpetre, o'UTrc KTh. (for &v KaOatpwctiv al V7qIpot). 
-In 324 (cSbXets Ka 7rpo(Xets) irpo\Xets in the sense of 'utterly' (instead of 

'untimely,' ' before their time') was defended by reference to the use of ?rav'SXets 

(cf. 7rp6ppt,os) as a synonym (Westermann), and by the metaphor implicit in the 

expression = 'rooted out and thrown forth ' (cf. 'far and away').-The highly 
elaborate rhythmical character of the cola in ?? 68 and 205 was discussed, and in 
? 205 the retention of ro0 Oavdrov was defended, as also the reading vE . . . 

crwoOv^j'KELv 0kXe, instead of ieve? and dcroOvjrKetv O0eXfo-et. - Finally, Demo- 

sthenes's use of alliteration and assonance, often with a play on the sense of 
words, in ironical or highly emotional passages, was illustrated (cf. ?? I, 284, 
238, etc.). In ? 308, in Kat KOtV)jv alox-6ivv, a play on the name of Aeschines 

seems intended; and in ? 80o, in ov'sv o6afiov XPpioLtos, there is a passionate 
echo of KpEo'6YvrqvP X Kpeovra. 

On motion of the Secretary it was voted to send a telegram of 

greeting to the Philological Association of the Pacific Coast then in 
session at San Francisco. 

President B. I. Wheeler, of the University of California, President 
of the Philological Association of the Pacific Coast, expressed his 

appreciation of the mark of sympathy extended by the Association 
to its Western branch, and reported upon the promising future of the 
new organization. 

14. A preliminary Study of certain Manuscripts of Suetonius' 
Lives of the Caesars, by Professor Clement L. Smith, of Harvard 

University. 
The manuscripts discussed in this paper, thirty-six in number, were examined 

by the writer during his residence in Rome in I897-1898 as Director of the 
American School, and in the course of a journey from Italy to England in the 

following summer. Most of them were excerpted with more or less fulness; and 
other evidence throwing light on their relation to one another, including the 
division into books and into chapters, and the manner of transcribing Greek 

passages, was noted. The conclusions reached are as follows: - 
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With Codex A (Parisinus 6I I5, IX. cent., commonly known as Codex Mem- 
mianus), the oldest extant manuscript of the Lives are to be classed:- 

Cod. Gudianus, 268, XI. cent. (G'); 1 
Cod. Monacensis Lat. 5977, XV. cent. (Mon); 
Cod. Vaticanus Lat. 1904, XI.-XII. cent. ( V), known as 'Vaticanus Lipsii'; 
Cod. Mediceus LXVIII. 7, XI. cent. (iAf/), the 'Third Medicean'; 
Cod. Mediceus LXVI. 39, XIII. cent. (,711), the ' First Medicean'; 
Cod. Lat. Reg. Suec. 833, XIV.-XV. cent. (R.), in the Vatican. 

Of these G2 and Mon are very closely related to one another. Mon, though a 

paper codex of late date, appears to have been copied directly from an uncial 
text, perhaps from the immediate archetype of G2. These two manuscripts stand 
nearer than the rest of the class to Codex A, and these three may be distinguished 
as a group within the class. Another group may be recognized in M3, M1, R1, 
which exhibit a distinctly closer relation to one another than to the rest. Between 
these two groups stands 74, nearer to the second group, but apparently not of it. 

In a second class, inferior to the first, but not infrequently preserving the 

genuine tradition where some or all of the manuscripts of the first class have lost 
it, are to be placed the following twenty-one codices:- 

Codd. Vaticani Lat. I860 ( V?), 1908, and 7310 ( V), XIV. cent.; 
Codd. Vaticani Lat. I906, I907 (V7), 19Io, 1915, 3335, and 3336 (V36), 

XV. cent.; 
Codd. Ottoboniani Lat. 1562 (0:) and 2008 (072), XV. cent.; 
Cod. Urbinas Lat. 457 (U), XV. cent.; 
Cod. Lat. Reg. Suec. 1990 (RF2), XV. cent.; 
Cod. Mediceus LXIV. 8, XIII. cent. (M`2), the 'Second Medicean'; 
Cod. Bibl. S. Crucis XX sin. 3, XIII. cent. (zA4); 
Cod. Mediceus LXIV. 9, XIV. cent. (M6); 
Cod. Perizonianus 4 (in Leyden); 
Codd. Britannici: 15. C. III, XII. cent. (B'); 15. C. IV, XIII. cent. (B2);. 

Lat. C1. 31914, XV. cent. (B3); and Lat. C1. 24913, XV. cent. (B?). 
Within this class, also, as in the first, two groups can be clearly distinguished.. 

The nucleus of one group is formed by five manuscripts, V?, V1, M2, A 4, f ?, 
which are shown to have a common source by certain disturbances of the text, -- 
the omission in VO V1 of about a page of the Vespasian, and a transposition,. 
shared by all five, of two considerable passages of the Galba. To this group, 
also belong B1 and B2. The other group centres round VI33 UO O0, and certainly 
includes V7R1 and Bj. The nearer affinities of the remaining seven manuscripts, 
of the second class cannot be determined on the present evidence. 

On the border line between the two classes appear to stand Codd. Vaticani, 
Lat. 1905, 1913, 1914, and probably 9338, all of the fifteenth century, though the 

evidence for the last named, partly owing to its defective condition, is scanty. 
The rest of the manuscripts examined,- 
Cod. Palatinus Lat. 898,-XIV. cent.; 
Codd. Veneti: Lat. X. 30, 31, and 345, and Lat. Zanetti 382, XV. cent.; 
Cod. Britan. Lat. C1. 12009, XV. cent.,- 
1 Codd. A and G2 were not examined by the writer. For readings from the former he is 

indebted to Professor A. A. Howard; from the latter, to Becker's Quaestiones Suetonianae. 
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probably all belong to the second class, but the excerpts gathered from them 
were not sufficiently full to base a positive statement upon. 

In conclusion the writer gives a list of thirty-five manuscript readings, adopted, 
with two exceptions, by Roth, but known to him only from early editions or as 
conjectures, and adduces reasons for believing that these and other good readings 
of fifteenth century codices are derived from genuine manuscript tradition, and 
are not, as Roth held, mere conjectures of scholars of the Renaissance. 

The paper will be published in full in the Hlr-vard Studies in 
Classical Philology for 190I. 

15. The Salian Hymn, by Professor George Hempl, of the 

University of Michigan. 
This paper is printed in full in the TRANSACTIONS, Vol. XXXI. 

I6. Miscellanea Critica (Aesch. Prom. 2, Soph. O.T. 54 sq., Eur. 
Med. 214-224, Eur. JHipp. 1-2, Porson's Enunciation of 'Porson's 

Rule'), by Professor Mortimer Lamson Earle, of Barnard College, 
Columbia University. 

It was queried whether in Aeseh. Prom. 2 the variant reading ao might 

not, in view of Soph. Phil. 2 (cf. Ant. 772), be as old as Sophocles's time. -In 
Soph. O.T. 54 sq., the two (livisions into protasis and apodosis of the sentence 
er7rep -Kparelv were discussed, that which makes the apodosis begin with ubv 

davpa-wv (the prevailing division in modern commentaries) and that which makes 
the apodosis begin with K\XX\OV. For the latter (livision Wunder seems to be 
primarily responsible. In favor of this latter division, it was urged that it brings 
together WcJrep Kpares an(l 'Tv advpactv, which belong together; against it was 

urged that, like the other (livision, it makes Kpare?v resume the notion of tpfELs 
when that notion has already been once resumed by KpaTers. It was suggested 
that the right division is after 7ys, and that we should point and interpret thus:- 

Ws Ei7rep dpetLS Tr7o-e y77s, o'cT7rep KpaTelS - 

VPv divapdaPi 
- KdXXL\\tv KeVjS KpaTrev. 

For if you really mean to remain lord of this land, the way you do rule it - with 
men - is better than to rule it empty.' With this division of the sentence KpaTeLv 
at the end of v. 55 is perfectly natural. -In the discussion of Fur. Med. 214-224, 
an attempt was made to show that Ennius, in making the remarkable translation 
of vv. 214-218 which we find in Cic. a.. faim. 7, 6, had before him the traditional 
text, save perhaps that for 6ioKXetav in v. 218 he read (what Prinz extracted from 
the Scholia) aiovotav. In v. 215 Elmsley showed that Ennius probably read 
/Juefrp/lr0 (so L). An English version of the verses in question from Ennias's 
point of view was essayed, thus: 'Corinthian ladies, I left home. Don't find any 
fault with me; for I know that many people have, some of them become distin- 
guished abroad, others of them at home -these from not going about have won 
infamy [assuming for the moment that Ennius read V50KX\Lav] and sloth to boot.' 
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Ennius would thus have made a heavy pause after 86tIwv (214), have taken 
7roXXois pporTv as distributed in Tros x&~v-ros 85', have regarded ro&S vLv as 

place(d 7repp3aT6v after reaLvobs 'yeyCwra instead of logically (from his point of 
view) before those words, have taken OIA in v. 217 as- oi'' (an anacoluthic 
resumption of robs 5' at the head of the vs.), and, finally, have thought that do' 
i/6Xov 7roSbs resumed adverbially the adjectival ev Ovpaioss (note his propter ea). 
It may be added that sunt improbati is a fitter rendering of 6drvooav KrT^aavTo 

(as Ennius misunderstood the idiom) than of 8vcrKXetav TKro(ravTo. It was further 

urged that vv. 219-221 are misplaced, Wyttenbach's objection to y&p where it 
stands being well taken. It was proposed to place these verses after v. 224. -In 
Eur. tiipp. I-2, the harsh order of the words has led many to misunderstand 
them, M. Weil and Professor von Wilamowitz-Moellendorff being honorable 
exceptions. The verses are of course to be understood as equivalent to: IIoXX/ 
!uAi tv f3poro?TLv opatvoO r' fbTW KeKXLXaL BOe& KirpLs (TroXX KgKXc/cXac = /IA'ya XCo 
rb 6voza) KOVK a'dv'ivvA6s (elfsLs). 

In regard to Porson's famous rule about the fifth foot in a tragic trimeter end- 
ing in a cretic word, which is wrong as it stands, it was suggested that Porson 
probably drafted the rule so that it ended quintuspes non spozndeus esse deberet, 
but thinking it directer to use an affirmative rather than a negative turn of expres- 
sion, carelessly substituted for non spondeus the expression for what is normally 
allowable in the first five places of the trimeter, viz. iambus vel tribrachys, forget- 
ting that the final _,_ made " vel tribrachs " an impossible addition. 

Adjourned. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

In conjunction with the Archaeological Institute, the Association 
held a joint meeting, at which the following papers were presented 
by the representatives of the Association. 

I7. Sun Myths in Lithuanian Folksong, by Professor George D. 
Chase, of Cornell University. 

This paper appearS in the TRANSACTIONS, Vol. XXXI. 

18. Note on ra aoxatorepa Atovvata, by Professor Edward Capps, 
of the University of Chicago. (Read by title.) 

The writer called attention to a current misunderstanding of the word dpXatd- 
repa in the much-discussed passage, Thuc. 2, 15. The comparative is held by 

D6rpfeld and others to indicate that the historian knew of only two Dionysia; 
the Lenaea and the Anthesteria were therefore identical. The opponents of this 
view have committed the same error of interpreting dpXaLt6bpa as if it were 
7raXat6Tepa. It was shown that the two words dpXa?os and 7raXat6s are strictly 
differentiated in usage, and that the passage, rightly interpreted, absolutely 
excludes Gilbert's view, adopted by D6rpfeld, as to the festivals of Dionysus, and 
fully sustains the position of Bockh. 
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I9. The Visits of Simonides, Pindar, and Bacchylides at the Court 
of Hiero, by Professor Harold N. Fowler, of the College for Women 
of Western Reserve University. 

Examination of the available evidence makes it probable that Simonides went 
to Sicily in 476-5, and remained there until his death in 467. Probably neither 
Pindar nor Bacchylides went to Sicily in 476, nor is there any real evidence that 
the three poets were together at Hiero's court. In view of the relative ease of 
travel by sea in the fifth century, and of the fact that the poet's profession made 
his presence at public occasions in various places desirable, it is probable that 
Pindar and Bacchylides visited Hiero's court more than once, but there is no 
evidence that either was there for any long period. 

20. Aristotle's Theory of Imagination, by Professor William A. 

Hammond, of Cornell University. 
The views of Aristotle regarding the nature of imagination are found mainly 

in the De anima and in the series of eight opuscules, known in the Aristotelian 

corpus as the Parva Naturalia. 
The processes of knowing are marked off by Aristotle into three distinct 

stages: (I) The simplest form of knowing is sensation (ao-0oqas). (2) The 

second stage is imagination (qavTraoab). (3) The final stage is rational thought 

(voVs, rLGoT'o7-ru). The imagination mediates between sensation and thought. 
Sensation furnishes to the mind a body of impressions and copies of the external 

world, which imagination and thought employ. Imagination is a storehouse, as 
it were, of copies of sense-objects, which persist in the mind as images after the 

sensed-object has been removed. It is a collection of residual sensations, capable 
of being revived into consciousness. Without it memory would be impossible, 
and the mind merely the scene of ever-shifting kaleidoscopic sense-impressions. 
The term fapvTrta is used by Aristotle to mean both the faculty and the product 
of imagination; the latter, however, is ordinarily called by him phantasm (0xv- 
raotla). There are three more or less distinct senses in which Aristotle employs 
the word favrTaaoa or civTrao,ua: (I) Appearance, phenomenon (De mundo 

395 a 29; De sensu 439 b 6; De coelo 294 a 7, 297 b 31). (2) Phantasm, or 

false appearance (Soph. clenchz. I65 b 25, i68 b I9; De insom. 460 b 20; De mir. 
ausc. 846 a 37). (3) In the psychological meaning of an internal picture of an 
absent sense-object, -not merely the picture itself but the faculty that produces 
it (De an. 425 b 25, 429 a I; Metaph. 980 b 26). The term "phantasy" is akin 
to paios 'light' (De an. 429 a 3), and qavrirdeTv L to appear'; and there is in the 

word an implied distinction between the phantasm and the real. It is appear- 
ance versus reality (Sop/h. elench. I64 a 9 ff., Eth. nic. II 4 a 32). Yet while 

the image is not the real thing, but only the real thing's form, it may be a true 

copy of the real, and, as such, as true as sensation. The two prominent elements 

expressed in the word, looked at etymologically, are that of form and light, with- 
out which the sensible is only meagrely revealed to us. Analogically to the pre- 
sentation of the world as form and light to the senses (the eye being the most 

important sense-organ), so phantasy reveals to our consciousness an inner world 
as a world of forms, color, perspective, and light, -an inner world corresponding 
in its imagery to the world of lighted space. 
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The psycho-physiological process by which imagination is awakened is con- 
ceived of by Aristotle as follows: Sensation is due to a movement set up in the 

sense-organ by a present stimulus. This movement has the power to persist or to 
continue after the stimulus has gone (De insom. 459 b 7 ff.). Just as one throws 
a pebble into the water, and it sets a circle in motion, which communicates its 
motion to a second circle after the pebble has disappeared (459 a 28 ff.), so the 
energy in a sense-organ communicated by a sense-stimulus is in turn communi- 
cated to the blood (De insorn. 461 a 25-b 18), and by the blood is transmitted 
under favorable circumstances to the heart, which Aristotle regards as the organ 
of imagination and of all the higher functions of consciousness. The image in 
the heart is the phantasm, and the movement there is fainter than in the original 
sensation, so that Aristotle describes the phantasm as a "weak sensation" 
(0avraTaaa o o-riv atfrOa8 is rts daOevEs, Rhet. 1370 a 28). These movements are 

especially characteristic of sleep, for the sense-activity is then suppressed (De 
insomn. 46I b 12; De divin. 464 b 5). Imagination has two forms: (I) That 
of revived or residual sense-perceptions; i.e. copies or images of the sensible 
world, in which imagination is receptive or reproductive; (2) that of reconstruc- 
tions or createl images, in which the imagination is active or productive. The 
one form of imagination is called by Aristotle Ckavracia alOlrO1TLK' (reproductive 
imagination), and the other, qpavraaia XO?yLTrtKf or PovUXvrTLKh (De an. 433 b 29, 
434 a 7), or productive imagination. The latter belongs to man only; the former 
belongs also to the brute creation. The latter kind of imagination is due to a 
free, initiative power in the central organ (the heart), which may take the form 
of logical construction of the elements of sense-imagery into a coherent complex, 
such as is exhibited in a creation of literary or plastic art, or it may take the form 
of arbitrary, incoherent, confused image-masses, as exhibited in sleep, in the 
delirium of fever, and in the excitement of vehement desire or violent passion. 
Such distortions and malformations, corresponding to no real things, are due 
mainly to physiological causes, especially to excessive heat and disordered move- 
ments of the blood. They occur mostly in sleep, because the activities of thought 
and sensation, which act as regulators of imagination by day, are suppressed in 
sleep, and imagination has undisputed control of the central organ. These 
phantasms, uncontrolled by waking consciousness, resemble the imagery of 
clouds, which at one moment represent a centaur, at another a man, and are 
constantly shifting in their forms (De insom. 46I b 20). Imagination, then, is 
for Aristotle both an image-receiving and an image-producing power. As an 
image-receiving or image-holding power, it is the source of memory or recol- 
lection. A memory or memory-image differs from a phantasm in two particulars: 
(i) Memory regards the phantasm as a copy of something, while imagination 
regards it simply as a picture. (2) Memory regards the thing of which the phan- 
tasm is a copy, as having already been seen or known by us (De mem. 451 a 14). 
The deliberate and conscious calling up-of this copy is recollection (avdLPv70ss). 
One of the highest and most important functions of imagination is to supply the 
schematic form in which the activity of conceptual thought is clothed. For the 
schemata of general notions the reason needs general images, and these are sup- 
plied to voOvs by the productive imagination. Thought is not possible without an 
image (De an. 403 a 9,427 b i6, 431 a 17 ff., 432 a 8; De mem. 449 b 30). The 
relation of pavTar-ia to art finds no explicit treatment in Aristotle's writings. 
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MORNING SESSION. 

December 29, 1900. 
The Association assembled at o1 A.M. 

21. Notes on Indo-Iranian Phonology, by Dr. Louis H. Gray, of 
Princeton University. 

This paper will appear in full as the preface of the writer's Indo-Iranian 
Phonology, with Special Reference to the AMiddle and New Indo-Iranian Languages 
(Vol. II. of the Columbia University Indo-Iranian series, edited by A. V. Williams 
Jackson, Professor of Indo-Iranian Languages in Columbia University). 

The right to compare the phonology of the Old Indo-Iranian languages is 
undisputed. Whether one may trace phonological parallels in the subsequent 
development of these two groups of dialects is a question concerning which there 
is considerable diversity of opinion. The problem is an important one to students 
of the Indo-Iranian languages and to Indo-Germanic scholars as well. The 
-imilar developments here considered are very numerous, and they can be ex- 
plained only by the hypothesis, in itself a very natural one, that languages derived 
from a common source, as is the case with the Indo-Iranian dialects, pursue 
similar courses of phonetic modification. Students of other branches of the Indo- 
Germanic family of languages, or of the groups as a whole, may find parallels in 
phonology among the Middle and New Indo-Iranian dialects, to serve as illustra- 
tions for them or to suggest new theories. In this way the loss of 'y in certain 
Greek dialects and of g in French after it had suffered spirantization receives a 
parallel both in the New Indian and in the New Iranian dialects. Thus Boeot. 
lbv = Att. ^yb(v), Arkad. cLtaXeta = Att. '(7yaXEla, Tarent. oXtos = Att. oX7yos, etc. 
(Brugmann, Grunzdr. i.2 654, Meyer, Griech. Gramm.3P p. 294), or Lat. reginam, 
Old French reiDne, Lat. frigi alum, Vulgar Lat. *fregidu, Old French freit, froit, etc. 
(Schwan, Goramrm. des Al/tfranz.2 pp. 69-70), have analogues in Skt. srgnla 'jackal,' 
Prak. siala, Ur., Bihari iadl, sedl, Bangali sidl, Skt. dviguna 'two-fold, Prak. 
duu.na, Hindi, Panjabi tdnd, Sin(lhi adzna, Marathi diun or Av. ci ' what' + gaona 
'kind,' Pahlavl zigtzn(ih), New Persian Zun beside cigun(ah). The Middle and 
New Indian dialects show a similarity in many respects in their phonological 
development with the Romance languages, and these analogues have been col- 
lected by Haag, Vergleichuung des Prakrit mnit den romanischen Sprachen, Berlin, 
I869, and by Brandreth, "The Gaurian compared with the Romance Languages," 
JRAS. N. S. xi. 287-316, xii. 335-364; cf. also his Paragone delle lingue Gauriane 
con le Ronianze o l'omane, Atti del iv. cong. Internat. d. Orient., ii. 75-80. 

The first attempt to compare any of the New Indian dialects with any of the 
New Iranian ones was made by Reland in his twentieth dissertation, which is 
entitled De linzguis insula-rum orientaliume (Diss. Miscell., Traj. ad Rhen. I708, 
iii. p. 86). His words are as follows (cf. also Benfey, Geschichte der Sprachwissen- 
sc/zaf/, p. 24I): "Nonnullae voces [linguae Singalaeae] cum Persicis conveniunt, 
ut aswajaa, equus, ,. Asp. Rahlash, arcanum, *) Raz, T Chaldais, arcanum, 

Bandinjai, ligo, L.;.j Band. Dewi(an, Deus, Pers. 3.. v Div, Genius." Exactly 
a century later "en i808 John Leyden fait du zend un dialecte pracrit, parallele 
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au pali, le pali etant identique au magadhi des grammariens et le zend a leur 
sauraseni. En I819 Erskine fait du zend un dialecte sanscrit importe de l'Inde 
en Perse par le fondateur de Magisme, mais n'ayant jamais ete parle par les 

indigenes de Perse" (Darmsteter, Le Zend-Avesta trad. i., Introd. p. xxi). Of 
real scientific value is the brief note of Horn, Grundr. der iran. Philol. i. b, p. 35, 
cf. 15-16, Geiger, ibid. p. 208, in which he claims the right to compare sound- 
changes in the Middle and New Persian with analogous developments in Prakrit. 
This view of Horn's has been criticised unfavorably by Hiibschmann, IF. Anz. 
x. pp. 23-24. Despite the weighty authority of Hiibschmann, the present writer is 
inclined to agree emphatically with Horn, and in his view it is scientifically correct 
to trace and to present as parallel analogous phonological developments in the 
Middle and New Indo-Iranian dialects. In a paper on " Certain Parallel Develop- 
ments in Pali and New Persian Phonology,"JA OS. XX. pp. 229-243, the writer out- 
lined the method which he has since pursued in the consideration of more than 

thirty Indo-Iranian dialects. If he agreed with Horn before the writing of his 

study on the Pali and New Persian, which he then intended as the prolegomena 
of his more complete monograph which is now in press, further investigation, 
carried out for all the chief Middle and New Indo-Iranian languages on the basis 
of the best works on them yet written, has but confirmed him in his old 
opinion. 

The Inodern Iranian dialects are as truly cognate with the modern Indian 
dialects as is the Slavic group with the Italic, or the Keltic with the Hellenic, and 
a comparative phonology of the Middle and New Indo-Iranian dialects has the 
same scientific justification as that which comparative phonology of the Indo- 
Germanic languages possesses. The monograph on the subject under considera- 
tion is one of presentation rather than of discussion, but from its arrangement 
of material in ordered form conclusions may be drawn, even though they may not 
be stated in categorical terms. 

Beside the parallel phonetic developments of the Middle and New Indo-Iranian 
dialects, to which the present study must be confined, there is another very fruitful 
field, for numerous parallels in inflection and in syntax exist between these two 

groups of languages, as Geiger, Grundr. der iran. Philol. i. b, pp. 205, 213, 238,245- 
246; 216, Fesigruss an Roth, pp. I-5, has rightly observed. In both these respects, 
however, the two dialect groups have gone in ways more widely divergent than in 
their phonology. 

For the present a study of the phonological parallels of the Middle and New 
Indo-Iranian dialects must suffice, and the contribution is made in the hope that 
it may aid, not alone the study of the Indo-Iranian languages, but the broader 
subject of Indo-Germanic linguistics as well. 

22. The Ablative Absolute in Livy, by Professor R. B. Steele, of 
Illinois Wesleyan University (read by Professor Knapp). 

The number of occurrences of the ablative absolute in Livy cannot be defi- 
nitely determined, for in some passages interpretation varies between the dative 
and the ablative, and in others between the absolute and the modal ablative of 
the gerund or gerundive. However, the number does not vary far from 6500, 
counting as one two subjects with a single participle or one subject with two 
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participles. In the following presentation the rhetorical phases of Livy's usage 
will be chiefly emphasized. 

If we accept the extremes of interpretation, both the active and the passive of 
the three participles are used in the ablative absolute by Livy. But the few 

examples given of the future passive (lo not differ from those which are classed as 

present passive, and these in turn may be taken as a free use of the modal ablative 
of the gerund or gerundive, so that by interpretation these two passives may be 
eliminated. 

The ablative absolute of the future participle is an innovation such as we 
should expect to find in the Histories of Sallust if they had come down to us 
entire, but our earliest examples are from Livy, from Asinius Pollio, in a quotation 
by Seneca Rhet., and from Pompeius Trogus, if we assume that an instance in 

Justinus I, 2, I is not due to Justinus himself. In Livy all but one of the seven 

examples are in the later decades and two are used in connection with another 
ablative absolute. 

The perfect actives are represented by the intransitive deponents (orto forty- 
one times, the most common) and by transitives with a dependent construction, 
both of which are somewhat freely used, though not so freely as the transitives 
without object and the passive absolute of other deponents. 

Looked at from the tense side, about 75 per cent are in the perfect tense, 
17 per cent are present, and the remainder are divided between adjectives and 
nouns. 

Succession of Ablatives Absolute. -Not uncommon is the occurrence of two or 
three ablatives absolute, but more than three are met with in but few instances. 

Though the form of statement might have been varied by the introduction of 
a dependent clause instead of one of the absolutes, yet the succession furnished a 

symmetrical participial, generally aoristic, approach to the main statement, and 
if such a succession is to be criticised, it is at the points where an effort is made 
to obtain variety by the introduction of a present passive (or modal ablative) 
between two other absolutes, and even this is not more violent than other 
variations in rhetorical presentation by Livy. 

In more than a score of instances an ablative absolute is worked into one or 
both members of the formula non modo . . . sed etiam, but much more frequent 
are the passages in which the names of opposing parties are used with one or 
with two participles, and where the parts of the statement, like the parties them- 
selves, are arrayed against each other. Frequently pronouns are used instead 
of the names of the parties, or the antithetic statements are headed by correlative 
or adversative particles. While this results in a symmetrical rhetorical statement, 
on the other hand passages are not uncommon in which there is a change in the 
form of statement where a succession of absolutes might have been expected, as 
when an absolute is matched with another ablative, or when another case of the 

participle is used instead of the ablative. In the succession, the ablatives, how- 
ever, are usually co6rdinate, and only rarely is one subordinated to another. 

Subject. - The subject of the main verb is placed between the parts of the 
ablative absolute in less than a score of passages, and this is relatively less fre- 

quent than the same position in Caesar. In the same way, in a few instances, it 
is placed between two absolutes, though it may not stand in the same grammatical 
attitude toward both, and the absolute itself may be arranged between two clauses 
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to which it stands in the same relation. The number of instances in which the 
subject of the participle is referred to by a following demonstrative or personal 
pronoun in the main statement shows that there was no settled opposition on the 

part of Livy to this form of expression. 
Agreement. - A participle in the singular number, with two subjects in the 

singular, is not uncommon when the nouns are differentiated expressions for 
a single term or when they are very closely related, and this is also true of a few 
suljects connected by e . . . et. When the subject contains a singular and 
a plural, the participle is sometimes in the singular, agreeing with the noun next 
to it. 

With both perfect and present participles the subject of the absolute must at 
times be supplied from a following relative clause, which is in reality the subject 
of the participle. This is most common with missis and its compounds when the 
relative is personal, and with auditis when the relative is neuter. Now and then 
the subject must be supplied from the context. This is most frequent with present 
participles, though the construction may sometimes be taken as dative or ablative 

according to the interpretative angle at which it is viewed. This is especially 
true of participles used in connection with compounds of venire. In a few such 
instances the genitive absolute is used in the account of Polybius, upon which the 
statement of Livy seems to have been directly based, and if we assume that the 
Greek determines the construction for Livy, in a few other passages, formally 
indeterminate, the ablative may be assumed as the construction for Livy. 

Separation of Parts. - In the earliest writers the parts of the ablative absolute 
are rarely separated. In Lucretius separation is not uncommon, though the parts 
are rarely separated by more than one word, as though the solidarity of the con- 
struction were still kept in view. In Nepos about i8 per cent are separated, in 
nearly all instances by a single word. Sallust separates about as commonly, but 
short relative clauses are introduced, and when more than one word is introduced 
they are so closely connected that we should not expect them to be divided. In 
Caesar separation of parts is more common, and longer relative clauses are intro- 
duced. In Book VIII. of the Bell. Gall. and in the Bell. Alex. an especially 
large number of adverbs intervene. Separation is not quite so common in the 
Bell. Af., while the Bell. Hisp. does not vary far from the earlier usage of an 
undivided ablative absolute. 

In Livy the parts are separated in about one-third of the occurrences of the 
absolute, which means a very large per cent of the possible instances. This is 
especially noticeable at the beginning of clauses, where continuative particles and 
adverbs are commonly included. A genitive modifying the subject is the case 
most commonly included, and by the introduction of clauses with the modifiers 
of noun, participle, or both, the two may be placed at a considerable distance 
from each other. In some of the examples of widest separation there is intro- 
duced an explanation or modification of some subordinate term. 

Ablative Absolute following Main Verb. - About one in twenty of the occur- 
rences have the ablative absolute following the main verb. However, this includes 
more than the average per cent of the names of officers, indicating the time of the 
main action and of present participles indicating a concurrent action. Occasion- 
ally the participle expresses a consequent action, but most of them indicate ante- 
cedent action, sometimes emphasizing it by a temporal particle, and for the 
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position no reason can be given except the free handling of the ablative absolute 

by Livy. 
Modal Equivalence. - The absolute usually expresses temporal relations, and 

the frequency of occurrence both in the speeches and in the other portienrs 
depen(ds on the frequency of the recurrence of temporal statements. It is for this 

reason that the two portions of the work of Livy do not necessarily differ in the 
use of the absolute, for the moods of Livy the annalist are as varied as are those 
of Livy speaking through historical characters. Next to the instances of the tem- 

poral use of the ablative absolute comes a limited number that may be classed as 

causal, though the line of demarkation is not always a clear one. Concessive and 
conditional absolutes are not common, and in a very few passages the absolute 

gives the result of a preceding action. Apart from the temporal particles used 
with the absolute giving indication of its modal character, velut (64), tamzquam 
(Io), and ut (6) are of the most common occurrence. 

Imtpersonal Use. -The impersonal use of the ablative absolute was greatly 
extended by Livy, who has a few adjectives used in this way, dubio and incerto 

being used with a dependent construction. Some impersonals passed into adverbs, 
and others could be more readily disposed of if we were allowed to assume that in 
the absence of perfect active participles these forms had become, functionally at 

least, active. 

23. Note on an Elusive Preposition (Do), by Dr. Edgar S. 
Shumway, of the University of Pennsylvania. 

The four occurrences of endo in the Twelve Tables were given and stress laid 

upon endo dies as preserving the terminal force with accusative, also Endo man- 
detelam custodelanque, Gai (K. and S.) II. I04. Dvenos inscription, ted endo 

cosntis = tibi comnis, shows crossing with dative function, and postposition explains 

development of form indu. Induperator> *indperator > intmperator; so indu- 

gredior > *indgr,edior > ingredior. Thus endo iacito (Tab. I.) had form *indu- 
iacere > *indiicere > inicere. Probably many forms in in were originally from 

indu. Indigenzus may have remained as publicist's t.t. (cf. ingeznuus). For the 

religious t.t. indiges, inidigilo, indigitamenta, the derivation indu + ag was sug- 

gested (cf. Serv. ad Verg. G. I. 498, quasi in diis agentes, and the function of the 

pontifex in private law). 
Do was claimed to exist in quando, donec, donique, and the gerund. Perhaps 

ima/mo: mianus = Vma/mo: modus. The theory of Lindsay, which holds that the 
accusatives mrd, ted, sed were really ablatives and parallel the confusion of Eng. 
dative "him," was criticised; and the suggestion made that the d may be con- 
nected with prep. do. The question was also raised respecting the d of the neuter 

pronouns, also topper (tod + per), conjunctions in d, the suffix met, terminal adverbs 
in c, preposition apud, imperatives in d. 

Cedi, a so-called imperative, it was suggested, may have sprung from the 

preposition, and, through ellipsis, have come to be felt as imperative. (Compare 
Gr. 6EOTE, 'va . . . qP- Oe and Plaut. cedo ut inspiciam.) 
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24. Notes on Several Points in Latin Syntax, by Professor William 
Gardner Hale, of the University of Chicago (read by Professor A. L. 
Wheeler, of Bryn Mawr College). 

No abstract of this paper has been received. 
Remarks were made by Professors Ashmore, Bennett, Knapp, 

Earle, and Smyth. 
The following telegram was then received:- 

Professor H. W. SMYTH, Secretary, American Philological Association, University 
of Pennsylvania. 

The Philological Association of the Pacific Coast, forty-two members in attend- 
ance, sends greeting. 

JOHN E. MATZKE, Secretary. 

The Secretary then reported on behalf of the Executive Committee 

that, in the judgment of the Committee, it was ill-advised at present 
to create Foreign Honorary Members (see PROCEEDINGS, Vol. XXXI., 

p. xxix). Adopted. 

25. Iphigenia in Euripides, Racine, and Goethe, by Professor 
W. S. Scarborough, of Wilberforce University. 

In a previous paper Iphigenia in Aulis by Euripides and Racine was discussed. 
The present one is a continuation of the theme and deals with Iphigenia in Tauris 
as presented by Euripides and Goethe. 

Though Aeschylus, Sophocles, Horace, and Lucretius sustain by inference 
and otherwise the opinion that Iphigenia's blood was really shed in Aulis, both 
Euripides and Goethe follow the fable that a hind was substituted by Diana, 
leaving Agamemnon - 

OKWV s 'jALS 64 doib dao'avov paXe'tv (1. 785). 

As in Iphigenia in Aulis, the endings of the tragedy differ in the Tauris situa- 
tion. The opening monodies are, however, somewhat alike in some respects, but 
sounded in two widely differing keys of sentiment. The heroine of Euripides 
speaks of herself as- 

OOAI OfiK efdO1r7ov, 
and as 

oliKrpdv T dacla'6vTWv aifs&v 

oiKrp6v Tr' KP3a\XX6vrTv d&Kpvov (11. 227, 8). 

In the dialogue with Orestes, declared by Mahaffy to be the finest left us of any 
Greek poet, she shows her petulant self in her rage against Helen: - 

d uZaoos el"SEXX\vras, O,K Cio1 I AI66vy (1. 525). 

She is not only hysterical in lament as ever, but ungrateful, equivocal, ready 
with pretext, deceitful, and so crafty in planning as to draw a doubtful compliment 
from Orestes: 

6eWval 7y&p at uyvvaKes ebptIacKetv rTXvas (1. 1032). 
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She is fluctuating as at Aulis, believes in Fate as a true Grecian, and fears 
death with the old fear: - 

7rts 6' ob OavoOvuat. 

She ventures but few decided opinions concerning mankind. Mistrusting Pylades 
she says: - 

ovtels avros {v 7rbvoLs r av]p 

6trav re Irpb rTb Odpo-os eK p6fov ir9a? (11. 729, 30). 

And she says to the women of the chorus: - 

KaX6v rot yX/acr' 6Ty TrtrO T rap. (1. I064). 

She weakly accepts woman's place as she conceives it: - 

ov7p /uLv {K 86fHov 
Oavpcv 7ro0etv6s, r& 5 yvUvaCLKs aa0ev?j (11. I005, 6). 

She is narrow, with a decidedly limited intellectual range, a true woman of 
antiquity. 

Goethe's characterization is far more sharply in contrast with Euripides than 
is Racine's. We cannot agree with De Quincey that this tragedy as a whole is 
nearer the Greek model than is Racine's. Goethe gives a type of womanhood 
to be found in the nineteenth century. This womanhood does not possess the 

eO,vXia of the Grecian, but it is made up of a large degree of firmness and inde- 
pendence rooted in lofty sincerity and appreciation of right. This is ingrained 
in her. 

So wirst du, reine Seele, dich und uns 
Zu Grunde richten, 

says Pylades in recognition of this fact. 
And the nearest approach to consent to further a deceitful scheme for escape 

is found in the sad soliloquy which opens the fourth act:- 

. . .Ach! ich sehe wohl, 
Ich musz mich leiten lassen wie ein Kind. 
Ich habe nicht gelernt zu hinterhalten, 
Noch jemand etwas abzulisten; 

while her inability to condone falsehood is shown in the lines that savor of 
sarcasm as she replies to Pylades' pleadings: - 

0, triig' ich doch ein mannlich Herz in mir! 
Das, wenn es einen kiihnen Vorsatz hegt, 
Vor jeder andern Stimme sich verschlieszt. 

She does not believe in Fate, and reluctantly recalls the Parcae's song; nor 
has she a Grecian fear of death, \Nhich she welcomes instead. She is reflective, 
philosophical, when she says: - 

Ein unniitz Leben ist ein friiher Tod. 

She is totally antagonistic to the Grecian ideas regarding her sex. She knows 
woman and her lot, and freely and fearlessly expresses her opinions concerning 
her:- 
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Der Frauen Zustand ist beklagenswerth. 

Wie enggebunden ist des Weibes Gliick. 

She is assertive, and does not hesitate to defend her sex when taunted by 
Thoas in a rage: - 

Nicht herrlich wie die euern, aber nicht 
Unedel sind die Waffen eines Weibes. 

Her independence reaches a climax when she declares for both freedom of thought 
and action, as no Greek maiden would have dared, as she defies Thoas' command 
in these words:- 

Lasz ab! Beschonige nicht die Gewalt, 
Die sich der Schwachheit eines Weibes freut. 
Ich bin so frei geboren als ein Mann. 

Ich habe nichts als Worte, und es ziemt 
Dem edeln Mann, der Frauen Wort zu achten. 

Nobility of character, combined with dignity of action and word, all unite to 
bring about the release of all by the noble-minded Thoas, a situation wholly at 
variance with Euripides' denouement, where she is flippant even as she lightly 
tells Thoas Oavaudaps Asgpv, and where her deceptive ruse succeeds, and Minerva 
intervenes to prevent pursuit. 

That Goethe makes much of sentiment does not despoil the tragedy of beauty 
despite the implied criticism of Mahaffy; and both beauty and effect are found in 
it, though these do not necessarily come as an echo from Grecian models as stated 

by Schlegel. We have said before that Euripides' heroine at Tauris is perfectly 
consistent with the one depicted at Aulis, though De Quincey might find grounds 
here for saying the Grecian poet did not know women, though we think De Quincey 
was thinking of womanhood of later centuries. But Goethe evidently knew the 
sex, knew, too, the true woman soul, das ewigweibleiche, better than either 

Euripides or Racine. 
We conclude that though Goethe's type of womanhood is based upon Racine's, 

it is farther from the Greek model than is Racine's, --it is the Christian girl of 
Racine, broadened and chastened by suffering, expanded intellectually and 

spiritually. 

26. The Stipulative Subjunctive in Latin, by Professor Charles E. 

Bennett, of Cornell University. 
This paper is printed in the TRANSACTIONS, Vol. XXXI. Remarks 

were made by Professors Ashmore and Earle. 

27. The Judgment of Caesar upon the Vis of Terence, by 
Dr. Robert S. Radford, of Bryn Mawr College (read by title). 

Caesar, in his epigram upon Terence, designates him as dimidiatus Menander, 
and regrets that the absence of vis has prevented him from attaining an equal 
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rank with the poets of Greece. Notwithstanding the possible interpretation of 
dimidiatus suggested by Meineke (Men. et Phil. rell. XXXVI.), the epigram 
must be understood as affirming the inferiority of Terence to Menander in vis. 
Yet too sweeping an interpretation must not be placed upon it, and it should not 
be forgotten that the same reproach was brought by some critics against the New 
Attic Comedy as a whole (Hor. Sat. I. 4, 46 f., acer spiritus ac vis nec verbis nec 
rebus inest,- Cic. Orat. 20, 67). The epigrams of Caesar and Cicero are pieces 
of general literary criticism, which imply that their authors were acquainted with 
some of the more famous Menandrian plays, but by no means necessarily with the 
particular plays from which Terence drew. Except for a comprehensive scholar 
like Varro, the Roman imitations almost entirely superseded the works of the 
New Comedy among the Romans of the last half-century of the republic (Cic. 
Fin. I. 2,4; Opt. Gen. 6, I8). Thus Cicero commonly limits his poetical quotations 
to the Roman comedians, and while he has several stock quotations from Epi- 
charmus (five times) and Aristophanes (once), it is significant that he very rarely 
quotes from Menander (ad Atl. IV. II. 2; cf. I. 12. I). 

The vis of Caesar has been commonly explained as corresponding to the 7rd0os 
of the Greeks' and including also broad comedy (F. A. Wolf, Iber, Schanz). The 
result of this interpretation has been most often to attribute to Menander greater 
7rdOos and more boisterous comedy than the extant fragments or the ancient testi- 
monies warrant. For the Greek critics mention the 7rdaos but stress the i0os 
of Menander (e.g. Dio Chrys. or. I8, 7), while the greater popularity enjoyed by 
Philemon and Diphilus among their contemporaries points to the same conclu- 
sion. Plutarch also distinguishes pointedly between the style of the earlier and 
the later dramas. In point of fact, the characteristic Menandrian sharpness of 
satire and innuendo is well represented in several of the plays of Terence; as 
Haut. I004 ff.; Eun. 313 if., 934 ff. Denunciatory expressions show no weaken- 
ing, and if Horace (A.P. 93 f.) refers, as is probable, to Haut. 1032 ff., for his 
example of the more passionate tone in comedy, he clearly could not have been 
conscious here of any deficiency in the iraOos. Other examples of well-sustained 
7rdOos are Eun. 549 ff., 103I ff.; Ad. 299 ff., 6io ff. Lively comedy in the plays 
of Menander was apparently limited largely to certain definite roles, such as those 
of the cook and the parasite, and there is no sufficient proof of Terence's purpose 
to omit scenes of broad comedy, or to abridge them beyond the rest, but rather 
evidence to the contrary in the insertion of the scene from Diphilus, Ad. II. I, 
and in other details. Vallat's attempt to show that the 70os has undergone 
change and that the refinement of the characters in these plays is, due to the 
Roman poet, often disregards the ancient testimony; it may be taken as indicat- 
ing how little evidence can be adduced for so extreme a view. Apart from the 
question of Terentian style, the results of Nencini (de Terenti font., pp. 157 ff.) 
indicate that the Greek plays have suffered most in poetic qualities through the 
breaking up of many of the lyrical monologues and the frequent abridgment of the 
more copious Menandrian dialogue. 

There is much evidence to show that, as in Hor. Sat. I. 4, 46, vis refers pri- 
marily to the diction, in the sense of an elevated and bold poetical style, and that 
the lack of vis is the obverse of the sermo purus. Donat. ad Ter. Phorm. prol. 5, 
re vera autem hoc deterior Menandro Terentius indicabatur, quod minus sublimi 
oratione uteretur; Ter. Phorm. prol. 5; Haut. prol. 46; Serv. ad Verg. A. I. I40; 
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Cic. Lim. 3, lecto sermone . . . enaindrtum in medium nobis sedatis vocibus efers 
(where the emendation motibus is due to preconceived notions of 'rdOos). The 
commentators rightly explain the pura oratio of Haut. prol. 46, by reference to 
Cornific. IV. 8, II, and to this passage should be added Hor. Sat. I. 4, 54, non 
satis est puris versum perscribere verbis. 

The wonderfully varied and flexible style of Menander, so highly praised by 
the ancients and so integral a part of his drama, could not then be adequately 
represented by the sermo purus, the severely pure, but plain and unadorned, dic- 
tion, the introduction of which by Terence into Roman literature provoked such 
extended controversy. This becomes more obvious when we consider that the 
metaphors and other figures of Menander are not especially numerous, but are 
often bold and poetic. In Terence, on the contrary, the metaphors are for 
the most part trite and drawn from the conversational language of good society 
(Langen, JJ. 125, 673); according to Gerdes, they occur chiefly in Andr., Eun., 
Phorm. Legitimate inferences may sometimes be drawn from the style to the 
treatment of 7rdOos (Arist. Poet. 22, IO), but they must be drawn with caution. 

28. On Plato's Euthyphro, by Professor W. A. Heidel, of Iowa 
College (read by title). 

This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS, Vol. XXXI. 

29. Catullus and Furius Bibaculus, by Professor W. A. Heidel, of 
Iowa College (read by title). 

It is commonly said that among the many men of letters who came from Gallia 
Transpadana to Rome in the days of Catullus, all but Furius Bibaculus were 
numbered among the friends of the poet and were mentioned in his verses. The 
exception becomes very singular when one considers how closely allied Catullus 
and Bibaculus were in the character of their writings, as the literary tradition of 
antiquity amply testifies. As Catullus was born at Verona and Furius at Cremona, 
they may have met in the province; if not there, they must have been thrown 
together in Rome, where both belonged to the circle of the Cantores Euphorionis. 
Besides, Alfenus Varus, a fellow-townsman of Furius, was probably the Alfenus 
of Catullus' c. xxx. We should therefore expect to find some trace of their rela- 
tions with one another in their writings. Since there remain but few fragments 
of the poems of Furius, We must depend chiefly upon the liber Catulli. 

Jerome gives 103 B.C. as the year in which Bibaculus was born. But his rela- 
tions with Orbilius (? 103-13 B.C.) and Valerius Cato (b. ca. loo B.C.), evidently- 
those of a junior with his seniors, have led Teuffel, Schanz, and others to conclude 
that he was born much later, probably not before 9o B.C. He would thus be 
almost of an age with Catullus, whom he must have outlived by many years; for 
we must infer from Tacitus, Annals iv. 34, that Furius in his poems assailed 
Octavian. He would hardly have had occasion to do this before 44 B.C., and 
probably would not have dared to do so much later. 

Now Catullus mentions a certain Furius in a number of his poems (xi., xvi., 
xxiii., xxiv., xxvi.). There is no sure clew by which to identify this Furius. 
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Baehrens and Couat, pitching upon the phrase bellus homo (Ixxxi. 2), maintain 
that the hospes ab sede Pisauri of that poem is the Furius of c. xxiv. 7. Since we 
know that Bibaculus was born at Cremona, the identification of this Furius with 
Bibaculus would become very doubtful, if we granted their position. But one of 
the most noteworthy things in Catullus' treatment of Furius is, that he is almost 
always associated with Aurelius as a par nobilefratrum. This becomes particu- 
larly apparent in c. xvi.; but again, Aurelius, as pater esuritionum, is but the 
double of Furius, the beggar and starveling. Hence Bruner, B. Schmidt, and 
Ellis seem clearly right in identifying the bellus homo and hospes ab sede Pisauri, 
of lxxxi., with Aurelius, who was in fact the host of Juventius (cf. c. xv.). In 
support of such a reference Bruner's suggestion that inaurata (lxxxi. 4) possibly 
glances at the name of Aurelius, also deserves to receive some consideration. 

The Furius whom Catullus mentions is thus still unidentified, but there is no 
reason to connect him with Pisaurum. It may further our inquiry if we consider 
briefly his character as it is sketched by Catullus. In c. xi. he is represented as 
the satellite (comites seems to make out Catullus to be the magistrate to whose 
cohors Furius and Aurelius belong) of Catullus and as the ambassador of Lesbia. 
If Furius based his expectations in any degree upon the favor of Catullus, it must 
have been in the world of letters. In c. xvi. Furius is seen to be a critic of the 
verses of Catullus, who feels himself called upon to give account of his views 
touching the relation of morality to art. This also points to Furius' being a man 
of letters. From c. xxiii. one may conjecture that Furius is going the round of 
his acquaintances applying for a loan, and possibly he has approached Catullus 
with this object in view. In c. xxvi. Catullus addresses to Furius a slight skit on 
the subject of a villa that is mortgaged for a certain sum. From all this it seems 
not unreasonable to suppose that Furius belonged to the set of literary starvelings 
in which were numbered Orbilius and Valerius Cato. At any rate, no one would 
seem to be so well suited for the purposes of Lesbia's commission in c. xi. as a 

fellow-poet who was on friendly terms with Catullus. 
Thus far, then, our conclusion would be that the Furius so often mentioned by 

Catullus might well be Furius Bibaculus; for there does not seem to be another 
Furius among the writers of this time who is so available. There may perhaps be 
found in the following considerations some slight confirmation of this conjecture. 
In c. 1. Catullus gives us a hint of the form which his friendly rivalry with his 
fellow-poets assumed. Another illustration may be found by comparing c. xcvi. 
with Calvus'frag. i6 (Baehrens). When these poets wished to pay their respects 
to each other they wrote a poem in the same measure and in the same strain as 
some one which the recipient had written. Now there is extant a very interesting 
skit at the expense of Valerius Cato written by Furius Bibaculus (Suetonius, de 
Grammaticis, xi., Baehrens,frag. 2): - 

Catonis modo, Galle, Tusculanum 
tota creditor urbe uenditabat. 
Mirati sumus unicum magistrum, 
summum grammaticum, optumum poetam 
omnes soluere posse quaestiones, 
unum deficere expedire nomen: 
en cor Zenodoti, en iecur Cratetis! 
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Let us compare with it Catullus' c. xxvi.: 

Furi, uillula nostra [uestra?] non ad Austri 
flatus opposita est neque ad Fauoni 
nec saeui Boreae aut Apeliotae, 
uerum ad milia quindecim et ducentos. 
O uentum horribilem atque pestilentem ! 

Here are two brief poems composed in the same metre and in the same spirit 
on the same subject, to wit, a mortgaged villa. The point in each skit turns upon 
a pun, the former on nomen, the latter on opposita. One was written by Catullus 
to a certain Furius, the other was written by Furius Bibaculus.- The tone is very 
much alike, and the exclamations at the close heighten the general effect of their 

similarity. Is it unnatural to assume that one was called forth by the other? 

Assuming so much as granted, one desires more clearly to define the relation 
of the poems. In Catullus c. xxvi. I the Mss. are equally divided between nostra 

and uostra. If we read uostra (rather uestra) we might conjecture that after 
Furius had written the gibe at the expense of Cato, Catullus retorted in a spirit 
of raillery, reflecting upon the financial embarrassment of his fellow-satirist. But 
nostra is more probable, paleographically considered. In case Catullus so wrote, 
it is to be supposed that he composed his poem first, and that Bibaculus at a later 
date imitated the verses previously addressed to him. This latter view would gain 
additional support if it were sure that the Gallus addressed by Bibaculus in his 
verses was the poet Cornelius Gallus (cf. Schanz, Rom. Litteraturgesch. II. i., 
p. 142). As Cornelius Gallus was born in 69 B.C., he must have been a mere lad 
at the time of Catullus' death. We saw above that Bibaculus must have attacked 
Octavian about 44 B.c.; Gallus would then have been twenty-five years of age. 

Finally one might conjecture that there are a number of poems among the 

Calalepta attributed to Vergil which were written by Bibaculus; such, e.g. as vi. 
(iii.), x. (viii.), xii. (iv.), and xiii. (v.). In almost all of them there is very evi- 
dent imitation of Catullus, and the spirit manifested in them is far more nearly in 
accord with what we know of the character of Bibaculus than with that of Vergil. 
This is particularly true of x. (viii.), which so closely imitates and parodies 
Catullus' c. iv. It is an attack on P. Ventidius Bassus, who rose to distinction by 
the favor of Caesar. On the death of his patron he joined Antony, but later 
became an adherent of Octavian and was rewarded with the praetorship in 44 B.C. 
(a fact to which the poem alludes), and was made consul suffectus in 43. As 
Bibaculus was attacking Octavian about this time, it would be natural for him to 
assail his follower also. 

30. Questions with uv, by Professor Frank Cole Babbitt, of Trinity 
College (read by title). 

The main thesis of this paper is, that questions introduced by /Au do not (as is 
uniformly stated by the grammars) expect the answer " no." Incidentally, if this 
fact can be established, it may serve to throw light on the origin of some subordi- 
nate constructions containing x,. 

It is reasonable to suppose that the fundamental distinction which exists between 
ov and Iuw elsewhere should obtain also in questions; that is, that ob is used in 
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questions of fact, whereas, when the question concerns not fact, but (let us say) 
possibility, 3uX is employed. Thus, ver; is it raining? obX veL; is it not rain- 
ing? r' ier ; is it notpossibly raining? indicating an uncertainty in the mind 
of the speaker, and sometimes even an apprehension that his suggestion, after all, 
(in spite of a possible contrary desire on his part) may be true. Numerous 
examples may be quoted, but one or two must suffice. In Xen. Mem. 4, 2, Io, 
Socrates is asking Euthydemus his reasons for collecting books, and he then sug- 
gests five possible professions which it seems likely Euthydemus may be intending 
to adopt. In every case the question is introduced by u4, and to three of the 
questions Socrates adds a reason for expecting that Euthydemus will answer 
affirmatively. 

So in Plato's Crito 44e, apd y 'ye fx duo 7rpo^*OrqO, KrX., are you not perhaps 
concerned for me ? etc., shows very plainly that, although Crito may wish the 
opposite to be true, yet he expects, and is even apprehensive, that Socrates is 
concerned, so that the answer of Socrates, Kal raura rpoe*OoOMuat is not (as the 
grammars would have us believe) a bitter disappointment to Crito (cf. also 48 c). 

What, then, is the reason for the statement that questions with 3*4 expect the 
answer " no" ? It is because in Greek, as in other languages, many questions are 
asked ironically, merely for effect, and in asking such questions it is natural to 
employ that form of interrogation which asks, "Is it possible that. .. ! " Hence 
A/2 in such questions is the natural interrogative word; but the expectation of a 
negative answer is not dependent on the interrogative word, but on the general 
context, and such questions may be introduced by other interrogative words. 
(Compare Plato, Apology 28 d, /AL1 avrbv otl q5povToaa, KcrX., with 37 d, &XX\oLt 
dpa avr&a otfovrt jgoiLws; and Ar. Ran. 526.) 

Granting, then, the use of l*h as an "affirmative interrogative," we should 
expect sometimes to find it also employed in indirect questions; but, from the 
original significance of Au* (i.e. uncertainty or apprehension, as I have tried to 
show above), it could not be used as a colorless interrogative, but its use would 
be confined to questions suggesting apprehension. Hence I should explain such 
examples as Soph. Antig. 1253 elo6/reaOa tzi . . . KaX6lrret as undoubted cases 
of indirect questions. (Other examples in Goodwin, M. T. ? 369.) The tendency 
of verbs of this sort to be followed by an indirect question has been demonstrated 
by Professor Hale in his article on the " Anticipatory Subjunctive " in Vol. I. of 
the Chicago Studies in Classical Philology. 

To go a step farther, the use of the anticipatory subjunctive in direct questions 
(in the Homeric poems and in surviving phrases like rl 7rdrOw, examples in Monro, 
JI.G. ? 277) is beyond dispute; but the grammarians seem averse to allowing 
the interrogative 3* to stand with such a subjunctive, and they explain such con- 
structions as dependent on a suppressed word of fearing; yet if we admit the 
affirmative meaning of the interrogative A*4, all the independent uses of the sub- 
junctive with gx in Homer (examples in Goodwin, M.T. ? 26I), including also 
the subjunctive with 3*4 and /*0 of in classical Greek (and possibly with o6b lI), 
likewise the dubitative subjunctive (including particularly the use of 3*4 with the 
dubitative subjunctive when an affirmative answer is expected, Goodwin, M. T. 
? 293), admit the simple explanation that they are merely questions asked by the 
anticipatory subjunctive and the interrogative u*4. 

Finally, if we carry this explanation of the interrogative use of 3. into depend- 
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ent constructions, we are able without difficulty to account for the use of both 
indicative and subjunctive after words of fearing and kindred expressions. 

If the facts here stated are correctly put, and it is true that a considerable 
number of constructions, some of which have previously offered difficulties in the 
matter of explanation, can be readily and directly referred to an origin from a 
simple and comparatively well-known construction, it should seem that this 
explanation is worthy of some consideration. 

[The paper appears in full in Vol. XI. (I900) of the Harvard Studies in 
Classical Philology.] 

NOTE. -No account is made of the arrogation by i) in later Greek of the 
functions of of, so that a question introduced by /u (with the help of the con- 
text) actually expects the answer " yes," as in Acts vii. 28. This matter in general 
has already been treated by Professor Gildersleeve in A.J.P. I. 45. 

Professor Wright moved that the hearty thanks of the Association 
be extended to the Provost and the Trustees of the University of 

Pennsylvania for the generous entertainment of the Association dur- 

ing its sessions in Philadelphia; to the authorities of the Law School 
for the use of their building; and to the Local Committee for their 

provision for the comfort of the members of the Association. 

Adjourned. 
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APPENDIX. 

PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE PACIFIC COAST. 

The Second Annual Meeting was held in the Lecture Room of the 
Mark Hopkins Institute of Art on December 28 and 29, I900. 

SAN FRANCISCO, December 28, 9o00. 

In the absence of President Wheeler the Association was called to 
order at 10.45 A.M. by the First Vice President, Professor Ewald 

Fliigel, of Leland Stanford Jr. University. 
The Secretary reported the results of the negotiations with the 

American Philological Association in regard to affiliation. He spoke 
of the cordial reception which had been accorded to this proposition, 
and which had prompted the parent Association to accept the 

Philological Association of the Pacific Coast as its western branch. 
The nature of the affiliation was explained by extracts from a letter 
of Professor H. N. Fowler under date of July io, 900o, then Acting 
Secretary of the American Philological Association. This letter 

reported the action of the Executive Committee of that Association 
and read in part as follows: 

" We voted to print the Pacific Coast Proceedings in an Appendix to our own 
Proceedings, not to exceed twenty-five pages. We voted that the Executive Com- 
mittee of the Pacific Coast Association send, after approval, to the Executive 
Committee of the American Philological Association five papers, from which we 
agree to print, if approved by the Executive Committee, two papers or twenty 
pages in the Transactions. The alternative expression is for the purpose of 
allowing us to print one long paper or two short ones. All dues are to be paid 
to the American Philological Association. The local expenses of the Pacific Coast 
Association are to be paid by the American Philological Association." 

The Secretary stated further that the Proceedings of the previous 
meeting had been prepared by him upon invitation of the Secretary 
of the American Philological Association, and would be included in 
the next annual volume, which would upon publication be distributed 
to the members of the Association. 

The annual dues having been collected directly by the Treasurer 
of the American Philological Association, the Treasurer's report con- 
sisted merely in a statement of the expenses incurred by him during 
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the year. These amounted, for printing, stationery, and postage, to 

$12.45, for which vouchers were submitted. 
Both of these reports were accepted. 
The Chair then appointed the following Committees:- 

Nomination of Offcers . Professors Merrill, Fairclough, and Bradley. 
Time and Place of Next Meeting.- Professors Murray, Gayley, and Mr. L. R. 

Smith. 

Auditing the Treasurer's Account.- Professors Richardson and Pease. 

Upon motion of Professor Clapp, it was 

Voted, That the amount of annual dues left blank in the Constitution adopted 
at the previous meeting be filled in by the Secretary to agree with the custom 
of the American Philological Association. 

The Association then proceeded to the reading and discussion 
of papers. 

i. An Examination of Shakspere's Artistic Reasons for Introducing 
Prose Scenes and Speeches in Plays which are Chiefly or Partly in 

Verse, by Professor M. B. Anderson, of Leland Stanford Jr. University. 
In an essay entitled " Shakspere's Prose" the late Mr. E. R. Sill reaches some 

conclusions which may be stated as follows:- 

I. Verse being in structure and rhythm " orderly and regulated," "madness 
of every form must necessarily break through its laws into irregular prose." 

2. Verse is used by Shakspere for the expression of " intense feeling "; prose 
for the expression of ideas, " whether logical, practical, or jocular." 

These suggestive and plausible generalizations are quoted in the recent popular 
book on Shakspere by Mr. H. W. Mabie, who apparently accepts them as the 
last word of the higher criticism. They are, however, only of partial application, 
being apparently derived chiefly from the examination of two plays: Hamlet and 
Lear. The conclusions presented in the present paper are based upon the exami- 
nation of the following plays: Hamlet, Lear, Othello, MIacbeth, Julius Caesar, 
I and II Henry IV, Henry V, and Much Ado. The main propositions which it 
is sought to establish, are: - 

I. Shakspere makes use of verse and prose, respectively, for so many different 
artistic purposes in different plays that Mr. Sill's two principles, while true in a 
limited degree, do not furnish anything like a key to the permutations from verse 
to prose and back again. Not even of Hamlet and Lear do they hold without 

qualification. 
II. a. In Shakspere's imagination certain characters are poetically conceived. 

They habitually speak in verse; and any lapse into prose is exceptional, and 
traceable to some unusual subjective condition, or to some stress of outward 
circumstance. 

Examples: Hotspur, who is conceived in verse and whose one soliloquy is in 

prose; Brutus, whose oration is put in prose, in contrast to Antony's, to indicate 
Brutus's stoical self-repression before the public, and to suggest that he has placed 
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himself in a false position. Hamlet's prose to Rosencrantz and Guildenstern may 
be, similarly, expressive of a certain constraint. 

b. Other characters are conceived upon a prosaic level, - mere children of 
Adam after the fall. Falstaff, with trifling exceptions, always talks prose. 
Beatrice is conceived in prose and, for the most part, speaks prose. At the crisis 
of her life she soliloquizes, not merely in verse, -in a rimed stanza. The lyrical 
form and substance of this soliloquy indicate a revolution in the speaker's feelings. 

c. Certain characters, more largely endowed, pass in accordance with circum- 
stance from verse to prose, or vice versa, finding in either medium a perfect 
vehicle of expression. Hamlet is the most conspicuous example; Prince Hal 
(Henry V) and Iago are equally in point. 

III. What is true of the dramatis personae is true of whole scenes and even 
of whole plays: some are more ideally or romantically conceived, and are there- 
fore in verse; others, perhaps more realistic, are in prose. Good examples are 
the scenes in AMuch Ado, in which Benedick and Beatrice are deceived. In II. iii. 
Benedick is "gulled" in prose and soliloquizes in prose. In III. i. Beatrice is 
deceived in verse and soliloquizes in rime. The more ideal note of the later scene 
is in harmony with the deepening feeling; there is something in its more refined 
tone of homage to noble womanhood. 

Thus the causes of these permutations vary with the circumstances, and are not 
to be explained by any hard and fast generalizations. Verse is often used as a 
mere artistic convention, as for the language of ceremony, or of romantic feeling, 
which is not necessarily either deep or impassioned. In Much Ado, IV. i., 
Beatrice and even Benedick put on and put off the language of verse as if it were 
a court dress. The most impassioned passage of their intercourse is in prose,- 
their normal medium of expression. 

2. On the History of the Unreal Condition in Latin, by Dr. H. C. 

Nutting, of the University of California. 

Present theories held with regard to this subject are unsatisfactory. A large 
part of the confusion is due to a general failure to apprehend that the question 
has two aspects - the psychological and the grammatical. The history of thought 
and the history of language ip general are not identical, and the unreal condition 
is no exception to this prevalent rule. For Latin, the proof of this is found in 
Plautus' usage. He is still using the present subjunctive largely as the speech- 
form for the unreal thought, and the language has, as yet, by no means settled 
definitely upon past tense forms as the proper vehicle for this class of ideas. 
Notwithstanding this unsettled condition of the speech-form, Plautus was thinking 
clearly in the unreal form. 

St. 592-93: 
EP. Edepol te vocem lubenter, si superfiat locus. 
GE. Quin turn stans obstrusero aliquid strenue. 

In this passage the first speaker uses an ambiguous speech form (present sub- 
junctive): as far as form goes this remark might mean, ' I should be happy to 
invite you, if there should (prove to) be a place to spare' or 'if I had a place to 

spare.' The last is unreal, and implies 'I cannot invite you, for the places at my 
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table are all taken.' The reply of the second speaker shows beyond a shadow 
of doubt that the unreal thought form was suggested to him, 'Oh, in that case 
(= tun = if there is no place to spare), I shall be content to bolt something 
standing.' Such an example is the best of proof that Plautus thought his unreal 
conditions clearly, whatever the form of words he used in expressing them. Cf. 
Ep. 33I, M.G. 1371-72, Merc. 59I, Ps. 273-75, Rud. 418-20, St. I90. 

The distinction thus made between the development of the unreal thought and 
of the unreal speech-form is applied to the analysis of a current view on the his- 
tory of this form of condition. This paper vwill appear in full in the Classical 
Review. 

The paper was discussed by Professor Pease. 

3. Fresh Light on Facts and Dates in the Life of Robert Greene, 
by Professor C. M. Gayley, of the University of California. 

The author maintains that there is no proof that Greene was ever a student of 
medicine; that the preponderance of evidence, external and internal, is against 
the supposition that he was ever a parson; that he cannot have been Vicar of 
Tollesbury and a member of Leicester's troupe abroad; that too much weight 
has been given to the testimony of Shakspere and Juby concerning Greene's 
authorship of The Pinner of Wakefield; that though he may have acted occa- 
sionally, acting was not his profession; that the Shakescene remarks in the 
Groatsworth should not be regarded as unduly rancorous. 

With regard to the order of Greene's plays the author advances arguments to 
show 

I) That none of the extant plays was produced before the end of I586, or 
probably the beginning of 1587. 

2) That the dates of production are probably as follows: Alphonsus, after 
Marlowe's Tamburlaine and before June, I587; Looking-Glasse, after Alphonsus, 
and before June, I587; Orlando between July 30, I588 and the middle of I589 
(acted at court perhaps December 26, 1588); Friar Bacon in 1589 after July 
(acted at court perhaps December 26, 1589, or March I, 1590); James IV, I590, 
about July (probably acted at court; if so, December 26, 1590, or as one of the 
five performances given by the Queen's men during 1591). 

The author argues further 
I) That if Greene had a hand in the Pinner, the metrical style would fix its 

date just before or afterJames IV. 
2) That, if Selinius is Greene's, the style would range it chronologically with 

Alphonsus;, but that the external evidence that it is Greene's is insufficient, and 
that the internal is against Dr. Grosart's attribution of the play to the dramatist. 
That Mr. Fleay is not without warrant in conjecturing the authorship of Lodge. 

3) In the matter of ' Young Juvetall,' of the Groatsworth, fresh proof is 
advanced to show that he was Thomas Nashe; also to show that if The Knack 
to know a Knave is not the " comedie" which Green'e "lastly writ" with Nashe, 
there is ground for suspecting that the plot and treatment of the Knack were 
suggested by Greene, or that some one who lacked his skill freely plundered him 
in the production of that play. 
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The paper was discussed by Professor Fligel. It will appear in 
full in the author's Representative English Comedies, Vol. I (The 
Macmillan Co.). 

Upon motion of the Secretary it was then 

Voted, That a message of greeting be sent to the American Philological Asso- 
ciation, convened in extra session at the University of Pennsylvania. 

Adjourned at 12.30 P.M. 

SECOND SESSION. 

The Second Session was called to order at 2.30 P.M. 

4. A Problem in German Syntax, by Professor K. G. Rendtorff, of 
Leland Stanford Jr. University. 

The paper opened with a discussion of the old classification of transitive and 
intransitive verbs and advocated the substitution of the terms "objective and 
subjective verbs." In connection with this discussion the passive voice in Ger- 
man was considered and, by a brief review of its historical development, it was 
shown that with the disappearance of the organic verbal endings the impersonal 
part of the verb assumed a more important office in the sentence. The infinitive, 
however, and also the past participle do not have a definite grammatical character 
in German. The past participle is neutral, and by no means a "participium pas- 
sivi "; it receives an active or passive meaning according to the character of its 

accompanying auxiliary. German has an entirely different conception of the 
passive voice from that found in language not Germanic. It gives a passive 
construction to verbs be they transitive or not. 

Stress was then laid on the neutral (or impersonal) passive construction which 
may be formed from transitive as well as intransitive verbs, e.g. Es wirdgesungen; 
Jetzt muss geschieden sein. The thought conveyed is action, and yet this action is 
expressed in a passive form. 

This construction was then traced historically. It is not found in Gothic, in 
O.H.G. it is rare, in M.H.G. and in modern German it is quite frequent. Finally 
an attempt was made to classify the verbs from which this neutral passive con- 
struction may be formed. It was found that transitive verbs which govern a per- 
sonal object only (eg. bestrafen) never allow it. It may be formed 

a) From transitive verbs governing a non-personal object (Sach-object), e.g. 
arbeiten . es wird nicht genug gearbeitet. 

b) From intransitive verbs governing the genitive or dative case, e.g. Seiner 
wird noch hiufig gedacht; Jetzt muss gehorcht sein. 

c) From subjective verbs (as: gehen); i.e. verbs whose action does not pass 
over from the agent to an object. 

Classes a and c are the very verbs which, when used with an adjective that 

expresses the effect of the action on the agent, may be used as reflexives; e.g. ich 

gehe mich miide, er arbeitet sich tot. 
As to the history of this construction, it may be remarked that it has so far 
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received but scanty attention in the grammars of German. Gottsched (1762) is 
the first to mention it; Grimm (IV2, 292) merely records its existence. 

Remarks were made upon this paper by Professors Bradley and 
Merrill. 

During the reading of this paper a telegram of greeting was received 
from the American Philological Association. 

5. Pindar's Accusative Constructions, by Professor E. B. Clapp, 
of the University of California. 

This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS. 
The paper was discussed by Professors Murray and Bradley. 

6. The Episode of Yvain, the Lion, and the Serpent in Chretien 
de Troies, by Professor 0. M. Johnston, of Leland Stanford Jr. 
University. 

In his Chevalier au Lyon, Chretien relates an adventure of Yvain in which he 
delivers a lion from a serpent. After his deliverance, the lion follows Yvain as a 
faithful companion, bringing him whatever game he catches in the chase, and 
giving him aid and protection in his adventures. 

A comparative study of this episode reveals four older groups of stories from 
which it is derived. The oldest form of this myth noted in the present study is 
the Indian version of the Monk and the Elephants mentioned in Benfey's trans- 
lation of the Pantschatantra, 1, 210. 

Before the Christian era this Indian story had passed to Africa, where it was 
connected with Androcles, and known under the title of Androcles and the Lion. 
The Androcles legend was carried to Rome about 30 A.D. by Apion, an Egyptian 
by birth, whose version of the story is preserved in Aulus Gellius' Nocdes Atticae, 
V, 14, IO. 

The motifs of the fable of the Lion and the Shepherd are substantially the 
same as those of Androcles and the Lion, of which it seems to be an abridg- 
ment. In this fable we begin with the version of the chronicler Ademar de 
Chabannes, who wrote about I029. However, thirty of the fables of Ademar are 
found in Phaedrus, and, by a careful comparison of these with the corresponding 
falles of Phaedrus, Hervieux has found that the collection of Ademar is almost a 
literal translation of Phaedrus. Hence he concludes that the thirty-seven fables 
of Ademar which do not occur in the Phaedrus that has come down to us, must 
also be Phaedrian fables. Therefore we are reasonably sure that our fable of the 
Lion and the Shepherd dates from Phaedrus, and we may place its composition 
about 37 A.D. 

The motifs of the Monk and the Elephants, Androcles and the Lion, and the 
Lion and the Shepherd are quite similar. An animal is invariably wounded in 
the foot either by a splinter, or a thorn, or a root which is removed by a man 
through kindness. After the wounded foot has been relieved, the animal expresses 
gratitude to his physician, either by giving him something, or by aiding and pro- 
tecting him. In the story of Androcles and the Lion, the lion not only brings 
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game to his master, but protects him when he is placed in the amphitheatre to be 
devoured by wild beasts. 

The dragon or serpent motif appears in Apollonius of Tyre, which was written 
in Greek during the third century, and translated from the Greek into Latin 
about the fourth century. The German version of this story relates an adven- 
ture of Apollonius, in which he delivers a panther from a dragon. This adventure 
is founded on the Chinese version of the Monk and the Elephants, which was 
carried from India to China during the first century after Christ. That which 
proves the close connection between the Chinese story of the Monk and the Ele- 
phants and the adventure of Apollonius is the fact that just as the elephant car- 
ries the monk on his back as an expression of gratitude, so Apollonius rides on 
the panther's back from the river Ganges to Nineveh. 

With the exception of the serpent motif mentioned, the episode of Gofier 
de las 7ours, the Lion, and the Serpent was doubtless derived from Androcles 
and the Lion. This story was probably made known to Golfier while he was 
engaged in the first Crusade, and followed him to France on his return from the 
East in the year I oo. The Prior of Vigeois, who relates this story in his chroni- 
cle, was born about 1135, and, according to his own testimony, his chronicle was 
finished before the end of the year 1184. About seventy-two years after Golfier 
returned to France, Chretien de Troies wrote the episode of Yvain, the Lion, and 
the Serpent, which is substantially the same as the episode of Golfier, the Lion, 
and the Serpent. The material for this adventure of Yvain was probably taken 
from the legends of Golfier and Androcles, and from the fable of the Lion and 
the Shepherd. These stories doubtless reached Chretien through the jongleurs 
whom he heard at the court of Marie of Champagne. 

The Mabinogion version of the episode of Yvain, the Lion, and the Serpent is 
a translation from Chretien, and not his source. 

Remarks were made on this paper by Professor Matzke. 

7. Some Unpublished Manuscripts of the Library of Maihingen of 
the Fifteenth to the Eighteenth Centuries, and their Relative Value, 
by Professor F. G. G. Schmidt of the University of Oregon. 

Among the manuscripts of the fifteenth century, found at Maihingen in Bavaria,1 
during the summer of 900o, the following with partial contents and their relation 
to kindred Mss. were mentioned: Legendenbiichlein of the year I492, containing 
the lives of St. Eustachius, Stephanus, Johannes, Crispin, and Crispinianus, etc.; 
a dialogiue, entitled Der mynnen chrieg mit der sel; Calendarium mit deutschen 
Alonatsreimen of the years 1463-1520. A play of the seventeenth century, entitled 
Von den drei [Weisen aus dem Morgenland und dem bethlehemitischen Kinder- 
mord, was dwelt upon. And, finally, a play of the year I736: Marianisch- 
musicalisches Schauspiel zu Maria-Hilfbei Scheiden was mentioned. The author 
of the paper endeavored to show the value of the Mss. in an indirect way by 
occasional comment upon their dialectic features, Alemannic, Frankish, and 

1 A detailed account of German Mss. at Maihingen was given by the author of this paper in 
Alemannia, XXIV, pp. 51-86, as the result of a visit to that library five years ago. 
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Bavarian. By way of comparison with kindred works, their value in comparative 
literature and culture was also suggested. 

Remarks were made upon this paper by Professors Goebel and 

Fltigel. 

8. Note on Hor. Sat. i. v. I6, nauta atque viator, by Professor 
E. M. Pease, of the Leland Stanford Jr. University. 

This charming little picture of ancient life has suffered various interpretations 
-there being no less than eight different views advanced for the meaning of 
viator and nauta. 

The earliest commentator regarded "nnaua in navi, viator vero qui mulam 
ducebat"; other views are: viator, a passenger on the boat, and nauta, the 
sailor who had charge of the boat; viator, a " foot passenger" and companion to 
the nauta or mule-driver; viator, a collective term for viatores and nauta the 
mule-driver; vialor, a passenger on the boat, and nauta, the only boatman, who, 
now on the boat, and now on the land, attended to the mule, the guiding of the 
boat and the comfort of the passengers; vialor, a traveler on foot, some humble 
fellow accompanying the nauta, the latter serving both on land and on boat, 
though for the most part he remained on the boat, and from that place drove the 
mule (the vialor apparently the "Irishman working his passage on the tow- 

path "); viator in a collective sense (vectores), all the passengers, and naula, the 
boatman, who, sitting on the boat, guided both it and the mule. 

After considering the arguments of the many commentators for and against 
the above views, it was maintained that the most satisfactory one of all was yet 
another; viz., that vialor was a traveler on the boat, and nauta, the man on the 

tow-path. 
Thus the song contest was between afessus vialor and the nauta piger. Here, 

as elsewhere, Horace chooses his adjectives with special care. It is the traveler 
who is fatigued (fessus), as again in vs. 94, in Catul. 31. 9 and elsewhere, and it is 
also he who falls asleep (dormire incipi/) before the lazy (piger) tow-man stops 
the boat and prepares for a night's rest. 

For those who object to the use of vialor for vector, a passenger on water, a 
parallel was cited in the use of viae in Catul. 46. II, referring chiefly to travel by 
sea, in Tibul. I. I. 26 to both sea and land, and to the use of the derivatives via- 
ticulus and viaticum; and it was further maintained that these travelers from 
Rome were viatores, and that it would be unnatural for Horace to call them 
vectores for traveling nineteen Roman miles on a canal boat. In fact, Porphyrion 
speaks of the passengers on this very boat as viatores. Of those who object to the 
use of nauta for the man on the tow-path, we would ask what is the specific 
term ? All the workmen about a boat, whether on canal boat or not, were to 
Horace, nautae, and the town was "Diferlum nautis." Varro is quoted on 
Non. 45I as using the term nautici equisones for the men on the tow-path who 
led the mules, thus suggesting that there was no specific term, and that nauta 
might be used. Whether quidam or unus would be necessary if one passenger is 
meant was maintained to be a question of emphasis, and places were cited showing 
that these words were often omitted. 
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All editors have made the mistake of thinking of this boat as a very small and 
primitive affair. They forget that this is a part of the great via Appia, which 
formed the chief outlet of Rome, with her million and more inhabitants. Thou- 
sands passed over this road every year, and Strabo, a contemporary of Horace, 
says that this canal was much used by those who made the trip at night. Travelers 
from Rome usually reached Forum Appia the first evening, and, instead of spend- 
ing the night with the " malignis cauponibus" (there were no hotels), they pre- 
ferred the more comfortable night on the boat. Whether there was a parallel 
road or not it is not possible to say; but it is likely that Porphyrio was in error 
in stating that there was none at this time. In order to satisfy the many well- 
to-do Romans who traveled the via Appia every day, we must suppose commodious 
boats, fitted up so that the traveler could pass a fairly comfortable night. When 
the slave complained of there being three hundred on board, he was, of course, 
exaggerating, still we may think of a goodly number; and, though the attendants 
were slow, a ' whole hour ' was spent in collecting the fare and hitching up the 
mule. 

In consideration of the cheapness of labor and the abundance of slaves, there 
must have been a number of attendants on each boat, and it is likely that more 
than one boat went through the canal every night; at any rate, the town was 
'stuffed with boatmen.' It is impossible to think of one man taking care of the 
helm, and attending to the wants of the passengers, not to mention the managing 
of the mule in the distance, and the difficulty of getting off and on the boat in 
motion. 

9. Chinese Literature, by Professor John Fryer, of the University 
of California. 

With the paper on the Chinese language, read before this Association last year, 
as a basis, it is less difficult to enter upon the wide subject of Chinese literature. 

Although not containing information of much practical value to the present 
age, it is intensely interesting as a key to the inner life of a great and ancient 

people whose civilization is on entirely different lines from our own. 
The two great facts that arrest our attention at the outset are the enormous 

amount of this steady accumulation of forty centuries, and the high style of the 
classical or unspoken language in which it is written. The literary pursuits of 
the Chinese are carried on as the indirect means to an end, viz., preparation for 
the competitive government examinations, which form the door to official posi- 
tion and emolument. These examinations, being based on a knowledge of the 
ancient classics, have almost prevented any attention from being paid to those 
technical departments of literature which form such a prominent feature in our 
modern Western civilization. 

The Chinese have assiduously cultivated their literature from age to age, in 

spite of enormous difficulties; among which have been five great catastrophes, 
by each of which the previous accumulations of literary effort were almost entirely 
destroyed. Their large libraries are arranged under the four main divisions of 
the Classics: the Histories, the Philosophies and Arts, and Polite Literature and 

Poetry. Under each of these are a great number of subdivisions, covering wide 
ranges of subjects. The largest works are the dynastic histories and the encyclo- 
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paedias, which are far more bulky than any we have in the English or other 

European languages. Then come the Canonical Confucian Classics, with their 

hair-splitting commentaries; the Buddhist and Taoist works; the topographies; 
the biographies; the dictionaries; with the vast collections of essays and poetical 
compositions. The standard works in mathematics, agriculture, medicine, and 
other arts or sciences, in some cases a thousand or more years old, compare most 

favorably with the very best productions of Europe of the same dates. 
The Chinese are not likely to throw away hastily these treasures of literature 

handed down as a rich legacy by their forefathers. They form the bond of union, 
binding together hundreds of millions of people, of widely different characteristics, 
into one vast commonwealth. The Chinese could no more do without them than 
we could give up our Bible, or Shakspere, or our Greek and Latin classics. They 
will engraft upon them whatever they feel to be of most value that can be trans- 
lated from our Western books. The Confucian Classics and a few other works 
have been translated into English or other European languages. Much valu- 
able service to philology still remains to be done in this direction. 

io. F in Bacchylides, by Miss Beatrice Reynolds, of the Los 

Angeles High School. 

Bacchylides, like Pindar, is eclectic in his treatment of F. Words with an 

original initial F sometimes permit hiatus, sometimes do not; in many instances 
it is a question whether hiatus is due to F or to the ictus. In no case does F help 
to ' make position.' 

Medial F keeps the vowels open in d\OXov, &oL8d, delSo, daiXto (not always), 
detlpw (not always), &dtw (not always), &eXXa, teXTrros, depotzlaXos (a doubtful 

word), 7rvow, 7rX\w. 
The false F in etXero Ft6b (arrow) V 75, is perhaps due to a confusion with 

FLt6 (virus); cf. A II6, CK 8' erT I6bv, Further examples of false F are XVII 

13I, fpgva (F)lavOeis, II, 7, aiX9vL (F)lo-floO. The last is of interest to students 
of Pindar on account of Gildersleeve's contention for FtOb6s in the Isthmian 
Odes. 

Adjourned at 5.30 P.M. 

THIRD SESSION. 

The Third Session was called to order at 8 P.M. Owing to the 
absence of President Wheeler, the annual address of the President of 
the Association was omitted, and Professor Fliigel spoke to the 
Association and many visiting teachers on 'University Ideals.' 

Iv 
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FOURTH SESSION. 

SAN FRANCISCO, December 29, I900. 

The Fourth Session was called to order at 9.30 A.M. 

I1. The Principles of Hermeneutics, by Professor J. Goebel, of 
the Leland Stanford Jr. University. 

The application of the so-called scientific method to the problems of language 
and literature has, in my opinion, resulted in failure wherever it has not been 
restricted to the physiological functions of human speech. The final test of the 
scientific method, the test of the experiment, cannot be used by the philologian 
and the historian. The intellectual process by which we gain knowledge in the 
mental and historical sciences is called understanding. It may be called the 

process by which we know from given sensual signs a psychic factor. If our 
understanding is to become an artistic process, and carry with it the force of 

general validity, the manifestations of life which we are to understand must be 

permanently fixed. The artistic understanding of such permanently fixed mani- 
festations of life is called interpretation or hermeneutics. The latter is concerned 

chiefly with the interpretation of the forms of human existence which are preserved 
in writing. 

A short history of hermeneutics was here given, extending from its origin 
among the Greeks, to Schleiermacher, the greatest of modern interpreters. 

At its best, hermeneutics had, up to Schleiermacher's time, been a system of 
rules, the parts of which, i.e. the single rules, had been held together by the aim 
of giving an interpretation of general validity. Schleiermacher went back of these 
rules to the analysis of the process of understanding. According to him, under- 

standing is essentially a process of reconstructing and recreating, which is closely 
related to the creative act in the poet. 

The interpretation of literary works is the artistic development of the process 
of understanding which takes place in the comprehension of all spoken or written 
works. The process of understanding consists of two elements: the understand- 

ing of speech as a part of common language and as a product of thought. We 
must distinguish, therefore, between grammatical and psychological interpretation. 

Whatever is to be explained in a work of literature must be explained from the 

language which the author and his hearers or readers had in common. Exten- 
sive reading alone can give this knowledge of the common language. Careful 
attention must be given to the new word formations of an author. It is neces- 

sary not only to distinguish between the real and the metaphorical sense of 

words, but also to go back to their original meaning and the subsequent history 
of their meaning. The original unity of the meaning of a word always governs 
the author in his use of the word, whether he is conscious of it or not. The con- 
crete and sensual meaning is always the original meaning of words. 

What is true of single words is true also of the connection of words in sen- 
tences. The knowledge of the syntactical usage is as necessary as the knowledge 
of the author's vocabulary. Since the meaning of a word frequently depends on 
the connection in which it is used, the importance of parallel passages is evident. 
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While the grammatical interpretation thus proceeds to understand the lan- 
guage of an author from the single words to the most complicated syntactic con- 
structions, the psychological interpretation aims at the understanding of the 

productive process in the mind of the author. 
The first aim of the psychological interpretation is to comprehend the unity of 

a work and the principal features of its composition. By the unity of the work, 
we understand the final motive or impulse which moved the author; by the prin- 
cipal features of the composition, we understand the individuality of the author as 
it reveals itself in the impulse. 

The psychological interpretation may also be defined as the understanding of 
style. By style we do not only mean the exterior literary form of a work as it is 

expressed in language, but also the inner form which shows itself in the peculiar 
conception and arrangement of the subject matter. This distinction between the 
inner and exterior form of a work of literature is one of the greatest importance 
in Schleiermacher's Hermeneutics. 

Psychological interpretation is divided into psychological interpretation proper 
and technical interpretation. It is the object of the former to understand the 
original impulse of the writer from his individuality, the origin of his thoughts 
from the totality of his life. The aim of the technical interpretation, on the other 
hand, is to trace back the author's work to the point where he began to meditate 
over the original impulse and choose the method of representation. While the 
meditation of the author refers to the conscious development of all the elements 
contained in the original uncofiscious impulse or conception of the work, the 
composition refers to the method of arranging the single parts of the work, or the 

expression in form of the contents developed by meditation. Again the individu- 
ality of the author will reveal itself in both processes. For a full understanding 
of the author it is necessary to know the relation between the act of meditation 
and composition in the mind of the writer. 

From the preceding, it follows that exact knowledge is possible in the mental 
sciences without the aid of the scientific or laboratory methods. It is possible 
chiefly because we can reproduce in our inner experience the phenomena which 
we study. This cannot be said of the processes involved in the scientific experi- 
ment, because the phenomena of nature are pictures only of a reality reflected 
in our consciousness. 

The paper was discussed by Professors Lathrop, Clapp, and 
Merrill. 

I2. Corrections to Liddell and Scott's Greek Lexicon, eighth 
edition, by Professor A. T. Murray, of the Leland Stanford Jr. 
University. 

These notes, made at various times, have been carefully compared with the 
(partially revised) eighth edition of the Lexicon, and are submitted, in this con- 
densed form, in the hope that they may be of service when a thorough revision 
of that most useful book is undertaken. Some of the notes are of slight impor- 
tance, but in lexicography exactness is to be insisted on. 
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ap6pdirkovos: in Eur. I. T. 1 I48, XMXlas, though generally read, is only an emen- 
dation of Markland's; the Mss. have XaTras. 

Cd3pprlOs: for Eur. T. 1343, read I.A. I343. 
i-yK6.aXj: Ar. Ran. 704 is really from Archilochus. 

aKpLSo0^Kil: this form alone is given; yet in Theoc. I. 52, dKpL8oOh?pav is read 

by all the best editors, nor do Ziegler's Mss. show any variant. 
dvairav6w: Theoc. I. I7 is not " of the dead," but of Pan; it should be cited 

under II. 2. a, not II. 2. c. 
6vairrTuvX: in Eur. El. 868, daJrvoai is not the probable reading. Read 

diurrTval, with L2. 

crcLav1p1LEp(t(w: in the citation from Xen., read 7Trl, not eir. 
a&roXc-yX4vw: in Lys. 101. 3, is not "be named judge by lot," but "fail to be 

drawn as judge." 
aO.KT1: " = &-KTcr Plat. Cor." But Pollux, 3. I54, whence the statement 

is drawn, should be cited in full. 
P3X0rov: the plant should be defined, as this alone explains /3XLro/AT/d asi . 

See editors on Ar. Nub. IooI. 

o04o: /ocYaofatL rav ujreprovov 3odiv, cited from Phryn. Cor. Hpoaarp. 4 
(read 2ar. 4), occurs also in Ar. (Nub. 1154), and is really a 

quotation from the Peleus of Eur. (or Soph.). Again, 3pov 
to-rapva is cited only from Antiph., but is common in tragedy, 
especially in Eur. 

yo/d4os: sub fin., for y7/ut(os read youoI/os. 
yopyo'vwCos: Ar. Ach. 1124 is inexactly cited. 

SaLp.ov&o: "c. acc. cogn. Ar. 7hesm. 1054." A certainly wrong interpre- 
tation. 

sLt&qjL: in 0,1. 5. 478, read 7dc dYgvos not Stdclevos (sic!) 
svEpPrsL: why the mention of Athenian women? 

1gLKV4OP.cu: Plat. L'rotag. 31 D is cited both under II. 2. and under II. 3. b.; 
the latter alone is right. 

itopLpyvvup.L: Eur. Bacch. is not parodied in Ar. Ach. 

4irrLviXOPlaL: in Theoc. 23. 6i, cannot mean "came up from the nether world." 

ib4rLTpowrf'o: Ar. Eq. 212 is twice cited, once with the correct reading 8is/ov, 
and once with 7raTpia. 

ipyitop.aL: sub fin., for Ar. Lys. I48, read Ar. Eccl. I48. 
EvpLrrLSapLo-,rocLavtwo: correct and amplify from schol. Plat. Apol. 19 C. 

t&o-rpa: to be inserted, as read by best editors in Theoc. 2. 122 (i.e. repi 
~'orTpacoLv for rep1SoTrpatotv). 

iPLora-kXrmt: Hesych. alone is cited, but the best editors give the word in 
Ar. Av. 888, supplied from a scholium. 

OXkvs: line 8, for " Posit. and Comp." read "Comp. and Superl." 
OpieLp.a: Antiph. Parasit. I. 3 is cited under 3, and again under 5. The 

former alone is right. 
KaKoppOe'o: both passages cited from Ar. are Euripidean echoes. 

KacIvrTOS: is used of two endings in a parodic passage in Ar. Thesm. 890. 
KaTdlrrT'l: Aesch. Theb. 36 belongs, not here, but under Ka-roTrr,p, where it 

is again cited. 
KvIpa i: in Ar. Eccl. 36, is not used of one " feeling for the door-handle in 
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the dark "; Praxagora has a light, and is only seeking to rouse 
her neighbor, Opoyavaoa rTiV 06pav; cf. 7hesm. 481. 

KO+)fIEC: Plat. Phaed. Ioi C is cited as Phaedr. o10 C. 

Xo'Kco: III, "in this sense only in Attic Poets, chiefly Trag."; but the 

passages in Ar. are all tragic echoes. 
a&(rorLT: II. sub fin., " u. Oeov of sickness, Ev. Marlc. 5. 34"; but the text is 

simply tfoL vyytis darb TriS lAdor7Ly6s oov. 

poXAvvw: in Theoc. 5. 87 the obj. is masc. 
vavoroMic: Ar. Av. 1229 is paratragedic, and the other occurrences in Ar. 

are parodies. 
caveos: I. 2. fin., with the passage from Clem. Alex., Eur. I. T. 73 should 

be cited. 
otTos: sub fin., it should be stated that in Eur. L.T. o091, editors read 

olKTp6v, after Barnes. 
olaXo's: I. 4., Theoc. 12. IO is cited -with Aesch. Prom. 90o (6/,aXbs 'yAdos, 

of marriage with an equal), but the lover simply prays that he 

may be loved even as he loves. 

Sp.3Ppos: add = a snow storm, 1/. 12. 286. 

oXXlpods: Eur. Hel. is not parodied in Ar. Ach. 
rTaXak p.CoaL: Ar. Ach. 659 is from Eur., so, probably, Pax 94. 

r'ELpdw: Ar. Vesp. IO25 should be cited under IV. 2, not under I. 
IrFr'irratos: for Xen. Anab. 6. 2. 9, read Xen. Anab. 6. 4. 9. The passage is 

also inexactly cited. 
'rLvco: "Ar. PI. 297 (v. 1. 7retvwvTa)," rather, "ex emend. Brunckii 

(Mss. 7re vJvTra)." 
irCt: add another definition, from Schol. Ar. Ach. 217, rb a7r6 T7S 

Xetp6s els Tbv XLxavbv daKT\Xov 6LLdo'rT,ua. 

7rpayos: of the Aristophanic passages cited, Lys. 706 is from Eur., and Av. 
112 is paratragedic. 

irpoo-ovpEtv: Ar. Ran. 95 is urongly interpreted. 
irpo'pyov: the citation from Ar. Eccl. 784 should be Trv TrpoVpyov. 

'rvpo'rCrls: the v is marked short; it should be long. 
vrpo'os: the metaph. use in Eur. El. 587 is not noted; cf. 0dog. 

iLVOS: II. 2, for Ar. .4v. 1274, read Ar. Pax 1274. 
cr'r'Xv: in Ar. Thesm. 3, it is weariness, not anxiety, that troubles Mnesil. 

a-T-Cvos: Ar. Lys. 196 belongs, not here, but under oTra/Aviov. 
aT'roJi4>i.go: at the end occurs "cf. rrouadoow," read "cf. oTr6lA0aa." 

o-TpOpos: at the end, for " cf. a-rpoo6w," read " cf. -rpofpC." 

o-pou9ds: I. 2., in Anab. I. 5. 2, the word is fem., not masc. 
ouvSoKEW: Eur. I. T. 71 is wrongly interpreted. 
ouVVTEC(O: Eur. I. T. 207 is wrongly interpreted. 

o0vp-yg: II. 2., not "the hole in the nave of the wheel," but the nave 
itself is the meaning in all the passages cited, unless in Soph. 
El. 721 it is the projecting end of the axle. 

-rvpCgo: top of p. I505 a. For KLOo005&ras 6 KcdXat,ol, read 6 KMrpo5rTas 

KdXa/Aos. 

4X\T'rpos: " not found in Att." Yet it occurs, in anapaests, in Eur. Hipp. i85 
and 192, and has some warrant in Anab. I. 9. 29. 
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XCia0pos: in Ar. Eq. 66I, the word must be fern, not masc. 

Xopowoos: II., in the citation from Ar. Ran. 353, read 1if3, not H,8/7. 

+IKKTrpL: interpreted only as = -rT\eylis. In Eur. Hzip. it plainly means 
"a currycomb "; cf. ,7Xxw. 

Remarks were made on this paper by Professors Clapp and Miller. 

13. Some Notes on the History of Philology during the Middle 

Ages, by Professor E. Fligel, of the Leland Stanford Jr. University. 

After dealing with the general characteristics of philological studies during the 

patristic period, and the earlier Middle Ages (such as lack of independence, of 
critical spirit and satisfaction with the grammatical tradition), the author of the 

paper touched briefly upon the grammarians of the tenth, eleventh, twelfth, and 
thirteenth centuries (treated by Thurot), and upon the lexicographers Papias, 
Hugutio, Brito, Joh. de Janua, and stated that the progress in philological studies 
was represented by (I) John of Salisbury, (2) Roger Bacon, and (3) Dante. 

I. John of Salisbury is to be regarded as th enthusiastic eulogist of philology, 
and a man who drew inspiration more from the ancients than from any observa- 
tion of living languages; he has preserved to us the name of one of the few 
mediaeval independent phonologists: Theodoricus (printed as 7heuredus in Giles' 

edition), who insisted on observing the ora of people, and on observing how 
mirabili lege naturae the voices are modulated; who had carefully examined 

(stzbtili examinatione) the potestas of vowels and consonants, and concluded that 
the five vowels of the 'ancients' as 'soni elementarii' were not sufficient; and 
who described the differences of the sounds of the different (modern?) nations. 

2. Of greater importance for the history of philology is Roger Bacon, whose 
works (Opus MIlaius, Opus Minzus, Opus Tertiumz, Compendium Studii) contain, 
apart from some strange views (viz. on phonology, on the connection of philology 
and astrology, etc.), a great deal of sound thought, sound criticism, and observa- 
tions which show his scientific spirit. Bacon's practical interest in language finds 
a never-ending echo throughout his works, in passages insisting on the acquisi- 
tion of foreign languages, especially Greek, and led him to the compilation of the 
first Greek Grammar (still unprinted). His study of Arabic philosophy and 

philology (especially of Alpharabius) gave him the idea of a comprehensive 
science of language (scientia linguae) of which grammar is only one part, and 
stimulated him to observe the dictiones of living languages, their idiomtata and 

rules, and the 'meanings' of words. 
His works contain interesting allusions to the French and English dialects, to 

Mediaeval Latin as differentiated among the different nations [they contain, also, 
the earliest references for the word materna litngua, used later by Dante], and 

they show his severely critical attitude toward the then fashionable ways of ety- 
mologizing. He has left us an ideal plan for an Etymological Dictionary, and 
insists I. on observing the chronology in etymology; 2. on the recognition of the 
true relations between Greek and Latin; 3. on giving up the prevailing tricks of 
the ignorant etymologists, changing the forms of strange words "secundum 

formam Latinorum " ["Et pfraecipue mirum est quod in aliquo correctores dimit- 
tunt antiquam litter am, et in alio abradunt quod est contra onmnem rationem]. 
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The epithets which he gives to Papias, Hugutio, Brito, are grammaticellae 
idiotae, asini. Among a number of minor points of philological interest men- 
tioned were: his description of Chinese writing, his remarks on geographical 
influences on language, his desideratum of a 'new' part of grammar, dealing \ ith 
the compositio linguarum, and de iimpositionibus vocum ad significandum [for his 
view that languages are given ad placitum = Oiaet, he, strangely enough, quotes 
only Avicenna]; his mystic views on the influence of the soul on the word, on the 
miraculous power of the word, etc. His strong progressive standpoint becomes 

particularly clear if we compare him with Vincent de Beauvais, who is satisfied, 
throughout, with second-hand information. 

3. In conclusion, the paper dealt with Dante's treatise De vulgari eloquio, 
in which we get, for the first time, the theory, at least, of a historical and compara- 
tive treatment of a modern language. Even if the main interest is due (and has 
been devoted) to the second part of this treatise, the introductory part should not 
be overlooked, with its 'law' (ratio) of the chronological and geographical devel- 

opment of languages, its remarks on the division of European languages, on a 

European cradle of mankind. [Special attention was paid to the connection 
between Brunetto Latini's views on language, and those of Dante.] 

Remarks were made by Professors Matzke and Merrill. 

The Chair, having been informed of the absence of Professor Fair- 

clough, substituted Professor Murray in his stead on the Committee 
on Nomination of Officers. 

14. Educare, educere, and educate, by Professor W. A. Merrill, of 
the University of California. 

I. Nonius (422. 15) says, alere est victu temporali sustentare, educare autem 
ad satietatem perpetuam educere. The word educare was not used by many 
writers, but is frequent in Plautus, who agrees with Nonius in Afen. 98. In the 
sense ' rear' it occurs e.g. in Cist. 1. 3. 24. In Cicero it is used frequently as the 
equivalent of rpe<petv, as in Orat. 42. It meant originally 'rearing,' a bringing up 
on the physical side; it was a word of common life, and gradually made its way 
into serious literature, and was used figuratively by the poets. Its use, as imply- 
ing mental training, is comparatively late and comparatively infrequent. 

II. Varro's well-known sentence educit enimn obstetrix, educat nutrix, insti- 
tuit paedagogus, docet magister was influenced by the etymology of educere. the 
Varronian sense of educere occurs in Celsus 7. 29 and Plaut. Poen. I. 2. 43, but 
is rare. Plaut. Curc. 517, bene ego istam eduxi meae domi et pudice is conclusive 
as regards training of character. Plautus frequently uses educere for educare, and 
most of the authors down to Tacitus do the same, or use the word ambiguously. 

III. The old mnemonic line, educat hic catulos ut mox educat in apros, well 

expresses the original differences between the words. Educare is a later word 
than educere, and is a derivative from the latter, and finally became a synonym of 
it. The word educate is derived from educare, and hence ought to mean a cram, 
but probably at the time the English word was made the prevailing meaning had 
become that of instruction. Contrary to the dictum of Harper's Latin Dictionary, 
educare usually refers to bodily nurture and support, and educere to the mind. 
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The later English dictionaries properly warn the reader against interpreting edu- 
cate as a derivative of educere, and the accompanying false gloss in interpretation. 

The paper was discussed by Professor Pease. 

I5. The Indebtedness of Fielding to Cervantes, by Professor H. 
B. Lathrop, of the Leland Stanford Jr. University. 

The close kinship of genius between Cervantes and Fielding, and the debt of 
the English to the Spanish writer, have been the subject of frequent comment; 
but, so far as I can ascertain, no attempt has been made to analyze in detail the 
relations between the two authors. The direct references of the later novelist to 
the earlier constitute a full recognition by Fielding of Cervantes as his master. 
F. Bobertag (Englische Studien, I. 270) calls attention to Fielding's early attempt 
[1728] to transport the Cervantean spirit into England, and to his declaration that 
he had relinquished the endeavor because of his "too little knowledge of the 
world." The well-known title-page of Joseph Andrews [I742] acquires great 
significance in the light of this declaration. The other familiar references to Cer- 
vantes in the same novel acknowledge him as exemplar and inspirer along with 
Le Sage, Scarron, and Marivaux. The insertion into Joseph Andrews of little, 
complete, digressing novelettes is obviously due, in the main, to the influence of 
Cervantes. The external circumstances of the production of Don Quixote and 

Joseph Andrews are suggestively alike in that each took its origin from a desire 
to hold up to ridicule a type of literature current in its era, attacking not a literary 
form merely, as such, but as the incarnation of a spirit of unreality and extrava- 
gance, both in the ideal of life and in the substance of literature. The large 
amount of literary criticism in each romance thus made natural is alike in its 
themes. In Don Quixote, Pt. I, Cap. 47, occurs the most striking of the literary 
conversations in the book. In it the proper union of the marvellous with the 
probable, and the possibility of a prose epic, are treated. These two themes were, 
of course, originally Aristotelian (Poet. 25, ?? 3-10; I, ? 6, where the "vulgate" 
reads / 5U i7ro7roda i6bvov ros X\6yoLs 4,tXoZs 

v 
TOS fdTrpoLS . . . Xpwldzvl K.T.X.); 

but the resemblances between the Cervantean conversations and the prefaces of 
Fielding, in the manner of exposition, leave little doubt that although Fielding 
knew the " Poetics," his interest in defining the bounds of the comic prose epic, 
and in analyzing its ideals, was due directly to his Spanish master's references to 
the subject. 

The nature of the incidents in Joseph Andrews affords an obvious resemblance 
to Don Quixote. The joining on the title-page and in the book of Mr. Abraham 
Adams and Joseph Andrews, with due attention to precedence, as Senor Don 
Quixote and Sancho Panza are joined, is not accidental, nor is the fact that the 
characters meet their adventures while on a journey. Not a little of the humor in 

Joseph Andrews is 
" 

Quixotic " in that it depends on the juxtaposition of charac- 
ters who, though living in different worlds, are friendly and intimate, and have 
no perception of their remoteness from each other. The delineation of character, 
too, has common elements. The power of commanding affection and even respect 
for whimsically imperfect human beings was possessed by almost no writer between 
Cervantes and Fielding. Addison may be an exception. Adams is a Cervantean 

figure. 
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Joseph Andrews was accordingly a tour deforce, being at once a close imitation 
in form, and a real assimilation in spirit, of Don Quixote. The inserted tales, the 
critical essays, the original purpose, the nature of the incident, and the outward 
relation of the characters, correspond to an inner similarity in spirit, ideal, and 
temper. 

In Tom Jones the critical essays are present, and they deal with the familiar 
themes. The inserted tales are present. The tale of the Maiz of the Hill, the 
insertion of which surprises some critics, is a survival of the archaic novel. Tom 
Jones has his satellite, and the story moves as the characters journey from inn to 
inn. The more inward matters, though they show, as Lowell says, that Fielding 
had assimilated Cervantes, no longer exhibit the following of him as a model, as 
does Joseph Andrews. Fielding had found himself, and by his closeness to actual 
life, his subtle study of motive, his detail, he belongs to a new school, differing in 
essentials from the elder one. 

The hour for adjournment having come, Professor Fligel said a 
few appreciative words about the work of Professor Moses Coit 

Tyler, whose death the morning papers had announced, and asked 
the Association to rise in silence as an expression of tribute to his 

memory. 
Adjourned at I2.30 P.M. 

FIFTH SESSION 

The Fifth Session was called to order at 2.30 P.M. Professor 

Merrill, who had been present at the meeting of the American Philo- 

logical Association at Madison, Wis., and had acted as the Repre- 
sentative of this Association at that meeting, gave a sympathetic 
account of the cordial attitude with which this Association had been 
received by the Parent Association. 

Reports of Committees were then called for:- 

Auditing Treasurer's Account: Professor Richardson reported that 
the account presented was exact. 

Time and Place of Next Meeting: Professor Murray reported that 
the Committee recommended that the third annual meeting be held 
at the Mark Hopkins Institute of Art on Friday and Saturday, 
December 27 and 28, 190o, and that an additional meeting might be 
called by the Secretary on the Thursday afternoon preceding, if the 

length of the programme should demand it. 
Nomination of Officers: The Committee reported the following 

nominations through Professor Murray:-- 
President, Ewald Fliigel, Leland Stanford Jr. University. 
Vice-Presidents, E. B. Clapp, University of California. 

E. M. Pease, Leland Stanford Jr. University. 
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Secretary and Treasurer, John E. Matzke, Leland Stanford Jr. University. 
Executive Committee, The above-named officers and 

W. A. Merrill, University of California. 
J. Goebel, Leland Stanford Jr. University. 
C. M. Gayley, University of California. 
M. L. Margolis, University of California. 

These reports were adopted, and the Secretary was instructed to 
cast the ballot of the Association for the officers as nominated. 

Upon motion of Professor Merrill, it was 

Voted, To thank the Regents of the University of California for the use of the 
room in which the meetings of the Association had been held. 

It was further 

Voted, That papers of absent members should come last in order. 

The reading and discussion of papers was then continued. 

i6. On the Form of Horace's Lesser Asclepiads, by Professor L. J. 
Richardson, of the University of California. 

The form of a Lesser Asclepiad in general terms; distribution throughout the 
Odes of Horace: It would at first seem that when these verses are indefinitely 
repeated, such uniformity of structure could result only in monotony. Yet the 
fact turns out otherwise. A large variety of effects is produced through the poet's 
management of the following elements: I. DIERESES AND CESURAS. (a) The 
verse shows in its parts unequal compactness. This term is here used to describe 
the sound-effect of any part of a verse as determined by the number of diereses 
and cesuras contained in that part. A verse, for example, whose initial two feet 
show more diereses and cesuras than the final two feet, may be said to be more 

'compact' in the latter than in the former part. (b) The second colon tends 
to be more compact than the first. A Lesser Asclepiad then, despite its fixed 

sequence of feet, accords with other kinds of verse, which, as a rule, exhibit 
greater compactness, less opportunity for substitutions, and more regular effects 
in the final part. The poet's feeling, as revealed in Lesser Asclepiads, accords 
with the feeling of the ancients about the arrangement and relative length of cola 
in a well-constructed oration. See Cicero, De Or. III, 48fin. & 50. (c) The 
compactness of the verse, as a whole, varies according to the strophe into which 
it enters. The fewer the kinds of verse in a strophe, the more compact the Lesser 
Asclepiads tend to be. (d) The compactness of the verse varies according to the 
period in Horace's life when it was composed. The bearing of this point in 
locating an ode of doubtful date. (e) Taking into account all possible arrange- 
ments of diereses and cesuras in a Lesser Asclepiad, we find that Horace chose 
to employ but few of them. The fact is, 2048 different arrangements of diereses 
and cesuras are possible in any verse of twelve syllables. (The formula for find- 
ing this number in the case of any verse is 2-l, n being the number of syllables 
in the given verse.) Yet Horace, among 509 verses, chose to employ simply 
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I42 out of the 2048, confining himself, indeed, as a rule, to the use of only 12. 

(f) Why were these particular arrangements preferred? They avoid unwieldy 
and unbeautiful word-lengths and word-combinations; they avoid weak, unmu- 
sical verse-endings and unpleasant monotony. (r) Cesura is more common than 
dieresis. (h) Monosyllabic words are not evenly distributed throughout the 
verse. They are more numerous in the first than in the second colon. They are 
massed in each colon in the forward part. The connection between this and the 
fact that a colon takes on, to some extent, the nature of a verse. Also the con- 
nection between this, and the fact that the several ictuses of the verse vary as 
regards prominence. Evidence for the latter fact: (i) The location of cesuras 
within cyclic dactyls, and the bearing of such evidence on the nature of this 
foot. II. SENSE PAUSES. Their location tends to confirm certain foregoing 
theses. III. ELISION AND ECTHLIPSIS. The cases as they occur throughout the 
twelve syllables of the verse are indicated in the following table: - 

syl. syl. syl. syl. syl. syl. syl. syl. syl. syl. syl. syl. 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 

Elision .. o I 9 4 3 8 6 I 6 5 2 2 = 47 
Ecthlipsis . o I I2 2 I 3 5 5 3 I = 35 
Total . .. o 2 21 6 4 II I1 6 7 8 3 3= 82 

There are then 82 cases among 509 verses; 25 fall in Book I (185 vv.), 3 in 
Book II (21 vv.), 44 in Book III (I72 vv.), and IO in Book IV (13I vv.). The 
facts here, and elsewhere in this paper, indicate that the Lesser Asclepiads of 
Book I are different from those in Book III, the latter, therefore, being presuma- 
bly written later. This table offers further evidence for the statement that sound- 
effects become more regular as one approaches the end of a verse. We have seen 
that a colon and a verse are similar in nature; that they are not identical appears, 
among several reasons, from the fact that elision and ecthlipsis take place freely 
at the close of the forward colon, but not of the verse. IV. WORD-ACCENT AS 
RELATED TO ICTUS. In all kinds of verse there is a certain part of the line where 
coincidence of word-accent and ictus is generally bound to occur. The location 
of this place varies according to the structure of the verse. Being forced, then, 
to admit this sound-effect at one place, the poet generally takes pains to avoid it 
elsewhere in the verse. In Lesser Asclepiads, coincidence regularly takes place 
throughout the second colon up to, but not including, the final syllable. This 
effect is generally counterbalanced, according to the usage above mentioned, by 
non-coincidence elsewhere. V. WORD-ORDER. Lesser Asclepiads have such 
length, sequence of quantities, and location of rhythmic pauses, that they are spe- 
cially adapted for containing balanced and symmetrical expressions, the contrasted 
and co6rdinate words being thrown into relief by the verse-form. VI. OTHER 
SOUND-EFFECTS. (a) Inter-verse hiatus. When one verse ends with a vowel or 
m, and the next verse begins with a vowel or h, there results what may be termed 
inter-verse hiatus. This appears largely in Horace's early work. It may, there- 
fore, properly be taken into consideration, when one attempts to locate an ode of 
doubtful date. (b) The irrational syllable. Arguments to show why this is 
used, under certain circumstances, instead of a short syllable. 

The paper was discussed by Professors Merrill, Matzke, and Pease. 
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17. Greek Elements in Schiller's Poems, by Professor A. Putzker, 
of the University of California. 

The paper attempted to sum up the numerous Greek elements, historical, 
mythological, rhetorical, and verbal, contained in Schiller's poems, and to show 
how deeply the poet had penetrated into the life and thought of the Greeks, and 
how much of his own life was bound up with Greek ideas and ideals. 

i8. Notes on the Text of Plautus, by Dr. J. Elmore, of the Leland 
Stanford Jr. University. 

This paper proposed the following corrections in the text of Plautus as consti- 
tuted in the editio minor. Au. 263: Meg. Iboigiturparabo. Numquid me vis? 
Euc. Istuc *fJet vale. Forfiet read sit. The corruption is assumed to have arisen 
from the change of sit to fit, and the further change to the future on account of 
the context. In answers to questions of this type, the subjv. (with or without ut) 
is the most frequent construction. For the subjv. without ut, cf. Aul. 217, Bacch. 

604, Curc. 524. 
Amph. 542: Iup. Numquid vis? Alc. Ut quom absim me ames *metuam te 

absentem tamen. There are strong reasons for believing that what follows ames 

ought to be given to Juppiter. For metuam I also read cupiam. Cf. Amph. 132, 
Cure. 17I, Trin. 671, for cupere, used of the pleasures of love. 

Bacch. Io83. Aequom esse puto.' sed nimis nolo desidiae *ei dare ludum. 
Here read eum for ei. The error arose in a capital Ms. through the omission of 
the waved line over u to indicate m. In the scansion, eum is to be read as a 

monosyllable, in which case e has the consonantal sound of y, thus avoiding the 

apparent hiatus. 
Bacch. I49: Ba. Soror, est quod te volo secreto. So. Eho *amabo. Ni. quo 

illae abeunt? The corruption is not in amabo, but in eho, which is here mean- 

ingless. Eho should be changed to cedo in its frequent sense of "out with it." 
Bothius's change of illae to illaec is also to be accepted. 

Bacch. 1201: Ni. tua sum opera et propter te improbior. Ba. *Ve is quam 
mea mavellem. The ne is is a corruption of an original Veneris. Cf. optis for 

optassis in Mil. 669, and certo and ecferto in Mil. 1332. Veneris gives the best 
antithesis to tua, and is most appropriate in the mouth of the speaker. 

The paper was discussed by Professor Merrill. 

19. The Causes of Uniformity in Phonetic Change, by President 
B. I. Wheeler, of the University of California. 

In the absence of the author, the paper was read by the Secretary. 
Discussion was led by Professors Matzke and Margolis. 

This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS. 

The Chair then declared the meeting adjourned. 
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CAMBRIDGE, MASS., July 9, I901. 

The Thirty-third Annual Session was called to order at 3.Io P.M. 
in the Fogg Art Museum of Harvard University by the President, 
Professor Samuel Ball Platner, of Western Reserve University. 

The Secretary of the Association, Professor Herbert Weir Smyth, 
of Bryn Mawr College, presented the following report:- 

i. The Executive Committee has elected as members of the Associa- 
tion 

Prof. Herbert T. Archibald, Occidental College, Los Angeles, Cal. 
Miss Agnes Baldwin, American School of Classical Studies, Athens. 
Phillips Barry, Esq., Boston, Mass. 
Prof. Allen R. Benner, Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass. 
Miss Miriam Adeline Bytel, Gilman School, Cambridge, Mass. 
Percy Robert Calwell, Esq., Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 
Prof. James Edward Church, University of Nevada, Reno, Nev. 
Miss Josie A. Davis, Peter Cooper High School, Manhattan, N. Y. 
Prof. George V. Edwards, Olivet College, Olivet, Mich. 
Miss Mary R. Fitzpatrick, Eastern District High School, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Ray C. Flickniger, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. 
Prof. D. E. Foyle, Georgetown College, Georgetown, Ky. 
Clarence W. Gleason, Esq., Roxbury Latin School, Roxbury, Mass. 
Miss Clemence Hamilton, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Dr. William Fenwick Harris, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. 
Eugene W. Harter, Esq., Erasmus Hall High School, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Irving A. Hazen, Esq., Manual Training High School, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Prof. Charles Horswell, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. 
Willard Lay, Esq., Twenty-third Street High School, Manhattan, N. Y. 
Prof. A. St. Clair Mackenzie, State College of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. 
David Magie, Esq., Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 
Dr. Walton Brooks McDaniel, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Prof. Charles William Pearson, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. 
Charles Alexander Robinson, Esq., Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 
Prof. John A. Sanford, Adelphi College, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Prof. J. J. Schlicher, State Normal School, Terre Haute, Ind. 
Stanley Simon, Esq., University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 
Dr. Duane Reed Stuart, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
Dr. Edgar H. Sturtevant, Kushla, Mobile County, Ala. 
Dr. Morris Crater Sutphen, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 
Charles H. Thurber, Esq., Boston, Mass. 
Harry F. Towle, Esq., Boys' High School, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Prof. Robert R. Truitt, Tome Institute, Port Deposit, Md. 
Miss Alice Van Vliet, Packer Collegiate Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Willis P. Woodman, Esq., Jamaica Plain, Mass. 
Prof. R. B. Youngman, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. 
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2. The TRANSACTIONS and PROCEEDINGS were not issued until June, 
I90I, in order to incorporate several of the papers presented at the special 
meeting held at Philadelphia in December, I900. Separate copies of the 
PROCEEDINGS may be obtained of the publishers. 

3. The contract with the publishers, Messrs. Ginn & Co., has been 
renewed to July I, I906, the amount of royalty to be received by them to 
be twenty-five per cent instead of twenty per cent, as in the contract for 
the past five years. 

4. The salary of the Secretary and Treasurer has been fixed at $300, 
which sum is to include any outlay for clerk hire. 

5. The Report of Publications by members of the Association since 

July I, I900, showed a record of books, pamphlets, and articles by fifty-five 
members. 

6. The dues of the members of the Philological Association of the 
Pacific Coast are henceforth to be collected by the Treasurer of that 

Association, and forwarded in June of each year to the Treasurer of the 
American Philological Association. 

Professor Smyth then presented his report as Treasurer for the 

year I900-1901 : 
RECEIPTS. 

Balance from I899-900o .............. . $11I70.79 
Membership dues . .......... . $1695.10 
Sales of Transactions ... ...... . 117.26 
Dividends Central New England and Western R. R . 6.oo 
Offprints ................ 0.00oo 
Proof corrections ............. 2.75 
Interest ......... ....... 39.74 

Total receipts for the year ..... ...... $1870.82 

$3041.6I 
EXPENDITURES. 

Transactions and Proceedings (Vol. XXXI) .... $1317.6I 
Contribution to Platonic Lexicon (,4o) ..... 95.63 
Salary of Secretary . ........ .... 250.00 
Committee of Twelve .......... . 94.39 
Postage ................ 65.62 
Printing .. ... ...... . 44.50 
Philological and Archaeological Congress ..... 21.06 
Notices of Congress ............ 5.85 
Philological Association of the Pacific Coast . . . I3.70 
Clerk hire . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I3.80 
Expressage ............... 7.95 
Distribution of Mau Circular . .. ...... 5.70 
Telegrams .. .............. 5.64 
Stationery ................ 2.80 

Binding ... ............ . I.6o 
Incidentals ............... .80 

Total expenditures for the year .......... $2046.65 
Balance, July 7, 1901 . ............. 994.96 

$3041.6I 
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The President then appointed the following committees:-- 
On Time and Place of Meeting in I9o2: Professors Earle, Paton, and Bates. 
On Officers for I90-o02: Professors D'Ooge, Lodge, and Wright. 
To audit the Treasurer's accounts: Dr. Knapp and Dr. Sanders. 

The reading of papers was then begun. The number of members 
in attendance at this meeting was about sixty. 

I. Latin Verbs in -cinari, by Dr. George Davis Chase, of Wesleyan 
University. 

Such verbs as sermo-cinari, raioj-cinari, can hardly be compounds, since 
sertano-, ralij- are impossible forms for the stems. The long -o- seems to be an 
essential feature in this class of verbs. 

Denominatives from -n stems are common enough in Latin. From stems in 
-en, gen. -inis, denominatives are formed in -inare, as nominare (nomen), ful- 
minare (fulmen), examinare (examen), discriminare (discrimen), germinare 
(germen), etc. Stems in -o, gen. -inis, also form denominatives in -inare, as 
ordinare (ordo), ae-ruginare (aerugo), compaginare (comppgo), marginare 
(margo), grandinare (grando), imaginare (imago), libidinzari (libido), robi- 

ginare (robigo), etc. Denominatives of both of these classes take exactly the 
same form as those made from nouns in -inus, -ina, as dominare (dominus), 
terminare (terminus), geminare (geminus), etc. 

We should expect nouns in -o, -onis, and also those in -onus to form denomina- 
tives in just the same way, viz. in -onare. As a matter of fact there are only two 
denominatives in -onari in common use, viz. contionari and auctionari. Several 
others are met with very rarely and mostly in post-Augustan Latin, as cocionari, 
be a broker, &tra5, Quint., consermonari, tl7raS, Gell., potionare, praeconari, 
quaestionare, Eccl., rare, cauponari, cited once from Ennius. But in a majority 
of cases denominatives from nouns in -o, -onis, and -onus are formed in -ocinari, 
as latrocinari, patrocinari (patronus), lenocinari, ratiocinari, sermocinari. 
The verbal tirocinium also presupposes a *tirocinari. 

In the case of at least one verb double forms existed side by side, sermonza-ri 
and sermocinari. The former is known only from the citation in Gell. xvii. 2, 17, 
sermonari rusticius videtur sed rectius; sermocinari crebrius est sed corruptius. 
And so it seems the longer form crowded the simpler out of use. 

The Greek adjectival ending -icus was introduced into Latin through such 
words as tyrannicus, paganicus, scaenicus. It soon spread to pure Latin words 
and gave rise to dominicus, flaminica beside flamina, etc. The ending was 

especially common in -on stems, (I) in proper names, as Hieronicus, Macedoni- 

cus, (2) in other foreign words, as paeonicus, tectonicus, trigonicus; thence it 
gradually extended to Low Latin words, as mzirmilonicus (mirmillo), mulionicus 

(mulio), beside the more classical mulionius, histrionicus, fullonicus, lenonice, be- 
side the classical lenonius, gurdonicus, stupid, mangonicus (manzgo, slave-dealer). 
The next stage was to form denominatives from these. Thus we have mangoni- 
care, derived from mangonicus, but used as the denominative of mango. Hence 
apparently a denominative suffix -icare. But other classes of words contributed 
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much more toward establishing a denominative suffix -icare. From nouns and 
adjectives in -icus, -ica were derived such verbs as tunicare, vilicare, rusticari, 
while from -c stems were made simplicare, pumicare, decorticare, and many 
others. Some of these derivatives might have been referred to simpler forms not in 
-c; thus duplicare comes undoubtedly from duplex, but may have been connected 
in thought with duplus, and hence might arise the idea of -icare as a suffix. So 
imbricare may have suggested imber as well as imzbrex. At any rate there came 
into use a denominative suffix, -icare, which was added to a large number of 
words, as albicare, claricare, nigricare, etc. 

With -icare established as a denominative suffix it was an easy step to form 
denominatives from -on stems in -onicare instead of -onare, even when the inter- 
mediate adjective did not exist, as it did in the case of manzgonicus, mangonicare. 
From leno we can cite the adverb lenonice and hence can infer an adjective 
*lenonicus and a verb *1enonicari. But from latro, ratio, serm to, liro, patronus, 
we infer directly a *latronicari, *rationicari, *sertmonicari, *tironicari, *patroni- 
cari. Now these forms are not found, and it is very doubtful if they ever all 
existed. Let us suppose the beginning was made with patronicari from patronus. 
The only other common verb in -nicare was communicare. On the other hand 
there were many verbs in -cinare. As examples we may cite halucinari, tubur- 
cinari, tibicinare, vaticinari, fidicinare, sarcinare, bucinare, fascinare, ftrcinare 
beside farcio, lancinare beside lanio, coracinare, Isid., and cornicari, Pers., both 

meaning to caw. The analogy of this group in -cinare made the metathesis from 

*patronicare to patrocinare an easy one. The change is similar to the corruption 
of ignorant in some country districts of New England to igronant, a change 
which is doubtless aided by the analogy of such words as prominent, permanent, 
etc. Given patrocinari, the step to latrocinari is an easy one. Thence through 
the parallelism in meaning to *tirocinari. By the analogy of this group the 
classical sermonari was gradually replaced by sermocinari, as is partly shown by 
the testimony of Gellius. Sermocinari drew with it ratiocinari, and with that 
the process ceased. 

To sum up:- 

(I) The analogy of denominatives in -icare lengthened the ending -onare to 
-onicare. 

(2) The analogy of verbs in -cinare changed the ending -onicari to -ocinari. 

2. The Politics of the Patrician Claudii, by Dr. George Converse 

Fiske, of the University of Wisconsin. 

There are four distinct theories on the Claudian policy: that of the ancient 
historians, Livy, Dionysius, and Diodorus, who believe the Claudii to be stubborn 
and arrogant patricians; the slightly modified form of this view held by Herzog,1 
who holds that the Claudii wished to build up by the side of the patrician order, 
a parallel plebeian order, dependent but enjoying a sort of minority representa- 
tion; third, the theory of Mommsen2 that the Claudii were champions of the 

1 Romische Staatsverfassung, pp. I79 ff. and pp. 265 ff. especially. 
2 Romische Forschungen: Die Patricischen Claudier. 
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plebeians; and fourth, Nitzsch's1 view that th. family were protectors of the 
urban trading classes and advocates of commercial expansion. This paper seeks 
to summarize the results of an investigation which collected and analyzed all the 
ancient testimony bearing upon the policy of the Claudian gens from the year 
495 to the year 133 B.C. As the evidence on which my conclusions rest is mainly 
cumulative, it will be impossible to present it here. It will appear in full, how- 
ever, in an article in the next number of the Harvard Studies in Classical 
Philology. 

In the first place, the ancient view that the Claudii were ultra-patricians is 
enforced largely by rhetorical speeches which are assigned to the earlier and 
more obscure members of the family by the ancient historians. The tone of 
these speeches is due, not as Mommsen supposed, to the falsification of the his- 

tory of the family by some early annalist, but to two traits in the Claudian char- 
acter which deceived the later Roman and Greek historians. The first of these 
traits is arrogant and tactless pride, the second a persistent opposition to the 

policy of the tribunes. We see this Claudian stubbornness, for example, in the 
career of Appius, the decemvir, in the admission of the sons of freedmen to 
the senate by Appius Claudius Caecus, in the connection of Publius Claudius, 
consul of 249, with his freedman Glicia, and above all in the almost contemptuous 
disregard for religious ritual which characterized so many members of the family 
from the time of Appius Claudius Caecus, who tried to do away with the carousal 
of the pipers, to that of Publius Claudius, who drowned the sacred chickens. 

Opposition to the policy of the tribunes, which may be called the first article in 
the creed of the Claudii, is illustrated by the attitude of the decemvirate to the 
tribunician families like the Icilii and Duilii, by the hostility of the tribunes to 

Appius Claudius Caecus, Publius Claudius, consul of 249, and Gaius Claudius, 
censor in 169, not to mention the minor members of the family. 

The second article in the Claudian creed, and indeed the central fact in the 
history of the family, is the unswerving patronage of the libertini, seen especially 
in the improved position given them in senate and tribal ratings by Appius, 
the censor, in the reforms of Gaius Claudius, censor in 169, and in the close 
terms of intimacy existing between Claudian patron and client, as in the case of 

Appius Claudius Caecus and Cn. Flavius, Publius Claudius and Glicia. 
As the libertin i were perhaps the leading element in the plebs urbana, we find 

a consistent effort made to improve the condition of this class of petty shop- 
keepers, mechanics, and traders on the part of the great leaders of the Claudian 
gens. This was done by constructing great public works which improved their 
economic condition, by improvements in their civic position, and above all by 
constant efforts to expand the commercial and political sphere of Roman influ- 
ence. Here Appius Claudius Caecus, Claudius Caudex, and Gaius Claudius, 
censor of 169, are the most important figures. 

In general, then, the theory of Nitzsch comes the nearest to accounting for 
the facts. It errs, however, in identifying the plebs urbana with a group of trans- 
marine merchants rather than with the larger body of petty hucksters recruited 
mainly from the freedman class. 

Remarks were made on this paper by Dr. H. A. Sanders. 

1 Geschichte der Romischen Rehublik, pp. 67 ff. and 103 ff. 
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3. The Early Greek Alphabets in the Light of Recent Discoveries 
in Egypt, by Professor William N. Bates, of the University of 

Pennsylvania. 
In this paper the writer called attention to the great importance of Petrie's 

recent discoveries in Egypt for the study of the early Greek alphabets. He 
showed that the old tradition that the Phoenicians were the inventors of the char- 
acters which formed the Greek alphabet was erroneous, and that, in short, all of 
these characters were in use thousands of years before the Phoenicians existed 
as a nation. The characters discussed were engraved upon fragments of vases 
which were found by Petrie in great abundance at Abydos in Upper Egypt, and 
date from the First Dynasty and from the earlier prehistoric period. Petrie would 
set as a date for these prehistoric fragments about 6000 B.c.l The writer drew 
up the table shown on following page, based upon that published by Petrie, 
showing the early characters and their later forms as they exist in Egypt. 

It will be seen at a glance how important these characters are for the study of 
the Greek alphabet. All the theories as to the origin of the so-called supple- 
mentary signs 2 now fall to the ground, for here we find v, p, X, iP, o, and } fully 
developed at the earliest period. What is more, peculiar forms such as the Co- 
rinthian beta, the Melian beta, or the Arcadian psi-forms which have always 
been a puzzle--are here found along with the more familiar signs. In fact, the 
number of characters is considerably in excess of those required by the normal 
Greek alphabet. This proves, first, that the peculiar characters found in some of 
the Greek alphabets are not arbitrary signs invented at a later period, but that they 
are as old as the more familiar signs; and second, that there were other signs 
which did not survive until Greek times. 

In regard to the story that the Phoenicians invented the alphabet, Petrie sug- 
gests that a certain number of these signs may have been used for numerals and 
so have been written in a fixed order, and that the Phoenicians may have taken 
them over for use as letters. There seems to have been a tradition to this effect 
in Crete, for Diodorus (v. 74) in a passage pointed out by Six says, caoli (i.e. oi 
KpTjret) Tros o'olviKaS OICK it dpX71S EVPEv actXX\& T06S Tt7r0VS TWV -ypalYL4dTo v TMTea- 

OeCPaL /A6vov.3 

However this may be, the alphabet did not originate with the Phoenicians. 
Who the inventors were we cannot say. The characters are not Egyptian so far 
as Egyptologists can now tell. They may have originated, as Petrie seems to 
believe, with the prehistoric inhabitants of Egypt, but more than that we cannot. 
say. At all events, as Petrie well points out, the history of the alphabet is as old 
as the history of civilization itself. 

4. Some Text Emendations to the Rig-Veda, Atharva-Veda, and 
Kena Upanishad, by Truman Michelson, Esq., of Harvard University. 

I. Kena Upanishad, second Khanda: the fifth verse runs as follows: iha ced 
avedid alha satyam asti na ced iha 'vedin mahatf vinastih . bhitesu bhutesu vicitya 

I Royal Tombs of the First Dynasty Part I , p. 31. 
2 For the principal theories see Larfeld, Grieck. Eizgrazhik, p 516 ff. 
3 See Evans, Cretan Pictographs and Pre-Phoenician Script, p. 103. 
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dhtrdh pretyd 'smrl lokid amrti bhavanti. This is usually considered prose, but 
as what preceeds is metrical, we should be inclined to consider this also metrical. 
And by reading mahz for mahati and considering 1 iha ced as an anapaest substi- 
tuted for an iambus, it is metrical. iha ced aved.d atha satyam asti na ced ihz 
'ved;n mah7 vinastih . bh7ttesu bhiutesu vicitya dh'r;dh pretyd 's#tdl lokad amrti 
bhavanti is good tristubh metre. 

II. Atharva-Veda I. 8. 4. 'Ihis passage is very hard both in metre and sense. 

By the courtesy of my honored teacher, Professor Lanman, I read in proof-sheets 
what the late Professor Whitney said in his translation of the Atharva-Veda 
which is now rapidly being completed. "The irregular metre and broken con- 
nection of the second half-verse suggest possible corruption of the text." By 
reading etaizs for farhs, and pronouncing tudm, jahi, and esaaiz, the metre of 
the second half-verse is restored.2 

eta/hs tudih brdhman. i vdvr.dhadnd jahi esaaitz atatdrham agne. 
III. Some observations on Rig-Veda I. 6i.3 In this hymn there are several 

lines of tristubhs of ten syllables which can be emended without much violence 
so as to be of eleven. I do not wish it to be inferred, however, that these 
emendations are necessary, as the cadence and not the number of syllables is the 
main point in Vedic metres. As is known, the tristubh of ten syllables sprang 
from a mixture of tristubhs of 4 + 7 syllables and 5 + 6 syllables. 

Verse 4 a: asma id u stdmamt sdbt hinomi. By reading ahdm for sdh we 
have a line of eleven syllables. In R.V. I. 184. 4, root hi occurs without a 
verbal prefix, so that we need have no scruples for striking out sam. 

Verse 6 a: asma id u tvdstd taksad vdjram. Here ataksad, the augmented 
form, would make the line of eleven syllables, but, even then, the ninth syllable 
would be long where a short is wanted.4 Of course, in the sanihita-text taksad 
and ataksad would appear the same. Possibly we should also pronounce vdjram, 
and then read the line as a jagati. For vdjram cf. rudrdm R.V.I. L114. 4. Indra 
also is sometimes to be read indra. 

6 c: vrtrdsya cid vidddyena mdrma. To be sure, we can pronounce vrtra- 
sia, but this will scarcely recommend itself, for genitive singulars in -sia are of 
exceedingly rare occurrence. If dvidad be read, we have a good line of eleven 
syllables. 

Io a: asyed evd (dvasi ?fusdntam. We can resolve asyed into asyd id, and 
then the line will have eleven syllables, but observe that in verse 9 a, asyed can 
not be so resolved. 

io b: vi vr?cad vdjrena vrtrdm indrai. By reading avrfcad, the augmented 
form, we have eleven syllables. Furthermore, it has this to recommend itself, 
viz.: that this avoids the pause after the third syllable. As is known, the pause 
usually is after the fourth or fifth syllable (A. Bergaigne and V. Henry, Manuel, 
? 122). Of course, it is also possible to pronounce vdjrena, but this latter does 
not commend itself to me, as we should still have the objectionable pause after 
the third syllable. 

1 Or we can read satyarm asti with the elision of -m and crasis. 
2 I am aware that Professor Bloomfield, SBE xlvii., p. 239, suggests resolving both t/ans and 

ivdm or inserting jahi after tvdm. I cannot accept the proposed resolution of tamns; and 

reading et;ams is easier than inserting jahi. 
3 This hymn occurs without variants A.V. XX. 35. 
4 Or shall we read takyata ? This would make the ninth syllable short. 
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xI b: pdri ydd vdjrena sTm dyachat. To make this line of eleven syllables, 
we must pronounce vdjrena. 

I2 c: gdr nd pdrva vi radd tiracca.. If we substitute the fuller ending, -ani 
in pdrva, we have a line of eleven syllables. 

13 a: asyed upr-d bruhi purvyani. We may here resolve asyed into asyd id. 
In any case, we must pronounce purviani. 

13 b: turdsya kdrmdni ndvya ukzthih.. We can here substitute ndvFya for 

navya to make the line have eleven syllables. 
14 d: sadyd bhuvad vtryaya nodhdh. Here the augmented form abhuvad 

will give the verse eleven syllables (but see Oldenberg Prol. Rig-Veda, 174). 
Two other lines are a little more difficult: 
4 c: giraf ca girvdhase suvrkLi. Unless we pronounce girvaahase, we must 

insert te before suvrkti to make the verse have eleven syllables. 
15 d: sdava(vye szsvinm dvad indrah. It is possible to insert sd before avad 

or susvim. Sduvafvye must be pronounced -vie. 

5. Brief Notes on Thucydides, by Professor W. S. Scarborough, of 
Wilberforce University. 

II. 4. 2: roi lJL &J06Kyetv6 denotes purpose, not result. But it is better to 
read, with Dobree, rb for TOu. - II. 5. 7: 8' ov means ' nevertheless.' Cp. I. 3. 
5.-II. I8. 3: rvva-yw-y is to be taken metaphorically ('war-clouds').-- 
III. 16. 3: os eiueXXev K.T.X. is not ambiguous or superfluous. As admiral 
Alcidas would naturally conduct the expedition. - III. 31. I: a-tlo- is to be con- 
strued with 'yiyvrlTrat. - III. 82. I: the sense demands either two finite verbs or 
two participles. 

6. The Harpalus Case, by Professor Charles D. Adams, of Dart- 
mouth College. 

This paper appears in full in the TRANSAcrIONS. 

7. Notes on Tacitus and Vergil, by Professor H. W. Magoun, of 
Redfield College. 

In a well-known passage of the Agricola (x. 6), Tacitus writes: Unum addi- 
derim, nusquam latius dominari mare, multum fluminum huc atque illuc ferre, 
nec lilore tenus adcrescere aut resorberi, sed influere penitus atque ambire, et iugis 
etiam ac montibus inseri velut in suo. What does he mean by the word flu- 
rminum ? Church and Brodribb render the passage: ' I would simply add, that 
nowhere has the sea a wider dominion, that it has many currents running in 
every direction, that it does not merely flow and ebb within the limits of the 
shore, but penetrates and winds far inland, and finds a home among hills and 
mountains as though in its own domain.' Others translate the word 'currents 
in the sea.' But are currents in the sea flumina ? 

So far as I have been able to discover, all seem to have this idea. Draeger 
to be sure, refers the passage, and refers it correctly, I believe, to the narrow 
bays and inlets of the coast; but he changes the reading to fluctuum. Is the 
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change necessary? What could be more natural than that the ebbing and 
flowing of the tide in these narrow bays and inlets should give the impression of 

flumina to the casual observer, or even to so careful an observer as Tacitus him- 
self ? On this basis the phenomena referred to could not properly be called 
"currents in the sea"; for the currents in question are not sea currents, or cur- 
rents in the sea, in any strict sense of the term. They are rather tidal currents 
in the indentations of the coast, and nothing more. To one who has actually 
seen such currents within the irregularities of a broken shore, the word flumina 
is decidedly appropriate as a means of reproducing the impression which they 
give. I would render the passage: ' One thing I would add; nowhere does the 
sea have a wider dominion, many a tidal-current streams back and forth, and 
does not merely ebb and flow within the limits of the shore, but penetrates far 
inland and winds about, and even makes its way among the hills and mountains 
as if in its own domain.' 

My second note has reference to three words in Vergil's account of the foot- 
race, Aen. v. 291-361. Three prizes are offered, 310-314. Then follow the 
lines: 

Haec ubi dicta, locum capiunt, signoque repente 
corripiunt spatia audito, limenque relinquunt, 
effusi nimbo similes; simul ultima signant. - 315-37. 

What is the meaning of the last three words? Conington renders them, 'their 

eyes fixed on the goal'; Kennedy has, ' make the goal their mark'; and no one 
seems to have questioned this view of the passage, so far as I have been able to find. 

But ullima, in the sense of 'goal,' is nowhere cited. Neither is signo cited 
with the meaning here given. Vergil, to be sure, uses signari oculis (xii. 3) in 
such a sense; but there is no oculis in this passage. Then, too, what is the force 
of simul? Was the course so short and straight that the eyes could be fixed on 
the goal at once to the exclusion of all else? Why does he go on to note the 
leaders in the contest? Nisus is first (318), Salius second (321), Euryalus third 

(322), Helymus fourth (323), and Diores fifth (324). No others are mentioned. 

Why? Will the words in question bear the meaning 'they (the runners) at 
once indicate the outcome'? Let us see. 

Signo, in the sense of ' point out,' indicate,' is in common use, and is employed 
by Vergil in Aen. vii. 4, ossaque nomen (Caieta) . . . signat. Ultima, in the 
sense of ' final events,' 'end,' which is but another way of expressing ' outcome,' 
is cited in Cic. Fart. vii. 17, 2, ultima exspectato. So much for the words. What 
about the facts? Just before they reach the goal, Nisus slips and falls (327-333); 
in rising he trips Salius (335-336); and Euryalus, Helymus, and Diores receive 
the prizes in the order given (337-339). This seems to settle the matter; but 
the ' end' is not yet. Salius claims a 'foul' and demands first place (340-342), 
Euryalus and Diores protest (343-347), and Aeneas gives Salius a better prize 
than any of the others (351-352). Nisus now presents his case and receives the 
best prize of all, praestanti munere (359-36I). Five prizes are therefore given, 
corresponding exactly to the position of the five young men at the beginning of 
the race. They did, in fact, ' indicate the outcome.' 

Remarks were made by Dr. Knapp, Professor Warren, and by the 
author in reply. 
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8. A Note on the Subjunctive with forsitan, by Professor H. C. 

Elmer, of Cornell University. 
This paper is printed in full in the TRANSACTIONS. 

Adjourned at 5.30 P.M. 

EVENING SESSION. 

The Association assembled at eight o'clock to listen to the address 
of the President, Professor Samuel Ball Platner, of Western Reserve 

University. The speaker was introduced by Professor William Wat- 
son Goodwin, who welcomed the Association on behalf of Harvard 

University. 

9. The Credibility of Early Roman History, by Professor Samuel 
Ball Platner, of Western Reserve University, President of the 
Association.l 

Attention was first called to the great importance of Roman history, and to 
the increasing interest in the study of the early period. This study is made diffi- 
cult not only by the insufficiency of evidence, but by the fact that so much of 
what has been handed down as history was the result of deliberate invention. 
The artificial character of Latin literature, the conscious imitation of Greek 
models, the servile attitude of the rest of the world towards Rome, and the 

development of a canonical or official version, united in producing a false tradi- 
tion, recognized as such by some of the Romans themselves, but accepted in 

good faith by scholars until the days of Niebuhr. 
Since then the pendulum of belief has swung from one extreme to the other. 

Scholars have passed through the stage when all that had been handed down 
about the Regal period was cast aside as absolutely false, a second stage when 

they were inclined to see much that was true beneath the overlying strata of 

legend, then a stage when, in some quarters at least, an almost mediaeval atti- 
tude of belief was assumed, and now finally a period when even the first condition 
of scepticism seems to have been surpassed. 

This oscillation was compared to the change of opinion with respect to Cicero, 
with this striking difference, that the latest voice of Ciceronian criticism has 
tended to rehabilitate him as a statesman, while that of historical criticism is 
most vigorous in its attack upon all that tradition has handed down concerning 
the early period of Rome. This reference was to Ettore Pais, the Italian 
scholar, whose great work, La Storia di Roma, began to appear in I898. 

Pais, while following out the lines laid down by Mommsen in his Roemische 

Forschungen, has gone far beyond him in the scope of his work, the comprehen- 
siveness of his treatment, and the importance of his results. The book has 

hardly received the attention it deserves, on account of the general neglect of 
the work of Italians. 

1 This paper will be published in full in the A merican Historical Review for January, 1902. 
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An additional reason for the revived interest in the sources of our knowledge 
of early Roman history is found in recent archaeological discoveries like those in 
the Forum. The controversy over the lapis niger and the underlying structures, 
has involved the general question of the validity of the early tradition, and the 

synchronism of these discoveries and of Pais's investigation of the literary sources, 
makes the latter doubly important. 

A brief resume was given of the method of criticism applied by Pais to these 
so-called sources, and of the estimate in which they are to be held. Both form 
and content of the earliest annals of Rome were due to Greek historiographers 
of the third and second centuries B.C., who were attracted by her growing power, 
but had no desire to learn or report the exact truth. They strove constantly to 
find parallels between the history of Greece and of Rome, and indulged in all 
manner of falsification to accomplish this end. 

The first Roman annalists themselves wrote in Greek and under the direct 

inspiration of their Greek predecessors. If they had wished to follow only origi- 
nal native sources, they could have found but little which was suited to their 

purpose. The Gallic invasion destroyed some monumental records, such as 
statutes, laws, and inscriptions, but the evidence of the few fragments that now 
remain agrees with what may be inferred from arguments of another kind, 
in showing that even if there had been no destruction like that wrought by 
the Gauls, there would have been few monuments of the sort to afford reliable 
historical information of a remote period. 

The Annales Maximi, by their form and content, characterized at times even 

by garrulity, were shown to be a creation of the second century B.c., and to have 
had nothing to do with the ancient pontifical tablets, which were little more than 
an illustration of the calendar. 

Furthermore this compilation of the Annales Maximi during the second cen- 
tury, under the influence of the first Roman poets -an influence which has been 
decidedly underestimated -gave rise to the formation of what is known as the 
' canonical' tradition of the origin and early history of the city, and this canoni- 
cal form, which was an attempt to correlate divergent accounts, seems to have 
been put into final shape by Varro. 

Inquiry into the chief literary sources led to the conclusion that none of 
them possess any first-hand value, and instances were cited to illustrate 
how the falsification of monumenta, epigraphic fabrication, false etymologies, 
and topographical conditions, had been made the foundation of supposed 
history. 

Still more influential in the formation of this artificial structure, i.e. the 
received history of the early days, were two other factors, first the duplication of 
events, that is, the assigning of what happened at one time to another much 
earlier date, either in the same or a slightly disguised form, a practice which has 
found its widest application in Roman history, and second, the influence of cur- 
rent political opinion, in consequence of which historians deliberately warped 
their accounts of the actions of the conduct of friend and foe, - sometimes out 
of all semblance to the truth. 

The attitude of most historians at present towards the traditional history of 
the Regal period, is one of scepticism as to details, while they accept a few great 
facts that are easily recognizable beneath the mass of legend, but no one has 
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ventured to cast such discredit upon the history of the early Republic, as Pais 
does when he says: - 

'We arrive therefore at this conclusion that the whole account of the decem- 
virate, that is the creation of the magistracy, the sending of the embassy to 
Athens, the codification of the laws of the Twelve Tables, the circumstances and 

procedure with reference to Virginia, no less than the second secession of the 

plebs, the following passage of the Canuleian laws, and the revolution at Ardea, 
are the result of unskilful attempts to combine self-contradictory traditions, and 
have at bottom no historical or chronological value.' 

Two events in the first century of the Republic, the secession of the plebs and 
the story of the decemvirate, were then discussed in the light of Pais's criticism, 
and his conclusions judged to be well founded. 

If this shall be the general verdict, then it must be admitted that practically 
all tradition before the Gallic invasion is of the same character, and future study 
of early Roman history must be built up on the ground which this destructive 
criticism has cleared. 

.In constructing this new history, it will be necessary to reject the prevalent 
theory that it is possible, from internal evidence alone, to differentiate the various 
literary sources in a satisfactory manner, and the consequent assumption that one 
author necessarily carries more weight than another, and to approach the problem 
from a different point of view. 

Having collected all versions of every sort, regarding them as possessed of 

equal value, and having traced out, so far as possible, their genesis, interrelation 
in time and place, and apparent purpose, we must proceed to apply to them the 
tests furnished by archaeological evidence, comparative law, religion, and phi- 
lology, and the accepted canons of historical criticism. Acceptance or rejection 
of this or that account will then be based on the result of this test, and not on 

any preconceived theory of the comparative value of the literary sources. 

At the conclusion of the address the Association was entertained 
in the rooms of the Phillips Brooks House. 

MORNING SESSION. 

CAMBRIDGE, July IO, I90I. 

The Association assembled at 9.35 A.M. The reading of papers 
was begun at once. 

10. On Variation of Gender in Plautus, by Professor A. W. 

Hodgman, of Ohio State University. 
All of Plautus's plays, except the Epidicus, show in greater or lesser degree a 

wavering in gender, in certain words, either in Plautus's own usage, or between 
his practice and that of other writers. The Rudens has seven instances of such 
variation; the Anmphifruo, Captiui, Curculio, and Poenulus, six each ; the Miles, 
Pseudolus, and Trinummus, five each, and the other plays, less than five. All 
told, we find about seventy-seven instances that may fairly come into our count 
-forty-four distinct words. Many of the instances are attested by the later 
grammarians, especially Nonius. 
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Some doubt was recently expressed to me as to the credibility of this tradi- 
tion of variation. Nonius, I was reminded, is not very good authority; in some 
cases he seems to be clearly mistaken ; and the support that the Plautine Ms. 
Fgives Nonius is really worthless. 

The matter involves not simply the text readings in our seventy-seven places, 
but also, in a certain degree, the general trustworthiness of Nonius and other later 
grammarians. It is, then, not without interest to see if the tradition can be sub- 
stantiated to any degree by testimony other than that of the Plautine Mss. and 
the grammarians' testimony. 

An examination of the triumvirate text gives us the following figures: We have 

Coincident testimony of Metre, Mss., and Grammarians, in Io cases 
Metre and Mss. 7 
Metre and Grammarians, I (+ 2 fragg.) 

Mss. and Grammarians, 17 
of Mss. alone, 19 
and of Grammarians alone, 13 (+ 8 fragg.) 

Metre 20, Mss. 53, Grammarians 5I. 67 (+ Io) 

The twenty passages that are established by the metre could stand alone, even 
were they not confirmed by Mss., grammarians, or both. Fourteen of them can 
be paralleled from authorities other than Plautus and Nonius & Co.; four words, 
abundantly substantiated otherwise, happen to find no parallels in other writers; 
these are artua, n., calor, n., gutturem, m., three times, and algum, m. 

The Plautine Mss. themselves show unusual gender, in places not already in- 

cluded, in thirty-six passages, seventeen of which have coincident testimony of 
the defendant grammarians. 

We have left the most doubtful class, the instances where the grammarians 
attest gender not confirmed by the Mss. (thirteen cases) and the eight fragments 
for which confirmation from Plautine Mss. is of course impossible. Fourteen find 

parallels outside, one in Plautus, and six stand as an extremely doubtful residue: 
aetate, m., capillum, n., lucrum, m., myrteta, f., pugnum, n., lergum, m. Four of 
these depend on Nonius, one on Priscian, one on the Auctor de dubiis nominibus. 

In arriving at these figures I have laid little or no weight on parallels to be 
found in Plautus himself. It might seem that, as we disregard for the time being 
the testimony of the grammarians, we thereby remove all chance of getting testi- 

mony of contemporaries of Plautus, except in the case of Cato's brief De Agri 
Cullura. However, quite a little knowledge of the language of Plautus's contem- 

poraries can be gained from Cicero's quotations, from Gellius, and from Festus, - 
authorities distinctly better than grammarians such as Nonius, Charisius, or Priscian. 
A side light is sometimes thrown on gender by the occurrence of diminutives. 

The names that occur oftenest as authorities for the parallels I have found, are 

Cato, Varro, Lucretius, Vitruvius, Columella, Apuleius, Festus (and inscriptions). 
This list is extremely significant. These men (and in fact almost all the other 
authors who confirm our genders in one or two instances each) are authors in 
whose Latinity the plebeian element, for which Plautus himself is our best source, 
is strongly marked. Their collateral testimony is therefore of far greater value 
than it might otherwise be. 
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Nonius attests gender in thirty-four instances; he is confirmed by metre, by 
Mss., or by both, in twenty. Of the other fourteen, four find collateral testimony 
both from Plautus and from other sources; six from outside sources alone; and 
there remain the four doubtful instances already listed. It has been suggested 
that in two of these four Nonius may really have preserved the right text, but 
misinterpreted it as showing unusual gender. 

Of the individual words there need be little said. The strangest word is loca- 
rum, which is found, with the best Mss. authority, unattested by any outside 
evidence, in the phrase poslid locarum, in three passages; this genitive occurs in 
only one other place in Plautus, with the normal form, adhuc locorum. The six 
words that form our doubtful residue are a priori no more improbable than many 
that are abundantly well confirmed. When we can have frons masculine, amnis 
feminine, and calor neuter, we need be little surprised at almost any variation we 
may find. 

To sum up : Of seventy-seven instances of variation in gender in Plautus, all 
but six can be paralled by testimony of various sorts, oftentimes coincident, more 
rarely of one kind alone. The evidence from other authors consists, overwhelm- 
ingly, of that of writers of plebeian Latin. We should be inclined to look with 
rather less suspicion than we might have imagined on the testimony of the later 
grammarians in this matter of gender. In particular, Nonius probably blundered 
in only four instances out of thirty-four. It would seem that, on the whole, the 
variations of gender in Plautus are as well assured as most points in Plautus 
can be. 

11. On the So-called Prohibitive in Terence, Andr. 392, and else- 

where, by Professor Sidney G. Ashmore, of Union University. 
It is my object in this paper to discuss the meaning of a few passages in 

Terence (chiefly), to note what seems to me to be the true force of the subjunc- 
tive therein employed, and to draw certain inferences that appear to be very 
certainly justified. 

Let us take, in the first place, Terence, Andr. 392 f.:- 

nam hoc haud dubiumst, quin Chremes 
Tibi non det gnatam; nec tu ea causa minueris 
Haec quae facis, ne is mutet suam sententiam. 

Here nec . . . minueris is taken as a prohibition by Fairclough (in his edition 
of the Andria), by Bennett (Cornell Studies, No. IX., p. 24), and by other critics 
and commentators (e.g. Freeman and Slowman). In accordance with this view 
the passage may be freely translated: 'For there is not the least doubt that 
Chremes will refuse you his daughter; but do not you on that account alter your 
present conduct, lest he should change his mind.' Now it must be admitted that 
this gives good sense. Yet it does not follow for that reason that nec ... minueris 
should be regarded as a prohibition. Some other explanation may yield better 
sense, and if the latter is supported by a well-ascertained principle of Latin syntax, 
it is the more likly of the two to be correct. 

I hold, with Elmer (A.J.P., Vol. XV., 2 and 3), that neque (nec) is not used 
regularly in early Latin to introduce a prohibition. Bennett and others, it is 
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true, have disputed this (Cornell Studies, No. IX.), but even Bennett seems to 
admit (Cornell Studies, No. IX., p. 4) that the number of cases of neque (nec) 
prohibitive is not large, and I have endeavored to show, in a previous paper, that 
some of the instances cited by Bennett as examples of neque (nec) with the voli- 
tive (prohilitive) subjunctive in Plautus are scarcely to be regarded as genuine 
prohibitions. 

On the other hand, the theory of the subjunctive of obligation or propriety, 
if applied to the present example, would not only save us from insisting on the 
validity of a construction upon which grave doubt has been cast, but would give 
a turn to the meaning, that to my mind is distinctly more in accord with the 
circumstances and the context. The passage might then be paraphrased as 
follows: 'There is not the least doubt that Chremes will decline to give his 
daughter to (such a man as) you; but you ought not for that reason to let up on 
your present doings, lest he should (for there is just a chance that he may) change 
his mind.' 

This rendering is better adapted to the general idea of the passage than that 
which makes nec . . . minueris a direct prohibition. Davus at this point is not 

seeking to be strenuous or emphatic. He is not afraid that Chremes will abandon 
his resolution; nor does he fear that Pamphilus will abandon Glycerium. He 
wishes merely to suggest to Pamphilus that the circumstances are not such as to 
render it desirable that the intrigue with Glycerium should be less persistently 
carried on. Why then should this passage be set down by any critic as one in 
reference to which the theory of the subjunctive of obligation or propriety "fails 
totally to meet the requirements of the sense" (see Bennett, Cornell Studies, 
No. IX., p. 24)? 

The following from Ennius, Ann. 143 (Baehr.), is cited by Elmer in illustration 
of the theory of obligation, etc., and is condemned as such by Bennett (Cornell 
Studies, IX., p. 24) : - 

Nec mi aurum posco nec mi pretium dederitis. 

This, to my mind, must mean, ' neither do I ask for gold, nor are you under 
obligation to (nor need you) give me a reward.' To make nec . . . dederitis 
a prohibition, 'nor shall you give me a reward,' is logically absurd, for how can the 

speaker command the person addressed not to give him a reward ? He can 
refuse to receive it if it is pressed upon him, but there the matter must end. 

Let us consider also Ennius, Ann. 509 (Baehr.) : - 

Nemo me dacrumis decoret neque funera fletu faxit. 

We are so much accustomed to the jussive (prohibitive) idea in thinking of these 
words that it is difficult for us at first to adjust ourselves to any departure from 
the traditional ' let no one honor me,' etc. To my mind the traditional rendering 
is less likely to be correct than that which would represent these subjunctives as 

expressing obligation or propriety: e.g. 'No one need honor me with tears, nor 
celebrate my obsequies with weeping'; i.e. 'no one is obligated to do so,' 'there 
is no necessity that any one should.' The speaker merely repudiates all claim 

upon the affection of others. He is willing that, so far as he is concerned, other 

people should be relieved of the customary burden of doing honor to the dead. 
Certainly the poet is not issuing a decree - a command: this, in ordinary Latin, 
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at least, would be ne quis decoret rather than nemo decoret, and then probably 
neve would have followed instead of neque. 

In the Classical Review for April, 19go, Mr. Clement cites six passages from 
Terence, all of which he declares to be genuine prohibitions. The first, Andr. 392, 
nec . . . minueris, has already been discussed in this paper. The second, HI. T. 

976, nec tu aram libi necprecatorem pararis, affords an instance of the subjunc- 
tive of obligation or propriety as clearly as anything can: ' No one is bringing a 

charge against you, Syrus; you need (i.e. you are under obligation to) find for 

yourself neither an altar nor an intercessor.' Certainly the sense here is not 

improved by rendering, 'procure neither an altar nor an intercessor for yourself.' 
The prohibition robs the speech of its irony, which is manifestly intended by the 
the poet. The third passage is Hec. 79, nullus dixeris. Here Clement seems 
to me to be right in calling this a prohibition. But as Clement has cited the six 

passages referred to for the purpose of combating Elmer's theory of obligation, 
etc., it is noteworthy that Elmer is wholly non-committal where nullus, nihil (nil), 
numquam, and ne-quidetn with the perfect subjunctive are concerned. It is 
with neque (nec) alone that he is dealing; see "The Latin Prohibitive," p. 46. 
Moreover, it is exceedingly probable that uti (78) is felt with dixeris as well as 
dicas, and if so, the volitive force of dixeris would be accounted for, whether uti 
be felt as the conjunction with a dependent subjunctive (of purpose), or as a mere 
adverb with the jussive, as in Plaut. Capt. 515 (where see Elmer's note). The 
fourth passage is Andr. 787, non te credas Dauom ludere. It is not inconceivable 
that this should be a prohibition: eg. 'This is the gentleman (Chremes3; don't 
suppose that you are making sport of Davus (merely).' But the presence of non 
creates a difficulty that cannot be ignored, The non must be got rid of, or else 
the passage must be differently interpreted. Accordingly Fairclough abandons 
the Mss., and accepts ne in place of non, on the authority of Priscian (Keil, Vol. 
II., p. 206), making ne te credas subordinate. To this he is led by Fleckeisen 

(Neue Jahrb.fiir Phil. I889, p. 844). 
I regret that Elmer has not translated this passage in his treatise on the pro- 

hibitive, where, after advocating the recognition of the subjunctive of obligation 
or propriety, he adds, " the choice of non instead of ne will now be clearly under- 
stood in such passages as the following." Among these passages is the one we 
are discussing. I should translate it as follows: ' This is the gentleman (of whom 
we were just now speaking); you need not suppose that it is Davus alone, upon 
whom you are playing your tricks.' Here the " need not" is equivalent to " are 
not obliged to," and is ironical (cf. H. T. 976), as a direct prohibition would 
not be. Yet the irony is quite natural and desirable, even if it be not essential. 

The fifth example is Eun. io80, neque istum metuas ne amet mulier. Here 
the meaning is certainly: ' Nor need you fear that the lady will fall in love with 
him'; that is, there is no necessity to fear. 

The sixth example is Andr. 640, nil promoueris. This can be neither a pro- 
hibition nor a subjunctive of obligation or propriety. If the verb is in the 
subjunctive, the mood is clearly a ' would' potential. It may, however, be a future- 
perfect indicative. Thus all six examples appear to fall away from the category 
in which Clement has placed them. There is but one other example of neque 
(nec) with the subjunctive in Terence that could be taken by any one as a pro- 
hibition, namely, Eun. 74 ff. I have argued in another paper to the effect that 
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neque . . . addas here is not necessarily prohibitive, even though ne . . . 
adflictes occurs in the previous line. In the same paper I have ventured to 
differ with Bennett in reference to neque with the prohibitive subjunctive in 
Plautus. 

It seems to me, therefore, that those who hold to the prohibitive force of neque 
with the subjunctive in early Latin (except in merely exceptional instances) have 
not yet established their position, and that the theory of the subjunctive of obliga- 
tion or propriety as applied by Elmer explains much that must otherwise remain 
both confused and confusing. 

12. Leading Case-Forces in the Indo-European Parent Speech, 
by Professor Wm. Gardner Hale, of the University of Chicago. 

Besides the space-relations of Separation, Association, and Location (expressed 
by the Ablative, the so-called Instrumental, and the Locative), the earliest users 
of articulate speech must have recognized, and have expressed, the relation of 
Direction in Space and the relation of Contact or Nearness. Surviving uses are 
best explained on the hypothesis that the former of these ideas was expressed 
(as many already hold) by the Dative, and the latter (as the writer now pro- 
poses) by the Accusative. 

Prior to the rise of Adverbs and the taking on of prepositional functions by 
some of them, the Accusative must have served in a rude way to express, so far 
as they could be expressed, such space-ideas as did,not come within the province 
of the other cases. Thus " he stands by the gate " (nearness) would be expressed 
by a combination corresponding to portam stat. Details were afterward given 
by the use of Adverbs, as in portam post stat, "by the gate he stands, behind." 
Adverbs so used, since they seemed to show the relation between the act and the 
thing denoted by the Accusative, were put before the latter (Prepositions). The 
Accusative (with Prepositions) thus became the case of Space-Relations in general 
(barring the Separative, Sociative, and Locative relations), and even, to some 
extent, came into rivalry with the cases expressing these ideas (thus Latin super 
with the Accusative, except in the figurative sense of "concerning"). It com- 

pletely took over, in prose usage, the function of the Dative as the case of 
literal Direction in Space, leaving that case free for a large development of 
figurative forces. A relic of the old literal foree is probably, however, to be seen 
in the construction taken by certain compounds in Latin and Greek (thus patriae 
bellurn infert, " to his country he brings = in war "). 

The Accusative with verbs of physical contact, like tango, pulso, peto, gave rise 
to the conception of the Direct object. The Accusative of Respect was simply 
the expression of that upon which the thought touched. Compare English 
"touching " and French " touchant" in this sense (e.g. Romans xi. 28: " as con- 

cerning the gospel, they are enemies for your sake; but as touching the election, 
they are beloved for the fathers' sakes"). 

For the Genitive, the writer has no new suggestion to make. 

This paper will be published in full in the Indogermanische For- 
schungen. 
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13. Subjunctive Meanings and a Science of Relations, by Andrew 
Ingraham, Esq., of the Swain Free School, New Bedford, Mass. 

Some aspects of the difficulty of classifying grammatical forms and formulas 
with respect to their meanings are considered; and the subjunctive forms are 
adduced as especially illustrative of this difficulty. Another way of approaching 
the subject is suggested; not new indeed, but perhaps not sufficiently regarded 
either in discussion or in exposition, particularly where the instruction of youth- 
ful minds is concerned. 

I. The paucity of the subjunctive forms is the first thing that claims attention. 
They are limited to words that have person-endings, and even here are restricted 
to four tenses. The indicative infinitive and the subjunctive infinitive are the 
same. Whatever the meanings of the subjunctive may be as contrasted with 
those of the indicative, the participles have no forms by which they are dis- 
criminated from each other. A subjunctive has not been developed in nouns, 
whether substantive or adjective. Some might be puzzled to attach any sense to 
the subjunctive of a conjunction or preposition, and hence inclined to deny the 

possibility of any such form. Among adverbs a few particles might be called 
subjunctives; but even in these no one recognizes a subjunctive form, derivable 
in some uniform manner from a form that is not subjunctive. The few verbal 
subjunctives are not unmistakably distinguishable from indicative forms, as wit- 
ness the discussions of Horace's " Noris ios." Nor is a subjunctive recognizable 
by its form alone; it requires the support of the rest of the word, as in amet 
compared with reget, not to mention other criteria. Add to this the lack of 
clearness in uttering unaccented vowels and the difficulty of distinguishing e's 
and a's rapidly written, to say nothing of the frequency with which terminations 
are omitted or abbreviated; and it becomes apparent that the forms, as forms, 
are even rarer than one might suppose who has been drilled into contemplating 
the language sub specie paradigmatum. 

2. One may note next the variety and diversity of the meanings of each of 
these forms as obstacles to their classification. This is closely connected with 
the preceding. It is indeed a necessary consequence when a multiplicity of 
meanings that require to be communicated co-exists with a paucity of forms for 
their expression. One is compelled aut indicative ant subjunctive loqui, although 
the meaning which underlies the utterance may be common to both or different 
from either. Why are there these two sets of forms ? Why not one set only 
or three or more sets ? Whatever conclusion may be ultimately attained with 
regard to their origin, whether they proceed from a single source or are the 
result of the commingling of streams from different sources, the solution of the 
problem of the meanings, their affiliation, their connection, their grouping, their 
classification, will be advanced but a step along the path which leads to depths 
and darkness. The Grammarian realists, who believe that one general sense fills 
every individual meaning, dispute among themselves about its nature and its 
condition, whether it dwells below consciousness or else above it. He who 
posits some concrete, definite, individual, initial meaning, and describes the suc- 
cessive transitions from which the later diversity has originated, is met by another 
who insists on inverting many of his steps, if not his whole scheme; while they 
both seem to a third to err, or to speak as if they erred, in depicting the world 
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of early and remote races in terms of the world of their own developed 
experience. 

3. Consider the many different ways in which one form is translated into 
English. By this are meant not synonymous translations of one passage, of which 
there are necessarily many, according to the skill of the translator and tle devel- 

opment of his language, but different translations, idiomatically obligatory, of the 
same form in different passages. This, too, is connected with the facts noted in 
the preceding paragraphs, but depends likewise on the further consideration that, 
in no case, is there between two languages what is called by mathematicians one- 
to-one correspondence. Pereat, even when more precisely defined by an accom- 

panying ut, means May he perish, Can he perish, In order that he may perish, So 
that he perishes, Although he perish (perishes), Provided he perishes, Under the 

stipulation that he perishes, Subject to the condition that he perishes, So fzr as his 

perishing is concerned, Let himz perish. 
4. Another aspect of the same situation is furnished by the bewildering 

variety of names which are given to the subjunctives that occur in different con- 
nections, though in many of them the subjunctive contributes very little to what 
is expressed by the whole complex of indications: Volitive, jussive, prohibitive, 
final, consecutive, conditional, contingent, ideal, conceptual, stipulative, deliber- 
ative, concessive, hypothetical, optative, restrictive, execrative, causal, and many 
more in -ive and -al, together with numerous polyonymic designations. One 
wishes that these words might have emerged from the long discussions of meta- 
physics and logic and even jurisprudence with a definiteness of signification which 
would render them more suitable for the grammarian's use. 

5. But difficile per difcilius one says when he loses, page after page, all sight 
of the Latin, and seeks to probe the meaning not of the translations and designa- 
tions that are proffered, but of the very explanations that are given, in Modern 
English it is true, but also in the phraseology of Probable Reasoning, which is 
more subjunctive than the subjunctive itself. Did Plautus use more care in his 
management of the Latin subjunctive than recent expositors of his usage evince 
in their employment of may, might, probably, very probably, in all probability, 
with absolute certainty, and so on ? 

6. The classifications of adnominal genitives may disclose an additional 
difficulty. The relation between two things that words stand for is, in general, as 
different as it is distinct from any relation between the words themselves. This 
difference need not be always present to the mind, and by no means always 
observed in speech. The two points of views are, for the sake of brevity, blended 
in the following citation: " Der Genitiv setzt ein Nomen zu einem andern in 

irgendeine dirch die Bedeutung der beiden gegebene Beziehung,- " and we often 
rely on "The Universe of Discourse," as the logicians claim, to determine 
whether object denotes the object of a verb or the object of an action. But the 
difference always exists and sometimes claims attention. In the simple group, noun 
and noun and genitive-ending, who can tell what the last stands for ? You know 
only that it designates some relation between the things the nouns suggest; but 
what that relation is, you learn from some other source. Hence it has assumed 
the very different function of expressing, no longer what relation exists, but 
between what things a relation exists; and this it does by showing what words 
are to be taken together. Whether the genitive was initially adverbial or adnom- 
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inal, or indifferently either, or antedated the distinction, as it certainly did any 
reflection on the distinction; it is plain that its prevailing adnominal use in Latin 
conduces to clearness by determining, apart from the order, what words are to be 
taken together. The ending directs you to attach the noun to another noun in 
the sentence, and can well dispense with unambiguously expressing a relation 
which emerges at once from the contemplation of the related things. 

Similarly a subjunctive form may have no meaning other than that of indicat- 
ing what clauses are to be grouped together; or, if one insists on its reference to 
something other than the language, it expresses that a relation exists between the 
thing-groups denoted by the two clauses, but gives not the slightest hint of what 
that relation is. 

It may well be that these obvious considerations have led some teachers to 
exempt their pupils from the task of bringing each instance of some prescribed 
grammatical phenomenon under a rubric in this or that grammar, and to dis- 
regard those pedagogical educationalists who maintain that, although this process 
does not develop readiness in apprehending the meaning of a page of Latin, it is 
a fair preparation for a life to be spent in reconciling unavoidable actions with 
inflexible rules. But these same teachers are no more to be deterred than other 
scholars are by such considerations from attacking syntactical problems. The 
demonstration that a problem is insoluble has not always availed to prevent some 
genius from solving it. Other grammatical disciplines have surmounted like 
obstacles, as the triumphs of phonology and etymology attest. 

These triumphs have been won in two ways. I. The work came under the 
control of men who were eager and able to analyze facts and fictions into their 
ultimate elements, to discern likenesses and unlikenesses previously unsuspected, to 
subject bold conjectures to merciless tests, and to arrange their results according 
to a verifiable scale of probabilities. 2. The linguistic materials for examination 
were correspondingly increased in extent and variety. Latin alone, Latin con- 
trasted with itself from the earliest to the latest stage, Latin with Greek, then 
the whole Aryan system, and now the promised modification of cherished doc- 
trines by the investigation of American, African, and Polynesian languages; the 
results of which are becoming more generally known through Otto Jespersen, 
Raoul de la Grasserie, and Rudolf Lenz. 

There still remains another province, always claimed indeed, but never so 
thoroughly explored that the contrast between its laws and those of syntax could 
be understood and appreciated. 

What is meant may be provisionally designated as a Comparative Science of 
Relations, being an analysis and classification of relations, and for our present 
purpose, more particularly of those relations which are expressed by grammatical 
forms, but which may be considered apart from grammatical forms and viewed 
in connection with other relations that are of the same general nature as the 
former, but lack formal expression, being communicable only by some often 
clumsy combination of customary forms. The form, subject-verb-predicate, 
expresses, together with many other things, a certain relation between two 
classes. "Missionaries are Christians" denotes one of the possible relations 
between two classes; but another, equally obvious, equally simple, and even 
more common, requires for its expression the following combination: "Som2 
missionaries are Christians, some missionaries are not Christians, and some 
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Christians are not missionaries." As a substitute for this combination, "Mis- 
sionaries gavish Christians " may illustrate what such a form might be, without 
exciting any apprehension that it will ever be adopted. 

It is believed that a study of the relations themselves will reveal numerous 
like instances in which one is chosen and many are left; although, in a classifi- 
cation of relations with respect to their degrees of resemblance and difference, 
the many and the one would be in the same class. 

In English, for example, there is a singular number and a plural number, but 
no neutral number; and, to express this, we are forced to combine the other 
two: "Any applicant for a course, or courses." Consider, again, the triple 
group involved in an instance of prohibition, the two persons (or parties) and 
the thing (or action); and reflect how few, and often superficial, even trivial, 
aspects of this relation are expressed by the subjunctive, qua subjunctive. 

Philosophers, scientists, lawyers, and othzrs have studied minutely certain 
relations; but, on the one hand, they have not held themselves sufficiently. aloof 
from language, which dominates thought when least suspected; and, on the 
other hand, their classifications have little reference to the fact that one of two 
kindred relations may be provided with a linguistic expression, and the other not. 

Logic itself may serve as an illustration and a warning. It was hardly before 
the middle of the last century that the thoughts of logicians turned away from 
propositions, categorical and modal, disjunctive and h 'pothetical, to study the 
relations of classes that lay behind these. Out of the study of these, even while 
limited to their most general aspects, there have grown several disciplines, each 

susceptible of indefinite development, and, in some instances, furnished with 

appropriate terminology and notation. The earlier verbal logic, with its claim to 

special connection with laws of thought, has come to be regarded as formal 
grammar may come to be regarded when more attention shall be paid to the 

congeners of expressed relations. 
Is there no concern for precious intellects ? Even if the present way of learn- 

ing should be defended on the ground that it fits for the present state of society, 
it would seem to be the beginning of a better state of society, if the facts asso- 
ciated with the words, concrete, abstract, common, collective, subject, object, etc., 
should not be learned only in connection with grammar, and if the elementary 
properties of classes should not be left to be picked up in some collegiate course, 
being obscured from view meantime by such statements as: "The modes are the 
indicative, the subjunctive, the optative, the infinitive, and the participial." 

The branch of knowledge which it is here suggested might be developed, if 
for no other purpose than to be an accompaniment of syntactical studies, is not a 
deductive science of relations, for many such exist already to exhibit the necessary 
implications of relations; but a descriptive science of relations, a natural history, 
as it were, of relations, a classification of relations with no admixture of psychol- 
ogy and metaphysics, and with a terminology of its own to facilitate escape from 
the misleading associations of the current grammatical vocabulary. 

For some time to come, the teachers and the learners, or rather the co-learners, 
in such matters must communicate by the living voice, face to face, and in words 
invented for the nonce, or without words, by objects and gesture; that the 
"wordless vision" may be attained of that which has in all other moments to be 
viewed in its partial correspondence to inadequate expression. 
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I4. On Some Ancient and Modern Etymologies, by Professor 
Minton Warren, of Harvard University. 

This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS. 

15. Some Observations on the Arch of Trajan at Beneventum, by 
Professor Elmer Truesdell Merrill, of Wesleyan University. 

This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS. Remarks were 
made by Professor Hellems, and by the author in reply. 

I6. Greek and Latin Rain-gods and Rain-charms, by Professor 
Morris H. Morgan, of Harvard University. 

This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS. Remarks were 
made by Professors Tolman, D'Ooge, G. F. Moore, and by the 
author. 

17. Notes on the Conditional Sentence in Horace, by Professor 
W. S. Elden, of Ohio State University. 

Schmalz, Lat. Gram. ? 341 (Dritte Auflage, I900), and Drager, Hist. Synt. 
Vol. II, p. 707, state that a conditional period with the Perfect Indicative in the 
protasis and the Imperative in the apodosis occurs in the letters to Cicero, but 
elsewhere is confined to Terence, Sallust, Tacitus, and Juvenal. The combina- 
tion, however, is found in IHorace (Epod. 14, I3-15: Serm. II, 5, 93-94: Od. I, 
32, I-4); and with a preteritive verb in the protasis in Epist. I, 6, 67-68. 
Examples also occur in Plautus (cf. Captivi 1035, Rudens 323) and the Elegiac 
Poets, also in Gellius XX, I, 49 in a citation from the Twelve Tables. 

The Present In(licative in the protasis with the Future Indicative in the 
apodosis is a combination very common in Plautus and Terence, occurring much 
more frequently than si with Fut.-Fut., the proportion being about 2-1 for the 
former and 3-I for the latter. In Cato, de agri cullura, Rhetorica ad Herennium, 
and Varro, de re rustica, on the other hand, only a few instances of si with 
Pres.-Fut. are found, while si with Fut.-Fut. is of frequent occurrence. In Cicero 
also the latter combination predominates, and the same is true of Lucretius, 
IHorace (30-2I), the Elegiac Poets, Vitruvius, Columella, and Quintilian. Si 
with Pres.-Fut. is the more common in Sallust, Livy in his speeches, and Seneca 
de beneficiis. In late Latin there is a return to the usage of Plautus and 
Terence, and si with Fut.-Fut. becomes comparatively rare. 

Si with Fut.-Pres. does not occur in Varro, Sallust, Horace, Catullus, and 
Tibullus, and in general is much less often found than either of the other two 
combinations. 

In most of the twenty-one instances in which si with Pres.-Fut. occurs in 
Horace, the Present refers not strictly to present time, but is used in a general 
sense. In Od. II, Io, 17-18, an-i Fpod. 15, 12-14, the Present denotes present 
time strictly ; in Serm. II, 8, 34, it has a future meaning. In Od. IV, 12, I4-I6: 
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Epist. I, 7, 2-5; I, 7, 32-33, the Future has an imperative force. So also in the 
combination si with Fut.-Fut. in Epist. I, 7, 25-28; I, 17, II-I2; I, 13, 2-3. 

Of the eight instances of si with Pres. Subjunc.-Pres. Indic. in the writings of 
Horace, in two we have a verb or expression of duty or obligation in the apodosis 
(Sermr. I, 3, 11I-II2 ; I, 3, 43-44); in two also si modo stands in the protasis 
with the force of dumnmodo introducing a proviso (Serm. I, 2, 73-76: Epist. I, I, 

39-40). 
Only five instances of si with Pres. Subj.-Fut. Indic. occur (Od. III, 3, 7-8: 

Epod. II, 15-18); in A. P. 461-464 the subject of the protasis is the indefinite 
quis, Epist. II, 2, 52-54, with a verb of ability in the apodosis; Se-rm. I, 6, 42-44, 
where si has the force of etiamsi. 

Sive-sive, disjunctively connecting conditional sentences, are freely employed 
by Horace, generally in connection with the Indicative; with a subjunctive pro- 
tasis only in Od. I, 4, II-2 ; III, 24, 56-58: Epist. II, I, I94-I96. Sive-ve 
(Od. III, 4, 1-4; IV, 2, 9-24; A. P. 63-69) and sive-vel (Od. I, 22, I-8) are 

poetical. In two instances (Serrm. I, I, 1-3: Epist. I, 3. 31-34) sive (seu-) 
sive (seu) are purely disjunctive and without conditional force. Sometimes a 
relative clause, or a clause introduced by a relative particle, where such clauses 
are conditional in meaning, stands in co6rdination with the subordinate clause 
with sive; once only in Horace, the coordinate clause being introduced by 
quazndo (Epod. I6, 27-31). 

Sometimes sive is expressed once only, but implies a preceding sive (Od. I, 3, 

15--i6: Serrm. II, 8, 16-17). 
Different from this is the use of sive (seu) with its own apodosis, either com- 

plete or abbreviated, not implying a preceding sive (seu) but having the force of 
vel si, the vel belonging strictly only to the apodosis, which is contrasted with a 
preceding clause, the si going with the conditional sentence (Od. I, 6, 17-20; 
I, 15, 23-26; 111, 27, 58-64). 

Different again from both these uses, and combining to a certain extent the 
characteristics of both, is the use of seu in Serm. II, I, 59- 

Often sive is employed to add an alternative, with which a condition is con- 
nected, to one or more words of a preceding clause, not to the whole clause. 
Sive then has the force of vel si, the vel contrasting the apodosis, expressed or 
implied, of the added clause to the word or words to which it is added, and the 
si belonging to the protasis. This use of sive is widespread, and frequently 
occurs in Horace. 

Si in the sense of ' whether,' introducing an indirect question, is found once 
with the Indicative, probably after the analogy of the comic poets (Epist. I, 7, 
39). Elsewhere with the Subjunctive (Epist. I, 6,40-42; I, 7, 4-5 ; II, I, I64). 

Si in a quasi-temporal sense, Sermi. II, 3, 9-10. In Epist. I, 7, 10, si has a 

purely temporal force, ' when.' 
A conditional protasis after verbs of emotion, the particle involving both a 

conditional and a causal force: I. With subjunctive, Serm. I, I, 86-87, where 
praestet is due to a kind of Oratio Obliqua after miraris, i.e. ' Do you wonder if 

(because), as you say, no one shows affection for you ?' 2. With Indicative, 

Epist. I, 12, 12 ; I, 15, 39-40. In two instances si retains its full conditional 
force, Epist. I, 17, 26: A. P. 424-425. Cf. also gaudeo si (Serm. II, 3, 272-273), 
satis est si (Serm. I, 4, 116). 
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Sin does not occur in Horace. In several instances si is found with the force 
of sin where one condition is opposed to another (Serm. I, 3, 6: Epist. I, 5, 6; 
I, 10, 43; I, 12, 7; I, 17, II; II, I, 66). Twice when no expressed statement 
of condition precedes, but with the implication of a conlition (Epist. I, 2, 37-39: 
Od. III, 29, 53-56). In Epod. I, 5-6, the second condition is introduced by 
si contra. In Serm. II, 3, 74-76, contra alone, with omission of conditional par- 
ticle, follows a preceding condition. 

Sic is sometimes used, especially in petitions and prayers, to anticipate or 
resume a condition, upon the fulfilment of which a promise or wish is made, or a 
blessing invoked (Serm. II, 3, 300-302: Od. I, 3, I-8). So with the sic clause 
following the clause containing the condition in Od. I, 28, 23-27. Once also the 
condition is explicitly stated in a following clause with si (Epist. I, 7, 69-70). 
I1a is used in a like manner in Serm. II, 2, 124-125. 

The paratactic conditional structure occurs in the writings of Horace in all 
moods and tenses except the Imperfect Indicative. 

i8. An Horatian Gloss, by Dr. William E. Waters, of New York 

University. 
C.G.L. 5, 236, 9 contains the gloss proelium orant et proelio ditam caleno tur 

bibis ziuam pro vino dixit, which Landgraf, Archiv 9, 407, has correctly emended 
to Prelutm . Horatius .- etprelo domitamr Caleno I turn bibis uuanm . pro vino dixit, 
This means that prelum is a word used by Horace, the passage in which it occurs 
being then cited, and that in that passage uuam is used for vinum. Neither 
Keller nor any other of the Horatian editors has taken account of this gloss in 
attempting to settle the vexed question whether tu or turn is the correct reading 
before bibis. 

Agreeing with Lucian Miller (ed. Goetz, 900o) we may hold that Horace's 
Ode I, Io, is a blunt and frank reply to Maecenas, who had warned Horace that 
he expects to visit him at his Sabine farm; cf. Cruquius' commentary: Maecenas 
iturus in Apuliam significavit Horatio ei se ante profectionem convivam esse velle 
- de profectione in Apuliam mnentio fit in Divaei codice. Down to the concluding 
strophe the spirit and thought of the ode are somewhat like this : You are intend- 
ing to visit me ? Well, you must take me as I am; you shall have cheap Sabine 
and plenty of it, its only virtue being that it was decanted by myself, the year all 
Rome rejoiced over your return to health. Here follows the concluding strophe, 
in which, adopting the reading tum bibis (emend. to bibes) of the gloss, the 
thought is: Then when you have finished your visit you shall find a better wine 
on your journey; there are plenty of better quality. 

All the Horatian Mss. and Porphyrion read tu; but Porph. on Sat. 2. 2. 48 
quotes this passage from Od. I. 20, reading turn in all probability, and not tu. In 
their first edition of the Odes, K. and H. have turn, in the Epilegomena, K. 
argues for tu, and this is his reading in the second edition of the Odes. In such 
uncertainty the gloss with its lectio difficilior has great value. It is far more 
likely that if turn was actually written by Horace the gloss should show tu than 
that if he used tu it should show turn. Tum, " thereupon," moreover contrasts the 
time in the two futures, and removes the necessity of Keller's emendation of the 
verb to bibas. For tur = " thereupon " in Horace, cf. Zangemeister's index. Mea, 
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which follows in the same line, is no argument for the necessity of a preceding 
antithetical tu; cf. Odes 2. 17 ad fin. 

Reddere uictimas 

Aedemque uotiuam mremento; 
Nos humilem feriemus agnam. 

I9. The Temple of ZeuV BiXos, Herodotus I. I8I, by Professor 
H. C. Tolman, of Vanderbilt University. 

According to Herodotus, Babylon was divided into two parts by the river 

Euphrates; in the midst (9v ,rAy, not a gloss) of one section lay the " royal 
palace," in the midst of the other the temple of Zebs BjXos. 

From the inscriptions we learn that the two principal sanctuaries of Babylon 
were Esagila (Borsippa Inscr. I. 15, etpassim) and Ezida (Borsippa Inscr. I. I9, 

etpassim): the former, sacred to Marduk (Borsippa Inscr. I. I6), lay within the 
walls of Babylon (Borsippa Inscr. I. 23); the latter, sacred to Nabft (Borsippa 
Inscr. II. I6), was at Borsippa (Borsippa Inscr. I. 27), the sister town of the 
metropolis ( Tin- Tir II Kan Ki, " second Babylon " K. 4399, obv. 24). In such 
veneration were the two temples held that "restorer of Esagila and Ezida" (Za- 
ni in E-sag-ila u E-zi-da) becatnm part of the royal title (Borsippaz Inscr. I. 7). 
To which of these sanctuaries did Herodotus refer ? 

The East India House Inscription (E. I. H. VII. 36) shows that Esagila was 
closely connected with the royal residence. Again, from the term B-Xou /3atl- 
Xeia of Clitarch we infer that a palace structure, probably an addition of later 
kings, was joined immediately with the sanctuary (Baumstark, Pauly-Wissowa, 
Real Encyclopddie der classischen 4Atertumswissenschaft, sub voce Babylon). Nabo- 
polassar had erected a palace near Esagila from Imgur Bel to the East Canal and 
from the Euphrates to the festal street, A-a-ibur-sabA (E. I. H. VII. 36-63). 
Nebuchadrezar built a new structure (E. I. H. VIII. 54) between the bastions 
Imgur Bel and Nimitti Bel (E. I. H. VIII. 53), which was joined with the older 
edifice (E. I. H. VIII. 50), and which towered mountain-like over the city 
(E. I. H. VIII. 63, Uiu-ur-sa-ni-is). Late reports from Dr. Koldewey (Alittheil- 
ungen der deutschzen Orientgesellsczhaft) connect the ruins El Kasr with this 
palace of Nebuchadrezar, and the adjacent mound Tel Anmran with the 
temple Esagila. Adorned glazed tiles, reliefs from the palace wall, anrl bricks 
stamped with the name of Nebuchadrezar, confirm such an identification (cf. Ber- 
liner Philologischie Wochenschrift, 19 Mai, 19oo.) There is no doubt that it was 
to Esagila that Clitarch and the authority quoted by Strabo (XVI. 738) referred, 
for by the phrase rcios rTO BjXou of the Strabo citation we must understand the 
temple's pyramidal terrace, Etemen- anemen -an-ki men-an-ki zi-ku-ra-at Babili, 
Borsippa Inscr. I. 23). 

We cannot accept the common hypothesis (Hommel, Babylonischz-Assyrische 
Geschichte; Baumstark, Pauly-Wissowa, Real-Encycopiidie) that Herodotus 
under the term "temple of Zebs BiXos" designates Esagila. Our historian 
expressly stated that the sanctuary lay on the opposite river-bank to that of the 
palace. On this bank was Ezida, the massive temple of Borsippa adorned by 
Nebuchadrezar (as he himself relates, E. I. H. III. 36 fg.) with gold, silver, pre- 
cious stones, and bronze. The inscription found in the corners of the terrace 
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tower E-ur-imim-an-ki (E-ur-imim-an-ki zi-ku-ra-at Bar-sip, Borsippa Inscr. I. 
27-IT. 30) has long ago identified the mound Birs Nimrud with Borsippa (I. R. 
51 ; cf. Oppert, Exp. AMesop. I. 212). That this temple is the sanctuary of Zebi 
B0Xos described by Herodotus appears from the following consi(lerations: 

(I) The identification of the El Kasr mound on the eastern bank places the 
temple on the western. (2) Herodotus speaks of the sanctuary as in the middle 
of its section of the city. After the destruction of the walls of Babylon and Bor- 
sippa by Darius it would seem to a foreigner that both localities formed one town, 
an error that could easily occasion Hero(lotus's exaggerated estimate of the size of 
the metropolis. (3) The layers of the debris at Borsippa show clearly a division 
into stories such as Herodotus (as well as Harpocration) describes. (4) Herod- 
otus's measurements of the tower at its base (185 m.) correspond with those of the 
Borsippa terrace as given by Rich, Oppert, Ker Porter, Layard. The description 
of the great temple at Babylon by Harpocration (according to a newly published 
manuscript, de Mely, Acadmnie des Sciences) gives a terrace tower of seven stories 
with its base i86 m. square (Academie Inscr. I9oo. Cf. Revue Archeologique, 
Nov.-Dec. I900, Vol. 37). (5) The designation ZE6s B\Xos for Nabf of Ezida 
presents no difficulty, since the application of the title Bel (Lord) to other gods 
than Marduk is abundantly proved by the inscriptions (cf. Winckler, Unter- 
suchzungen, Leipzig, 1889). 

In fact, later results seem to justify the view which we have earlier accepted 
(Nikel, Ierodot und die Keilschriftforschung ; Tolman and Stevenson, Herodo- 
tus and Empires of the East), that Ezida of. Borsippa and the temple of ZeOs B0- 
Xos are identical. 

Adjourned at 12.45. 
On Wednesday afternoon, July io, the members of the Association 

enjoyed a delightful excursion in Boston Harbor as guests of Harvard 

University. 
EVENING SESSION. 

The Association assembled at 8.15 P.M. 

20. A Study of Browning's Agamemnon, by Dr. Curtis C. Bushnell, 
of Syracuse University. 

In the preface to his Agamemnon Mr. Browning says: - 
That he has been literal at any cost save that of absolute violence to the Eng- 

lish language; that this conservatism is all for which his perhaps fruitless 
adventure claims praise; that he expects the result of his work to be very hard 

reading if meant to resemble Aeschylus. 
This plan is consistently executed. 
The spelling of the original is followed, as Menelaos (42), Meneleos (674). 
Idioms are often literally rendered, as I, 962. 
In almost every line the word-order is imitated, -the leading peculiarity of 

the translation. 
Sometimes the result is ambiguous, as 1102. 

However, chiasmus is well rendered, as 113, 519. 
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The effect of repetition in the corresponding parts of lines is reproduced, as 
34, 35; 863, 874. 

So with synonymous expressions in the corresponding parts of successive lines, 
as 5-7. 

So with two adjectives, one preceding, one following, the noun modified, as 

734; 219, 220. 

The word-order is reproduced in preference to the construction, as 2; 300, 
301. 

The iambic trimeter is rendered line for line except in two cases, the trochaic 
tetrameter invariably. Stichomythia is preserved. 

The iambic trimeter is rendered by the English heroic line with double ending 
to reproduce the extended effect; trochaic tetrameters are rendered by trochaic 
tetrameters; the choruses by rhymed lines of irregular length. 

Cutious results follow from the combined influence of the English rhythm and 
of the retention of the word-order, as 37, 1373. 

Repetition is rendered by repetition, as 971-4, 299-300. 
The variety of the Greek is reproduced, as in the interjections of Cassandra's 

speeches. Etymologies are rendered, as 121, 1232, I346. Plays on words are 

brought out, as 686 ff., 699. Ampliication is almost absent. 
The translation is in point of clearness very uneven, as 737 ff., and consider- 

ably more obscure than the original, -a fact chiefly due to the retention of the 
word-order. 

The unfavorable criticism evoked (Living Age, 190:564: American Supple- 
ment to Encyclopaedia Britannica, "Robert Browning": Edinburgh Review, 

147: 409 if.) would have been greatly tempered if allowance had been made for 
Mr. Browning's motive. This was variously assigned by the critics, as: - 

I. "To compensate for the inexactness of other translators" (Edinburgh 
Review, 147: 409 ff.). This consideration had weight, as the preface shows, but 
the work might have been exact without its remarkable peculiarities. 

2. "To show that as a dramatist Aeschylus is inferior to Euripides" (Mrs. S. 

Orr, Handbook to Works of R. Browning, p. 119). In that case Mr. Browning 
would have given the writings of the two a similar treatment. 

3. "To rebuke claims made for the Greek authors as models of literary style" 
(Mrs. S. Orr, Life and Letters of Robert Browning, Vol. 2. See under year 
1877). But Mr. Browning, in his preface to the Agamemnon, expresses the hope 
that this work may give evidence that "the Greeks are the highest models of 

expression." 
4. "To disparage the Agamemnon and Aeschylus" (Edinburgh Review, 

I47: 409 ff.). But elsewhere Mr. Browning frequently mentions Aeschylus in terms 
of praise. He is "godlike," his works are "marvels" (A4ristophanes' Apology); 
he is classed among "the tragic triad of immortal fames" (Balaustion's Adven- 

ture); the "song which saved at Salamis" is "veritable Aeschylus . . . old 

glory" (id.); "How please still - Pindar and Aeschylus!" he exclaims (Epi- 
logue to Pacchiarotto); the "lore " which tells the story of 

"that king 
Treading the purple calmly to his death," 

is an "old delight " (Pauline). 
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The real motive is stated by Mr. Browning himself when he calls the work " a 
perhaps fruitless adventure "; in other words, an experiment. This experiment, 
so consistently carried through, was the natural sequence of his earlier transla- 
tions, the Alkestis and the Herakles. 

The Alkestis (published in 1871), the Herakles (1875), and the Agamemnon 
(1877) are three stages of an intensifying endeavor to reproduce the origi- 
nal in its entirety, particularly by adherence to the word-order, the Herakles 
being intermediate in fact as well as in time. The Alkestis, a far closer render- 
ing than at first sight appears, paraphrases more freely than the Herakles, a quite 
exact translation, while the Agamemnon is almost absolutely literal. The Alkestis 
makes no distinction in rhythm between dialogue and choral passages, translating 
both by the heroic line; the Herakles and Agamemnon come closer to the Greek 
effect, translating choral passages by rhymed lines of irregular length. The 
Alkestis and Herakles are alike in employing the heroic line to translate the 
dialogue, while the Agamemnon adds a syllable for the reason stated above. In 
the Alkestis 51 % of the stichomythia is translated line for line, in the Herakles 
97 %, in the Agamemnon I00 0/,. A study with reference to line for line transla- 
tion and word-arrangement of I200 lines selected from the dialogue of all parts 
of the plays, 400 from each play, shows the following results. Of those from the 
Alkestis 30% are rendered line for line; of those from the Herakles 40%; of 
those from the Agamemnon 85 %. For the same 1200 lines the number of lines 
of translation with precisely the same word-order as the text, - disregarding post- 
positive particles and prepositions following their cases, - is: of the 400 of the 
Alkestis 7.5 %, of the 400 of the Herakles 17.5 %, of the 400 of the Agamemnon 
35-5%. 

I conceive that Mr. Browning -having with great success in the Alkestis and 
Herakles gone far in strict literalness, especially in fidelity to word-arrangement 
and line for line translation -determined as an experiment to proceed in the 
same manner and to the very limit with this new play. 

The experiment proves that to reproduce the Greek word-arrangement 
involves less violence to the English language than is usually thought. But in 
the Ierakles Mr. Browning had already gone as far as was possible in this direc- 
tion. For the reason that in them, as in their originals, content and form are 
harmonized, the Herakles and Alkestis represent Euripides more truly than the 
more literal Agamemnon does Aeschylus. 

21. Notes on the Nominative of the First Person in Euripides, by 
Professor Mortimer Lamson Earle, of Barnard College, Columbia 
University. 

The subject treated were more accurately designated as the substantival nom- 
inative of the first person in Euripides. The current doctrine of the nominative 
persons in Greek is concisely put as follows in Hadley-Allen, ? 603, a: "The only 
nominatives of the firstperson are e-^y, vcS, izues ; of the secondperson, o6, O0tb, 
viteZs ; all other nominatives are of the thirdperson." But what should be said 
of such nominatives as Oea K6Irpts in Hipp. 2 ? Such self-introducing and self- 
identifying nominatives of proper names as subjects of verbs in the first person 
are to be found also Androm. 5, 1232, Hec. 3, 503, Troad. 2, Bacch. 2. In view 
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of several of these passages one might be tempted to speak of such nominatives 
of proper names as autobiographical nominatives of the first person; but such 
a designation would be too narroW. One naturally ihinks of the familiar Latin 
"vita" form: 'atzus suim Jo/hannes Schmidt Beerolim, where the prefixing of an 

"ego" by the writer is distinctly a crapep-yov. But this is in modern Latin; 
an instance or instances from the classical language may be found cited in a 

paragraph (I031) of the late Professor Lane's Latin Grammar, which might 
well, it should seem, find its parallel in Greek Grammars. (To the examples in 
Lane I03I, which includes both the first and the second person, might be 
added Virg. Aen. 2, 677 sq.; 9, 22; Hor. Carm. 3. I, 3-4; 3. 9, 7-8; -p. 9. II; 
I6. 36; 17. 35.)--But attention is to be drawn here to several passages of a 

different sort in Euripides, some of which may be corrupt, some of which are 

commonly misinterpreted. In Alc. 167 sq. we find Auq', Warrep avTwv 77 TEKOUO' 

ar6bXXv/\ua, I Oavev awujpovs raisa, KTE. This is the commonly- and justly-- 
received text. But S (= L and P) reads not a7r6\XXvuaL, but ac7r6XXvrat. On this 
variance in reading the late Mr. Hayley ha; an excellent note ad loc. cit., in which, 
however, I should be inclined to substitute the words ' could be -in the emen- 
dator's opinion - directly the subject' for "could be directly the subject." In 
Ale. 317 sq. we read without varian:e in the verbs: ob yip ?e ori7jT7p oire vuv/eL6- 

oae TrOTr O T7' ̂ v TKOoti aOo0tj OpaPuvei, TrKvov (text of S in 318). Here Lenting 
alone seems to have taken offence -and Lenting was no mean judge of Greek. 
In his Epistola Critica, p. 58, he writes: " Placeret mihi, vvu,Ue6aw - apavvvp. 
Vid. Musgrav. ad vs. 165." Musgrave's parallel is, I believe, that given by Monk 
on v. I67, viz. 4ndrom. 413 sq. The latter passage is closely parallel to Ale. 167, 
but it may well be thought that both it and that passage are sufficiently close to 
Alc. 317 sq. to justify Lenting's suspicion that the first person is what Euripides 
wrote there. We shall then have three - or at least two - cases of a designa- 
tion of a parent used by that parent as subject of a verb in the first person. In 
Med. 926 Jason is made by Prinz to say of himself e6 r& r&v5e O/aeTaL 7ra-r-p. 
Here e6 ra Trov8e and 7rarJp are very plausible ; hardly so OhCerTaL. Why may 
we not keep O4ao/oat, which has support in the Mss.? (See Dr. Wecklein's crit- 
ical notes.) May we not also in Med. 915 fairly suspect that Euripides may have 
written not E087Ke but O*JKia, and ibid. 918 p,ydo/zat ? And in H. F. I368 is not 
d7r6Xeor' to be understood as d7rwXeo'a not dt7r&Xeo'e ? - We come now to several 
instances of what may be called the genuine first person plural subject. A good 
typical instance of this is Hipp. 450 ob (sc. "Epov = "Epwros) 7rdvres J&ivv ol 
KarTa 06bv' Kr7ovot. (Like to this is TWV irl yijs p-ycwv Tov ovo rb KdXXo\\tr 

auJev &dvOpwroL, 'we human beings are the fairest of God's works on earth,' 
Joseph. Ant. lud. I, 21.) The following two examples from the Medea are com- 
monly misunderstood and misinterpreted : Med. 406-408 7rpbo 8& Kal ire6qKaluev I 
yvvalKes e's ^iv e'\OX' dA/lxaPTaTa1, j KaKwV trdvrwvl TrKTOVeS o0obo0 TraTaL, 

' and 
besides by nature too we women are for good deeds most awkward, but of all evil 
deeds most skilful artisans.' (Here M. Weil rightly: "I'vva?Kes est le sujet, et 
non le complement, de 7r1e06Kaev.") Med. 889 sq. dXX' do-Av otbv I(Tr/ev -OK 

ipw{ KacK6V- I y'va?Kes, 'but we women are what manner of thing we are-I will 
not say out and out a bad thing.' As a parallel for the second person may be 
added in conclusion Med. 569-573 -particularly 569 sq. \XX' Is TrooOUov KeO'1 

&0r' 6p0OV/o v77s | I elvS Jyvva?Kes 7rdvrT' Xecv vo/,.ere, ' but you women are come 
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to such a pass that you think that when wedlock goes smoothly you possess 
everything.' 

22. As to Caesar's Personal Culture: his Affinity for Menander, 
by Professor E. G. Sihler, of New York University. 

I. 

The truth as to the more eminent characters of ancient history should be in 
the care and keeping of classical scholars. Still, our own generation is hardly 
affected by the direct contributions of professional or professed scholars-a 
notable exception being B. I. Wheeler's recent study of Alexander. We should 
more earnestly strive to write for the many. Froude, e.g., in a special plea Caesar, 
a Sketch, I880 and since, has influenced the opinion of our time in the English- 
speaking world, about Caesar, more, probably, than all the minute research 
bestowed upon the tradition of the autocrat. The English historian says: "The 
vision on the Rubicon with the celebrated saying that 'the die is cast' (sic) is 
unauthenticated (sic) and not at all consistent with (sic) Caesar's character" 

(c. xxi.). The tradition is in Plutarch, Caes., 32, and Appian, Bell. Civ., ii. 35. 
Their juxtaposition will render unnecessary any comment on their material 
consonance and on many elements of verbal resemblance:-- 

Appian: pb6,lTY 6' IX8O^v Tiri Tb 'PovL1- 
Kova 7roraJL6b, Os o plet T'tV 'IraXlav, 

of T T OV p6 ov, Katl is T p?evOia 

dafopwv reptefiepeTo T7r yy/c/X, 

Xo'yL6/Sevos gKacaTa T? dv ioouIvwv 

KaKcWV el T6v3e Tbv iroraOJJbv ?v 65rXots 

repdoete. Kal 7rpbs To0S 7rap6vras 
elirev aveveyKSv "j/ t Uv T7riaXeCrS, w 

iLXoi, TvS6E Trj 8LapCldrews i ol K a K W 

dp et, ] 83 8idf3ascT, 7raotv dvOpSBrois. 
. . . K ia elrov ota TLS fvOovs 7repa 
Obv op/ML, Tr KOLvbv T66e T7retrc'bv, 
O K61OS dveppi0OW." 

Plutarch, I.c.: Kal Xoyttosbc aT6rbv eloijet 
/LaXXov peyyi'ovra Tr &eLvJK Kai 7rept- 

fep6luevov Tr 7 LeyyeTeei T?rv ToX\4wJ- 

vwCv aXerTO TO V 6p6/lOV Kal 7TV 

Iropeiav e^Trto'7o^as 7roXX& Fuv cavrTs ev 

eavTr Ptj^veyKe ar TL r)V yvCjP LIPv eTr' 

aJc6Trepa lAeraXafg3cvwJv, Kal rpor&ds 
orxe'v arr rT6re r6b 3o6Xevgua 7rXel- 

o'7as, roXXa& 1 Kal Twv plXO\xv rois 

7rapovaOLv, W v 1v Kal HwsXlv 

'A o' v o, rovv8trl7r6pr7aev, dcvaXoyi6d- 

,Jevos 7jXIKWV KaKwPv dp et, 68ov -oT 
X6yov avirs Tro s avits (avepTpro,s?) 
dTroXelbovoa'. TeXOs 8 U.ter& OvluoiO 

tv6b &O6'rep afqeis eavrbv IK TO0 XO'yt- 

oaUo i7rpbs Trb i\XXOV, Kal T O T 8 

Tb KOLvbv ToCS el s T6Xas J.q3alvovo'tv 

d,r6povs Kai ToX/Aa& 7rpool,tov (Trapol- 

ultov?) vre T 7rwv " aveppIfp0w KcPOS/3," 

upP7lo'e rpbS T7'V &id3aortv. 

The briefer item of Plut. in Pompey, 60, seems to be essentially a restate- 
ment of the Caesar passage, with a slight elaboration of psychological Motivie- 

rung.- we note the important specification 'EXXvroarT: Kal Troaoo V orvov \Vo \ ?XX1- 
v t oI TpbS ro0s Irapbvrai. . . . Pollio's Historiae (Geschichte meiner Zeif) are 

palpably designated by the words Trv plXw\v TOs irapourv ow v Wv Kal HwXlwv 
'Aozlvos. The young staff officer of twenty-six to twenty-eight was no historical 
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figure in February, 49 (December, 50, solar year). We,.too, think it likely that he 
did not extend his periculosun plenum opus aleae (Hor. Carn. II. I) beyond 
Philippi, 42: this would give substantially (60, or 59-42 B.c.) one year per book, 
meaning not a little detail. Why Peter has not reprinted the Plut. passage in his 

Fragmenta I fail to see, particularly when I look at the bulky transcriptions; e.g. 
from Dionysius for "fragments" of Fabius Pictor. Kornemann (Die historische 

Schriftstellerei ctes C. Asinius Pollio, Jahrbb. Suppl. Bd. XXII., 1896, p. 601) not 
only considers this a Pollio fragment, but censures P. for emphasizing his pres- 
ence on the occasion. We fail to see that this was ungeschickt as coming from 
the ex-consul and triumphator who was eminent enough to refuse himself to 
Octavianus Caesar for the Actium campaign. In 43, during the bellurnm Auti- 

nense, he was propraetor of Hispania Ulterior, and a weighty piece on the chess- 
board of the political game,-an advancement swift even in that era, due to 
Caesar's confidence. The instinct of self-preservation had urged him to become 
a partisan ; his native disposition --love of letters, etc. - would have preferred 
peace. See the passage in Cic. Fam. X. 31, ? 3, Caesarem vero, quod me in 
tanta fortuna modo cognitum vetustissimorum familiarium loco habuit, dilexi 
summa cum pietate et fide. This fits well into his own Rubicon narrative. Con- 
sider the modo. Now let us return to the Greek apophthegm. I marvelled for 
some years that neither Meineke nor Kock on Menander 'Appqb6pos, fr. I, had 
appended the parallel fr., Plut. Caes. 32. I learned, however, that Professor 
Gildersleeve had marked the matter in his copy of Meineke. Long ago Casaubon, 
in editing Sueton. lulius, 32 (Geneva, 1595-6) [the question being as to iacta 
est (or esto) alea, the Mss. all reading est], suggested that Plutarch translated 
Caesar's dictum by availing himself of a Menandrian reminiscence. Casaubon 
very properly quoted the entire line Ae6o-qy,gvov r-b rp&y/', dveppi40w K6/3o0. The 

unprejudiced reader will notice, however, that Plutarch, though possessing a most 
intimate acquaintance with Menander's production, failed to realize the Menandrian 
reminiscence. 

Pollio's narrative gives to Caesar the cadence of an iambic senarius (which 
Appian cites awry) perhaps as much as Pollio caught of it [Plut. Caes. v'retrcv]: 
the entire line admirable fitted the situation. Leutsch's Paroemiographi have 
little of dice; I have found-but this, I., p. 43, del y&p ev 7r7rroUvt-v ol Atbs K,03oL. 
The form aveppl0Ow [not dvppLtrraT] is also strikingly suggested in Petronius' 

mock-epic, v. 174, iudice Fortuna cadat alea. As in Menander the speaker 
wishes to have the worry of irresolution at an end, so Caesar, anything but a 
Hamlet by natural disposition, had reached the point where doubt and calculation 
had become intolerable: thus the reminiscence from his favorite Menander, prob- 
ably audible (lvreL7&rbv) only to those very close to his person, forced itself to his 

lips with perhaps unconscious adaptation to the psychological moment. I 

emphatically disagree with Kornemann (p. 62I) or Drumann (III. 420) who 
endeavor to resolve the matter into vapor; the latter particularly is full of his 
own subjective dogmatism as elsewhere. 

II. 

The familiarity of Caesar with Menander was not at all equally shared by all 
educated Romans of that generation, Wilamowitz (Hermes, XI., p. 498) and 
Ovid (Tristia, 370) notwithstanding. In the easy and direct utterances of 
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Cicero's literary sympathies, i.e. in his letters, Professor R. B. Steele (Am.Journ. 
of Philol. XXI., p. 394 sqq.) counts fifty-six passages of Homer-citation, with 
occurrence also of Hesiod, Pindar, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides, but not one 
dictum of Menander, sententious though he was above all others. But for a Caesar, 
I believe the points of contact, nay affinity, were boundless. I refer to Caesar's 
fondness of &7ropf0yuarTa: the practical politician well knew that, as Menander 
has it, davpbs XapaKcrTp K X6'yov y7vwpiTera (cf. Suet. Ju. 56, Cic. Fam. 9, I6, 4). 
Above all, Menander is completely emancipated from any prejudices of any 
religious or philosophical nature in dealing with human society. The voOs is the 
arbiter of the universe, and convenience is the supreme law of ethics: Ireptvoeiv 
8Travra, as Aristoph. said of his bete noire, Euripides (Ran. 956-the word is 
overlooked in Dunbar's Concordance), is a characteristic of his conscious follower, 
Menander, who equalled him in acumen, but infinitely surpassed him in the sunny 
temper of his genial nature. I must content myself here with merely alluding to 
Caesar's verses on Terence and Menander (critical edition of Suetonius' vita of T. 
in Ritschl's Opuscula, vol. III., p. 204 sqq.), a judgment in which the "fifty per 
cent Menander " fell so far short of the Comica virtus of the great Attic delinea- 
tor. Caesar was entirely unburdened with any moral ideals (Mommsen and 
Froude notwithstanding), whether in political or social morality; I name Curio, 
Servilia, Cleopatra, and pass on. (Froude naevely desires to substitute Arsinoi as 
the regina in Cicero's letters of 44.) All is concluded and determined by this 
life on earth: "eam (sc. mortem) cuncta mortalium mala dissolvere; ultra neque 
curae neque gaudio locum esse" (Sall. Cat. 5I), and so in Menander's 'ETr- 
rp7rrovres 5 (Mein.). Providence is denied exactly in the manner of his friend 
and avvi4l3os Epicurus: 

ore& rocaa6rl7v Tob3 8eobs &dyev aXoX\v 

&a're bT KcaKcb Kal Tr7yaObv KCO' 7.ALipaY 

v4eLUtv e& cdor, ZtIcptvi; cf. 'Hvt6Xos, fr. I. 

Aetar atfwPv fr. I, also Oea-avp6s fr. I, and particularly Kaptvfr fr. 2: Assurance and 
Force are the supreme deities: 

wo 1ey1fTrrr7 rTWv ewv 
ruo ojer' AY'Ast5ea , el Oebv KaXcv er e 6e, 
6et 8e' Ti KparOVv y7p iyv vofLtoTerat 6e6s. 

And thus Caesar himself, in his political intoxication between the Munda-campaign 
and the Ides of March, clearly acted as one who knew of, and believed in, no 
other god but himself, rb KparovY. .... See in Dio Cass. 44, capp. 3-7, the 
enumeration of the gradual deification of the autocrat-logical consequence, we 
admit, of pagan Weltanschauung- though even Suetonius and Dio (Livy?) 
suggest that he brought thus the catastrophe of March 15, 44, upon his own head. 
I conclude this note with an admirable observation by a former president of this 
association, Professor Perrin, Ethics and Amenities of Greek Historiography, I897, 
"Periodical attempts will always be made to strip from historical tradition the 
accretions due to fancy and the desire for pleasant form. But each age must do 
its own work here. It will not be satisfied with the work of any previous age. 
Even the ultimate facts of history will be constantly restated." 

Remarks were made by Dr. Sanders, and by the author in reply. 
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23. Notes on the Greek Oeopos and OEopta, by Dr. Clarence P. 

Bill, of Western Reserve University. 
This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS. 

Adjourned at 9.30 P.M. 

MORNING SESSION. 

CAMBRIDGE, July I , 1901. 
The Association assembled at 9.40 A.M. 
The Secretary of the Association having been called away from 

Cambridge, Professor Harold N. Fowler, of Western Reserve Uni- 

versity, was appointed Acting Secretary. 
The reading of papers was then begun. 

24. Irregular Forms of the Elegiac Distich, by Professor Kirby F. 

Smith, of the Johns Hopkins University. 
This paper is published in full in the American Journal of Philology, 

XXII. (I901), I65-194. 

25. The Metrical Reading of Latin Poetry, and The Treatment of 
Elided Syllables in Latin Verse, by Professor H. W. Magoun, of 
Redfield College. 

For the sake of brevity these two papers were presented together. 
The mechanical scansion of Latin poetry is happily passing away. The reac- 

tion is toward a metrical reading, although this fact is but dimly recognized. On 

every side the two things are confused. Scansion, indeed, is even defined as 'a 
metrical reading.' Is it, in fact ? An English stanza may be dealt with in three 

ways: it may be scanned, it may be read without regard to its metrical form, and 
it may be treated as poetry. The first makes it ridiculous; the second reduces it 
to prose; the third brings out its beauty. The last alone is a natural treatment, 
and the reading must be metrical. Cf. Lanier, Science of English Verse, Chap. III. 
Is it not time that these three things were clearly and sharply differentiated? 

Lanier (I.c. pp. I07-II7) correctly assumes that the difference in poetry 
observed in the reading of different persons is merely a difference in the distribu- 
tion of the elements, the number of time units in the bar remaining the same. 
But he implies that the bar in question is determined by scansion; for that he 
obtains his results, with a few exceptions, on such a basis, even a casual examina- 
tion of his book must show. Is the bar so determined ? The great bulk of 

English poetry from Chaucer down is scanned in 3 time. Cf. Lanier, I.c. pp. 182- 

I84. Not a line of it can be read in 3 time, however, unless it is given a scornful 
character. This fact is so significant that it deserves a paper by itself. The time 

used is not even 6; it is 2 or 4. Any one with a fair metrical ear can verify this 

statement if he can read with any expression, and has the patience to test the 

matter with the time beats. 
Just here caution is needed. Three-time beats must follow the sides of an 
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equilateral triangle, and follow them without interruption. If a slight pause is 
admitted after the third beat, or if the triangle is allowed to become isosceles 
with a narrow base, or has a loop added at the top, the movement has ceased to 
be three-time, and has become two-time in character. On this subject, much 
confusion prevails. If a pure Trochaic movement (as scanned) be read with suf- 
ficient deliberation to consume approximately the sixth part of a second in pass- 

ing from syllable to syllable, or from word to word, the bar has become I 1 J ;, 
instead of , and is in 2 time. It may still sound Trochaic, and the pauses 
will escape all save trained ears; but the lines will demand the two-time beats. 
The foot has practically become the 'Irrational Choree' of Aristoxenus. Cf. 
Transactions, Vol. XXIII., pp. 172 ff. Other changes may occur. Longfellow's 
"Psalm of Life " is universally classed as a simple Trochaic movement in 3 time. 
It is so scanned; but, when read with expression, - the scheme excludes sentence 
accent and therefore does not admit expression, - every foot in it becomes either 
an Epitrite or some modification of an Epitrite in 4 time. Was the Epitrite, then, 
a reading foot ? And which gives the true metrical form of the poem, the scan- 
sion which makes it ridiculous, or the reading which brings out its beauty? Even 
the most dignified audience will laugh at an English poem if it is scanned. Why 
should they, if that gives its true metrical form ? Is scansion anything more than 
a convenient artificial means of measuring a given amount of verse material ? 

Pacing is hardly the same thing as walking. Is scansion the same as reading? 
Shakespeare, like Mother Goose (cf. Lanier, .c. pp. I86-188), shows too great a 
freedom of composition to have been modelled on a scheme. Will scansion give 
the metrical character of his lines as he felt them ? There is no "jingle" in his 

compositions. For years 1 have wondered why my own verses (not intended for 

publication) have so often seemed mechanical. It is because a scheme has 
dominated them. 

In spite of their surface differences, Latin and English poetry are, in the last 

analysis, surprisingly alike. There seem to be certain fundamental laws under- 

lying all poetry, which, while thus far eluding the efforts made to formulate them, 
-scansion only partially does so, -are still universally recognized even by the ears 
of a child. As a boy, I became convinced that the Romans pronounced their 
words alike in prose and poetry. The ' elided ' syllables, however, made a logical 
difficulty due to the schemes. I could not then surmount it; but a metrical 
reading in which the words are pronounced as in prose meets every objection. 
The one thing needed is the recognition in practice of a well-established fact. 
Long syllables are not all alike. Neither are short ones; and if a defective 
long is combined with a defective short the two together will readily occupy a 
'period' in simple movements. They form a natural rpoxados l<rLo, 'two- 
timed Trochee,' not an artificial one. Cf. Schmidt, Ryth. and Metr. (White's tr.), 
? I3, 3, and ? 14, 3. For seven years, with and without my students, I have been 
experimenting along these lines. My studies have embraced every form of verse 
common to the two languages, in both Latin and Greek. I have searched in vain 
for trustworthy material to overthrow my conclusions. I have found much to 
establish them. Lack of space forbids details. Suffice it to say that my work 
lies outside of and beyond the field of modern metrics. It is a domain that has 
often been given up in English verse. It is full of delightful surprises to the 
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patient observer. The one help needed is that of the ancient metricians, the 
time beats. 

A single line must suffice to illustrate the application of the principle, men- 
tioned above, to ' Elision' in 2 time. It should be noted that ' elided' syllables, 
to be pronounced at all, must have a time value. It should be normal. 

monstrum hor[rendum, inlforme, inlgens, cui I lumen adlemptum. 

In this instance the time is unchanged; it is the same as in scansion. The feet 
are changed; but the bars remain equal, the longs all sound long and the shorts 
short, the defective short of the first foot occupies the same relative time and 

place as the Caesura of the fourth, the fifth foot is a Cyclic Dactyl (see below), and 
the second and third show that two defective shorts can be combined with two 
defective longs in the same bar. Correption may be used. The order in which 
the shorts and longs occur is immaterial. It will change the character of the 
movement, but not the time. This cannot be too carefully noted. Three shorts 

(one or more defective), or even four shorts (all defective), may be combined 
with a long (rational or defective) in the same bar. The balance is always 
maintained by the ' still times' if anything is lacking. These points cover nearly 
all the supposed irregularities of both Latin and Greek hexameter verse. The use 
of musical notation does not mean that singing methods are to be used in reading. 
The values are: J and c1 (rest or pause) = I; and Z (rest)= 2; X. =3; 

and ; (rest) = - ; . = I-, etc. 
Other simple movements offer no particular difficulty in ' Elision' or in time 

relations, except such as are due to the present schemes. Logaoedics are more 

complicated. The present schemes can hardly be taken seriously. They are 
said to be in 3 time. Their movement, if this be true, can perhaps be most read- 

ily apprehended through the medium of the six-eight drum taps. Their avowed 

purpose is to secure equality of the bars. Do they do it? The authorities all 

agree that a pause is an integral part of the bar. A strong Caesura or Diaeresis 
is usually allowed about a third of a second, or an eighth rest ( 1). But such a 

pause effectually destroys the equality of the bars as now represented. This fact 
will appear if the schemes be rewritten in musical notation. Take, for example, 
three typical lines, putting a variable pause (I) in its most common position. 

Asclepiadean (minor). _ > |-- v II - v I A 

IJ J J m I J I J 
Sapphic (minor). _ > ,_ v. | _ v- 

Alcaic (major). -> _ > I -- I v _ - I -A 

cvi 
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There are other difficulties beside the pauses. The bar _ >, as represented by 

the authorities, is in 7 time, not 3. It could be written in - time as o, . , 

a notation hard to follow, the ratio being 7: 5, instead of 4: 3 as now. This 

point can be met. The measures which contain the pauses, however, cannot be 
so readily disposed of. Unless the 'rest' of the first line is made equal to a full 
bar (about a whole second),-a thing never done in practice, as the beats will 

show, - it must go into the preceding measure. This makes a bar in A time; 
for the syllable L is not shortened to _ in practice. The fact is that, even in 

scanning, balancing pauses between the words--too brief to be noticed - and 
similar ' holds' on certain consonants are usually inserted throughout the line, 
and the time used is 2 instead of 3. It is an easy matter to deny this in theory 
(cf. Schmidt, I.c., ? I I, 8); but the time beats will show it. Moreover, Aristoxenus 
is good authority, and he - quoted by Psellus - seems to justify just such ' still 
times' (cf. Trans., Vol. XXIII., p. 168). In the second line, the bar containing 
the pause is clearly in 2 time, while the corresponding bar of the third line is in 
9 time. By reducing the pause one half, it becomes j; but this does not give 

equality of the bars, unless the other measures are modified. T'Ihe only alternative 
is the suppression of all such pauses. Cf. Schmidt, ibid., and ? 29, 6, III. 

If, however, the syllables are accorded the same treatment as in the hexameter, 
-such a consistency is not too much to demand of any system,-the difficulties 
will disappear. There will be two apparent exceptions: a short 'elided' sylla- 
ble may be slightly prolonged, and the third element of metrics (_) must be rec- 

ognized as such (see below). It occurs in the hexameter; but can there be 

ignored (see below). The resulting schemes represent a metrical reading, not 
scansion. Three other schemes (from Servius and Masqueray) are added for 

purposes of comparison. 

I I l N 1 1N I N 
1 

00 4o4 440 ' o o' d *0 

Asclepiadean (minor).____J v j t _ A I _ V _ . I t_ A 
___| _ v | __ v v_ [ I _ (Servius.) 

I N I N INI^# I i ) I 

Sapphic (minor). __ _ (Masqueray.) 
_ v -_ | _ v v _ |lv- . v (Masqueray.) 

i i N ? IN N . d 
Alcaic (major). _ L _ I A _ v I _ 

__ v_ _| _ _a v v | .l - -v (Masqueray.) 

In these reading schemes everything is provided for, and there is absolute 

equality of the bars; for the divided bar in the first line - marked by the II, the 
musical hyphen so to speak, and regularly completed in the next line - is strictly 
in keeping with modern musical methods and with the usages of English poetry. 

CVii 
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Another arrangement without divided bars is possible. In practice, if the scheme 
of Servius be allowed as much latitude as those now in use actually receive, can 
any one doubt that it will result in a reading identical with the one proposed? 
After the initial Spondee an l the following Dactyl, can the ear fail to demand a 
balancing such as is indicated in the musical notation given above? Again, in 
the schemes of Masqueray (Traite de de etrique Grecque, pp. 279 and 283), with 
their six- and seven-time bars, will the ear fail to secure a balancing by prolong- 
ing some consonant (there is no need of turning a final s into a hiss), or by intro- 
ducing a pause, - always in keeping with the sense, -as is often done in English 
poetry? But if his schemes are based on Hephaestion, as he seems to imply (cf. 
Preface, p. xii.), is their resemblance to my own merely an accident? And what 
about that of Servius? In reading, is there not a natural tendency to hold for an 
instant the final consonant of the third syllable of the Sapphic? If so, the time 
must be 4 as indicated; for the first bar becomes_ L_ and cannot be 
divided, since the next syllable also tends to be prolonged in the same way, and 
pauses cannot be ignored. The other bars must correspond. The irregular 
verse accent occurs in English and in music. In the greater Alcaic, a similar 
lingering seems to occur naturally on the second syllable (rarely on the first), or 
its place is taken by a brief pause. The result is a bar in - time. The feet are 

Epitrites or some modification of an Epitrite. The Choriambus of the first line 
above (_ A j t_ /\, not _ i _) is merely a syncopated fourth Epitrite 
(_ _ L A) with one resolution. Was its value in Latin ever essentially dif- 
ferent from this? The form L A \ v _ is not essentially different; for it is 
made up of the same elements with the two shorts in the same relative position. 
In feet of this character, a variable pause offers no difficulty whatever. Cf. 
Schmidt, .c., ? II, 8, and ? 29, 6, III. For scansion purposes, if scansion is 
desired, a few slight changes will allow fundamental feet (Spondees, Doric 
Trochees, etc.) in 2 time to be used, and the schemes can be taken seriously. 

In Logaoedic measures, ' elided' syllables produce a resolution of some kind. 
If connected with a third element (_), the result may be two defective longs 
or a short and a long (see below, third and last lines). A few examples will 
illustrate the principle, which never fails to satisfy the ear:- 

Asclepiadean) Maece,nas atavis I edite regilbus, (niinor). J a c J m J 

40I d I |i I 
0 et I praesidium et I dulce decus melum, 

II i NmN, N J1 
Sunt quos | curriculo | pulverem Olympi|cum 

I # I N m I 

Collelgisse iuvat; I metaque fervildis 
-Hor. I. i. 1-4. 
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J ;J ^J J mJ ̂ N i. ^J oo 
Alcaic strophe. - Fertur Promeltheus, addere principi 

Limo coacitus particullam undique 

e [ s e 
m 

e ita J ' n . J 

Dejsectam, et insal ni leonis 

I I PN N hN I N N II I 
4 N d 0- 9' 9 6 4N go * 

Vim stomacho apposujisse nostro. 
-Hor. I. xvi. 13-16. 

The notation used follows the natural utterance wherever it varies from the 
schemes. The bars remain constant in time value, however, and relative syllable 
values are not disturbed. The fourth line is normal. There is always a slight 
margin of variation for individual preferences in a metrical reading, provided no 
real violation is done to quantity. The last line of the Alcaic strophe usually 
begins with the foot - , _ ~ (the same combination occurs as two feet in 
the hexameter). It is a fourth Epitrite with two resolutions, instead of the three 
in the example given. Has this any bearing on the so-called Dactylo-Epitritic 
measures of Pindar? Can he have mixed Dactyls in 2 time with Epitrites in 4? 

But the other schemes rule out sentence accent and admit only the singsong 
scansion of the schoolboy; for any change in the relative values of the Ictus 
syllables changes the time and with it the scheme. May it not be that he was 
really the greatest master of the Epitrite that ever lived? 

Plautus and Terence must be briefly mentioned. It is well established that 
their lines were taken in dipodies. Why? Modern metrics cannot satisfactorily 
answer this question. Cf., however, Schmidt, I.c., ? 26, III. But if the feet were 
Epitrites and Dispondees, with an occasional Antispast, etc., it needs no answer. 
Moreover, if the hypothesis that the feet were of this character is once admitted, 
the difficulties, inconsistencies, and metrical emendations which now clog the 
pages of these authors will vanish forever from their lines. The time will be 4 as 
in Logaoedic measures. In neither case is there anything new or strange involved. 
With hardly an exception, the time relations demanded by my theories, are in 
common use in modern hymn books. They were in common use more than a 
hundred years ago, as is shown by a hymn book, published in 1789, which is now 
in my possession. I have heard some of them in Armenian music. They may 
well be a common possession of the race, and antedate even Homer himself. 

Much more ought to be said for the sake of clearness. It cannot be said here. 
A few things cannot be omitted in justice to myself. A Spondee with the value 
_ is 'irrational,' and the product is a natural one; for the symbol i seldom 
means that a vowel is prolonged - never unless the syllable is open. It usually 
indicates that some consonant is used as a glide, although it represents the normal 
value of a syllable like monts, containing a long vowel in a strong position. The 
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English line, "Cannon to right of them," is read (not scanned) as v _ - I _ , ; 
but the o of cannon is not prolonged. The length is in the final n. Cf. the 
syllaba anceps. Here again there is much confusion. 

At the beginning my results were purely empirical. They are so no longer. 
The presence of defective longs and shorts in the hexameter, discovered with the 
time beats, was afterward found to be justified by the observations of Aristoxenus 
and the experiments of modern phoneticians. The eight-time, rather than seven- 
time, character of the Epitrite, discovered in the same way, was soon found to 
agree with the opinion of others, and the difference in details does not vitiate the 
principle. My schemes, which have resulted from a long-continued brooding over 
the lines themselves, while testing them in every possible way by thousands of 
experiments with the time beats, find some support in their resemblance to other 
schemes apparently ancient, although this was not suspected until after my own 
had crystallized. Moreover, some of my students, who had a delicate metrical 
ear, - as shown by poetical compositions, etc., - but had never been taught to 
scan, instinctively fell into the same movements after a little practice in reading. 
In the hexameter, this was especially noticeable. They correctly inserted the 
Caesuras without being told to do so. Were their other instincts false? 

The assumption that the Cyclic Dactyl occurs in the hexameter appears to be 
amply justified (cf. 7'rans., Vol. XXIII:, p. 172); and my objections to its 

accepted form (W ? W , a QCretic rather than a Dactyl; for it is simply L_ _ 
put into half the usual time) seem to be in perfect keeping with the passage upon 
which the foot is based, Dion. of Hal., De Comp., 17. According to this authority, 
the long syllable of the foot is 'irrational' or 'defective.' He says that it is 
' shorter than a full period,' opaXwvrpav . . . reXelas, which implies that it occu- 
pies less time than the two shorts. But the long of the accepted form, if taken 
seriously, occupies exactly the same time as the two shorts, and the foot might be 

written better as d/ 2 d , which is a Dactyl. Is the long syllable' irrational'? 
There is nothing here which can be used against my position. In a few instances 
it has seemed as though I had found evidence against it. An Antispast in 
Aeschylus, discovered before I had noticed the foot in the grammars, an Amphi- 
brach, encountered (in a half bar) in Horace before I had any other means of 
knowing that such a foot existed, and a Dochmius in Terence, met with before 
I knew that the Romans recognized such a foot, seemed, in each instance, to 
upset my theories. The issue could not be dodged with honesty. It was not 
necessary; the testimony of the native grammarians removed the difficulty. 

The value assumed for the Cretic above makes it normally a foot of six-times. 
It has long been my conviction that there were no feet of five-times, as a matter 
of fact, Donatus (Keil's edit., p. 370) to the contrary notwithstanding; but that 
the Cretic and similar feet really showed the same general characteristics as the 
Epitrite. Of this I now have substantial evidence. But these feet and the 
Dochmius, concerning which I have equally radical views, must be left for another 
occasion. Be it observed, however, that 6 time is exactly ' half as much again' 
as i time, the Oy4vos trov; and, curiously enough, if a Cretic in 8 time be taken 
as the unit, an Epitrite in I will be exactly 'one and a third' times as great. 
The assumption that the value __ was an element, rather than a product of Syn- 
copation, finds its justification in Plato (Rep. 400 a), who says that there are 
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three elements of metrics (naturally v, _, and L). In the same connection 

(400, cf. also 398 d), Plato says, and repeats the statement, that the metre must 
conform to the words. In scansion the opposite is true. Did they, in practice, 
know anything about such a scansion? 

The use of all four of the Epitrites, called for by the proposed schemes, is 

justified by the testimony of the native metricians and by musical usages as well. 
Even the second and third Paeons, which appear in a metrical reading of the 
hexameter as feet of four-times - made up of a defective long and short, and two 
shorts-can be justified. In all these matters, as has been already intimated, 
my results were obtained by experiment before I was acquainted with the litera- 
ture, except so far as it is contained in the grammars. They were so radical that 
I could not at first accept them, and began a search for evidence in rebuttal. 

Up to the present time the evidence found, with scarcely an exception, instead 
of furnishing grounds for rejecting my conclusions, is distinctly in their favor. 
Is this a mere accident? And if my schemes, although apparently supported by 
native evidence, are merely my own 'subjective impressions,' what shall be said 
of the schemes of those who either ignore or definitely reject the same evidence? 

Finally, is 3 time-the liveliest of waltz movements and the quickest time 
known to music, ancient or modern (about one second to the bar) - a suitable 
time for 'Prose-songs' or for conversation in verse? On the testimony of the 
ancients themselves, Iambics were in 6 time, and had, therefore, only half this 

speed value. Why did IIorace call his Iambics 'swift,' as if they were faster 
than his Logaoedics, if the latter had twice their speed? Is there any other time 
so prose-like as I? Is there any other foot so prose-like as the Epitrite with its 
numerous (possibly fifty or more) variations, all of which are metrical, and all of 
which make a perfect medium for the use of sentence accent and rhetorical 
pauses? Cf. the pause before meum above, which gives a peculiar tenderness 
to the line. Is there room for reasonable doubt that the true basis for the teach- 
ings of the native metricians is to be found in a metrical reading? I close with 
an extreme illustration of the possibilities in time relations. The following bars 
are all in 2 time; but they contain the movement of the solemn Spondee, the 
trifling Proceleusmatic, the emotional Cretic, the excitatory Bacchius and Anti- 
bacchius, the jovial Ionics, the kaleidoscopic Epitrite, the wavering Antispast, the 
growling Molossus (each note has two-thirds its normal value), and a sample bar 
of the nondescript 'rag-time' of our street musicians, which is, however, but a 
possible variation of the Dochmius. 

IJ JI #F #SS ^.d J^. 4 

IN 
I J 0 . J 0 4 do 4 4 p ^ 0 

These bars represent four possible variations in the length of long syllables, 
which, as here arranged, the unaided ear, unless extremely delicate, would utterly 
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fail to detect. It would simply note a change in the speed of utterance; but the 

longs would all sound long, and the shorts short, although some longs would 

occupy the same absolute time as other shorts; for 'long' and 'short' are 
relative, not absolute, terms. 

The Committee appointed to examine the accounts of the Treas- 
urer reported that it had discharged that duty and had found the 
accounts in all respects correct. 

The Committee on Time and Place of the next meeting reported 
that the meeting would be held at Union College, Schenectady, New 
York, July 8, 1902. 

The Committee on officers for I901-I902 made the following 
nominations - 

President, Andrew F. West, Princeton University. 
Vice-Presidents, Charles Forster Smith, University of Wisconsin. 

George Hempl, University of Michigan. 
Secretary and Treasurer, Herbert Weir Smyth, Harvard University. 
Executive Committee, The above-named officers, and 

Mortimer Lamson Earle, Barnard College. 
Harold North Fowler, Western Reserve University. 
Francis A. March, Lafayette College. 
Elmer Truesdell Merrill, Wesleyan University. 
William A. Merrill, University of California. 

The Acting Secretary was instructed to cast the ballot of the Asso- 
ciation for the persons named, and they were declared duly elected. 

The following vote of thanks was presented by Professor Hart, 
and, on motion of Professor D'Ooge, adopted by a rising vote :- 

Resolved, That this Association desires to make grateful acknowledgment of 
the courtesy and liberality with which it has been received at Cambridge on the 
occasion of its thirty-third annual session; and in particular to thank the Cor- 

poration of Harvard University for the provision made for its meetings, and for 
the reception and excursion which have added to the pleasure of the members; 
and also to record its appreciation of the thoughtfulness and success with which 
the arrangements of the Local Committee have been made. 

26. Public Appropriations for Individual Offerings and Sacrifices 
in Greece, by Dr. Susan Braley Franklin, of Bryn Mawr. 

This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS. 
The Committee appointed at the meeting in December, 900o, to 

deal with the nomenclature of certain scientific terms then made its 

report, which was read by the Acting Secretary. 

cxii 
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At the special meeting of the Philological Association held at Philadelphia in 

December, I900, a communication from the United States Geological Survey was 

presented with the request that a Committee be appointed to deal with the subject. 
On motioln it was voted to appoint such a Committee with instructions to report at 

the next *regrular meeting, to be held at Cambridge, July 9 following. The members 

of the Committee are as follows . Professor C. D. Buck, Chairman; Professor 
?. W. Fay, Dr. C. P. G. Scott, Professor E. S. Sheldon, Professor H. C. G. von 

Jagemann. 
The Chairman of the Committee sent out to the other members copies of the 

communication from the United States Geological Survey, and invited an expres- 
sion of opinion upon the general problem as well as detailed suggestions. Only 
two replies have been received. But, from these andfrom the failure of the others 

to respond, il is evident that the Committee is in substantial agreement with the 
conviction expressed in the Chairman's letter, that " it is unlikely that any artifi- 
cial system of terminology such as mi,ght be devised by a body of men who are not 

geologists, would meet the requirements or stand any chance of general adoption." 

Although the philologist's advice on a specific point has often proved valuable to the 

scientist, it is believed that any attempt to create a totally new nomenclature must 
be undertaken, if at all, by the specialists of the subject in question. 

But, as Professor Fay renmarks, " In a world that belittles the classics and lin- 

guistic studies, if the philologians could render ever so little assistance to a body of 
scientists, it would seem worth the while." And certainly, in view of the official 
source of the request and the earnestness with which it is pressed, it is necessary to 
accord the mtatter some consideration, although the improbability of any valuable 
results is recognized at the outset. 

The request of the United States Geological Survey is that new words should be 

suggested to take the place of the English terms now used, with more or less incon- 

sistency of practice, to expre s three sets of categories, five in each set. Various 
methods of supplying these words may be adopted. One method, and apparently the 
one chiefly contemplated by the author of the comtmunication, is to take from some 

language not now used in geological writings, actual words, which, if not cor- 

responding in meaning to the English terms, are at least used with fixed rank in 
some sort of classification. 7he committee is relieved of the necessity of making 
s:.ggestions along this line, owing to the fact that Professor Jackson (the request 
sent to the Philological Association had already been submitted to the Presidents of 
various Universities) has already suggested three sets of Sanskrit terms, one based 

upon the organization of the army (sena, camu, vahin7, gulma, patti), one upon 
the organization of the community (rajya, nagara, grima, kula, anga), and one 

upon divisions of the time (maha-yuga, satya-yuga, etc.). The adoption of these 
terms has been urged by Air. Willis, Assistant Director of the Geological Survey 
and the inspirer of the communication before us, at a convention of geologists held 
in the past spring, but such adoption has been opposed by others, and the matter is 
still in abeyance. 

But still another method is suggested by one of the statements in the list of desir- 
able qualifications found in our communication; namely, that " if it can be accom- 

plished consistently with brevity, the words might be variations with a single root 
where prefixes or affixes indicate relative rank." To attain such a result, one 
would be obliged to no longer confine oneself to actually existing words, but create 
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with a free hand. From the point of view of the philologist, there is no more 

objection to this than to the use of actual words of other languages such as the 
Sanskrit words suggested by Professor Jackson; bfor the latter, as applied to Geology, 
are purely artificial. 

An example of this method is furnished by Professor Fay, from whose letter I 

quote as follows. " I have bethought myself of the following volapukish system for 
the three groups of five . - 

LITHOLOG CAL. FAUNAL. TEMPORAL UNITS. 

samdlith or samdstrdt samdjdt samdyug1 or samdkJl 
amdlith or amdstrdt amdjdt amdyug etc. 

mdlilh etc. mdjdt mdyug -yuj 
dlith djdt dyug 

lith jdt yugJ 

" It meets most of the conditions suggested by Mr. Wolcott, but whether they are 
vocable is a subjective consideration. 1The words average two syllables andfive and 
a third letters. The same basal words (lith, 'stone,' or strat, 'stratum'; jat, 
' sippe', living creatures; yuj: yuga,: age ') might be made to serve by putting the 

English vowels, a, e, i, o, u, before them in order." 
For another scheme along the same general line one may make use of three 

monosyllabic elements for the three classes, and for the subdivisions add the suffix 
-ade, seen in English decade, with variations in vowel. So. - 

lithade faunade chronade 
lithede faunede chronede 
lit/hide faunide chronide 
lithode faunode chronode 
lithude faunude chronude 

An objection to this would be perhaps its resemblance to the terminology of 
chemistry. 

It must be understood that such suggestions, which might be multiplied, are not 
advocated by the Committee, but merely offered as specimens. It is not clear to the 

Conmnittee that the contemtplated complete overthrow of the old nomenclature is prac- 
ticable or desirable. Experience shows- that rejforms in terminology are brought 
about gradually. An effort to obviate the worst faults of the present system would 

seem to give far greater promise of practical success. The chief objections to the 

present system seem to be two. One is that several terms appear as names of sub- 

divisions in more than one of the classificatory groups, e.g. System, Series. But 
the addition of two or three new terms would relieve this. The other objection is 

that many of the terms are words which are needed for common use in a non- 
technical sense, e.g. Formation. But such a diffcully can be obviated in printed 
discussions by the use of capitals or other typographical devices. 

The Committee, believing that nothing profitable will result from any further 
deliberations on its part and that the matter is best left to the geologists, asks to be 

discharged. 
CARL D. BUCK, Chairman. 

On motion of Professor G. F. Moore the report was accepted and 
the committee discharged. 
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27. The Gesture of Supplication implied in yovvovpat, yovvaopuat, 
yovvWv Xa/3c8v, etc., in Homer, by Professor Arthur Fairbanks, of the 
State University of Iowa. 

While in general it is characteristic of the Homeric poems that actions are 
pictured with great definiteness, the student finds difficulty with one scene in 
the first book of the Iliad. 'Thetis,' we read, 'sat down before Zeus and laid 
hold of his knees with her left hand, and with her right hand grasping him 
under the chin, she addressed him. . . . ' The attempt to realize just how this 
was done is a little disappointing, and the result, to say the least, is extremely 
awkward. The Blacas gem representing this scene illustrates the curious posture 
Thetis must take, when she sits down and grasps a standing man under the chin 
with one hand, and about his knees with the other. 

As a matter of fact the poet seems to have combined two gestures in quite an 
arbitrary manner. To grasp a man under the chin is an act of familiarity per- 
mitted in the family; by this gesture a wife or child might affectionately demand 
the attention of the head of the family. To lay hold of the knees is an act fre- 
quently mentioned in Homer in battle scenes, and it appears indirectly in the 
words yovvoOvLat and youvvdo/taL. I wish to throw out the suggestion that Thetis 
' beseeches' Zeus himself in this way, because this was the way in which men 
were wont to present their petitions to images or symbols of the gods. 

One gesture from family-life, and another from religious practice, when they 
are combined arbitrarily, produce, as one might expect, an awkward result. 

The phrase 'to grasp the knees' and the fuller phrases 'to grasp the knees 
beseeching' or 'to beseech grasping the knees' occur again and again, most 
frequently with reference to men in battle asking for mercy. Of the verbs yovvd- 
'otat and -yovvoOvtai, which refer to the same act, the former is usually applied to 
men who ' beseech' other men; only once (A 427) does it preserve the literal 
meaning 'take by the knees.' yovovfJuat, on the other hand, ordinarily keeps 
this literal meaning when it is addressed to men (4 74, X 310 f., 344 f.); but when 
the object of the action is a god, it means 'beseech' (D 149, 5 433) or 'pray 
vowing . . . ' (Kc 521). The phrase 'come to the knees of' a god (e 449, v 231) 
may be interpreted as referring to the same act ; and it should be remembered 
that the destiny of man ' lies on the knees of the gods' (P 514). 

The method of supplication indicated by these phrases is to sit (as Thetis 
did), or kneel, or throw one's self on the ground, and grasp the knees of the per- 
son addressed; and the emphasis is always laid on the latter act. Two things 
seem to me clear: (i) it is not easy to discover any rational meaning for the 
act when a defeated warrior grasps the knees of the man who is about to slay 
him, in order to gain his mercy, and (2) this act is a perfectly natural method 
of asking the protection of the gods. 

i. I believe it is perfectly reasonable to ask the meaning of a gesture, 
because in most instances the meaning is so evident. To kneel or prostrate one's 
self is to place one's self in the power of an opponent in battle, and at the 
same time to acknowledge his superiority; to raise the hands is an equally 
simple method of throwing one's self on the mercy of an opponent. On the 
other hand, to grasp the garment or leg expresses one of two things: either the 
desire to attract a man's attention, or the desire to get into some connection with 
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him. Just as clasped hands symbolize a union between parties of equal rank, 
so clasping the knees would suggest the union of a weaker with a stronger party. 

Neither of these natural explanations of the act will apply to the cases where 
it occurs in Homer. The verbs yovvd'o/iatL and -yovvov/Lat make it clear that the 

emphasis is laid, not on the humbling of a man before his enemy, but on the fact 
that he makes an earnest request of him. We are forced to ask how or where 
such an act can directly express supplication. 

2. The clew to the answer is found in two passages already referred to, which 

speak of 'coming to the knees' of a god (e 449, v 231). When a man pros- 
trated himself and grasped an altar, a temple post, or in particular some object 
which symbolized the god himself, he would 'supplicate' the god with exactly 
the gesture under consideration. The representations of the act in art are of 
course centuries later, but they give the later Greek interpretation of the act; 
they show a man (more often a woman) either laying hold of an altar, or grasp- 
ing the knees of a divine image, ordinarily a " Palladium." Here the meaning 
of the act is clear and simple. The man, prostrate or kneeling, seeks some con- 
nection with the god such as will avert from himself a threatening evil. If the 
verbs yovvdc'o/at and 'yovvoiuat meant to 'grasp the knees' of a Palladium or of 
some even ruder sacred object, it is a very short step to the meaning ' to suppli- 
cate ' or to 'worship.' 1 Thetis grasps the knees, not of the divine image, but of 
Zeus himself. And when the verb once means to 'supplicate humbly,' it is not 
at all strange that the poet should use the verb -and the practice suggested by 
the verb- in describing a defeated warrior asking for mercy. 

If the practice originated as I have suggested, the question might be asked 
whether it was ever actually followed in war, or whether it was simply a part of 
the epic poet's apparatus. That question I prefer to leave with the simple state- 
ment that ' grasping the knees ' is abnormal and meaningless in war, unless it has 

brought over its meaning from the sphere of religion. 
The main objection to the suggestion I have made would probably be the fact 

that the images of the gods play so small a part in the Homeric poems. But it 

hardly seems fair to insist on this objection in view of two things: (I) a temple 
image does play an important part in one book of the Iliad (Z) which by no 
means belongs to the latest part of the poem; and (2) the treatment of the 

gods in Homer is such that the poet could not lay stress on their images. They 
are important actors in the poems, and this fact alone would account for the gen- 
eral silence about material images of the gods. 

Instead of admitting the force of this objection, I should argue that the equa- 
tion ' to grasp the knees' = ' to supplicate ' is one more reason for believing that 
rude objects representing the gods were more common than is usually supposed 
in the time of the poet himself. In addition to the divine images mentioned in 

Iliad Z and Z, certain epithets are applied to gods which would most naturally 
arise in connection with divine images,- and, I would add, the natural method 
of seeking the divine protection by grasping the image of the god seems to have 
been common enough so that the word describing it has come to be the regular 
word for supplication in time of need. 

1 A friend calls my attention to a passage in the New Testament, Ev. Mat. 28. 8; the two 

Marys, when they recognized the risen Jesus, " came and took hold of his feet, and worshipped 
him." 
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28. Is there still a Latin Potential? A reply to Professor Hale, 
by Professor H. C. Elmer, of Cornell University. 

In my Studies in Latin AMoods and Tenses, I expressed the view that it is 
doubtful whether the Latin subjunctive has the power of expressing ideas exactly 
corresponding to "may " and "can " in the sense in which these words are used 
in sentences like "it may be true," "he can sing." In the present paper I 
wish to consider the arguments urged by Professor Hale (Transactions of the 
American Philological Association, Vol. XXXI., p. 138) against my position. 

Under section i, Professor Hale says that, in translating Horace's neque enim 

quizis . . . describat by the sentence 'for it is not every (any) chance poet that 
would succeed in describing,' i.e. ' would successfully describe,' I myself virtually 
acknowledge that describat means 'can describe.' This is the sort of logic which 

my article on the Latin potential was intended to combat. To say that a man 
"would successfully describe" something is not, in my judgment, to " say" that 
he "can describe it." "Can describe" merely states that the ability to describe 
exists; it gives no information whatever about the actual occurrence of the act 
itself. " Would successfully describe " definitely states that the act itself would 
as a matter of fact be performed. To be sure, "would successfully describe" 
implies that the speaker knows that the ability exists. But no statement can be 
made that does not have a similar implication. When I say "the man is read- 
ing," there is the most distinct implication that the man can read. The expres- 
sion "would successfully describe" is in this respect on exactly the same footing 
as " will successfully describe," " is successfully describing," etc. These assertions 
all alike presuppose the ability to describe, but they are made, not for the pur- 
pose of giving information as to whether the ability to describe exists, but solely 
for the purpose of stating whether the ability that is known to exist would be, 
will be, or is being, brought into play. 

Under section 2, Professor Hale argues that it is at any rate clear that there 
is in Latin the exact kind of construction that I deny for the aliquis dicat type, 
viz. forsitan dicat. Elsewhere in the present volume I have, I think, made it 
clear that forsitan dicat is in reality a very different kind of construction. But, 
says Professor Hale, whatever be the origin of the construction with forsitan, 
"the total effect of forsitan plus a Subjunctive is Potential." That is true, but 
exactly the same thing may be said of the total effect of fortasse plus an indica- 
tive. Fortasse dicet, 'perhaps he will say,' practically amounts, in its total effect, 
to 'he may possibly say,' but that is no reason for saying that the indicative 
dicet 'he will say' expresses possibility. Everything else that Professor Hale 
says in this section is based upon the erroneous supposition that my reason for 
interpreting aliyuis dicat as commonly meaning ' suppose some one should say' 
was that it could be used as a protasis. My reason was rather that no instance 
of a supposed may-potential subjunctive could be found where it was not used 
a, a protasis. 

In section 3, Professor H1ale admits that he can cite no sure instance of the 
supposed potential subjunctive that is not logically a protasis. But he thinks 
he finds two probable instances. In one of these (Ov. Am. 3, 15, II), nearly all 
editors agree in reading aliquis dicet, which is much more in harmony with the 
context (cf. dicar, vs. 8). Even if dicat is adopted, it seems better in the context 
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to regard it as a subjunctive of wish. Indeed, Roby (p. cii) classifies it as a sure 
instance of the subjunctive of wish-this, too, on the very same page on which 
he interprets most of the other instances of aliquis dicat as meaning "some 
one may say." 'The other supposed instance is found in Cic. Brut. 50, I89. 
Cicero has just said or implied that any one of our ancestors who wanted an 
advocate would have chosen either Antonius or Crassus. The implication is that 
these two orators were equally great and there would have been no choice 
between them. Cicero then says, utrtnt de his . . . (optaret), dubitasset aliquis; 
quin alte;rum (optaret), nemo, 'which of these two orators he had better choose, 
one would have been in doubt; but that he was to take the one or the other of 

them, no one (would have been in doubt).' Dubitasset is clearly an invariable 

quantity in the sentence. Still, while admitting that with nemto it must mean 
'would have doubted,' Professor Ilale says that with aliquis it probably means 

'might have hesitated.' And this is the clearest instance of a mig/t-potential 
that Professor Hale can cite in support of his contention ! 

All that Professor Hale says under section 4 is based upon his claim that aliquis 
dixerit and aliquis dicat stand nearer each other in type than do aliquis dixerit 
and fortasse aliquis dixerit. Such a claim seems to me so manifestly unfounded 

that I cannot understand how Professor Hale can make it. No one, so far as I 

know, either in ancient or in modern times, has ever regarded the modal force 
of the verb in fortasse aliquis dixerit as differing in the least from that found in 

aliquis dixerit (without the fortasse). But there has been no such agreement 

regarding the alleged identity of modal usage in aliquis dixerit and aliquis dicat. 

Indeed, many eminent scholars in England regard aliquis dixerit as, beyond all 

doubt, a future-perfect indicative, and therefore far removed.in type from aliquis 
dicat. 

Under section 5, Professor Hale argues that a construction once freely used 

may become limited in its functions. I certainly should never think of contro- 

verting such a manifest truth as that. But the question at issue is whether ali- 

quis dicat is a case of this sort ; and a mere statement of the truth just referred 

to aids not at all in the solution of this question. 
The rest of Professor Hale's paper is devoted to a criticism of my methods of 

work and my general attitude toward syntactical investigation. In my article on 

"The May-Potential Use of the Subjunctive " I laid down as my guiding prin- 
ciple one that seemed to me so self-evident as to need no defence whatever. It 

was this: that no separate class of uses should be recognized for a mood, unless 

there is at least one passage, somewhere in the literature, that cannot be satisfac- 

torily explained in any other way, or at least one that can be better explained by 
this means than by assigning it to some one of the indisputable subdivisions of 

the mood.1 Professor Hale says that by adopting this principle I show a " radi- 

cally false conception of the proper method of approach in the study of syntac- 
tical problems." I have followed Professor Hale's work in syntax closely enough 
to find myself quite unable to believe that he really means by these words what 

he seems to say. I believe that in Professor Hale's entire scheme for the Latin 

subjunctive there is not a single class of uses which he recognizes for any other 

reason than that he has found instances of the subjunctive that he thought he 

1 For a fuller expression of the principle, see my article above referred to. 
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could more satisfactorily explain by assigning them to such a class than in any 
other way. If there are in his scheme any subdivisions that he has made for 
other reasons than this, I should be glad to know which ones they are. He illus- 
trates the wrong conclusions to which this "radically false" principle may lead 
one by the use of the sentence potestfieri utpluat. The use of the subjunctive 
in utpluat after potestfieri he says must clearly have originated in an indepen- 
dent pluat used in the sense of ' it may possibly rain.' And the reason he gives 
for thinking so is that the subjunctive cannot be satisfactorily explained in any 
other way. In reaching his decision he is thus guided, just as I expected him to 

be, solely by the very principle I laid down. However, I am not at all ready to 
admit that his explanation of the clause utpluat is the true one. This ut pluat 
clause can be more naturally explained in exactly the same way as utpluat in the 

clausefiet utpluat, which is also a common type. 
Professor Hale next accuses me, wholly without reason, of ignoring in my 

discussion the evidence presented by Greek. No one, I am sure, realizes more 

clearly than I do the importance of the comparative method of studying syntac- 
tical problems. But, while recognizing the importance of this method, I also 
believe that Latin syntax is full of problems that can be settled without help from 

any other language; and I still believe that I was entirely justified in regarding 
as such a problem the question whether aliquis dicat in Latin means ' some one 

may say,' or ' suppose some one should say,' or ' some one would say.' The com- 

parison made by Professor Hale between my own words and those of the hypo- 
thetical professor of comparative philology, proceeds from an entirely false 
conception of the nature of the question I was discussing. Let me recall what 
the question was. There were some few instances in Latin of such expressions 
as aliquis roget, aliquis dicat. I had found that either one of two interpreta- 
tions would satisfy the sense in every instance. In most cases the choice lay 
between 'some one may ask (or say),' and 'suppose some one should ask (or 
say).' Whether I used sound judgment in thinking that the latter of these 
interpretations made as good sense as the other is, for our present purpose, 
immaterial. We are now discussing my methods of work, not the justice of my 
interpretation of individual passages. I had found that there was no sure evi- 
dence that the subjunctive is ever used in Latin in any sort of expression in the 
sense of 'may possibly,' but that the other interpretation, 'suppose some one 
should ask' rests upon a use of the subjunctive about which there can be no 
doubt whatever. This in itself inclined me to adopt the latter interpretation. 
But in addition to this I found that certain expressions, which are universally rec- 
ognized as representing the same use of the mood that is involved in the inter- 
pretation ' suppose some one should ask,' are very similar to aliquis roget, aliquis 
dicat, e.g. roges; respondeam (Cic. de nat. deor. I. 21), where every one inter- 
prets roges as a volitive subjunctive meaning 'suppose you should ask.' I found, 
still further, that the ancient commentators Donatus and Eugraphius, whose ver- 
nacular was Latin, expressly interpret the very expressions we are discussing, viz. 

aliquis dicat and roget quis (i.e. aliquis) in exactly the same way in which all 
modern scholars interpret roges, i.e. as meaning 'suppose some one should say,' 
' suppose some one should ask,' without the remotest suggestion that any idea of 
possibility is involved. 

Such were the conditions under which the choice between the two interpreta- 
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tions was to be made. In arguing against me Professor Hale says that the Greek 
shows that such expressions cannot be volitive suppositions, since Greek does not 
use the volitive in positive expressions in the second or third persons except in 
three or four instances. But even if there were no instances at all in Greek, that 
fact would not be of the slightest importance in our discussion. It is universally 
agreed that the volitive subjunctive is used in making suppositions in Latin, and 
used too in expressions very similar to those we are discussing. Again, approach- 
ing the matter from the opposite direction, Professor Hale finds in Greek cer- 
tain instances of the optative in which he says no other interpretation is possible 
except 'some one may possibly say.' From this he concludes that, in Latin, roget 
quis, aliquis dicat, etc., must also be interpreted as zay-potentials. But here 

again he ignores the fact that the volitive subjunctive is admitted by everybody to 
be used in Latin in similar instances, like roges, and the further fact that ancient 
commentators clearly interpret the other instances (roget quis, aliquis dicat, etc.) 
as having the same force as that universally recognized in roges. Be it remem- 

bered, too, that these ancient commentators were familiar with Greek, and there- 
fore with the use of the Greek potential optative in the expressions in that 

language that are supposed to correspond to aliquis dicat. Here, then, is a con- 
dition of things which nothing found in Greek can possibly affect in the least. 
Our field of discussion is therefore narrowed down to the Latin. The fact that 
I referred to the corresponding phenomena in Greek shows that, far from ignor- 
ing the importance of comparative methods of study, I had carefully weighed 
the adverse evidence that might possibly come from that language, and decided 
that it could not alter my conclusions "under the condition of things that I had 
shown to exist in Latin." If, however, I had felt that this question was one 
which could be settled only by the methods of comparative syntax, then I should 
have felt it incumbent upon me to go even further than Professor Hale has gone 
in his attempt to settle the question. I should not feel so sure as he does that a 

question that cannot be settled by a study of the Latin alone, can be definitely 
settled by a study of Latin and Greek alone. If I had found that there were 

only rare instances in Greek in which a volitive subjunctive was used as a prota- 
sis corresponding to the Latin volitive in expressions like roges, I should still 
want to know whether it was rare or common in other allied languages. And if 
I had chanced to find that in some other of these languages it was really very 
common in expressions similar to roges, aliquis roget, aliquis dicat, etc., I should 
have felt that those languages should be allowed to have considerable weight in 

deciding our question. In any case, I should not have felt justified in pronounc- 
ing my verdict, as Professor Hale has pronounced his, before all the important 
witnesses had been heard. 

Remarks were made by Professor Hale, and by the author. 

29. Leading Mood-Forces in the Indo-European Parent Speech, 
by Professor Wm. Gardner Hale, of the University of Chicago. 

The uses of the finite moods in our family of languages seem best explained 
upon the theory that, as Delbriick has held and taught, the Subjunctive originally 
expressed Will, and the Optative, Wish. But Delbriick has himself felt that his 
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account of the genesis of the derivative forces, as given in Synt. Forsch. I, was 
unsatisfactory. After more than fifteen years of a feeling approaching convic- 
tion, I wish to .present a scheme that starts at his starting-points, but differs 
with regard to certain matters of subdivision and genesis. 

Will, except in some of its figurative expressions, has to do with the future. 
The two ideas, Will and Flturity, necessarily vary in relative intensity in actual 
instances. At the extreme in one direction, the idea of Futurity becomes so much 
stronger than the ideg of Will that, by' one more step, it emerges as the sole force 
of the mood (thus far Delbriick). To this I should add that the process may 
actually be seen going on in English, in which "I will" is unhappily becoming 
the form of expression for simple futurity (as in " I believe I will be nominated "). 

Further, to the hearer, the idea of that which is to be is often of more conse- 
quence than the will of the speaker. Hence '"I will" (Volitive) may easily, 
when quoted, mean nothing more than "he is going to." Compare English " you 
will," "he will," which, though using the mechanism of the expression of will, 
really in ordinary use convey the idea of Futurity. 

The Optative, used to express something as desirable in every instance of a 
class, became the expression of a General Command or Prohibition, or, as I like 
better to name it, of Obligation or Propriety (thus far Delbriick, Synt. Forsch. I, 
and Whitney, Sanscrit Grammar, p. 573), as in a I4I. By a natural extension 
(not recognized, it would seem, by Delbriick) the mood was next applied to 
individual cases of Obligation or Propriety. Examples are frequent in Greek, 
as in v I35, B 250 (both with ovK vP), Soph. Antig. 1194, and Oed. Tyr. 977 
(both with rl div). The use of ob and dv was due to the feeling that, in this 
construction, the mood was really the expression of a statentent, or of a question 
corresponding to a statement.1 The mood was next used to express the allied idea 
of Natural Likelihood or Probability, just as "ought," "should," and "sollte" 
may be used in English and German (as in "soon there should be white violets 
everywhere," The Etchingham Letters, I. Cf. Catull. 89, 4, and expressions like 
quidni noverim, "why shouldn't I know," "naturally I should know ").2 The 
weakening of this force led to the Potential use of the Op,tative (Optative of 
Possibility or Capacity), and the strengthening of it to the use in which it expresses 
Ideal Certainty (as in the ordinary Optative Conclusion in Greek). 

The Volitive Subjunctive was also capable of developing the force of Obligation 
or Propriety, as in A 365. -To the Roman consciousness, owing to the loss of mood- 
distinctions, the two constructions (Volitive and Optative) were fused into one. 
Latin shows ne a&sd non, corresponding to Aq and ov. 

The forms -fro* which what we call the Present Indicative is descended were 
the oldest ;i'eiIb4orms. They originally expressed merely action (or state) and 
person, without diffetntiation of mood or tense.3 Compare the verb in Biblical 

1 My explanation pe*ms to me to remove Brugmann's objection (Gr. Gram.3, p. 506, footnote) 
to the acceptance of Delbruck's interpretation of K' ea in S.G.D. 1149, as an Optative of a 
general command, descended from the Optative of General Command or Prohibition in the parent 
speech. 

2 Compare also the somewhat similar use of debeo and oportet in Latin to express something 
that must surely be, or have been, as in Lucr. I., 778. 

3 This view was quoted by a pupil of mine, Mr. J. P. Deane of Cornell University, in a thesis 
for the bachelor's degree (" Deliberative Questions, Indicative and Subjunctive, in Terence "), 
published in P.A.P.A. XXI., p. xxxv (1890), and was stated later by myself in "The Antici- 
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Hebrew and Arabic, which distinguished completed acts and acts in progress, 
but left tne present, past, and future undistinguished; the Anglo-Saxon Present 
Indicative, which served also as a Future; and the Sanskrit Injunctive, which, 
whatever its origin, served both as a preterite Indicative and as an Imperative 
dealing with the future. 

As the Imperative, Subjunctive, and Optative came into existence, and then 
developed new powers, the sphere of the old verb-forms (Indicative) was nar- 
rowed, in the main, to what we now regard as Indicative functions. Certain 
of the primitive non-Indicative and non-Present uses, however, have survived in 
various languages, as in clauses with dum, antequam, and si in Latin (e.g. ante- 
quam respondeo = respondearn), and corresponding clauses in English and German. 

This paper will be printed in full in the Indogermanische For- 
schungen. 

AFTERNOON SESSION. 

The Association assembled at 2 P.M., and listened to the reading 
of papers. 

30. The Dating of the Iphigenia in Tauris of Euripides, by Pro- 
fessor William N. Bates, of the University of Pennsylvania. 

The object of this paper was to determine as far as possible the date of the 
Iphigenia in Tauris of Euripides. The writer tried to show that there is more 
evidence for settling the question than is generally supposed. Having noticed 
independently, as Christ, Bruhn, and Haigh had done, the general resemblance 
between the /phigenia in Tauris and the Helena, he proceeded to show that 
this resemblance extended to the language used in many passages in the two 
plays. 

The general points of resemblance between the Iphzigenia and the Helena 
are these: I. In each play an unusual version of the story is chosen. 2. In the 
Iph. Taur. Iphigenia explains who she is and how she came to be in the land 
of the Taurians. In the prologue to the Helena, Helen explains in a similar 
way how she came to be in Egypt. 3. In the Ipz. Taur., Iphigenia has a long 
dialogue with Orestes, in which she inquires about various members of her 
family. In the Helena, there is a similar dialogue between Helen and Teucer. 
4. Iphigenia thinks Orestes dead, but learns from Orestes himself, whom she 
does not recognize, that he is alive. Helen thinks Menelaus dead, but learns 
from the prophetess that he is still living. 5. The scenes of recognition in the 
two plays are similar. 6. In each play the central figure in the plot to escape is 
the principal male character, and in each case the plans adopted are similar. 
Orestes is taken from the temple by Iphigenia, on the pretext that he is to be 
purified, while Menelaus accompanies Helen to make the last offerings to the 
pretended dead Menelaus. 7. In each play the suggestion is made that they kill 
the king, or that they try to escape by land or by sea. 8. In each case they 

patory Subjunctive in Greek and Latin," University of Chicago Press, 1894 (reprinted 1895); but 
in both places it lacked its context in my scheme, and perhaps for that reason has not provoked 
discussion. 
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attempt escape by sea, and when pursuit is about to be started the deus ex 
machina appears. In the Iph. Tau-. it is Athena, and in the Helena the Dios- 
curi. 9. Iphigenia is directed to spend the rest of her life at Brauron, Menelaus 
on the island of Helen, off the coast of Attica. I0. The chorus in each play con- 
sists of Greek captive maidens. 

Besides these general resemblances, the plays are much alike in situation, 
thought, or language in many places. Compare, for example, the following 
passages: I. Iph. Taur. 95-97 with He/. 69-70. 2. Iph. Tau. 144-146 with 
Hel. 184-185. 3. Iph. 7aur. 179-184 with 1iel. 174-178. 4. Iph. 7aur. 
218-220 with Hel. 688-690. 5. Iph. Taur. 399-400 with Hel. 348-350; also 
Hel. 208-209 and 493. 6. Iph. Taur. 425-426 with Hel. 1117-1118. 7. Iph. 
7aur. 515-516 with Hel. 1250-1251. 8. Iph. Taur. 528 with Hel. 765. 
9. Iph. Taur. 570-575 with Hel. 744-748. o0. Iph. Tuaw. 828-831 with Hel. 

657-659. II. Ih. Taut. 832-833 with Hel. 654-655. 12. Iph. 7aur. 841 with 
lIel. 698-699. 13. Iph. Taur. 884-889 with Hel. 104I-1048. I4. Iph. Tour. 
1020 with Hel. 809; also lel. 1043-I044. 15 h. Ip. aur. 1034 with Hel. 

1051-1052. i6. iph. Taur. o06x with Hel. 830. 17. Iph. Taur . 1067-1068 
with Hel. 1388-I389. I8. Iph. 7aur. 1118-1122 with lel. 417-419; also Hel. 

510 ff . I9 . Iph . a. 1134-1136 with lel. 1459-I464. 20. Iph. Taur. II40- 
1142 with Hel. 1478-1480. 21. Iph. 7Tur. 116I with Hel. 664. 22. lph. Taur. 
1221 with Hel. I405. 23. Iph. Tauw. 1156-1233 with Hel. 1193-1300 and I390- 

1450. 24. Iph. Taur. 1321 with Hel. 6o0. 25. Iph. Taur. 1334-1335 with Hel. 

1549-1550. 25. Iph. Taur. 1345-1346 with Hel. I534-1535. 27. Iph. 7aur. 

1386-1387 with lel. I593-1594. 28. Iph. aur. 1427 with Hel. 1212. 29. Iph. 
Taur. I446-1447 with Hel. I662. 

These numerous points of resemblance point to only one conclusion, namely, 
that the poet is intentionally imitating one play in the other. There is no diffi- 
culty in telling which is the imitation. The Iphigenia in Tauris is a much 
stronger play than the Helena, and on general principles the imitation is inferior 
to the play imitated. The H/elena then is a reminiscence of the Jphigenia in 
7auris. This conclusion is further borne out by an examination of the passages 
mentioned above, and by the connection between the lphigenia in 7auris and 
the Orestes. In the latter play the influence of the former is noticeable in sev- 
eral places. Compare, for example, Ores. 1075 ff. with Iph. Taur. 687 ff. This play 
then is also an echo of the Iphigenia in 7auris. Why should the poet desire to 
imitate the Iphigenia in Tauris? Because it was probably a successful play.. 
Its reputation in later times is attested by Aristotle in the Poelics,l and by an in-- 
scription 2 recording its revival in the middle of the third century B.C., and per- 
haps also by the reference to it by Aristophanes in the Frogs.3 The Iphigenia in. 
Tauris then was brought out before the Helena which appeared in 412. 

Further than this, attention was called to the fact that the plot of the Ion. 
is not essentially different from that of the Iphigenia in Tauris, but is not fully 
worked out. In a word, in each play the scene is laid at a temple in a foreign 
land where two people most closely related to each other - one a man and the 
other a woman - are brought together and recognize each other when one is 
about to be slain by the other. The writer argued that Euripides, after bringing; 

2 Ath. Mitth. III. (1878), p. 112. 
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out the lonz, saw that with a suitable subject the plot was capable of development 
into a very strong play, and that he found that subject in the version of the Iphi- 
genia story which he adopted in the !phigenia in T'auris. 

The Iphigenia in 7tzuris then is later than the Ion and earlier than the Hel- 
ena. As the Ion cannot be dated, this does not help a great deal. It is not likely 
that the play appeared very long before the Helena. The most probable date 
seems to be about 414 or 413 B.C. 

Remarks were made by Professor Huddilston and by the author. 

3I. Some Explanations and Emendations to Livy, by Dr. H. A. 

Sanders, of the University of Michigan. 

I) Livy Io, 30, 5, "sed superiecere quidam augendo fidem, qui in hostium 
exercitu peditum milia trecenta triginza, equitum sex et quadraginta milia, mille 
carpentorum scripsere fuisse." I have given the number of foot-soldiers after the 
emendation of Hertz, but, of the best manuscripts, the Parisiensis and Upsaliensis, 
give XICCCXXX, and the Mediceus XCCCXXX. Alschefski corrected to 
XLCCCXXX, Niebuhr to deciens centena milia. The context demands a large 
rouf d number, so Alschefski's attempt cannot stand, though paleographically the 
best. Hertz comes nearer to the manuscript reading than Niebuhr, but even his 
emendation left unexplained the first letters of the number in the best manuscripts 
(XI or X). Klinger (De decimi Livii libri fotttibus, p. 42 f.) thinks these two 
letters crept into the text from the following XLVI milia of the cavalry. Yet the 

explanation is not sufficient, as we can see from Orosius, where Livy is expressly 
cited for this number. Compare 3, 21, 6, "Gallorum et Samnitium peditum CXL 
milia CCCXXX, equitum vero XLVII milia Livius refert et carpentarios mille in 
armis . . . stetisse." There is an error indeed in the same letters as in Livy, but 
here it could not have been suggested by the following number of the cavalry. 
Also we cannot doubt that we have what Orosius actually wrote, so the mistake is 
earlier than his time. K6hler (sua ralione T. Livii Annalibus usi sint historici 
Latini atiqe Graeci describitur . . . G6ttingen, 1869, p. 97) would restore the 
reading of Orosius to Livy's text, but his attempt has found no more acceptance 
than that of Alschefski, and for the same reason; a round number is required. 
This inclines me to accept the emendation of Hertz, CCCXXX, as established by 
the agreement of Orosius and Livy; but it leaves unexplained the CXL of Orosius 
and the XI of Livy, which must also have had a common origin (the XI is plainly 
for XL). The difficulty is increased by the fact that Orosius did not draw directly 
from Livy, but through the Epitome Livii, a work composed about 30 A.D. (cf. 
my Quellencontamination inm 21. und 22. Buche dtes Livius, Berlin, I898, p. 49). 
As we cannot consider the letters CXL as a part of the original numeral, we must 

suppose them to have arisen out of some modifying word, as ad, plus, amplius, 
etiamn, or vel; of these the last is the only possible one paleographically, and its 

comparative rarity in Livy would make the mistake of considering it a part of the 
numeral all the easier. In early Latin it is used to mean even so many as, and 
also even so few as, compare Plaut. Trin. 964, zel trecentis, Pseud. 302, vel d(i- 
centae; Pseud. 345, vel quater quinis minis. Livy has it in the sense of even as 

few as (cf. 9, 24, 7, z'el tres armati), and so may well have used it in the other sense. 
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The corruption of vel into the CXL of the Orosius manuscript and the XI (= XL) 
of the Livy came about in consequence of the V carelessly made being read as X. 
This interchange is not uncommon in either square or rustic capitals. XEL was 
then read as a part of the numeral and corrected in the manuscript of the un- 

abridged Livy by omitting the E. In the Epitome and Orosius the C was read as 
C and eventually corrected by transposition to CXL. That C and C were often 
interchanged in early manuscripts, compare Heraeus (Quaes. crit. etpalaeograph. 
de vetustiss. cod. Liv., Berlin, 1885), who cites over sixty cases of such inter- 
change. 

2) Livy 21, 5, 6, "Hermandica et Arbocala cartaeorum urbes vi captae." 
This is the reading of the Colbertinus; the Mediceus has cartoerum corrected 

to cartorum. The emendation of Fr. Sanctius, which omits car-a as a careless 

repetition of the last four letters of Arbocala, has found almost universal accept- 
ance; yet it is difficult paleographically, and the result, eorum urbes in apposition 
with the proper names, is not in accordance with the style of Livy. This was seen 
by Gustafson (De Livii libro XXI emendando, Helsingfors, 1890, p. 8), who pro- 
posed to read castra eorum, omitting urbes as a gloss; but the urbes is in itself 
good and prevents us from reading castra. With names of towns which were not 
well known, Livy quite regularly appends or less often prefixes the words urbs, 
oppidum, colonia, vicus, caput, castrunm, portus, emporium, etc.; but in the case 
of Rome he places urbs first, using urbs Roma, urbs Romana, or rarely urbs alone, 
but never Roma urbs. 

Urbs, oppidum and vicus, when used with names of places as descriptive appos- 
itives, are generally unmodified; rarely an adjective modifier occurs, but only 
very seldom is the people or country indicated by a genitive or its equivalent (ex 
or in with the ablative). Out of some two hundred cases which I have examined, 
there are only fifteen in this last class, and in seven of these the use of the geni- 
tive is accounted for by the position or by the use of a descriptive adjective also 
modifying the appositive. 

If the name of the people or country has been given in the preceding sentence, 
it is not repeated with urbs, nor is it replaced by a pronoun except in two cases 

(Livy 7, 9, I; 19, I), in both of which the context furnishes the occasion. 
On the other hand, the words portus, emporium, castrum, colonia (except 

Roman), and caputf regularly take a genitive modifier or its equivalent. 
Relying on these stylistic principles I venture to emend the passage in question 

as follows: "Hermandica et Arbocala, capita eorum, urbes vi captae." The 
mistake carta for capita was especially easy for any one copying a manuscript in 
capitals. As examples of similar combinations of urbs and caput, I may cite the 
following passages from Livy: 26, 5, 4, "Cartalam, urbem opulentem, caput 
gentis eius;" 21, 6i, 6, "Atanagrum urbem, quae caput eius populi erat;" Io, 37, 
4, "tres validissimae urbes, Etruriae capita, Volsinii, Perusia, Arretium." Com- 
pare also 21, 39, 4; 22, 32, 5; 26, 25, 8. 

EXPLANATIONS. 

I) Livy 21, 17, 9, "duas legiones Romanas et decem milia sociorum peditum 
mille equites socios, sescentos Romanos Gallia provincia eodem versa in Punicum 
bellum habuit." 
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There is a difficulty here in the sescentos Romanos which has not, so far as I 
know, ever been touched upon. The 600 are undoubtedly cavalry, but what 
relation do they bear to the rest of the army ? Owing to the position of the 
words, they cannot be interpreted to mean the regular cavalry of the two legions, 
which Livy never separates from the infantry of the same (the one exception is 
43, 12, 3; yet there the Romans are each time mentioned before the allies); 
when he gives the number of the legions without mentioning the foot-soldiers, 
the cavalry is regularly either expressed at in 21, 17, 8 (" duae Romanae legiones 
cum suo iusto equitatu"), or is left unmentioned; cf. 37, 2, 4; 6; 9; 38, 35, 9; 
39, 20, I, etc. Yet note 22, 57, 10, "quattuor ex his legiones et mille equites 
effecti"; also 41, 9, 3; 41, 14, IO. 

We may be sure, therefore, that the 600 Romans in our passage are a 
special body of cavalry enrolled in addition to the regular number in the legions. 
The proper parallel is Livy 39, 20, 3, " duas praeterea legiones novas ex senatus 
consulto scribere iussi sunt et viginti milia peditum sociis et nomini Latino impe- 
rarunt et equites octingentos, et tria milia peditum Romanorum, ducentos equites." 
Cf. also 40, 36, 8. 

Also our 600 were to serve in Cisalpine Gaul, and it is likely they were 
enrolled there, for additional cavalry was often furnished by the colonies of Gaul. 
Compare 44, 21, 7, "is VII milia civium Romanorum et equites CC iussus et 
sociis nominis Latini VII milia peditum imperare, CCCC equites, et Cn. Servilio 
Galliam obtinenti provinciam litteras mittere, ut DC equites conscriberet." Even 
more to the point is 41, 5, 9, " M. Junius consul ex Liguribus in provinciam Gal- 
liam transgressus auxiliis protinus per civitates Galliae militibusque coloniis impe- 
ratis, Aquileiam pervenit." In this army by Aquileia there were already hasty 
levies from the colonies of Gaul; compare 41, I, 6, "repentina cohors Placen- 
tina." At the beginning of the second Punic war Roman cavalry could have been 
enrolled in Gaul only from Roman colonies, and we know from Asconius that 
there were knights among the colonists of Placentia, and so probably of Cremona 
also. Cf. in Pis. p. 3, "Placentiam autem sex milia hominum, novi coloni deducti 
sunt, in quibus equites . . . Deducendi fuit causa . . ." The number of knights 
is omitted in all manuscripts, though the word ducendi appears in Cod. Sozo- 
meni. From this Kiessling-Schill derived duceznti, while Orelli believed the 
number had simply dropped out and proposed to supply D. It is quite possible 
that ducenti stood in the parent manuscript of St. Gall, but Asconius must have 
written CCC or DC, probably the former, for the colonies were enrolled on a 
military basis, and the regular number of cavalry in a legion at this time was 300. 
The colony to castrum Frentinum had 3000 pedites, 300 equites (cf. Livy 35, 9, 
8), and to Vibo 3700 pedites, 300 equites (Livy 35, 40, 5). Compare also Livy 
37, 57, 8; 40, 34, 2. The large number of pedites enrolled for Placentia makes 
it possible, though hardly probable, that the colony was considered the equivalent 
of two legions. The knights received regularly twice as much land as the com- 
mon soldier, and so would be called on for extra military service; in the case we 
have discussed they were assigned to the army in Gaul. This 600 cavalry would 
have belonged equally to Placentia and Cremona, i.e. 300 to each, so this passage 
of Livy confirms my emendation to Asconius. 
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32. Armenian Dialectology, abridged translation from the Rus- 
sian of Dr. LUvon Ms6riantz, of the University of Moscow, with the 
author's kind permission and assistance, by Dr. Louis H. Gray, of 
Princeton University. 

We must begin this sketch in the fifth century of our era *when, according to 
tradition, the grammar of Dionysius Thrax was translated anonymously and 
adapted to the Armenian language. Later, in the fourteenth century, the Arme- 
nian author and grammarian, Yohan Erznkachi, on the basis of his predecessors' 
writings, prepared a variorum commentary to the Armenian recension of the 
grammar of Dionysius Thrax, and mentioned (from the grammar of Stephanos) 
seven Armenian dialects, Korcay, Tayechi, Xuthayin, Chorrord-hayechi, Sperachi, 
Siuni, Archaxayin.1 So far as we know, we do not find further special remarks 
on the Armenian dialects in the Armenian grammarians and authors. Only 
occasionally in one author or another do we find cursory and disconnected 
information on the patois of this or that Armenian dialect, and the patois is 
invariably characterized from the point of view of the Old Armenian literary lan- 
guage (the so-called Grabar). Even in comparatively recent times Armenian 
and European scholars have been found who regarded the mutual relations of the 
popular dialects and the Old Armenian language in the same way. 

Turning to the work of scholars of modern times we find our first information 
on the distinctive peculiarities of certain Armenian dialects in a Dutch scholar 
at the beginning of the eighteenth century, Johann Schroeder in his noteworthy 
Thesaurus linguae armeniecae (Amsterdam, 171 ). In this rich 'Treasury' we 
find a special chapter entitled Synopsis linguae civilis Armenorum, in which 
J. Schroeder (alone of the early Armenists of Europe) presents a short grammar 
of one of the eastern dialects.2 These few pages still possess peculiar value for 
us, since they contain the oldest specimens of some Armenian dialects now 
existing.3 Finally, we possess more detailed and interesting information on the 
Armenian dialects in the book of an Armenian scholar of the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, Chahan-Cierbet, the first professor in the chair of Armenian at 
Paris, namely in his exhaustive Grammaire de la langue Armrnienne (Paris, I823). 

After the work of Chahan-Cierbet, following the chronological order, we 
should mention the appearance at Moscow in I852 of a magnificent edition of 
the poems of a national Armenian hymn-writer (a?uy) of the latter part of the 
eighteenth century, Sayeath-Nova(y), an edition for which we are indebted to 
Georg Axverdean, M.D. 

Summing up the presentation in G. AXverdean's introduction, we find in it the 
following principles: 

1 Voir: Tueicien, Hnax6suthiun Hlayastani (i.e. Les antiquites armeniennes), Venezia, 1835, 
v. III , p. 7; Cirbied, Grammaire de la langue armdnienne. Paris, 1823, p. xvii. -Au. 

2 On divise ordinairement les dialectes armdniens en dialectes orientaux (Armdnie russe, 
Armenie persane,.etc ), et les dialectes occidentaux (Armenie turque, Anatolie, Constantinople, 
Crym, Galicie, etc.). Au point de vue scientifique cette division traditionelle est disputable comme 
peu exacte. - Au. 

8 Nous devons mentionner aussi te grammaire de Mechithar (Maxithar) de Sevastie (fonda- 
teur de la congregation des Peres Mechitharistes a Venise), publiee a Venise en 1727. Cet 
ouvrage nous presente la grammaire de la langue neo-armenien occidental a l'aube du XVIII. 
siecle. Le titre armenien de cet ouvrage est suivant: Durn kherakanuthean asxarhabar lezvin 
hayoch (V. i.e. Pars grammaticae linguae vulgaris armenicae). -Au. 
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I) Popular dialects are not mutilations of the Grabar, i.e. of the ancient 
Armenian literary language. 

2) Armenian dialects arise from the common Pre-Armenian, which existed in 
the most ancient epoch. 

3) The ancient Armenian written language (Grabar) is one of the popular 
dialects which received literary culture, thanks to well-known conditions (becom- 
ing the language of the priests, the court, etc.). It never became a spoken, 
living language, and, as at the present time, preparatory study in schools was 
necessary to acquire a knowledge of it. Here G. Axverdean assumes that per- 
haps the dialect forming the basis of the Grabar was actually the one which 

preserved in greatest purity the characteristics of the primitive Armenian (i.e. of 
the Pre-Armenian). 

4) Among the dialects which may have formed the basis of the Grabar in 
the opinion of G. Axverdean we may reckon the dialects of the province of 
Ararat and the district of Taron, considering the importance which both territories 

possess in the history of Armenia. 
It is especially important for the history of Armenian dialectology to note the 

"Critical Grammar of the Modern Armenian Literary Dialect (Constantinopoli- 
tan)" (in Armenian) from the pen of the venerable abbot of the Viennese 
Mechitharists, Arsen Aidynian (Aitenian), Vienna, I866. 

Finally we pass to the work of a late professor of the Oriental Faculty at the 

Imperial University of St. Petersburg, K. P. Patkanean, to a work which forms 
an epoch in the history of Armenian dialectology. Professor Patkanean may 
indeed be considered the founder of the scientific study of the Armenian dialects, 
In his philological study, " Investigations on the dialects of the Armenian lan- 

guage " (St. Petersburg, 1869), he presents a brief summary of certain Armenian 
dialects of which he had acquired a knowledge from various persons. Beside 
the study on Armenian dialects just mentioned, Kerop Patkanoff published two 
fascicules of dialectic texts, one (1875) of specimens of the dialect of NaXichevan 
on the Don, the other (1875) of Mus, and lastly in the "Monatsbericht" of the 
Berlin Academy of Sciences he published (1866) a study of the dialect of Agulis. 

The work begun by Professor Patkanean was not in vain. In the year 1883 
there appeared the able work of an Armenian scholar, Sargis Sargseanc,-in which 
the author presented the phonology and morphology of the dialect of Argulis (in 
other words, the dialect of the Zoks) which he provided with numerous texts 
collected by himself in the country whose language he studied. 

A few years later (in 1886) there appeared at Krakow the work of a young 
instructor in Comparative Grammar and Sanskrit at the University of Vienna, 
Jan Hanusz - Ojezyku Ormian Polskich. In this work, which first appeared in 
Vol. XI. of the IMemoirs of the Krakoz Academy of Sciences, the Polish linguist 
presented a very comprehensive list of words gathered among the Gallician 
Armenians. 

The following year the publication of the same investigation of J. Hanusz on the 
phonology of the Polo-Armenian dialect began in the pages of the new linguistic 
journal, Wiener Zeitschrift fir die Kunde des Morgenlandes, under the title 
"Beitrige zur armenischen Dialektologie." In this magnificent work the author 
makes the phonology of the Polo-Armenian itself his starting point. From it he 

proceeds to the phonology of the ancient Armenian literary dialect (Grabar), 
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comparing each word of the Polo-Armenian dialect with the corresponding one 
of the Grabar. 

After the works of Hanusz, we must speak of those of I. A. Tomson (now Pro- 
fessor of Comparative Linguistics and Sanskrit at Odessa). The first one, Lin- 
guistic Investigations, which appeared in the year 1887, contained "A Brief 
Sketch of the Phonology and Morphology of the Axaltzyx (AxalchaX) Dialect." 
In this work the author adhered to the same system as Hanusz, i.e. he proceeded 
from the sounds and inflections of the AxaltzyX dialect to the sounds and inflec- 
tions of the Grabar. But in a second work, Historical Grammar of the Modern 
Armenian Dialect of Tiflis, St. Petersburg, 1890, which was devoted to a com- 
prehensive description of the Tiflis dialect, the author changes the system of his 
research. In his phonology he proceeds from the sounds of the Grabar to the 
sounds of the Tiflis dialect, i.e. he considers what sounds in the Tiflis dialect 
correspond with particular sounds in the Grabar. 

P.S.1-Jusqu'au dernier temps les linguistes qui etudiaient l'histoire de la 
langue armenienne, prenaient en consideration seulement les donnees du grabar 
(ancien armenien litteraire) et des dialectes neo-armeniens. De la sorte l'epoque 
intermediaire entre le grabar et les dialectes neo-armeniens -l'poque de la 
langue medio-armenienne-restait non exploree du point de vue linguistique. 
Cependant cette epoque intermediaire-epoque "medio-armenienne (mittel- 
armenisch) "- est d'une grande partee pour l'histoire de la langue armenienne. 
Les formes phonetiques et morphologiques du medio-armenien nous presentent 
la transition naturelle des sons et formes de l'ancien arm6nien (i.e. grabar) aux 
sons et formes des dialectes neo-armeniens. Dans le medio-armenien, dans la 
plus grande partie des cas, a de,a commence le procede de la formation des formes 
qui sont des propria des dialectes neo-armeniens. Ainsi le neo-armenien2 ne 
nous presente que l'evolution ulterieure du medio-armenien. 

Dans la II. vol. de mes " Etudes de dialectologie armenienne," 3 je compare 
les donnees de la morphologie du dialecte de Mus avec celles de l'armenien 
ancien (Grabar) et du medio-armenien. De la sorte, pour la premiere fois dans 
l'ouvrage ou est etudie un des dialectes neo-armeniens, le perspective historique 
.se presente parfait autant que possible.4 

Remarks were made by Mr. Michelson. 
1 Ce post-scriptum est tird du discours de Dr. L. Mseriantz, prononce a l'Universite de St. 

Pdtersbourg, le 30 (i6) mars I9go, avant son dispute. 
2 Sons ce terme (" neo-armenien") nous sons-entendons tous les dialectes neo-armdniens. 

Voici le titre complet: l:tudes de dialectologie armenienne. P. II., livraison i. Mor- 
phologic comparee du dialecte de Mug en rapport avec morphologie du grabar et du medio- 
armenien. Moscou, 1901, pp. xxi., I86. [The first portion, dealing with the phonology of the 
Mus dialect, appeared at Moscow in 1897, pp. xxiv., 146.] Apres 1897 sont parus beaucoup des 
etudes et matdriaux sur les dialectes ndo-armenniens. Notons par example " ltudes " de M-r Fl. 
Acarean (dialectes d'Aslanbek, de Suczawa, de Karabaje), de M-r Melik David Beg (dialecte 
d'Arabkir), de M-r Gazancean (dialecte des Armeniens de Tokat) etc. (Voir mes " itudes de dia- 
lectologie armdnienne," vol. II., p. xi., note). Beaucoup des materiaux dialectologiques nous 
trouvons dans les journaux armeniens: " Biurakn" (a Constantinople), "Handes Amsoreay" 
(a Vienne), "Azgagrakan Handes " 

( Tiflis), etc., ainsi que dans les publications des folklo- 
ristes armeniens. 

4 C'est prof. N. Marr (Armeniste a St -Petersbourg) qui a tire mon attention sur l'importance 
du m6dio-arm6nien pour l'histoire de la langue armenienne. Maintenant nous possedons une 
tres bonne ouvrage de J. Karst sur la langue armenienne de Moyen-Age de Cilicie (Historzsche 
Grammatik des Kilikisch.-A rmenischen, von Dr. Josef Karst, Strassburg, I901). 
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33. Lex de Imperio Vespasiani (C. I. L. vi. 930), by Professor 
Fred. B. R. Hellems, of the State University of Colorado.1 

The so-called Lex de Imperio Vespasiani is inscribed on a large bronze tablet 
now in the Capitoline Museum at Rome. Of its history nothing is known until 
the mention of the inscription in the Epistolario di Cola di Rienzi and the con- 
temporary Vita Anonyma of the young revolutionist and archaeologist, who set 
up the tablet in the wall of S. Giovanne in Laterano in order to employ it against 
his ecclesiastical opponents. Thence it was transferred to the Capitol by Gregory 
XIII., and its present home was assigned it by Clement XII. 

The first clause, of which the beginning is missing, confers on Vespasian 
authority to make treaties; the second, to convoke ordinary meetings of the 
senate and to proceed therein ; the third, to hold extraordinary meetings of the 
senate ; the fourth, to commend candidates; the fifth, to extend the pomerium; 
the sixth, to do whatever he shall think likely to promote the welfare of the 
state, etc. The seventh clause exempts him from the operation of certain laws 
and plebiscites; the eighth provides for the ratification of his previous acts; 
the ninth makes the formal declaration of the superiority of this law. 

The first clause in its entirety almost certainly conferred supreme power in what 
we may roughly call affairs of war and peace. This power would be closely con- 
nected with the imperium proconsulare, as it is generally termed, or imperium 
consulare, as Pelham designates the same power. 

The second clause confers four distinct rights touching Vespasian's dealings 
with the senate. These are always regarded as conferred by special legislation, 
and as in no way connected with the tribunicia potestas. They are really con- 
nected with the tribunicia potestas, just as the prerogatives of the preceding 
clause are connected with the imperium proconsulare. The right implied in the 
very difficult relationem remittere is the old right of intercessio as it has devel- 

oped in relation to the emperor and his dealings with the senate. He may either 
drop the relatio or "send it back" for further consideration. 

The third clause insures the validity of all proceedings at any extraordinary 
meetings of the senate, just as the second clause dealt with regularly convoked 
meetings. The solution of the difficulty as to the form of meeting implied in 

praesente eo is to be found in the council authorized towards the close of the 
reign of Augustus, which develops into what is really a smaller senate depending 
for the validity of its proceedings only on the presence of the emperor. 

The remaining clauses contain many things of importance, but must be 
omitted in this summary. 

The whole inscription incorporated the legislation that conferred on Vespasian 
the headship of the Roman state. This legislation conferred both the imperium 
proconsulare and the tribunicia potestas; it defined certain important rights 
connected with these; it then added special prerogatives. Some such legislation 
was passed for all the successors of Augustus, and would tend to be regarded as 

conferring a general power. By the time of Vespasian this was thought of as a 

general law and as conferring a general power, and to this power had come to 
be applied the word imperium without additional description. 

The date of the official publication of the inscription can be placed with con- 

fidence early in January of the year 70 A.D. 

I This paper will be published in full by Scott, Foresman & Co, Chicago. 
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34. Contraction in the Case-forms of the Latin io- and ia-stems 
and of deus, is, and tdem, by Dr. E. H. Sturtevant, of Indiana Uni- 

versity (read by Professor Rolfe).' 
The triple set of forms in use for the nominative plural and dative-ablative 

plural of deus, and for the nominative plural masculine and dative-ablative plural 
of the pronouns is and idem presents a problem which has engaged the attention 
of the Roman grammarians and of many modern scholars, but which still offers 
much that is perplexing both as to the actual facts and as to their explanation. 
A clue to the solution of some of the difficulties is found in the history of the 
zo- and id-stems, and we shall begin our discussion with them. 

The history of the short forms in the genitive singular is pretty thoroughly 
understood. But the contracted plural forms like fili and filis have attracted 
less attention. Aside from the early period we have little more than fragmentary 
collections of material. It is generally agreed that the early dramatists did not 
use such forms as fili and filis. The metre usually requires the longer forms 

filiz, etc., and in the comparatively few places where fili, etc., used to be read, 
the iambic shortening law enables us to read fiZii, etc. In four plays of Plautus 
the metre requires the dissyllabic ending forty-six times, and permits either form 
in the remaining fourteen instances. This is exactly what other considerations 
would lead one to expect in Plautus. In his time the diphthongs oi and az of the 
nominative and dative-ablative plural had only reached the stage of close ?, and 
there is no reason in the nature of the case why the combination ie should contract. 

But when, about A.U.C. 600, the change of close e to I had brought two like 
vowels together contraction was almost inevitable. Accordingly it is not strange 
that one of the extant lines of the comic poet Turpilius, who probably ceased 
writing early in the seventh century, requires the reading fligi/is. The earliest 
instances of the short endings on inscriptions are CONTROVERSIS, FLOVI, etc., 
on the Sententia Minuciorum of the year 637. 

The spelling IEl, IEIS remained the usual one up to the end of the republic, 
but is to be regarded as a bit of orthographical conservatism, rather than as an 
exact record of the pronunciation. There are besides several certain instances 
of the writing I E for z. MIEIS in the familiar line from the epitaph of Cn. Cor- 
nelius Scipio Hispanus must be read mis. We have on inscriptions SUiEIS, 
SACRIEIS, MERITIEIS, and LUMPHIEIS. 

A re-formation, however, was possible at any time, and in the literary speech 
the pronunciation -iz, -izs was actually introduced as early as the time of Lucre- 
tius. The adverbs grdtis and ingrdtis were always so pronounced after the time 
of Terence, but aside from them I know of only nine certain instances of the 
contracted forms in the poets. 

Imperial inscriptions show both forms with great frequency. I have collected 
complete statistics for Vol. VI. of the Coripus Inscriptionum Latinarum and a 
number of the longer inscriptions published elsewhere. The common word 
filius shows the spellings FILI and FILIS a little more than three times as fre- 
quently as the longer forms. In personal names the nominative in -II is nearly 

1 The paper of which this is an abstract was prepared at the University of Chicago under the 
oversight of Professor Carl D. Buck. Any value that it may possess should be ascribed to his 
careful criticism. 
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ten times as frequent as that in -I. This spelling was used for the sake of dis- 
tinguishing the nominative plural from the genitive singular, which in these words 
generally ended in a single -I. The dative-ablative plural shows -IIS a little more 
often than -IS. Other words show the short forms a little more commonly than 
the long ones up to about the end of the third century. After that date the long 
forms are almost the only ones in use. 

The writing II was used for the sound i during the empire just as I El had been 
in the early period. We have seen that the pronunciations -4 and -ii were both 
in use from the time of Lucretius on. Both spellings, therefore, must have existed 
side by side, and many people would read i where -II was written. The same 
persons would then be likely to write -II when they meant -i. Accordingly three 
metrical inscriptions require the short forms where -II and -liS are written. 
When the use of -11 for i had once become established, it spread to other words 
where it had no historical justification. I have a list of forty-seven instances 
of this sort. For example, I find SUIIS thirteen times. So it is probable that 
the pronunciations fili, filis, etc., were more frequent than the orthography of 
the inscriptions would indicate. 

In the time of Plautus and Terence the nominative plural of to-stems ended 
in -i?, and the dative-allative plural of 0o- and id-steims in -ies. About 600 e 
became i and the resulting -ii, -is contracted to -4, -is. The re-formations -i, 
-ics were introduced in the literary language as early as Lucretius, and almost 

entirely banished the contractions from formal discourse. The ordinary pro- 
nunciation, however, was -t, -is up to about the end of the third century after 
Christ. 

Scholars are practically agreed that in Plautus and Terence deus makes only 
the shorter forms di and dis in the nominative and dative-ablative plural. The 
evidence, however, is not so clear as has usually been supposed. In each of the 

398 occurrences in Plautus and Terence the metre will admit the dissyllabic del, 
deTs, or (with iambic shortening) dei, deis. We must remember, however, that 
substitution is so free in the early dramatic metres that a long monosyllable may 
almost always be replaced by a pyrrhic (and consequently by a shortened iambus). 
An iambic word, on the other hand, would almost certainly betray itself; that is, 
it would be almost certain to occur in positions where a monosyllable could not 
be substituted for it. And so we actually find that other forms of deus and the 

corresponding forms of meus frequently occur where an iambus is required by the 
metre. My lists are incomplete, but they contain deos six times, deae six times, 
deas twice, mei four times, and meis thirty-four times. There is no explanation 
for this difference in treatment unless di and dfs are really monosyllables. The 

question is definitely settled, however, by Ennius' hexameters. They require 
di once and dis four times. 

The earliest instance of the dissyllabic pronunciation in poetry is in Catullus. 
From his time on it was used with increasing frequency. In ten of the better 
known poets I find di one hundred ninety times beside dei twenty-two times, 
dis ninety times beside deis thirty-nine times. 

Our forms occur very often on inscriptions, especially in the phrase DIS 
MANIBUS. In Vol. VI. of the Corpus I find the spelling DI nine times, Dll seven 

times, DEI twice; DIS I86o times, DIIS four hundred twenty-seven times, and 
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DEIS nine times. That is, the writing Dl, DIS, is a little more than four times 
as frequent as Dll, DIIS. The spelling DEI, DEIS occurs in less than one-half 
of one per cent. of the total number of cases. As the metrical inscriptions 
follow the poets in their comparatively frequent use of the dissyllabic dei, deTs, 
we may conclude that these forms were confined to the literary speech. The 
remarkable orthography Dll and DIIS is said by the national grammarians to 
represent the monosyllabic di, dis, and it must be so interpreted on two metrical 
inscriptions. We have seen that the practice of writing II to represent the long 
vowel originated in the io- and id-stems, and then spread to other words. It 
became especially common in di and dis on account of a rule of the grammarians 
to the effect that no case of a noun can have fewer syllables than the nominative 
singular. 

Di and dis are the only forms for which we have evidence from the early 
period, and the colloquial speech seems to have known no others even under the 
empire. The re-formations dei and deis appeared in the literary language in the 
time of Caesar, and became very common by the middle of the first century A.D., 
but di and dis still continued in good use. 

The history of the corresponding cases of the pronouns is and idem cannot be 
so satisfactorily disposed of. There is a remarkable variety of opinion in regard 
to the usage of the early period. Perhaps the view most widely accepted is that 
Plautus and Terence ordinarily used the short forms I, is, Idem, and isdem, but 
through metrical necessity or for some other reason they occasionally employed 
the longer ei, els, eidem, and eisdem. 

In Plautus and Terence the metre requires ec once, eis seven times, and eldem 
once. In all other cases either the monosyllabic or the dissyllabic pronunciation 
is possible. These are about the figures to be expected if the words were always 
dissyllabic, as is shown by a comparison with some of the certainly dissyllabic 
cases of the pronoun. In three plays of Plautus, e5, ed, e5s, and eas occur twenty- 
seven times, but in only five passages does the metre require a dissyllable. Our 
cases occur in the two authors forty-seven times, and must be dissyllabic eight 
times. So there is no reason for continuing the time-honored statement that 
Plautus usually employed the monosyllabic i and is. Still, we shall see that these 
forms were probably in use in his time, and it is impossible to say that he never 
employed them. 

The only sixth century inscription that furnishes any reliable evidence on the 
question is the S. C. de Bacchanalibus. It contains three times the spelling EEIS, 
which corresponds with the dissyllabic ei and ecs of Plautus and Terence. For 
the first half of the seventh century the common spelling is El, EIS, etc. At this 
period the combination El is usually ambiguous. But the Tabula Bantina of 
about 630 consistently writes El for the sound i in plural case endings, and accord- 
ingly EIS and El DEM must stand for is and idem. IS of the Lex Repetundarum 
of A.u.c. 631-2 is of course a monosyllable. The spelling IEl, IEIS, which is very 
common from 650 to 750, represents a monosyllabic pronunciation, just as IEl 
stands for I in case-forms of the io-stems and in mis, suTs, etc., on inscriptions 
of this period. 

Our cases of the pronoun is do not occur, so far as I know, in any modern 
editions of the poets later than Terence. Hi and his are printed instead. Ziegel 
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has recently made it probable that the forms of is are to be restored in some 

passages, and of course the shorter forms i and is are the only ones that the metre 
will permit. I find ideim fifteen times and isdem twenty-seven times in the later 

poets. Eisdem occurs a single time in Juvenal. 
In C. I. L. VI. and a number of the imperial inscriptions published elsewhere 

I find El eleven times, II nineteen times, I once; EIS thirty-eight times, IIS forty 
times, IS twenty-six times. II represents the long vowel here as in the forms 
of deus and the other words already discussed. The great frequency of the spell- 
ing IIS may be due to a desire to distinguish the dative-ablative plural is from the 
nominative singular is. The very shortness of the form i probably encouraged 
the doubling of the letter. I find IDEM eleven times on these inscriptions, and it 
is without a rival. ISDEM occurs ninety-six times, IISDEM once, and EISDEM 
four times. 

The dissyllabic eT and eis were in use throughout the history of the language. 
The monosyllabic t and zs are certain from about A.U.C. 630 on. They were the 
usual forms under the empire, especially in literature. Idem and Tsdem are 
certain from about A.U.C. 630 on. Under the empire they were almost the only 
forms in use. 

We have, then, to account for two sets of forms, dei, eT, etc., and dr, T, etc. 

Only the second series calls for any explanation. The most prominent theory 
that has been advanced is that of Thurneysen. He derives di, etc., from deC, etc., 
by a process of two stages. First e was assimilated to the following i (from oi). 
Then the resulting ii contracted to . Of course both processes must have been 

complete before the time of Plautus, for that author always uses the monosyllabic 
forms of deuts. But we have seen that oi in the case-endings had only reached 
the stage of close ? at that period. It is not clear why e should change to i 
before e. Furthermore, even if a form *die had existed, it would not have suffered 
contraction. For we have seen that in the io- and id-stems the sound group -ie 
remained intact until about the year 600, when close e became z. 

But one need only set up the form that would be regular in Plautus' time to 
see what has happened. Deus ought to make a nominative plural *dee. This 
contracted to de, which is, of course, the pronunciation that Plautus used. We 
do not want an intermediate stage, *dii or *die. 

The corresponding cases, not only of is but also of meus and of all other 
eo-stems, must have suffered the same contraction. We have seen that there 
is no objection to assuming i and is for the time of Plautus, although there is no 
convincing evidence of their existence before the year 630. We have only a few 
traces of the old contracted forms of other stems. 

At some time after the diphthong oi in unaccented syllables had become ?, and 
before the beginning of Plautus' literary activity, the group e? was contracted 
into e. And so we have from deus, de and des; from is, e and ?s. The change 
of ? to i about the year 600 yielded the familiar dt, dis, etc. The analogical re- 
formations dei and deis did not appear until the time of Catullus. They were 

peculiar to the literary language, and never became universal even there. The 

corresponding re-formations of the pronoun were earlier and more widespread. 
Plautus ordinarily employed ee and ees, and once at least he used eedem. Later 
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on the monosyllabic f and is were decidedly more frequent, while Idem and isdem 
were almost the only forms in use. 

The spellings I El for f in the late republic and II for F in imperial times origi- 
nated with the io- and id-stems, where both IEl and II on the one hand and El 
and I on the other stood originally for actual pronunciations. The writings spread, 
however, to other words, and became especially common in our monosyllables. 

35. lIep in Thucydides, Xenophon, and the Attic Orators, by 
Professor Edwin L. Green, of South Carolina College (read by 
title). 

From the time of Homer, who has srep freely subjoined as an enclitic to any 
word, the tendency is to restrict Ir'p more and more to those word-forms with 
which it compounds. And in the authors discussed it is limited entirely to such. 

IIp as a shorter form of 7rep is an intensive and distinctive particle, which can 
be rendeLed into English in several ways, by very, the same who, just, with 
relatives; in conditions it can perhaps be best rendered by really. Even if for 

etfrep (Monro, Homeric Grammar, ? 353) is not adequate for Attic Greek. 
The relative forms combined with 7r&p in the Orators, Xenophon and Thucydi- 

des are gs, oros, 'o-os, a'rts and 6r6aos. Thucydides and Isocrates have about one 
to every three Teubner pages. Antiphon and Andocides follow these closely. 
Xenophon uses about half as many as Thucydides. Lycurgus and Aeschines deal 
little in such forms. The remaining orators have each about one in six pages. 
Antiphon uses only forms of a6orep, which is also true of Thucydides with a few 
exceptions. The longer forms otbaorep and ooa'rep are found in Isocrates as often 
as in all the others together. Of these Demosthenes and Xenophon alone employ 
them more than three or four times. 6o'roa7rep is used once by Demosthenes and 
twice by Xenophon, and 7r6baoaorep once by Demosthenes. 

In a few instances ir p is employed in one sentence and omitted in the next, 
parallel to the first, as Antiphon vi. 47, ol'rTves drep avrol r0&as abrobis olrK frecrav, 
ravO' 5tas atiovoL' 7reZC-at, Kal & aVTroi rpyW dT7res8Kaoa'rv raOrTa /Las KeXe6oVO'L 

KaTra&Kdo'at; Xen. Anab. vii. 7, 28. 

Except in Lycurgus, the combinations in which there would be no hiatus if 7r&p 
were omitted are in excess over those causing hiatus. Isocrates, Isaeus, Demos- 
thenes and Deinarchus have an equal number proportionately of the two possible 
combinations. Hyperides has half as many possible hiatus as non-hiatus combi- 
nations. Of the former combination one only is found in Aeschines, and of the 
latter none in Lycurgus. 

The most prominent correlation to relative forms in ir'p is 6 alr6s, which 
belongs especially to Isocrates (29 times) and Demosthenes (37 times). Lysias, 
Aeschines, Andocides and Thucydides have each not more than nine correlations. 
The others have none over three. See for examples, Isoc. iv. 8i, TrVp a6vrqv 

ditoOvree 'yPvo1~v EXetv 7rpbs TObS Trrovs vTrep Tro1S KpeTTroVS irpbs orEs aS ro6i ; 
Dem. i. 2; Thuc. vii. I8, 3 (Tb aur6 following, as elsewhere). At times correla- 
tions and non-correlations appear side by side, Lysias, xxv. 31, J7reO6/Movv iSvrep 
oTrot, .. . r. T abriv ibvrep CKetvot. IIp, without 6 ac6r6s, giving the force of 
the same is most frequent in Thucydides: v. 7, I Tp6rC) Trep Kal; vii 36, 3; 
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Isoc. vi. ioo. Otros is antecedent to the relative with irAp in Isocrates fourteen 
times. Demosthenes with thirteen and Thucydides with ten such correlations are 
not far behind, but the others have practically no correlation with o0ros. Of 
rotouros correlative to oirrzrep Isocrates has twenty examples, and with the excep- 
tion of Andocides (5) he is the only author to employ it more than three times. 
Tro0toros likewise is not used correlatively to 6oao-rep more than three times by 
any author except Isocrates, whose twenty-eight examples attest his liking for 
this correlation. Demosthenes has i7rs before forms of 7rOp nine times, xxiv. 205, 
rdvTas aiot7rep &lv aOro XpwvraL. In the Proemia he employs xrp after trroo, cf. 

i6; 21, I; 27, I. 

Thucydides and Xenophon are fondest of Kai in connection with 7'p, the 
former having as many Kaf's as all the rest together. And the translation of the 
relative form is almost always best made by the same who . Thuc. vii. 33, 4, rY 
'ApTr, 67r?Ep Kaol Trob aKOvrTo&YTs 5vvaYrTs Wv Trap&Xev, viii. 8, 2; 41, 4. KaC 

with a conditional particle combined with 7r0p is very rare. Thucydides has three 
such examples, and it practically does not exist elsewhere: i. 69, I, eirep KaC rTlv 

CioLwaPv .. . . perTaL. 

O7rep and &rep are very common, usually with some verb of saying, and often 
with 7rp6repov and Kai (especially in Isaeus): Lysias, i. 39, 6irep Kac prp6repov 
eirov; Isaeus, i. 41; Dem. xx. 21. Thucydides is fondest of these two forms. 

One very prominent use of w7rp is with conditional particles. In our authors 
this is confined almost entirely to conditions introduced by etrep. Antiphon (Io), 
Andocides (4), Aeschines (4), Lycurgus (2), Deinarchus (i), Thucydides (13) 
have only eirep and the indicative. Lysias (19) and Isaeus (8) have etwrep once 
each with the optative, otherwise the indicative. Isocrates (20) uses iPrep twice, 
&virep once, edvxrep once, ertrep and optative twice, otherwise etrep and indicative. 

Demosthenes (63) has eidvrep twice, d&vrep nine times, etirep and optative twice, 
with optative and &v once, leaving 49 eirep's with the indicative. In the Anabasis 

ivrrep is found once, Cdvirep once, edrep and indicative four times; in the Hellenica, 
er ep with the optative once; in the Cyropedia, jvirep once, etrep with the opta- 
tive once, etrep with the indicative seven times. The conditions introduced by 
efrep are with few exceptions logical conditions. 

Lysias, Isocrates and Demosthenes make the freest use of 7r?p in conditions. 

Thucydides and Xenophon have it only in speeches, except once in the former - 

ed7rep ior&, iv. 55, 2-and there in oratio obliqua. 7rp in conditions, to judge 
from its being found only in speeches, belongs to the 'cut and thrust' of the 

agora. The protasis states the thought, the intention, or the words of the 

opponent in the form of a condition, and so casts a doubt thereon. There is 

nearly always a tinge of irony, of sarcasm, of defiance: as alleged, as you say, 
really, even if- Lysias, i. 21, ertrep OVTSrow XEL : Isoc. iv. 14, ei7rep tx78&^v 8Eaqppwv 
ovrw ose ydXaos roLoOcaL OrorTX&oets. etrep is also used to put a general statement 

or truth in the form of a condition. 
In addition to irOp we find also in conditions - very rarely - the particles '4, 

86, 8^ Kail, -y Kai, 5s7 Krai. 

Besides the combinations discussed there are several adverbial relative com- 

pounds, which occur a few times each. 
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36. The Birth Year of Tibullus, by Professor Karl P. Harrington, 
of the University of Maine (read by title). 

Like a good many other Roman writers, Tibullus was thoughtless enough not 
to be born famous; and, after becoming famous, neglected to inform the world 
just when he entered upon his poetic existence. Similarly, the arrival of Plautus 
and Propertius, for example, has in each case been determined, if at all, as a mere 
matter of conjecture. In the case of Tibullus the guesses at the date of his birth 

vary considerably among scholars. Teuffel puts it at c. 54 B.c.; Schulze, at 
c. 58; Dissen, at c. 59. 

The data usually employed in finding the year sought are the following: 
I. Lyglamus states (3, 5, 17) that he was born in the year when Hirtius and 

Pansa perished at Mutina, i.e. 43 B.c.: 

Natalem primo nostrumt videre parentes 
Cum cecidit fato consul uterque pari. 

But, apart from the fact that this very passage helps confirm the surety that 
Lygdamus and Tibullus are not the same person, this date is much too late. 
For (a) Ovid, who was certainly a good deal younger than Tibullus, gives the 
same year as that of his own birth ( Tris. 4, o1, 6); and (b), if Tibullus had been 
born as late as this, he would have been but a boy of twelve years when he 
engaged with Messalla in the Aquitanian campaign. 

2. Ovid ( Trist. 4, 10, 51-54) states that the chronological order of the Roman 
elegists was, - Gallus, Tibullus, Propertius, Ovid: 

Vergiliuim vidi tantum ; nec amara Tibullo 

Ternpus amicitiae fala dedere meae. 
Successor fuit hic tibi, Galle, Propertius illi; 

Quartus ab his serie temporis ipse fui. 

3. The Aquitanian campaign, in spite of recent attempts to disprove the 
accepted chronology, probably took place in 31 B.c. In any event, the participa- 
tion of Tibullus in it is an important element in our calculations. 

4. The well-known epigram of Domitius Marsus makes it clear that when 
Tibullus died, about the same time as Vergil (19 B.c.), he was still a young man: 

Te quoque Tergilio comitem non aequa, Tibulle, 
AIors iuvenem7 camnpos nisit ad Elysios. 

That the conjectural dates assigned on the basis of the foregoing data are all 
too early is the contention of this paper, for the following reasons: 

I. The other elegists were uniformly younger men than Tibullus would have 
been, when they wrote most of their amatory poetry, which is largely the char- 
acter of the elegies in the Tibullus collection. The work of Catullus was practi- 
cally, if not entirely, done at thirty. Propertius published his Cynthia-book at 
about the age of twenty-three. Ovid's Amores were before the world before the 

poet was thirty. This poetry is the poetry of youth. 
2. The most natural time for a young Roman of good parentage to gain his 

often rather conventional military experience was soon after assuming the respon- 
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sibilities of a Roman citizen by donning the manly toga, an event occurring 
usually not later than the age of seventeen years. If Tibullus followed this com- 
mon custom in attaching himself to the staff of Messalla for the Aquitanian cam- 

paign in B.C. 31, his birth year might fittingly be conjectured as about 48 B.C. 

3. The amount of poetry left us by Tibullus, at best surprisingly small, is less 
remarkable on the supposition that it was all written by a young man, who was 

just at the susceptible age when he went to war in B.C. 31, who at eighteen 
returned, in B.C. 30, from his illness at Corcyra to his Delia, and who at twenty- 
nine had but just finished his course of experience with fickle love, and died then, 
without having time to rally himself for more serious composition. If, on the 
other hand, we adopt the earlier dates suggested for his birth, this question, 
among others, is not easily answered, What did the poet do between the ages of 

twenty-five or thirty, and thirty-five or forty? Why, when he should be produc- 
ing something worthy to compare with the last book of Propertius or the larger 
works of Ovid, is his voice dumb? Why is the elegant leisure of his maturer years, 
while Messalla's patronage should be the strongest incentive to literary endeavor, 

totally unproductive? There is nowhere a hint that any of his work has failed to 

come down to us. Is it reasonable to suppose that at the age of forty Tibullus 

had written nothing else? 

4. If Tibullus was born in 48, Lygdamus, who was, as we have seen, born in 

43, would have been much more easily confused with him, there being such an 

inconsiderable difference in the degree of their youthfulness, than if there had 

been a discrepancy of from eleven to sixteen years between their ages. 
On the basis of these arguments, B.C. 48 may be regarded as a not improbable 

(late for the birth of Tibullus. The difference between his age and that of Pro- 

pertius would then be, indeed, not great; but Ovid's statement that Propertius 
succeeded Tibullus should be interpreted chiefly with regard to the work of each, 
as a relatively large proportion of that of Propertius was done subsequently to the 

bulk of that of Tibullus. 
The following approximate chronology may then be suggested: 

;.C. 

48 Tibullus born. 

31 Aquitanian campaign. 
31-23 Attachment to Delia. 

23-21 Attachment to Marathus. 
2I-I9 Attachment to Nemesis. 
I9 Tibullus died. 

37. A Misunderstood Passage in Aeschylus, by Professor J. E. 

Harry, of the University of Cincinnati (read by title). 
This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS. 

38. Notes on Aeschylus and Aristophanes, by Professor William 

J. Seelye, of the University of Wooster, Ohio (read by title). 

r& tpv 'yclp {K -j,s 5vo-rp6vwv LeLXi-yCara 

jBporoFs 7rtuqa60KwJ el7re, &rds 5 alvwv v6oovs. - CAoeph. 277 f. 
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For ietXl'yAaTra many are inclined to write urvljLaTra, thinking the Ms. reading 
inconsistent with vro-ovU of the following line. The natural meaning of 8va-op6- 
vov /uELXli'y/fra is 'propitiations of hostile powers.' So far as I know, the fol- 
lowing interpretation of this passage has not been suggested: Apollo spoke 
announcing to mortals propitiations from the earth for the Erinyes (i.e. if mortals 
commit murder in response to a divine command), but declaring the following 
plagues (i.e. if, through horror at the thought of slaying one's kindred, one 
refuses to listen to the divine voice). This would be the natural alternation of 

feeling in Orestes's mind, dreading the Furies' wrath, if he slay his mother, but 

calling to mind the fearful threats of the god, in case of disobedience. 

?rdpos 8' ol Krcav6vTr 

vtv oVrwS oafcLTvan. - Choeph. 367-368. 

The abruptness of vLv after 7rdrep (363) has been often noted. Reading vvv, 
we have a strong contrast with irdpos of the previous line. The only objection is 
the habit of writing vvv for the strict sense of time, in this instance a short sylla- 
ble being required. This custom, however, does not seem to rest on any sure 

logical foundation. 

et T7S 7rTepjoCats KXedKpLTro KLPq)Lriq 

atpotev afpat 7reXa'ylav vortp rXdrKa. - Frogs, I437-1438. 

This is entirely without sense. Make the second line begin atpoL tv aipgq, 
involving no change of Ms. reading, and we have an instance of aposiopesis 
which is aptly concluded by y^Xotov av q5aivotro, the opening words of Dionysus's 
rejoinder in the next line. Such expressions as ol ev rj 7r6Xet answer any objec- 
tion which might be raised to the hiatus. 

39. The Vowel in the Writing of Ancient Egypt, by Edmund F. 

Schreiner, Esq., of Chicago. 

The paper establishes the theory that the hieroglyphic and the hieratic writing 
of Egypt in the ancient and the classical periods follows the system of vocalization 
found in Chaldee in the oldest parts of the Babylonian Talmud. One of the 

principal features is the use of Aleph, Ayin, Yod, and Vav as full sonant vowels 
and not as half consonant or quiescent letters, as they appear in Hebrew. (Cp. 
S. D. Luzzatti, Grammar of the Chaldaic Idiom in the Babylonian 7Talmud, 
translated by Prof. Goldammer, Chap. I., ?? I, I4, 15, I6.) So in the Egyptian 
writing the signs of the vowels "eagle, fern, arm, double fern, chick, and coil" 
represent full-sounding vowels, a, a, d, f, u, i ; they are never consonantic and 
should be transcribed and pronounced as vowels. 

The consonantic signs were all syllabic in the original Egyptian and were used 
so in the classical writing, with certain restrictions. Some of those were also used 
as simple letters (consonant); that is, the inherent vowel was dropped, when the 
sign was followed by a written vowel; others, especially when the inherent vowel 
is i or u, retain that vowel even before a following written vowel. 

For particulars the student is referred to the writer's Egyptian Reader, of which 
publication is promised, when the necessary type has been procured. 
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40. Anaphora and Chiasmus in Livy, by Professor R. B. Steele, of 
Illinois Western University (read by Professor M. Warren). 

This paper appears in full in the TRANSACTIONS. 

41. Zeus the Heaven, by Dr. Arthur Stoddard Cooley, of Auburn- 
dale, Mass. 

It is a common theory that many of the Greek gods are personifications of the 
sun, moon, earth, and other natural objects and forces. By Homer's time, how- 
ever, their anthropomorphization was complete; and while Zeus was ruler of the 
sky and Poseidon of the sea, the common man could hardly have been conscious 
of any actual identity between the god and that part of Nature which was his 

province. 
Later philosophy was much concerned with the nature of the gods, and there 

we should expect to find numerous examples of dogmas like " Zeus is the Heaven," 
"Demeter is the Earth." But the number of statements of this sort and of pas- 
sages where such ideas seem to underlie the words is surprisingly large in authors 
of the classical period, or, roundly, before 300 B.c. 

In this paper I discuss but one deity, and but one of the ideas as to his orig- 
inal nature; namely, that Zeus is the al9p or Heaven (the words being often 

synonymous: cf. Pacuvius, Chirysis, fr. 6, v. 89, Ribbeck ; Cicero, Ar D. ii. 40, 
IoI). For, in the authors examined, Zeus is also the air (d&p), sun, and light- 
ning, and even the universe itself. 

One of the first to enunciate the theory that Zeus is the Heaven was Pherecy- 
des of Syros of the sixth century B.C. As quoted by Hermias (Irris. Gent. Phi- 
los. 12) he stated that the three apXai were Zeus, the al'ip, the active principle; 
Chthonia, the Earth, the passive principle; and Kronos or Xp6vos, in which all 

things take place. 
Anacreon, his contemporary, in a fragment given by the Townleyan scholiast 

to Iliad, 0 I92, seems to call Zeus the sky, when he says: ' The month Poseideon 
indeed is here ; the water burdens the clouds, and fierce storms bring down Zeus' 
-a passage imitated by Horace in Epode XIII. 

But Euripides states this plainly in two fragments (877 and 941, Nauck): 
'The ali4p gives you birth, my daughter, whose name among men is Zeus,' and 
'Seest thou this boundless alO'p on high and holding in its moist embrace the 

earth ? Consider this as Zeus, count this a god.' 
The Oxford Anecdota (i. p. 182, II), citing the first passage, has this : 'They 

say that Zeus is the al8'p itself, because it is fiery and boils (Mehler's Aes for 6'),' 
an etymological connection of Ze6i with 'w. Compare the same Anecdota, ii. 

P- 443, 5. 
With the second fragment we may group No. 919, Nauck: 
'The head of the gods, the shining aiO'p, which holds the earth in its 

embrace.' 
A trifle less clear is an expression in fragment 839, vv. I and 2, from the 

Chrysippus. 
'The earth most great, and the Al'Op of Zeus, father of men and of gods;' 

but here we may reasonably take At6s as an appositive genitive, and compare frag- 
ment 985: 
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'The slayer of the Gorgon flying 'mid the alOp of Zeus.' 
One more fragment of Euripides may possibly be interpreted on this theory; 

namely, No. 911: 
' Golden wings are on my back, and the winged sandals of the Sirens (on my 

feet), and I will go rising into the vast aiO'ip, to mingle with Zeus.' 
I feel less certain about the line of the Oedipus at Colonus (I47I), where the 

chorus exclaims: 3 .udyas aWlOp, 3 Zei,' since in O. T. 660 f. Sophocles seems 
to identify Zeus with the sun; compare also the doubtful fragment II017, Nauck. 

To return to the philosophers, we find Empedocles of Agrigentum (Plut. de 

plac. philos. i. 3, p. 878 A) giving names of gods to his four elements, thus: 
' ear first the four roots (ptiuLaTra) of all things : Zeus the shining, Hera the 

bringer of life, Aidoneus, and Nestis, who drips in tears, a mortal fount.' 
Plutarch's interpretation is as follows (. c.): 
' He means by " Zeus " the fiery element ('^os) and the ael0p ; by " life-bring- 

ing Hera " the air; while the earth is " Aidoneus," and " Nestis " (a Sicilian divin- 

ity) and the "mortal fount" are, so to speak, water and seed (orTrep/xa).' 
Zeno the Stoic, also, on the testimony of Minucius Felix, a Christian writer of 

the third century (Octav. xix. o1), held the same view, interpreting Hera to be 
the air, Zeus the heaven, Poseidon the sea, and Hephaestus fire, and identifying 
other gods with the elements. With this agree Cicero's statements that Zeno ' calls 
the aether a god' (Ar D. i. I4, 36), and that ' to Zeno and to the other Stoics in 

general the aether seems to be the supreme god' (Acad. ii. 41, 126). 
Suggestive of the same idea as to Zeus is the statement of Macrobius (Sat. i. 

21, 12, end): ' Solerm ovis ocul/m appellat antiquiias,' and Philodemus (de pie- 
tate, 22) gives instances, as follows (Gomperz filling the lacunas): 

'Euripides in the Mysians (see argument in Nauck) applies the epithet " sun- 

eyed " (XLtw7r6s) to both Zeus an(l the Heaven, while Sophocles in the Aegisthus 
applies it to the Heaven alone, but in the Oeneus also to Zeus.' 

In O. T. 704 f. Sophocles has the expression ' the ever seeing disk (K1KXOS) 
of Zeus M6pLos'; and Aristophanes (Clouds, 285 f.) 'the unwearied eye of heaven,' 
which Suidas (s. 5,u,uta . . . eXae?TaL) interprets as the sun. 

Thus we may understand the common idea that Zeus sees all things, and so is 
called 7rav67rrTs. IHesychius, however, defines this epithet by 7roXv6o>aXJos, on 
the authority of Achaeus (Urlichs's'AXat6s for 'AXaLol). Either interpretation 
of 7rabv67rrTv is in harmony with the conception of Zeus as the sky. 

This same Achaeus, in a fragment of the Azanes (fr. 2, 4, Kock), seems to 
have in mind the starry heaven, when he calls Zeus doarpoiros (for doarepcwr6s, 
metri gratia), 'the star-eyed.' Compare with this verses 1078 and 1079 of the Ion 
of Euripides: 

' When even the star-eyed alOfip of Zeus danced,' where again we have the 

phrase Atbs alOfp. 
Many other epithets of Zeus, while applicable equally well to him as the ruler 

of Heaven, are very appropriate to the sky itself, as i'LtPpe/TfrTS, KeXCatvefIs, etc., 
but need not be discussed here. 

In conclusion I would mention the idea of Zeus as the source of rain, not 
merely the giver of it, seen in the familiar Zei)s ve, but more clearly in the phrase 
i3ara {K At6s (where the force of the preposition should he noted), and the well- 
known fact that many of the oldest and most sacred cults of Zeus in Greece were 
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situated on mountain summits, doubtless in the desire to bring the holy place as 
near as possible to the divinity or his abode (see Aesch. Niobe, fr. 162). 

The idea that Zeus is the d8ap, of which a good number of instances are found, 
is closely akin to that we have considered, and doubtless in many cases no dis- 
tinction between aiO4p and adp was intended. 

Adjourned at 4.20 P.M. 

The next meeting of the Association will be held at Union 
University, Schenectady, N. Y., beginning Tuesday, July 8, 1902. 
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79; of societies, 74, 75, 76, 78, 79; 
amount of appropriation for, 75, 80. 

dvaO6uaTrt TrecadworaLt, 75. 
answer, 113. 

Antigonus (Hist. Mirab. 15), 95. 
Aorist, instead of pres., owing to char- 

acter of verb, 67. 
dTrI/ALto, see Zeus. 
aperio, 113. 

d&roxeLpoTovwo, force in Dein. III. 15, 
126 ff. 

Appian, B. C. II. 35, ci. 
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82. See ava'iOLara and Ovova. 
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Aristophanes, Iax 523, 20I; Ran. I437 
-I438, cxxxix. 
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Aristotle, theory of imagination, xxx. 
Armenian dialectology, cxxvii. 
Asclepiads in Horace, lxiv. 
Athens of Aristophanes, xiii. 
Aurelius, Marcus, prayer to Zeus, 88. 
Aust, on luppiter Elicius, I05 f. 
Bacchylides, F in, Iv; visits to Hiero, 

xxx. 
Bacon, Roger, lxii. 
battuere, battere, 113. 
Beneventum, arch of Trajan at, 43. 
BpovrTv, see Zeus. 
Browning's Agamemnon, xcvii. 
Caesar and Menander, ci. 
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Terence, xxxix. 
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Catullus and Furius Bibaculus, xli. 
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Claudii, politics of the, lxxiv. 
Clouds, prayers to, 91. 
Condition, unreal in Latin, xl. 
Conditional sentences in Horace, xciii. 
Conflentis for Confluentis, I 13. 

congiarium given to children, 6I. 
conierat, I1o. 

cu,r in XII. Tables, iii. 
Dante, lxiii. 
deiero, i1 I ff. 
Deinarchos, value as a source in the 

Harpalos case, 122 ff. 
Demosthenes, action in the Ilarpalos 

affair, 121 ff. 

deus, contraction of forms of, cxxxi. 
dies ater, meaning and derivation, 116. 
dilectatio of Roman troops in sculpture, 

55- 
A:'ov0jta, r& p%Xat6repa, xxix. 
do (prep.), xxxvi. 
educare, educere, and educate, lxiii. 

Egyptian, vowel in writing, cxxxix. 
eiero, I o. 
elici us, see Jupiter. 
Elision in Latin verse, civ. 
Ennius, Ann. 143, viii. 
Ennius, the younger, xxiii. 
Ephebi, under supervision of the gen- 

eral in charge of Mounychia, 126. 
Euripides, Hel. date of, cxxii. 
Euripides, Htipp. 1-2, xxviii. 

Euripides, I. T., date of, cxxii. 
Euripides, Med. 214-224, xxviii. 

Euripides, nominative of the first per- 
son in, xcix. 

Februarius, Febrarius, 13. 
Festus, confused with Verrius Flaccus 

and Paulus, 103 f. 
Fielding indebted to Cervantes, lxiv. 
flumen, lxxix. 

forsitan, subjunctive with, 205-217. 
Forum Boarium in sculpture, 54. 
Franks casket, runes on, i86 ff. 
frater, derivation from fere alter, I 14 f. 
frequenter, in Cato, 120. 
Furius Bibaculus, xli. 
Gaia, not a rain-goddess, 91 ff., 97; 

&dyaXza of, in Acropolis, ibid.; Kovpo- 
rp6fos, 93; Kap?roqf6pos, 93 f. 

Gaius' Institutes, iv. 
Gender in Plautus, lxxiii. 
Genitive, adnominal, xc. 

'yovv&dotLai, cxv. 

,'ovvoV/Cua, CXV. 

7yovvuv Xa3eZv, cxv. 

Greene, Robert, li. 
Hagno, 94 f. 

Harpalos case, I21 ff.; sources, 122; 
chronology, 124; policy of Demos- 
thenes, 134; custody of the treasure, 
136; reference to the Areopagus, 
143; the ' confession,' 144; debate in 
the Assembly, 147; the trial, I5o; 
conclusion as to Demosthenes's guilt, 
151. 

Hera, rain-goddess, go. 
Hermeneutics, lvii. 
Herodotus I. i8i, xcvi. 
Horace, conditional sentences in, xciii. 
Horace, lesser Asclepiads, lxiv. 
Horace, synapheia in, ix. 
Horace, C., I, 10, xcv. 
Horace, S. I, 5, 91: 100, n. I; S. I, 15, 

liii. 
Hypereides, value as a source in the 

Harpalos case, I22 ff. 
lanarius for lanuarius, II3. 
idem, contraction of forms of, cxxxi. 

Idus, 117. 
KLaitos, see Zeus. 

imbricitor, see Jupiter. 
Indo-Iranian phonology, xxxii. 
Inscriptions : Cos, 85; Phrygia, 88; 

Myconus, 92; C.I.A. 3, 166; C.I.L. 
9, 324; C.I.L. 6, 930, cxxx; archaic, 
in Roman Forum, xiv. 

iouro, iuro, etymology of, 112 f. 
iovesat, ioveset, in the Duenos inscrip- 

tion, 112. 

iovestod, 112. 

Iphigenia in Euripides, Racine, and 
Goethe, xxxvii. 

is, contraction of forms of, cxxxi. 
John of Salisbury, lxii. 
Jupiter, elicius, 105; imbricitor, 99, n. 

2; lapis, 60; pluvialis, oo00; pluvius, 
g9, n. I, 98 ff; prayer to, oo00; pro- 
cession to, Ioo f. 

Latin, Juristic, iii. 
Lex de imperio Vespasiani, cxxx. 
Liddell and Scott, corrections to, lvii. 
Lithuanian accent, xxiv. 
Livy, ablative absolute in, xxxii; An- 

aphora and Chiasmus in, 154-185. 
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Livy, 10, 30, 5, cxxiv; 21, 5, 6, cxxv; 
21, I7, 9, cxxv. 

Magic rites, for rain, 94 ff.; 103 f. 
Maihingen, Mss. in library of, lii. 
manalis lapis, 102 ff. 

manus, mancipare, mancipio, iii. 
Menander and J. Caesar, ci. 
/uq, questions with, xliii. 
Metrical reading of Latin poetry, civ. 
Mood-forces in I.-E. parent speech, cxx. 
Negatives in Anaphora, 157-159. 
New Testament, passage misinterpreted, 

64. 
Nigidius Figulus, 14 f., I8. 
Nikanor at Olympia, 125. 
Nominative of the first person in Eurip- 

ides,' xcix. 
Nouns in Anaphora, I6I. 
Nouns in Chiasmus, 173-I77. 
nudipedalia, 10I f. 
Nymphs as rain-goddesses, io8 f. 
56uppLos, see Zeus. 
operio, II3. 
paTre, always in the aor. imv., opt., 

subjv. in Aeschylus, 67. 
o6pie, in imv., extremely rare in Greek, 

68. 
6pare, in Aristophanes, 69. 
opare, in the historians, 69 f. 
6opae, never imv. in Homer, 68. 
Opare, in the orators, 71. 
opare, in Plato, 70. 
Opare, in the tragic poets, 68 f. 
Orators, Attic, opare in, 71; lr4p in, 

cxxxv. 
Ovid, Am. 3, I5, II, cxvii. 
Particles in Anaphora, 164-166. 
Passive in German, lii. 
Pausanias, on rain gods, 89; I, 24, 3, 

interpreted, 91 ff.; 8, 38, 4, inter- 
preted, 94 f. 

7r&p in Thucyd., Xenoph., Orators, 
cxxxv. 

perieratiunculas, I I I. 

periero, peieero, form and etymology, 
I Io ff. 

periuro, periero, forms found in Plau- 
tus, 112. 

Petronius (44), Ioo. 
Philokles, relation to the Ephebi, 125 ff. 
Philology, history of, in Middle Ages, 

lxii. 

Phonetic change, uniformity in, 58i. 
Phyle, reward for heroes of, 72-74, 78, 

8o. 
Pindar, accus. in, 16 ff. 
Pindar, visits to Sicily, xxx. 
Pindar: Pyth. I. 81, 36; 4. 82, 26; 4. 

228, 26; 5. IO, 39; 5.30, 27; 9- 38, 
39; Isth., I. 36, 36; 3- 85, 37; 5- 74, 
38; V., 1. 64, 39; II. 1, 39; II.24, 
37. 

Plautus, Aul. 263, Ixvi; Amph. 542, lxvi; 
Bacch. 1o83, 1149, I20I, lxvi. 

Plautus, variation of gender in, lxxxiii. 
Plutarch, Caes. 32, ci. 
pluvialis, pluvius, see Jupiter. 
Porson's Rule, xxviii. 
Porta Capena in sculpture, 50. 
Portunus in sculpture, 54. 
Potential in Latin, cxvii. 
Prayers for rain, see Rain-gods. 
Processions for rain, 85, Ioo ff. 
7rpoSaveleiv, interpretation in Hyp. I: 

xiii. 4, 145. 
Prohibitive in Latin, lxxxv. 
7rp6KX\r-10s, interpretation as used in 

Hyp. I: ii, 19, 147 ff. 
Pronouns in Anaphora, 161-163. 
Pronouns in Chiasmus, 17I-173. 
Propertius, as a poet of nature, xx. 
Quinquatrus, etymology of, I I6 f. 

quod iussu, iii. 
Roman History, credibility of early, 

lxxxi. 
Rain-chariot, 95. 
Rain-gods and Rain-charms, 83 ff. 
rarenter, 120. 

Runes, i86 ff. 
saltem, etymology of, I18. 
Seasons, the, worship of, 85 f. 
Sense-epithets in poetry, xvii. 
Shakespeare, prose scenes in, xlix. 

signo, lxxx. 
Simonides, xxx. 
aKoirerv, different tenses in sing. and plur. 

imv., 71. 
Sophocles, O. R. 54, xxviii. 
soror, derivation from seorsum, 114. 
Subjunctive, meaning of, lxxxix. 
Subjunctive of Obligation or Propriety, v. 

Subjunctive, with forsitan, 205-217; 
supposed potential use of the perfect 
tense of, wanting, 215-217. 
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Supplication, gesture of, cxv. 
Synapheia in Horace and Roman trag- 

edy, ix. 
Tables, XII., iii, iv. 
Tacitus, Agr. x. 6, lxxix. 
Terence, Andr. 392, lxxxv. 
Terence, Eun. 74, vi. 
Terence's vis, xxxix. 
Tertullian (Apol. 40; leiun. i6), IOI f. 

Oewpia, I96 ff. 

Oewp6s, I96 ff. 

Thucydides, 7r&p in, cxxxv. 
Ovoaia, appropriations for, 76-79; amount 

of appropriation for, 80. 
Tibullus, birth-year of, cxxxvii. 
Timokles, date of the Delos, I30 ff. 
Trajan, arch of, at Beneventum, 43 ff. 
VertoS, see Zeus. 
fe Ze6s, 84. 

Uniformity in phonetic change, 5 ff. 
Upanishad, Kena 2, Khanda 5, lxxviii. 
Valerius Antias, o16, 11. 2. 
Veda, Atharva I. 8. 4, lxxviii. 
Veda, Rig I. 6I, lxviii. 
Verbs in Anaphora, I63-I64. 
Verbs in Chiasmus, 177-179. 
Vergil, Aen. 5. 291-361, lxxx. 
Winds, prayers to, 9I. 
Xenophon, ir~p in, cxxxv. 
Zeus, d7rsLtos, 84, 85, 89; da0itos, 84, 

89; pfpovrwv, 88; 'EXXivtos, 84; IK- 

tzacos, 90; A6KaLos, 94; 6ti/ptos, 84, 

85, 86, 89; IaveXX\\vos, 84, 90; v- 
Tros, 84, 85, 86, 89; on coin of Ephe- 
sus, 87; prayer to, 85; procession to, 
88. 

Zeus, BiXos, temple of, xcvi. 
Zeus, the heaven, cxl. 

ERRATUM: Vol. xxxi, p. 20, 1. I; for lucus read mare. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL RECORD. 

JULY I, 1900, TO JULY I, 190I. 

The Bibliographical Record is designed to contain not only publications dis- 
tinctly philological in character, but also such as deal with the educational aspects 
of the study of language and literature. It has been compiled from information 
furnished, at the request of the Executive Committee, by the members themselves. 
The Record is intended to include only such publications as have appeared within 
the above-mentioned year. 

ABBREVIATIONS: A HR = American Historical Review; A 7A = American Journal of 
Archaeology; A P = American Journal of Philology; A 7SL = American Journal of Semitic 
Languages; A y7T= American Journal of Theology; A rchiv= Archiv fdr latein. Lexicographie; 
Bookm. =The Bookman; CR= Classical Review; CSCP=Cornell Studies in Classical Phi- 
lology; ER = Educational Review; HSCP = Harvard Studies in Classical Philology; HSPL = 
Harvard Studies and Notes in Philology and Literature; IF= Indogermanische Forschungen; 
yA OS =Journal of the American Oriental Society; yBL = Journal of Biblical Literature; 
yGP = Journal of Germanic Philology; .7HUC = Johns Hopkins University Circulars; MLA = 
Publications of the Modern Language Association; MLN= Modern Language Notes; NW= The 
New World; PAPA = Proceedings of the American Philological Association; SR = School Re- 
view; TAPA =Transactions of the American Philological Association; UPB = University of 

Pennsylvania Bulletin; WRUB = Western Reserve University Bulletin. 

FRANCIS G. ALLINSON. 
Lucianea; HSCP., xii. (I901), I8I- 

I90. 

W. MUSS-ARNOLT. 
The Urim and Thummim: a sugges- 

tion as to their original nature and 
significance, pp. 32; The Univer- 
sity of Chicago Press. 

Theological and Semitic literature 
for the year I900: a supplement 
to the AJSL. and the AJT., 
pp. io8; The University of Chi- 
cago Press. 

Amos v. (21-) 26; The Expositor 
(London), Dec. 900o, pp. 513- 
528. 

A concise dictionary of the Assyr- 
ian language (Assyrian-English- 
German); pts. ix., x., pp. 513-640; 
Berlin: Reuther& Reichard; New 
York: Lemcke & Biichner. 

Translations from the original of the 
following Assyrian and Babylonian 
selections, published in Assyrian 
and Babylonian Literature, with 
a critical introduction by Robert 
Francis Harper: The World's 
Great Books, Aldine edition; New 
York: Appleton & Co., I900; 

the inscription of Agamkakrime 
(pp. 3-6); of Tiglath-pileser I., 
king of Assyria (pp. 11-28); the 

Babylonian account of the crea- 
tion (pp. 282-299); a second 
Babylonian account of the crea- 
tion; another account of the 
fight between Marduk and Ti- 
amat; shorter Babylonian legends 
(pp. 229-394); the Gilgamesh nar- 
rative, usually called the Babylo- 
nian Nimrod epic (pp. 324-372), 
some Babylonian laws, some prov- 
erbs and sayings (pp. 445-45I). 

Rev. of Berger's Memoire sur la 
grande inscription dedicatoire; 
Helm, Fabii Planciadis Fulgentii, 
V. C., Opera; Landgraf und Wey- 
man, Novatiani Epistula de cibis 
iudaicis; Loofs, Eustathius von 
Sebaste und die Chronologie der 
Basilius-Briefe, and Schmid, 
Manual of Patrology; AJT., iv. 
(I900), pp. 6I3-614, 658,667-669. 

Rev. of Koetschau's Die griechi- 
schen christlichen Schriftsteller der 
ersten drei Jahrhunderte: Origenes' 
Werke, Band i. u. ii.; Ib., 839-844. 

Rev. of R. C. Thompson's Reports 
of the magicians and astrologers 
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of Nineveh and Babylon, and of 
Jensen's Assyrisch-babylonische 
Mythen und Epen; Rosenberg's 
Assyrische Sprachlehre und Keil- 
schriftkunde fur das Selbststu- 
dium; AJSL., xvii. (Oct. I900), 

61-64; (Jan. 1901), I2I-I25. 

FRANK COLE BABBITT. 
The use of /U in questions; HSCP., 

xii. 307-317. 

WILLIAM N. BATES. 
Emendations to the Tenth Book of 

Pausanias; PAPA., xxxi., vi.-vii. 
Notes on the " Theseum " at Athens; 

AJA., v. 37-50. 
Notes on the Old Temple of Athena 

on the Acropolis; HSCP., xii. 319- 
326. 

CHARLES E. BENNETT. 
The teaching of Latin (pp. 214), in 

The Teaching of Latin and Greek; 
New York: Longmans, Green & 
Co., I9OI. 

Latin lessons, pp. i8i; Boston: 
Allyn & Bacon, I9OI. 

The stipulative subjunctive in Latin; 
TAPA., xxxi. 223-250. 

The qui- clause after dignus, idoneus, 
etc.; The New York Latin Leafle4 
i. (1901), No. 20, pp. I, 2. 

MAURICE BLOOMFIELD. 
On the relative chronology of the 

Vedic hymns; JA OS., xxi. (I900), 

42-49. 
On rcfsama, an epithet of Indra; 

JA OS., xxi. (1901), 50-52. 
Rev. of Monier Monier-Williams's A 

Sanskrit-English dictionary, ety- 
mologically and philologically ar- 
ranged, with special reference to 
cognate Indo-European languages; 
AJP., xxi. (I900), 323-327. 

On the Wedding Stanza, Rig-Veda, 
x. 40. Io; AJP., xxi. (1900), 41I- 
4I9. 

GEORGE MELVILLE BOLLING. 
The etymology of 80ENOZ; AJP., 

xxi. 315-316. 

An Epic fragment from Oxyrhynchus; 
AJP., xxii. 63-69. 

Rev. of Grenfell and Hunt's The 
Oxyrhynchus Papyri; Catholic 
University Bulletin, vii. 85-93. 

GEORGE WILLIS BOTSFORD. 
A history of Rome for high schools 

and academies, pp. xiv. 396; New 
York: The Macmillan Co. 

Rev. of Abbott's History of Greece, 
pt. iii.; AHR. and Thze Nation. 

Rev. of Bury's History of Greece; 
AHR. 

JAMES W. BRIGHT. 

Concerning grammatical ictus in 
English verse, in An English Mis- 
cellany, presentedto Dr. Furnivall, 
in honor of his seventy-fifth birth- 
day; Oxford, 1901, pp. 23-33. 

CARL DARLING BUCK. 
Source of the Achaean-Doric cKOIVT; 

AlP., xxi. 193-I96. 
Rev. of Brugmann's Griechische 

Grammatik; AJP., xxi. 317-322. 
Critical notes to Oscan inscriptions; 

IF., xii. 13-22. 
ISAAC B. BURGESS. 

Rev. of Lane and Morgan's A 
school Latin grammar; SR., viii. 
(Nov. 1900), 551-553. 

Rev. of Tunstall's Eleven orations 
of Cicero; SR., ix. (Feb. 1900), 
I2I-I22. 

The elements of Latin, pp. 320 
(with W. R. Harper); American 
Book Co. 

CURTIS C. BUSHNELL. 
Readings from Latin poetry, with 

notes, pp. 24; New Haven: J. T. 
Hathaway, 1901. 

EDWARD B. CLAPP. 
Homeric hiatus; SR., vol. ix. No. 4 

(April, 1901), 252-256. 
WILLARD K. CLEMENT. 

Prohibitives in Silver Latin; AJP., 
xxi. I54-I69. 

Prohibitives in Terence; CR., xv. 
157-159. 
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Elmer's Treatment of the prohibitive, 
a rejoinder; AJP., xxii. 87-96. 

Glossary in Mathews' Select med- 
iaeval documents; Boston and 
Chicago: Silver, Burdett & Co., 
I9O1. 

ARTHUR STODDARD COOLEY. 

Paper on the topography of Corinth, 
read before the Archaeological 
Institute of America at Philadel- 
phia, Dec. 29, 190o; abstract in 
AJA., Second Series, v. 30-3I. 

Archaeological Discoveries at Cor- 
inth; Boston Transcript, June 20, 
1900. 

Koundouriotes, sketch of life of 
Lazaros Koundouriotes; Ib., Oct. 
1900. 

Statues from the sea, on the statues 
found off Antikythera; lb., March, 
1901. 

BENJAMIN L. D'OOGE. 
De particularum copulativarum apud 

Caesarem et Pseudo-Caesarianos 
scriptores usu, pp. viii + 67; Carl 
Georgi, Bonn, 1901. 

MORTIMER LAMSON EARLE. 
The Oedipus Tyrannus of Sophocles, 

pp. 330; The American Book Co., 
I9OI. 

JAMES C. EGBERT, JR. 
Rev. of Pierre Gusman's Pompeii; 

Bookm., xiii. 243. 
Archaeological news, Roman epi- 

graphy; AJA., iv., v. 

ARTHUR FAIRBANKS. 
The Chthonic gods in Greek re- 

ligion; AJP., No. 83. 
The Festival Epidauria at Athens; 

CR., Dec. I900. 
The Stoic element in Plato's Re- 

public; Philosophical Review, Jan. 
19I1. 

The Arch of Titus at Rome; Mid- 
land Schools, April, 19g1. 

HENRY RUSHTON FAIRCLOUGH. 
ZR - 22 in Theocritus and Homer; 

CR., xiv. (1900), 394-396. 

The connection between music and 
poetry in Greek literature; 
PAPA., xxxi. (1900), xlix. 

P. Terenti Afri Andria, with introduc- 
tion and notes, pp. lxxxi + 186; 
Allyn & Bacon, 1901. 

HAROLD NORTH FOWLER. 
The inner life of Odysseus; Chau- 

tauquan, March, I9OI, 640-644. 
The inner life of Aeschylus; lb., 

April, 76-80. 
The inner life of Socrates; lb., May, 

184-188. 
The inner life of Plutarch; lb., June, 

292-296. 
Remarks on a three years' college 

course; Journal of Pedagogy, xiii. 
210. 

Pliny, Pausanias, and the Hermes of 
Praxiteles; TAPA., xxxi. (1900), 
37-45. 

The origin of the statements con- 
tained in Plutarch's Life of Peri- 
cles, chap. iii.; HSCP., xii. (19oI), 
211-220. 

Editor of news, discussions, and bibli- 
ography in AJA. 

B. L. GILDERSLEEVE. 

Syntax of classical Greek (pt. i.), 
with the collaboration of C. W. E. 
Miller, pp. x + 19o; American 
Book Co., New York. 

Oscillations and nutations of philo- 
logical studies; JHUC., No. 151. 

Contributions to vols. xxi. and xxii. 
of AJP. 

LOUIS H. GRAY. 

Stylistic parallels between the Assyro- 
Babylonian and the Old Persian in- 
scriptions; AJSL., xvii. (19g1)., 
151-159. 

Contributions to Avestan syntax: the 
preterite tenses of the indicative; 
JAOS., xxi. (1901), 112-I45. 

Religion of the Achaemenians, ac- 
cording to their non-Iranian in- 
scriptions; /b., 177-184. 

Bible of the Parsees; NAew York 
Sunday Herald, April 14, 1901. 
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C. B. GULICK. 
On the Greek infinitive after verbs 

of fearing; HSCP., xii. (1901), 

327-334- 

WILLIAM GARDNER HALE. 
Is there still a Latin potential? 

TAPA., xxxi. 138. 
The genitive and ablative of descrip- 

tion; PAPA., xxxi., xxxi. 
The origin of subjunctive and opta- 

tive conditions in Greek and Latin; 
HSCP., xii. 109. 

The qui- clause after dignus once 
more; The New York Latin I eaf- 
let, vol. i. No. 24, p. 7. 

Characterizing clauses in Latin; The 
New York Latin Leaflet, vol. i. No. 

25, p. 1. 

K. P. HARRINGTON. 
Tibullus as a poet of nature; PAPA. 

xxxi. (1900), xxxiv-ix. 
Some artistic types familiar to a 

Roman country gentleman; AJA. 
v. (I901), 6-7. 

J. E. HARRY. 

Repetition in Shakspere; PAPA., 
xxxi. (1900), xliii.-xlv. 

GEORGE HEMPL. 
American English; Le Aaltre ehto- 

netique, July, 900oo, pp. 72-73. 
The vowels of either, neither, and 

key; AJP., xxi. 441-442. 
The vowels of are, father, rather; 

AJP., xxi. 438-440. 
Michigan dialects; Michigan School 

Moderator, Dec. 20, I900, p. 230. 
The English river-names, Rea, Ree, 

Rhee, etc., in An English Afiscel- 
lany, presented to Dr. Fturnivall, 
in honor of his seventy-fifth birth- 
day; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
I901, pp. 155-157- 

How we talk to cows; The New 
York Sun, Jan. 20, I901. 

The etymology of boss, 'calf'; The 
New 'York Nation, lxxii. 314-315. 

The Salian hymn to Janus; PAPA., 
xxxi. 182-189. 

The calf of the leg; MALN., xvi. 
140-141. 

Influence of vowel of different quan- 
tity; JGP., iii. 352-353- 

OE. raesn, ren aern, hracn hern; 

Anglia, xxiv. 386-389. 
English beach, beck, pebble; Eng- 

lische Studien, xxix. 411 -415. 
"Aroint thee, Witch, aroint thee!" 

Poet-Lore, xiii. 425-427. 

CHARLES HOEING. 
The Codex Dunelmensis of Terence; 

AJA. iv. (1900oo), 3IO-338. 

HERBERT MULLER HOPKINS. 
Dramatic Satura in relation to Book 

Satura and the Fabula Jogata; 
synopsis in PAPA., xxxi. (1900). 

RAY GREENE HULING. 
Failures in the first year of the high 

school; ER., Dec. 1900, pp. 463- 
474. 

Problems which confront the high 
school at the opening of the 
twentieth century: the problem 
of service; Education, Nov. 19oo, 
pp. 129-133. 

Official report of the fifteenth annual 
meeting of the New England As- 
sociation of Colleges and Prepara- 
tory Schools; SR., Dec. 1900. 
Also reprinted, pp. 107. 

A. V. WILLIAMS JACKSON. 
Bibliographie, " Iranisch "; IF., Anz. 

xi. 155-159. 
Max Miiller and his work; The 

Forum, xxx. (Jan. 19go), 620-629. 
Time analysis of Sanskrit plays, 

Second Series; the dramas of 
Harsha; JAOS., xxi. 88-I08. 

The religion of the Achaemenian 
kings, First Series; the religion 
according to the inscriptions, with 
an appendix by Dr. Louis H. Gray; 
JA OS., xxi. 160-184. 

Some Avesta'n lexical and grammati- 
cal notes; Cama Memorial Vol- 
ume, pp. 130-133; Bombay, g9oo. 

The Parsi towers of silence; The 
Evening Post, New York, June 8, 
J901, p. I6. 
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CHARLES W. L. JOHNSON. 
Rev. of Weil and Reinach's Plu- 

tarque de la Musique (HIepi 
MovuIK/s); AJP., xxi. 331-333. 

OLIVER M. JOHNSTON. 
The French condition contrary to 

fact; MLN., xvi. 257-274. 
Development of Latin e into e in 

Tuscan - mente and mento forms; 
Romnania, xxix. 570-574. 

GEORGE DWIGHT KELLOGG. 
The vestal precinct in the Forum; 

The Nation, xxi. (I900), p. 308. 
Rev. of Barber's The Captivi of Plau- 

tus; ER., Nov. I900; pp. 421- 
422. 

Pope Leo XIII.'s prayer for the new 
century with metrical translation; 
New Haven Register, Feb. 3, 1901. 

An unidentified building near the 
Forum next to S. Adriano; AJA., 
v. (1901), p. 32. 

The Yale papyri; Yale Weekly, June 
12, 1901. 

Report of Philologus; AJP., xxi. 
463-467. 

WILLIAM HAMILTON KIRK. 
De quoque adverbio; AJP., xxi. 303- 

309. 
CHARLES KNAPP. 

An introduction to Vergil's Aeneid, 
pp. Io3; Chicago: Scott, Fores- 
man & Co. 

EMORY B. LEASE. 
Rev. of Schmalz's Lateinische Syntax 

und Stilistik, Dritte Auflage, 19oo; 
AJP., xx. 59-64. 

H. W. MAGOUN. 
Apamn Napat again; AJP., xxi. 

(1900), 274-286. 
A word for the spelling reformers; 

South Dakota Educator, April, 
1901, pp. 14-15. 

J. IRVING MANATT. 
A cruise in the Aegean; Chautau- 

quan, April, 1901, pp. 54-70. 
A caravan tour of the Peldponnesus; 

lb., June, 190I, pp. 268-286. 

FRANK IVAN MERCHANT. 
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Edwards St.). 1897. 
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Prof. W. A. Heidel, Iowa College, Grinnell, Ia. 1900. 
Prof. F. B. R. Hellems, State University of Colorado, Boulder, Col. 1900. 
Prof. Otto Heller, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. I896. 
N. Wilbur Helm, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. (66 William St.). I900. 
Prof. George Hempl, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. (1027 East Uni- 

versity Ave.). 1895. 
Prof. G. L. Hendrickson, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 1892. 
Prof. John H. Hewitt, Williams College, Williamstown, Mass. I886. 
Edwin H. Higley, Groton School, Groton, Mass. I899. 
Prof. Henry T. Hildreth, Roanoke College, Salem, Va. 1896. 
Prof. James M. Hill, Central High School, Philadelphia, Pa. I9oo. 
H. H. Hilton, 9 Tremont Place, Boston, Mass. 
Archibald L. Hodges, Girls' High School, New York City. I899. 
Prof. Arthur W. Hodgman, Ohio State University, Columbus, 0. 1896. 
Charles Hoeing, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y. 1899. 
Prof. Horace A. Hoffman, University of Indiana, Bloomington, Ind. 1893. 
Dr. D. H. Holmes, Eastern District High School, Brooklyn, N. Y. (165 So. Ninth 

St.). I900. 
Prof. W. D. Hooper, University of Georgia, Athens, Ga. 1894. 
Prof. E. Washburn Hopkins, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (235 Bishop 

St.). I883. 
Prof. Herbert Muller Hopkins, Trinity College, Hartford, Conn. 1898. 
Prof. Joseph Clark Hoppin, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19oo. 
Prof. William A. Houghton, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me. 1892. 
Prof. Albert A. Howard, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (I6 Walker St.). 

1892. 
Prof. Frederick H. Howard, Colgate Academy, Hamilton, N. Y. 1894. 
Prof. George E. Howes, University of Vermont, Burlington, Vt. 1896. 
Prof. Frank G. Hubbard, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1896. 
Prof. J. H. Huddilston, University of Maine, Orono, Me. 1898. 
Dr. Ray Greene Huling, English High School, Cambridge, Mass. (o10 Trow- 

bridge St.). 1892. 
L. C. Hull, Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. (29 Schermerhorn St.). I889. 
Prof. Milton W. Humphreys, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. I871. 
Prof. A. J. Huntington, Columbian University, Washington, D. C. (ioio N St., 

N. W.). 1892. 
Dr. George B. Hussey, East Orange, N. J. 1887. 
Prof. HEenry Hyvernat, Catholic University of America, Brookland, D. C. 1897. 
Prof. J. W. D. Ingersoll, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (311 Crown St.). 

1897. 
Andrew Ingraham, Swain Free School, New Bedford, Mass. I888. 
Prof. A. V. Williams Jackson, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. I884. 
Prof. George E. Jackson, Washington University, St. Louis, Mo. I890. 
Charles S. Jacobs, Albion College, Albion, Mich. I897. 
Prof. M. W. Jacobus, Hartford Theological Seminary, Hartford, Conn. (I4 

Marshall St.). I893. 
Prof. Hans C. G. von Jagemann, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (I13 

Walker St.). I882. 
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Miss Anna L. Jenkins, Girls' High School, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1899. 
Dr. Charles W. L. Johnson, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. (156 Nassau 

St.). I897. 
Henry C. Johnson, 32 Nassau St., New York, N. Y. 1885. 
Prof. William H. Johnson, Denison University, Granville, O. 1895. 
George W. Johnston, University of Toronto, Toronto, Can. 1895. 
Principal Augustine Jones, Friends' School, Providence, R. I. I896. 
Dr. Robert P. Keep, Free Academy, Norwich, Conn. 1872. 
Dr. George Dwight Kellogg, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (307 Welch 

Hall). 1897. 
Prof. Francis W. Kelsey, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1890. 
Prof. John B. Kieffer, Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa. I889. 
Prof. William Hamilton Kirk, Rutgers College, New Brunswick, N. J. 1898. 
Chancellor J. H. Kirkland, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. 1887. 
J. C. Kirtland, Jr., Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, N. H. 1895. 
Prof. George Lyman Kittredge, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (9 Hilliard 

St.). 1884. 
Dr. William H. Klapp, Academy of the Protestant Episcopal Church, 1324 Locust 

St., Philadelphia, Pa. 1894. 
Dr. Charles Knapp, Barnard College, Columbia University, New York, N.Y. (1773 

Sedgwick Ave.). 1892. 
Charles S. Knox, St. Paul's School, Concord, N. H. 1889. 
Prof. A. G. Laird, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1890. 
Prof. William A. Lamberton, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 1888. 
Prof. W. B. Langsdorf, Miami University, Oxford, 0. 1895. 
Prof. Charles R. Lanman, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (9 Farrar St.). 

I877. 
Lewis H. Lapham, 28 Ferry St., New York, N. Y. i880. 
Prof. C. W. Larned, U. S. Military Academy, West Point, N.Y. I880. 
Prof. H. B. Lathrop, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. I900. 
Prof. William Cranston Lawton, Adelphi College, Brooklyn, N. Y. (17 Clifton PI.). 

i888. 
Prof. Abby Leach, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. I888. 
Dr. Arthur G. Leacock, Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, N. H. 1899. 
Dr. Emory B. Lease, College of the City of New York, N. Y. (I2I West 64th St.). 

1895. 
Dr. J. T. Lees, University of Nebraska, Lincoln, Neb. i888. 
Prof. Thomas B. Lindsay, Boston University, Boston, Mass. I880. 
Prof. Henry F. Linscott, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C. I896. 
Prof. Gonzalez Lodge, Teachers College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 

I888. 
Prof. O. F. Long, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. 1900. 
Prof. George D. Lord, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H. 1887. 
D. O. S. Lowell, Roxbury Latin School, Boston, Mass. I894. 
Prof. Frederick Lutz, Albion College, Albion, Mich. I883. 
Prof. A. St. Clair Mackenzie, State College of Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. 1901. 
Pres. George E. MacLean, State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Ia. (603 College 

St.). 1891. 
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Miss Grace H. Macurdy, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. I894. 
David Magie, Jr., Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. (33 Prospect Ave.). 1901. 
Prof. H. W. Magoun, Redfield College, Redfield, S. D. 1891. 
Prof. J. H. T. Main, Iowa College, Grinnell, Ia. 1891. 
Prof. J. Irving Manatt, Brown University, Providence, R. I. I875. 
Prof. John M. Manly, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 1896. 
Prof. F. A. March, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. 1869. 
Prof. F. A. March, Jr., Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. 1884. 
Prof. Allan Marquand, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. I891. 
Prof. Winfred R. Martin, Trinity College, Hartford, Conn. 1879. 
Miss Ellen F. Mason, I Walnut St., Boston, Mass. 1885. 
Dr. Maurice W. Mather, 13 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge, Mass. I894. 
Prof. Nelson G. McCrea, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. I890. 
Dr. Walton Brooks McDaniel, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 1901. 
Prof. J. H. McDaniels, Hobart College, Geneva, N. Y. 187I. 
Prof. George F. McKibben, Denison University, Granville, 0. 1885. 
Miss Harriet E. McKinstry, Lake Erie College, Painesville, 0. 1881. 
Prof. H. Z. McLain, Wabash College, Crawfordsville, Ind. 1884. 
Prof. W. J. McMurtry, Yankton College, Yankton, S. D. 1893. 
Dr. John Moffatt Mecklin, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. 1900. 
James D. Meeker, Hotchkiss School, Lakeville, Conn. 1897. 
Prof. Frank Ivan Merchant, University of South Dakota, Vermilion, S. D. 1898. 
Prof. Elmer T. Merrill, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn. 1883. 
Truman Michelson, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (15 Hollis Hall). I900. 
Prof. C. W. E. Miller, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1892. 
Dr. Richard A. Minckwitz, Central High School, Kansas City, Mo. (P.O. Box 415). 

1895. 
Charles A. Mitchell, Asheville School, Asheville, N. C. 1893. 
Prof. Clifford Herschel Moore, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (34 Shep- 

ard St.). 1889. 
Prof. Frank G. Moore, Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H. I888. 
Prof. George F. Moore, Theological Seminary, Andover, Mass. 1885. 
Prof. J. Leverett Moore, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 1887. 
Prof. Lewis B. Moore, Howard University, Washington, D. C. 1896. 
Paul E. More, The Independent, I30 Fulton St., New York, N. Y. 1896. 
Prof. Edward Clark Morey, Allegheny College, Meadville, Pa. 1899. 
Prof. James H. Morgan, Dickinson College, Carlisle, Pa. I897. 
Prof. Morris H. Morgan, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (45 Garden St.). 

I887. 
Prof. Edward P. Morris, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (53 Edgehill Road). 

i886. 
Frederick S. Morrison, Public High School, Hartford, Conn. I890. 
Prof. Lewis F. Mott, College of the City of New York, N.Y. (I7 Lexington Ave.). 

1898. 
Prof. George F. Mull, Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa. 1896. 
Prof. Wilfred P. Mustard, Haverford College, Haverford, Pa. 1892. 
Prof. Francis Philip Nash, Hobart College, Geneva, N. Y. 1872. 
Dr. Charles B. Newcomer, Drury College, Springfield, Mo. 1900. 
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Prof. Barker Newhall, Kenyon College, Gambier, O. I89I. 
Prof. Frank W. Nicolson, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn. 1888. 
Prof. George Norlin, Boulder, Col. I9oo. 
Prof. Richard Norton, American School of Classical Studies, Rome, Italy (Via 

Vicenza 5). 1897. 
Charles James O'Connor, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. I9oo. 
Dr. George N. Olcott, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1899. 
Prof. Edward T. Owen, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1896. 
Prof. W. B. Owen, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. I875. 
Prof. William A. Packard, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 1872. 
Prof. Arthur H. Palmer, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (42 Mansfield St.). 

1885. 
Dr. William F. Palmer, West View, Cuyahoga County, O. 1893. 
Prof. Charles P. Parker, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (1075 Massa- 

chusetts Ave.). 1884. 
Prof. James M. Paton, Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn. 1887. 
John Patterson, Louisville High School, Louisville, Ky. (1117 Fourth St.). 1900. 
Dr. Charles Peabody, Phillips Academy, Andover, Mass. 1894. 
Prof. Harry Thurston Peck, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1887. 
Prof. Tracy Peck, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. I871. 
Miss Frances Pellett, 37 North St., Binghamton, N. Y. 1893. 
Prof. Charles W. Peppler, Emory College, Oxford, Ga. 1899. 
Miss Alice J. G. Perkins, Schenectady, N. Y. I899. 
Prof. Emma M. Perkins, Western Reserve University (College for Women), Cleve- 

land, O. I892. 
Prof. Bernadotte Perrin, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (136 Farnam Hall). 

I879. 
Prof. Edward D. Perry, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. (I33 East 55th 

St.). 1882. 
Prof. William E. Peters, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va. 1892. 
Prof. John Pickard, University of Missouri, Columbia, Mo. 1893. 
Dr. William Taggard Piper, 179 Brattle St., Cambridge, Mass. 1885. 
Prof. Samuel Ball Platner, Adelbert College of Western Reserve University, 

Cleveland, 0. i885. 
Prof. William Carey Poland, Brown University, Providence, R. I. (53 Lloyd St.). 

1872. 
Prof. William Porter, Beloit College, Beloit, Wis. I888. 
Prof. Edwin Post, De Pauw University, Greencastle, Ind. I886. 
Prof. Franklin H. Potter, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Ia. 1898. 
Prof. L. S. Potwin, Adelbert College of Western Reserve University, Cleveland, O. 

(322 Rosedale Ave.). I88I. 
Henry Preble, 42 Stuyvesant Place, New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y. I882. 

Prof. William K. Prentice, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. I895. 
Prof. Ferris W. Price, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, Pa. 1895. 
Prof. Benjamin F. Prince, Wittenberg College, Springfield, O. 1893. 
Prof. John Dyneley Prince, New York University, University Heights, New York, 

N.Y. 1899. 
Prof. Robert S. Radford, Elmira College, Elmira, N. Y. I900. 
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M. M. Ramsey, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1894. 
Prof. John W. Redd, Centre College, Danville, Ky. 1885. 
Prof. Horatio M. Reynolds, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (213 Durfee Hall). 

1884. 
Dr. Ernst Riess, De Witt Clinton High School, Manhattan, N.Y. 1895. 
Prof. Edmund Y. Robbins, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 1895. 
Dr. Arthur W. Roberts, Brookline High School, Brookline, Mass. 1884. 
Prof. W. A. Robinson, Lawrenceville School, Lawrenceville, N.J. 1888. 
Joseph C. Rockwell, 61 Oxford St., Cambridge, Mass. 1896. 
Prof. F. E. Rockwood, Bucknell University, Lewisburg, Pa. 1885. 
Prof. John C. Rolfe, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. (1416 Hill St.). 

1890. 
Dr. Julius Sachs, Classical School, 38 West Fifty-ninth St., New York, N.Y. 1875. 
Benjamin H. Sanborn, Wellesley, Mass. I890. 
Dr. Henry A. Sanders, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. (633 Church 

St.). 1899. 
Prof. John A. Sanford, Adelphi College, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1901. 
Prof. Myron R. Sanford, Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vt. 1894. 
Miss Catharine Saunders, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 1900. 
Joseph H. Sawyer, Williston Seminary, Easthampton, Mass. 1897. 
Prof. W. S. Scarborough, Wilberforce University, Wilberforce, O. I882. 
Prof. J. J. Schlicher, State Normal School, Terre Haute, Ind. 1901. 
Prof. H. Schmidt-Wartenberg, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. I894. 
Edmund F. Schreiner, 486 N. Clark St., Chicago, Ill. 1900. 
Vice-Chanc. Henry A. Scomp, American Temperance University, Harriman, 

Tenn. 1897. 
Dr. Charles P. G. Scott, Radnor, Pa. I880. 
Edmund D. Scott, Holyoke High School, P.O. Box 578, Holyoke, Mass. 1894. 
Prof. John Adams Scott, Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill. (211o Orrington 

Ave.). 1898. 
Miss Annie N. Scribner, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1900. 
Prof. Henry S. Scribner, Western University of Pennsylvania, Allegheny City, Pa. 

1889. 
Jared W. Scudder, High School, Albany, N.Y. (II7 Chestnut St.). 1897. 
Dr. Helen M. Searles, Mount Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass. 1893. 
Charles D. Seely, State Normal School, Brockport, N. Y. I888. 
Prof. William J. Seelye, Wooster University, Wooster, O. I888. 
Dr. J. B. Sewall, 17 Blagden St., Boston, Mass. I87I. 
Prof. T. D. Seymour, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (34 Hillhouse Ave.). 

I873. 
Prof. Charles H. Shannon, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tenn. I9oo. 
Prof. R. H. Sharp, Jr., Randolph-Macon Woman's College, Lynchburg, Va. (College 

Park P.O.). I897. 
Prof. J. A. Shaw, Highland Military Academy, Worcester, Mass. I876. 
Prof. Edward S. Sheldon, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (I I Francis Ave.). 

I88I. 
Dr. F. W. Shipley, Lewis Institute, Chicago, Ill. 1900. 
Prof. Paul Shorey, American School of Classical Studies, Athens, Greece. 1887. 
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Dr. Grant Showerman, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. I9oo. 
Dr. Edgar S. Shumway, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. 1885. 
Prof. E. G. Sihler, New York University, University Heights, New York, N.Y. 1876. 
Prof. M. S. Slaughter, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1887. 
Princ. M. C. Smart, Claremont, N. H. I9oo. 
Prof. Charles Forster Smith, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. 1883. 
Prof. Charles S. Smith, Columbian University, Washington, D. C. (2122 H St.). 

1895. 
Prof. Clement L. Smith, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (64 Sparks St.). 

1882. 

Prof. Harry de Forest Smith, Amherst College, Amherst, Mass. 1899. 
Prof. Josiah R. Smith, Ohio State University, Columbus, 0. 1885. 
Prof. Kirby F. Smith, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1897. 
Prof. Herbert Weir Smyth, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (i9 Walker St.). 

I886. 

George C. S. Southworth, Salem, Col. Co., 0. 1883. 
Prof. Edward H. Spieker, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. I884. 
Dr. Sidney G. Stacey, Erasmus Hall High School, Brooklyn, N. Y. (150 Montague 

St.). 1901. 
Prof. Jonathan Y. Stanton, Bates College, Lewiston, Me. 1888. 
Miss Josephine Stary, 31 West Sixty-first St., New York, N. Y. 1899. 
Prof. R. B. Steele, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. 1893. 
Prof. J. R. S. Sterrett, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. (2 South Ave.). I885. 
Prof. F. H. Stoddard, New York University, University Heights, New York, N. Y. 

1890. 
Dr. Duane Reed Stuart, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. I191. 
Dr. E. H. Sturtevant, Indiana University, Bloomington, Ind. 1901. 
Dr. Charles W. Super, Ohio University, Athens, 0. i88i. 
Dr. Marguerite Sweet, 13 Ten Bronck St., Albany, N. Y. 1892. 
Prof. Frank B. Tarbell, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 1882. 
Prof. Julian D. Taylor, Colby University, Waterville, Me. 1890. 
Prof. Glanville Terrell, Georgetown College, Georgetown, Ky. 1898. 
Prof. William E. Thompson, Hamline University, Hamline, Minn. I877. 
Charles H. Thurber, 29 Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 1901. 
Prof. Fitz Gerald Tisdall, College of the City of New York, N. Y. (80 Convent Ave.). 

1889. 
Prof. Henry A. Todd, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1887. 
Prof. H. C. Tolman, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. 1889. 
Prof. Edward M. Tomlinson, Alfred University, Alfred, N. V. 1885. 
Edward M. Traber, State Agricultural College, Fort Collins, Colo. I896. 
Prof. J. A. Tufts, Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, N. H. 1898. 
Prof. Milton H. Turk, Hobart College, Geneva, N. Y. 1896. 
Prof. Esther Van Deman, Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass. 1899. 
Addison Van Name, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (12I High St.). I869. 
Dr. W. H. Wait, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 1893. 
Dr. John H. Walden, 13 Mt. Auburn St., Cambridge, Mass. 1889. 
Prof. Arthur T. Walker, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan. I895. 
Dr. Alice Walton, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass. I894. 
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Dr. Edwin G. Warner, Polytechnic Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1897. 
Andrew McCorrie Warren, care of Brown, Shipley & Co., Founders' Court, London. 

1892. 
Prof. Minton Warren, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (105 Irving St.). 

I874. 
Dr. Winifred Warren, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 1897. 
Dr. William E. Waters, New York University, University Heights, N. Y. (116I 

Amsterdam Ave.). 1885. 
Prof. Helen L. Webster, Wellesley College, Wellesley, Mass. 1890. 
Miss Mary C. Welles, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (33 Wall St.). 

1898. 
Prof. Andrew F. West, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 1886. 
Prof. J. H. Westcott, Princeton University, Princeton, N. J. 189I. 
Prof. J. B. Weston, Christian Biblical Institute, Stanfordville, N. Y. 1869. 
Prof. L. B. Wharton, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, Va. 1888. 
Albert S. Wheeler, Sheffield Scientific School, New Haven, Conn. 1871. 
Prof. Arthur L. Wheeler, Bryn Mawr College, Bryn Mawr, Pa. I899. 
Prof. James R. Wheeler, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 1885. 
Prof. G. M. Whicher, Normal College, New York, N. Y. I891. 
Prof. Frederic Earle Whitaker, Kenyon College, Gambier, 0. I900. 
Dr. Andrew C. White, Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. (424 Dryden Road). 

I886. 
Prof. John Williams White, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (I8 Concord 

Ave.). 1874. 
Vice-Chanc. B. Lawton Wiggins, University of the South, Sewanee, Tenn. 1892. 
Prof. Alexander M. Wilcox, University of Kansas, Lawrence, Kan. 1884. 
Prof. Henry D. Wild, Williams College, Williamstown, Mass. 1898. 
Charles R. Williams, Indianapolis, Ind. 1887. 
Dr. George A. Williams, Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, N. H. 189I. 
Prof. Mary G. Williams, Mt. Holyoke College, South Hadley, Mass. 1899. 
Dr. Harry Langford Wilson, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1898. 
Dr. J. D. Wolcott, University of Chicago, Chicago, Ill. 1898. 
Prof. E. L. Wood, Amherst College, Amherst, Mass. I888. 
Prof. Henry Wood, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md. 1884. 
Willis Patten Woodman, 6 Greenough Ave., Jamaica Plain, Mass. I9oI. 
Prof. Frank E. Woodruff, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Me. I887. 
Prof. B. D. Woodward, Barnard College, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. 

(462 West 22nd St.). 1891. 
Prof. Ellsworth D. Wright, Lawrence University, Appleton, Wis. 1898. 
Prof. Henry P. Wright, Yale University, New Haven, Conn. (128 York St.). 1883. 
Prof. John Henry Wright, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass. (38 Quincy St.). 

1874. 
Prof. Clarence H. Young, Columbia University, New York, N. Y. (312 West 88th St.). 

1890. 
Prof. R. B. Youngman, Lafayette College, Easton, Pa. I9oI. 

[Number of Members, 47I.] 
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WESTERN BRANCH. 

MEMBERS OF THE PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION OF 
THE PACIFIC COAST. 

(ESTABLISHED 1899.) 

Membership in the American Philological Association prior to the organization 
of the Philological Association of the Pacific Coast is indicated by a date earlier 
than I900. 

W. H. Alexander, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. (2601 Durant Ave.). 1900. 
Albert H. Allen, St. Helena, Cal. I900. 
Dr. James T. Allen, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. (1633 Arch St.). 1898. 
Prof. Louis F. Anderson, Whitman College, Walla Walla, Washington. 1887. 
Prof. C. B. Bradley, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. (2639 Durant Ave.). 

I900. 
Miss H. S. Brewer, Redlands, Cal. I900. 
Rev. William A. Brewer, San Mateo, Cal. I900. 
Miss Josephine Bristol, High School, Redwood City, Cal. 1900. 
Valentine Buehner, High School, San Jose, Cal. I900. 
Elvyn F. Burrill, 2536 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. Luella Clay Carson, University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore. 1900. 
Martin Centner, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. I900. 
Samuel Chambers, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. I900. 
Prof. J. E. Church, Jr., State University of Nevada, Reno, Nev. 190o. 
Prof. Edward B. Clapp, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. (I Bushnell PI.). 

I886. 
A. Horatio Cogswell, 2509 Parker St., Berkeley, Cal. I900. 
Mrs. Frank A. Cressey, Modesto, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. L. W. Cushman, Nevada State University, Reno, Nev. I900. 

J. Allen De Cou, Red Bluff, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. Frederic Stanley Dunn, University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore. 1899. 
Dr. J. Elmore, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. I900. 
Prof. H. Rushton Fairclough, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, 

Cal. I887. 
G. E. Faucheux, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. I900. 
Dr. W. S. Ferguson, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. I899. 
Prof. Ewald Fliigel, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. I900. 
Prof. P. J. Frein, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. John Fryer, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. I900. 
Dr. John Gamble, Haywards, Cal. I900. 
Prof. Charles Mills Gayley, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1895. 
Charles Bertie Gleason, High School, San Jose, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. Julius Goebel, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. I900. 
Walter H. Graves, 1220 Linden St., Oakland, Cal. I900. 
Miss Rebecca T. Greene, Salinas, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. James O. Griffin, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 

1896. 
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Edward Hohfeld, 14 Grove St., San Francisco, Cal. 1900. 
Miss Lily Hohfeld, Siskiyou Co. High School, Yreka, Cal. 1900. 
C. H. Howard, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. I900. 
M. C. James, High School, Berkeley, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. Oliver M. Johnston, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 

g900. 
Winthrop Leicester Keep, Mills College, Alameda Co., Cal. 1900. 
Tracy R. Kelley, 2214 Jones St., San Francisco, Cal. I900. 
Prof. Martin Kellogg, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1884. 
Prof. S. F. Lange, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. i900. 
Rev. James O. Lincoln, San Mateo, Cal. 1900. 
Miss Alice Marchebout, Girls' High School, San Francisco, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. Max L. Margolis, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. John E. Matzke, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 

I900. 
Prof. William A. Merrill, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. i886. 
Prof. Walter Miller, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 1900. 
Francis O. Mower, Napa High School, Napa, Cal. 1900. 
Edward J. Murphy, San Mateo, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. Augustus T. Murray, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 

1887. 
Carl H. Nielsen, Vacaville, Cal. i900. 
Rabbi Jacob Nieto, 17I9 Bush St., San Francisco, Cal. I9oo. 
Dr. H. C. Nutting, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. (2125 Cedar St.). I900. 
Dr. Andrew Oliver, San Mateo, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. F. V. Paget, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. Ernest M. Pease, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 

1887. 
E. Pitcher, High School, Alameda, Cal. 1900. 
Dr. Henry W. Prescott, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1899. 
Dr. Clifton Price, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1899. 
Prof. A. Putzker, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. I900. 
Prof. S. B. Randall, California College, Oakland, Cal. 1900. 
Miss Cecilia L. Raymond, 2407 S. Atherton St., Berkeley, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. Karl G. Rendtorff, Leland Stanford Jr. University, Stanford University, Cal. 

I900. 

Miss Beatrice Reynolds, 3050 Kingsley St., Los Angeles, Cal. 1900. 
Prof. Leon J. Richardson, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1895. 
Prof. F. G. G. Schmidt, University of Oregon, Eugene, Ore. 1900. 
Prof. Henry Senger, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. I900. 
Principal Leigh Richmond Smith, Santa Clara High School, Santa Clara, Cal. 

1896. 
C. M. Walker, Lowell High School, San Francisco, Cal. 1900. 
President Benjamin I. Wheeler, University of California, Berkeley, Cal. 1879. 
Miss Catherine E. Wilson, 3043 California St., San Francisco, Cal. 1900. 

[Number of Members, 73. Total, 471 + 73 = 544.] 
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THE FOLLOWING LIBRARIES AND INSTITUTIONS (ALPHABETIZED BY TOWNS) 
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE ANNUAL PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION. 

Albany, N. Y.: New York State Library. 
Amherst, Mass.: Amherst College Library. 
Ann Arbor, Mich.: Michigan University Library. 
Auburn, N. Y.: Theological Seminary. 
Austin, Texas: University of Texas Library. 
Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Library. 
Baltimore, Md.: Peabody Institute. 
Berkeley, Cal.: University of California Library. 
Boston, Mass.: Boston Public Library. 
Brooklyn, N. Y.: The Brooklyn Library. 
Brunswick, Me.: Bowdoin College Library. 
Bryn Mawr, Pa.: Bryn Mawr College Library. 
Buffalo, N. Y.: The Buffalo Library. 
Burlington, Vt.: Library of the University of Vermont. 
Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard College Library. 
Champaign, Ill.: University of Illinois Library. 
Chicago, Ill.: The Newberry Library. 
Chicago, Ill.: Public Library. 
Chicago, Ill.: University of Chicago Library. 
Clermont Ferrand, France: Bibliotheque Universitaire. 
Cleveland, O.: Library of Adelbert College of Western Reserve University. 
College Hill, Mass.: Tufts College Library. 
Columbus, O.: Ohio State University Library. 
Crawfordsville, Ind.: Wabash College Library. 
Detroit, Mich.: Public Library. 
Easton, Pa.: Lafayette College Library. 
Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Library. 
Gambier, O.: Kenyon College Library. 
Hanover, N. H.: Dartmouth College Library. 
Iowa City, Ia.: Library of State University. 
Ithaca, N. Y.: Cornell University Library. 
Lincoln, Neb.: Library of State University of Nebraska. 
Marietta, O.: Marietta College Library. 
Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan University Library. 
Milwaukee, Wis.: Public Library. 
Minneapolis, Minn.: Athenaeum Library. 
Minneapolis, Minn.: Library of the University of Minnesota. 
Nashville, Tenn.: Vanderbilt University Library. 
Newton Centre, Mass.: Library of Newton Theological Institution. 
New York, N. Y.: Astor Library. 
New York, N. Y.: Library of Columbia University. 
New York, N. Y.: Library of the College of the City of New York (Lexington 

Ave. and Twenty-third St.). 
New York, N. Y.: Union Theological Seminary Library (700 Park Ave.). 
Olivet, Eaton Co., Mich.: Olivet College Library. 
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Philadelphia, Pa.: American Philosophical Society. 
Philadelphia, Pa.: The Library Company of Philadelphia. 
Philadelphia, Pa.: The Mercantile Library. 
Philadelphia, Pa.: University of Pennsylvania Library. 
Pittsburg, Pa.: Carnegie Library. 
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.: Vassar College Library. 
Providence, R. I.: Brown University Library. 
Rochester, N. Y.: Rochester University Library. 
Springfield, Mass.: City Library. 
Tokio, Japan: Library of Imperial University. 
Toronto, Can.: University of Toronto Library. 
University of Virginia, Albemarle Co., Va.: University Library. 
Vermilion, South Dakota: Library of University of South Dakota. 
Washington, D. C.: Library of the Catholic University of America. 
Washington, D. C.: United States Bureau of Educatioh. 
Wellesley, Mass.: Wellesley College Library. 
Worcester, Mass.: Free Public Library. 

[Number of subscribing institutions, 6I.] 

TO TIHE FOLLOWING LIBRARIES AND INSTITUTIONS THE TRANSACTIONS ARE 

ANNUALLY SENT, GRATIS. 

American School of Classical Studies, Athens. 
American School of Classical Studies, Rome (Via Vicenza 5). 
British Museum, London. 
Royal Asiatic Society, London. 
Philological Society, London. 
Society of Biblical Archaeology, London. 
Indian Office Library, London. 
Bodleian Library, Oxford. 

University Library, Cambridge, England. 
Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, Scotland. 
Trinity College Library, Dublin, Ireland. 
Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta. 
Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society. 
North-China Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Shanghai. 
Japan Asiatic Society, Yokohama. 
Public Library of Victoria, Melbourne, Australia. 
Sir George Grey's Library, Cape Town, Africa. 

Reykjavik College Library, Iceland. 
University of Christiania, Norway. 
University of Upsala, Sweden. 
Stadsbiblioteket, G6teborg, Sweden. 
Russian Imperial Academy, St. Petersburg. 
Austrian Imperial Academy, Vienna. 
Anthropologische Gesellschaft, Vienna. 
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Biblioteca Nazionale, Florence, Italy. 
Reale Accademia delle Scienze, Turin. 
Societe Asiatique, Paris, France. 
Athenee Oriental, Louvain, Belgium. 
Curatorium of the University, Leyden, Holland. 
Bataviaasch Genootschap van Kunsten en Wetenschappen, Batavia, Java. 
Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences, Berlin, Germany. 
Royal Saxon Academy of Sciences, Leipsic. 
Royal Bavarian Academy of Sciences, Munich. 
Deutsche Morgenlandische Gesellschaft, Halle. 

Library of the University of Bonn. 

Library of the University of Freiburg in Baden. 

Library of the University of Giessen. 

Library of the University of Jena. 
Library of the University of Konigsberg. 
Library of the University of Leipsic. 
Library of the University of Toulouse. 
Library of the University of Tiibingen. 
Imperial Ottoman Museum, Constantinople. 

Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. 

[Number of foreign institutions, 43.] 

To THE FOLLOWING FOREIGN JOURNALS THE TRANSACTIONS ARE ANNUALLY 

SENT, GRATIS. 

Athenaeum, London. 
Classical Review, London. 
Revue Critique, Paris. 
Revue de Philologie (Adrien Krebs, II Rue de Lille, Paris). 
Societe de Linguistique,.. la Sorbonne, Paris. 
Berliner Philologische Wochenschrift, Berlin. 
Deutsche Litteraturzeitung, Berlin. 

Indogermanische Forschungen (K. J. Triibner, Strassburg). 
Literarisches Centralblatt, Leipsic. 
Musee Belge (Prof. Waltzing, 9 Rue du Parc, Liege, Belgium). 
Neue Philologische Rundschau, Gotha (F. A. Perthes). 
Wochenschrift fur klassische Philologie, Berlin. 
Rivista di Filologia, Turin (Ermanno Loescher). 
Direzione del Bolletino di Filologia Classica, Via Vittorio Amadeo ii, Turin. 
Zeitschrift fur die 6sterr. Gymnasien (Prof. J. Golling, Maximilians Gymnasium, 

Vienna). 
Universite Catholique (Prof. A. Lepitre, IO Avenue de Noailles, Lyons). 

[Total (545 + 6I + 43 + I + i6) = 666.] 



CONSTITUTION 

OF THE 

AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION. 

ARTICLE I.-NAME AND OBJECT. 

i. this Society shall be known as "The American Philological Associa 
tion." 

2. Its object shall be the advancement and diffusion of philological knowl- 
edge. 

ARTICLE II. OFFICERS. 

I. The officers shall be a President, two Vice-Presidents, a Secretary and 
Curator, and a Treasurer. 

2. There shall be an Executive Committee of ten, composed of the above 
officers and five other members of the Association. 

3. All the above officers shall be elected at the last session of each annual 
meeting. 

ARTICLE III. -MEETINGS. 

i. There shall be an annual meeting of the Association in the city of New 
York, or at such other place as at a preceding annual meeting shall be deter- 
mined upon. 

2. At the annual meeting, the Executive Committee shall present an annual 
report of the progress of the Association. 

3. The general arrangements of the proceedings of the annual meeting shall 
be directed by the Executive Committee. 

4. Special meetings may be held at the call of the Executive Committee, when 
and where they may decide. 
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ARTICLE IV. - MEMBERS. 

I. Any lover of philological studies may become a member of the Association 
by a vote of the Executive Committee and the payment of five dollars as initiation 
fee, which initiation' fee shall be considered the first regular annual fee. 

2. There shall be an annual fee of three dollars from each member, failure in 

payment of which for two years shall ipso facto cause the membership to cease. 
3. Any person may become a life member of the Association by the payment 

of fifty dollars to its treasury, and by vote of the Executive Committee. 

ARTICLE V. - SUNDRIES. 

I. All papers intended to be read before the Association must be submitted 
to the Executive Committee before reading, and their decision regarding such 

papers shall be final. 
2. Publications of the Association, of whatever kind, shall be made only under 

the authorization of the Executive Committee. 

ARTICLE VI. -AMENDMENTS. 

Amendments to this Constitution may be made by a vote of two-thirds of 
those present at any regular meeting subsequent to that in which they have been 

proposed. 



PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASSOCIATION. 

THE annually published "Proceedings" of the American Philo- 

logical Association contain an account of the doings at the annual 

meeting, brief abstracts of the papers read, reports upon the progress 
of the Association, and lists of its officers and members. 

The annually published "Transactions" give the full text of such 
articles as the Executive Committee decides to publish. The Pro- 

ceedings are bound with them as an Appendix. 

The following tables show the authors and contents of the volumes 
of Transactions thus far published :- 

1869-1870. -Volume I. 

Hadley, J.: On the nature and theory of the Greek accent. 
Whitney, W. D.: On the nature and designation of the accent in Sanskrit. 
Goodwin, W. W.: On the aorist subjunctive and future indicative with 'arws and 

ou ,u). 

Trumbull, J. Hammond: On the best method of studying the North American 
languages. 

Haldeman, S. S.: On the German vernacular of Pennsylvania. 
Whitney, W. D.: On the present condition of the question as to the origin of 

language. 
Lounsbury, T. R.: On certain forms of the English verb which were used in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
Trumbull, J. Hammond: On some mistaken notions of Algonkin grammar, and 

on mistranslations of words from Eliot's Bible, etc. 
Van Name, A.: Contributions to Creole Grammar. 

Proceedings of the preliminary meeting (New York, i868), of the first annual 
session (Poughkeepsie, 1869), and of the second annual session (Rochester, 
I870). 

1871. -Volume II. 

Evans, E. W.: Studies in Cymric philology. 
Allen, F. D.: On the so-called Attic second declension. 
Whitney, W. D.: Strictures on the views of August Schleicher respecting the 

nature of language and kindred subjects. 
Hadley, J.: On English vowel quantity in the thirteenth century and in the nine- 

teenth. 
March, F. A.: Anglo-Saxon and Early English pronunciation. 
Bristed, C. A.: Some notes on Ellis's Early English Pronunciation. 
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Trumbull, J. Hammond: On Algonkin names for man. 
Greenough, J. B.: On sonme forms of conditional sentences in Latin, Greek, and 

Sanskrit. 

Proceedings of the third annual session, New Haven, 1871. 

1872. - Volume III. 

Evans, E. W.: Studies in Cymric philology. 
rrumbull, J. Hammond: Words derived from Indian languages of North 

America. 
Hadley, J.: On the Byzantine Greek pronunciation of the tenth century, as illus 

trated by a manuscript in the Bodleian Library. 
Stevens, W. A.: On the substantive use of the Greek participle. 
Bristed, C. A.: Erroneous and doubtful uses of the word such. 
Hartt, C. F.: Notes on the Lingoa Geral, or Modern Tupi of the Amazonas. 
Whitney, W. D.: On material and form in language. 
March, F. A.: Is there an Anglo-Saxon language? 
March, F. A.: On some irregular verbs in Anglo-Saxon. 
Trumbull, J. Hammond: Notes on forty versions of the Lord's Prayer in Algon- 

kin languages. 

Proceedings of the fourth annual session, Providence, 1872. 

1873. -Volume IV. 

Allen, F. D.: The Epic forms of verbs in dw. 
Evans, E. W.: Studies in Cymric philology. 
Hadley, J.: On Koch's treatment of the Celtic element in English. 
Haldeman, S. S.: On the pronunciation of Latin, as presented in several recent 

grammars. 
Packard, L. R.: On some points in the life of Thucydides. 
Goodwin, W. W.: On the classification of conditional sentences in Greek syntax. 
March, F. A.: Recent discussions of Grimm's law. 
Lull, E. P.: Vocabulary of the language of the Indians of San Bias and Cale- 

donia Bay, Darien. 

Proceedings of the fifth annual session, Easton, 1873. 

1874. -Volume V. 

Tyler, W. S.: On the prepositions in the Homeric poems 
Harkness, A.: On the formation of the tenses for completed action in the Latin 

finite verb. 
Haldeman, S. S.: On an English vowel-mutation, present in cag, keg. 
Packard, L. R.: On a passage in Homer's Odyssey (A 8I-86). 
Trumbull, J. Hammond: On numerals in American Indian languages, and the 

Indian mode of counting. 
Sewall, J. B.: On the distinction between the subjunctive and optatives modes in 

Greek conditional sentences. 
Morris, C. D.: On the age of Xenophon at the time of the Anabasis. 

Whitney, W. D.: i,6Tre or 0e'oei- natural or conventional? 

Proceedings of the sixth annual session, Hartford, I874. 
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1875. -Volume VI. 

Harkness, A.: On the formation of the tenses for completed action in the Latin 
finite verb. 

Haldeman, S. S.: On an English consonant-mutation, present in proof; prove. 
Carter, F.: On Begemann's views as to the weak preterit of the Germanic verbs. 
Morris, C. D.: On some forms of Greek conditional sentences. 
Williams, A.: On verb-reduplication as a means of expressing completed action. 
Sherman, L. A.: A grammatical analysis of the Old English poem "The Owl 

and the Nightingale." 

Proceedings of the seventh annual session, Newport, i875. 

1876.-Volume VII. 

Gildersleeve, B. L.: On el with the future indicative and 'dv with the subjunctive 
in the tragic poets. 

Packard, L. R.: On Grote's theory of the structure of the Iliad. 
Humphreys, M. W.: On negative commands in Greek. 

Toy, C. H.: On Hebrew verb-etymology. 
Whitney, W. D.: A botanico-philological problem. 
Goodwin, W. W.: On shall and should in protasis, and their Greek equivalents. 
Humphreys, M. W.: On certain influences of accent in Latin iambic trimeters. 
Trumbull, J. Hammond: On the Algonkin verb. 
Haldeman, S. S.: On a supposed mutation between I and u. 

Proceedings of the eighth annual session, New York, I876. 

1877. -Volume VIII. 

Packard, L. R.: Notes on certain passages in the Phaedo and the Gorgias of 
Plato. 

Toy, C. H.: On the nominal basis on the Hebrew verb. 
Allen, F. D.: On a certain apparently pleonastic use of lcs. 
Whitney, W. D.: On the relation of surd and sonant. 
Holden, E. S.: On the vocabularies of children under two years of age. 
Goodwin, W. W.: On the text and interpretation of certain passages in the 

Agamemnon of Aeschylus. 
Stickney, A.: On the single case-form in Italian. 
Carter, F.: On Willmann's theory of the authorship of the Nibelungenlied. 
Sihler, E. G.: On Herodotus's and Aeschylus's accounts of the battle of Salamis. 
Whitney, W. D.: On the principle of-economy as a phonetic force. 
Carter, F.: On the Kiirenberg hypothesis. 
March, F. A.: On dissimilated gemination. 
Proceedings of the ninth annual session, Baltimore, 1877. 

1878. Volume IX. 

Gildersleeve, B. L.: Contributions to the history of the articular infinitive. 
Toy, C. H.: The Yoruban language. 
Humphreys, M. W.: Influence of accent in Latin dactylic hexameters. 
Sachs, J.: Observations on Plato's Cratylus. 
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Seymour, T. D.: On the composition of the Cynegeticus of Xenophon. 
Humphreys, M. W.: Elision, especially in Greek. 

Proceedings of the tenth annual session, Saratoga, 1878. 

1879. -Volume X. 

Toy, C. H.: Modal development of the Semitic verb. 
Humphreys, M. W.: On the nature of caesura. 
Humphreys, M. W.: On certain effects of elision. 
Cook, A. S.: Studies in Heliand. 
Harkness, A.: On the development of the Latin subjunctive in principal clauses 
D'Ooge, M. L.: The original recension of the De Corona. 
Peck, T.: The authorship of the Dialogus de Oratoribus. 
Seymour, T. D.: On the date of the Prometheus of Aeschylus. 

Proceedings of the eleventh annual session, Newport, 1879. 

1880.- Volume XI. 

Humphreys, M. W.: A contribution to infantile linguistic. 
Toy, C. H.: The Hebrew verb-termination un. 
Packard, L. R.: The beginning of a written literature in Greece. 
Hall, I. H.: The declension of the definite article in the Cypriote inscriptions. 
Sachs, J.: Observations on Lucian. 
Sihler, E. G.: Virgil and Plato. 
Allen, W. F.: The battle of Mons Graupius. 
Whitney, W. D.: On inconsistency in views of language. 
Edgren, A. H.: The kindred Germanic words of German and English, exhibited 

with reference to their consonant relations. 

Proceedings of the twelfth annual session, Philadelphia, I880. 

1881. -Volume XII. 

Whitney, W. D.: On Mixture in Language. 
Toy, C. H.: The home of the primitive Semitic race. 
March, F. A.: Report of the committee on the reform of English spelling. 
Wells, B. W.: History of the a-vowel, from Old Germanic to Modern English. 
Seymour, T. D.: The use of the aorist participle in Greek. 
Sihler, E. G.: The use of abstract verbal nouns in -a,ss in Thucydides. 

Proceedings of the thirteenth annual session, Cleveland, 188i. 

1882. -Volume XIII. 

IIall, I. H.: The Greek New Testament as published in America. 
Merriam, A. C.: Alien intrusion between article and noun in Greek. 
Peck, T.: Notes on Latin quantity. 
Owen, W. B.: Influence of the Latin syntax in the Anglo-Saxon Gospels. 
Wells, B. W.: The Ablautein English. 
Whitney, W. D.: General considerations on the Indo-European case-system. 

Proceedings of the fourteenth annual session, Cambridge, 1882. 
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1883.-Volume XIV. 

Merriam, A. C.: The Caesareum and the worship of Augustus at Alexandria. 
Whitney, W. D.: The varieties of predication. 
Smith, C. F.: On Southernisms. 
Wells, B. W.: The development of the Ablaut in Germanic. 

Proceedings of the fifteenth annual session, Middletown, I883. 

1884.- Volume XV. 

Goodell, T. D.: On the use of the Genitive in Sophokles. 
Tarbell, F. B.: Greek ideas as to the effect of burial on the future life of the soul, 
Perrin, B.: The Crastinus episode at Palaepharsalus. 
Peck, T.: Alliteration in Latin. 
Von Jagemann, H. C. G.: Norman words in English. 
Wells, B. W.: The Ablaut in High German. 
Whitney, W. D.: Primary and Secondary Suffixes of Derivation and their ex- 

changes. 
Warren, M.: On Latin Glossaries. Codex Sangallensis, No. 912. 

Proceedings of the sixteenth annual session, Hanover, i884. 

1885.-Volume XVL 

Easton, M. W.: The genealogy of words. 
Goodell, T. D.: Quantity in English verse. 
Goodwin, W. W.: Value of the Attic talent in modern money. 
Goodwin, W. W.: Relation of the rlp&epo, to the HpvTdveLs in the Attic BovAu 
Perrin, B.: Equestrianism in the Doloneia. 
Richardson, R. B.: The appeal to sight in Greek tragedy. 
Seymour, T. D.: The feminine caesura in Homer. 
Sihler, E. G.: A study of Dinarchus. 
Wells, B. W.: The vowels e and i in English. 
Whitney, W. D.: The roots of the Sanskrit language. 

Proceedings of the seventeenth annual session, New Haven, I885. 

1886. -Volume XVIL 

Tarbell, F. B.: Phonetic law. 
Sachs, J.: Notes on Homeric Zoology. 
Fowler, H. N.: The sources of Seneca de Beneficiis. 
Smith, C. F.: On Southernisms. 
Wells, B. W.: The sounds o and u in English. 
Fairbanks, A.: The Dative case in Sophokles. 
The Philological Society, of England, and The American Philological Associr. 

tion: Joint List of Amended Spellings. 
Proceedings of the eighteenth annual session, Ithaca, I886. 
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1887.-Volume XVIIL 

Allen, W. F.: The monetary crisis in Rome, A.D. 33. 
Sihler, E. G.: The tradition of Caesar's Gallic Wars, from Cicero to Orosius. 

Clapp, E. B.: Conditional sentences in Aischylos. 
Pease, E. M.: On the relative value of the manuscripts of Terence. 
Smyth, H. W.: The Arcado-Cyprian dialect. 
Wells, B. W.: The sounds o and u in English. 
Smyth, H. W.: The Arcado-Cyprian dialect.-Addenda. 

Proceedings of the nineteenth annual session, Burlington, 1887. 

1888.-Volume XIX. 

Allen, W. F.: The Lex Curiata de Jmpierio. 
Goebel, J.: On the impersonal verbs. 
Bridge, J.: On the authorship of the Cynicus of Lucian. 
Whitney, J. E.: The " Continued Allegory " in the first book of the Fairy Queene, 
March, F. A.: Standard English: its pronunciation, how learned. 
Brewer, F. P.: Register of new words. 

Proceedings of the twentieth annual session, Amherst, I888. 

1889.- Volume XX. 

Smyth, H. W.: The vowel system of the Ionic dialect. 
Gudeman, A.: A new source in Plucarch's Life of Cicero. 
Gatschet, A. S.: Sex-denoting nouns in American languages. 
Cook, A. S.: Metrical observations on a Northumbrianized version of the Old 

English Judith. 
Cook, A. S.: Stressed vowels in lElfric's Homilies. 

Proceedings of the twenty-first annual session, Easton, I889. 
Index of authors, and index of subjects, Vols. I.-XX. 

1890.- Volume XXI. 

Goodell, T. D.: The order of words in Greek. 
Hunt, W. I.: Homeric wit and humor. 

Leighton, R. F.: The Medicean Mss. of Cicero's letters. 

Whitney, W. D.: Translation of the Katha Upanishad. 

Proceedings of the twenty-second annual session, Norwich, I89o. 

1891.- Volume XXII. 

Capps, Edw.: The Greek Stage according to the Extant Dramas. 

Clapp, Edw. B.: Conditional Sentences in the Greek Tragedians. 
West, A. F.: Lexicographical Gleanings from the Philobiblon of Richard de Bury. 
Hale, W. G.: The Mode in the phrases quod sciam, etc. 

Proceedings of the twenty-third annual session, Princeton, I891. 
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1892. -Volume XXIII. 

Whitney, W. D.: On the narrative use of imperfect and perfect in the Brahmanas 
Muss-Arnolt, W.: On Semitic words in Greek and Latin. 
Humphreys, M. W.: On the equivalence of rhythmical bars and metrical feet. 
Scott, Charles P. G.: English words which hav gaind or lost an initial con- 

sonant by attraction. 

Proceedings of the twenty-fourth annual session, Charlottesville, 1892. 

1893. -Volume XXIV. 

Sonnenschein, E. A.: The scientific emendation of classical texts. 
Breal, M.: The canons of etymological investigation. 
Streitberg, W.: Ein Ablautproblem der Ursprache. 
Osthoff, H.: Dunkles und helles I im Lateinischen. 
Shorey, Paul: The implicit ethics and psychology of Thucydides. 
Scott, C. P. G.: English words which hav gaind or lost an initial consonant by 

attraction (second paper). 
Hale, W. G.: "Extended " and "remote " deliberatives in Greek. 

Proceedings of the twenty-fifth annual session, Chicago, 1893. 

1894.- Volume XXV. 

Knapp, Charles: Notes on the prepositions in Gellius. 
Moore, F. G.: On urbs aeterna and urbs sacra. 
Smith, Charles Forster: Some poetical constructions in Thucydides. 
Scott, C. P. G.: English words which hav gaind or lost an initial consonant by 

attraction (third paper), 
Gudeman, Alfred: Literary forgeries among the Romans. 

Proceedings of the twenty'sixth annual session, Williamstown, 1894. 

1895.- Volume XXVI. 

Bloomfield, M.: On Professor Streitberg's theory as to the origin of certain Indo- 
European long vowels. 

Warren, M.: On the conttibution of the Latin inscriptions to the study of the 
Latin language and literature. 

Paton, James M.: Some Spartan families under the Empire. 
Riess, Ernst: On ancient superstition. 
Perrin, B.: Genesis and growth of an Alexander-myth. 
Slaughter, M. S.: The Ada Ludorum and the Carmen Saeculare. 
Scott, C. P. G.: The Devil and his imps: an etymological inquisition, 
March, F. A.: The fluency of Shakespeare. 
Proceedings of the special session, Philadelphia, I894. 
Proceedings of the twenty-seventh annual session, Cleveland, 1895. 

1896. Volume XXVII. 

Riess, E.: Superstition and popular beliefs in Greek tragedy. 
Harkness, Albert Granger: Age at marriage and at death in the Roman Empire. 
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Allinson, F. G.: On the accent of certain enclitic combinations in Greek. 

Wright, John H.: The origin of sigma lunatum. 

Proceedings of the twenty-eighth annual session, Providence, I896. 

1897.-Volume XXVIII. 

Brownson, C. L.: Reasons for Plato's hostility to the poets. 
Sihler, E. G.: Lucretius and Cicero. 
Bloomfield, M.: Indo-European notes. 
Peck, Tracy: Cicero's hexameters. 
Fairbanks, Arthur: On Plutarch's quotations from the early Greek philosophers. 
March, F. A.: The enlargement of the English dictionary. 
Collitz, H.: Traces of Indo-European accentuation in Latin. 

Smyth, H. W.: Mute and liquid in Greek melic poetry. 

Proceedings of the twenty-ninth annual session, Bryn Mawr, I897. 

1898. -Volume XXIX. 

Fay, E. W.: The origin of the gerundive. 
Hempl, G.: Language-rivalry and speech-differentiation in the case of race-mixture. 
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